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INTRODUCTION 

The National NASA EPSCoR Program has revised the schedule for the Research Cooperative 
Agreement Notice (CAN) once again.  It is anticipated that the National NASA EPSCoR CAN solicitation 
will be released in late-November 2020 with a single full proposal submission due in early February 
2021.  To allow sufficient time to select and develop a single strong full proposal from Nevada, a 
letter of intent and pre-proposals are being solicited in advance of the Federal CAN release. The LOIs 
will be used to select review panel members for pre-proposal competitive external review that will 
result in the selection of one pre-proposal that will advance to full proposal development.  Note: the 
National NASA EPSCoR CAN will only permit one full proposal submission per EPSCoR state.  Based on 
past CAN solicitations no significant changes are anticipated. The CAN announcement from last year 
is attached to this solicitation as a paperclip. 

Each funded NASA EPSCoR CAN proposal is expected to establish research activities that will make 

significant contributions to the strategic research and technology development priorities of the 

NASA’s national program and/or one or more of the ten NASA Field Centers, Mission Directorates or 

the NASA Office of Chief Technologist as well as contributing to the overall research infrastructure, 

science, and technology capabilities, higher education, and economic development of Nevada. 

 
NASA EPSCoR Research CAN pre-proposals must include three or more statewide collaborations 
among NSHE institutions.  To support and strengthen statewide synergy and collaborations necessary 
for a strong National NASA EPSCoR CAN proposal, travel and workshop funds are available through the 
NV NASA EPSCoR Research Infrastructure Development (RID) grant.  Solicitations for RID travel and 
workshop grants are open year-round and as funds are available, awards to support team building 
workshops or travel to NASA Centers to build collaborations will be awarded.  Please check the Nevada 
NASA Programs website to apply for team-building workshop or travel funds. 
 
Important Note:  Faculty who identify a collaborative effort with NASA personnel or NASA Contractors 
are often more successful than faculty who have not identified collaboration with a NASA scientist. Pre-
proposals demonstrating NASA collaboration are therefore, strongly encouraged. 
 

The objective of the NASA EPSCoR Research CAN Award is to: 

• Contribute to and promote the development of research infrastructure in NASA EPSCoR States 
in areas of strategic importance to the NASA mission; (Space Science, Mission to Planet Earth, 
Human Exploration and Development of Space, Aeronautics, and Space Technology.) 

 
• Improve the capabilities of the NASA EPSCoR States to gain support directly from NASA and 

other sources outside the NASA EPSCoR program; 
 

• Contribute to the overall research infrastructure, science, and technology capabilities, higher 
education, and economic development of the State by utilizing Nevada’s unique resources and 
assets while developing and expanding regional interests in Climate Change, Systems 
Engineering, Astrophysics, Planetary Geology, and Astrobiology; and 

 
• Work in close coordination with the NASA Space Grant program to improve the environment for 

science, mathematics, engineering, and technology education in the State. 
 
For guidance on writing a pre-proposal relevant to both NASA and Nevada science mission and 

https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/funding-opportunities/
https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/funding-opportunities/


goals, please carefully examine the appendix to this solicitation that contains current NASA 
mission priorities and review all of the documents attached via paperclip to this solicitation, 
which include: 

 

• NASA Strategic Plan 2018   
• NSHE Science and Technology Plan 2020  
• The Governor’s Economic Plan: Moving Nevada Forward: A Plan for Excellence in 

Economic Development 2012 
 

NOTE:  The National NASA EPSCoR Office anticipates releasing additional information on research 
priorities late Summer 2020.  When this information is available, we will make an announcement and 
provide the information via the NV NASA Programs website:  https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/  

 

CAN SOLICITATION INFORMATION AND INSTRUCTIONS  
A. Eligibility  
Faculty at NSHE institutions, particularly junior faculty, women, and members of other 
underrepresented populations are encouraged to apply.  Faculty who have a current National NASA 
EPSCoR Research CAN project are not eligible to apply while their project is on-going. Pre-proposals 
must include Co-PIs from at least three NSHE institutions.  Note that the National NASA EPSCoR Office 
has made the following eligibility determinations for prior lead Science PIs: 
• A researcher who is or has been a Science PI on a funded NASA EPSCoR major research grant is 
not eligible to be Science PI on a subsequent proposal with the same research focus. 
• A current or past Science PI is eligible to serve as a Co-I on subsequent proposals including 
concurrent proposals. 
• A past Science PI is eligible to serve as a Science PI on a subsequent proposal only if the prior 
research project is completed (three years) and if the new research is completely different than the 
prior grant (committee judgment required). 

 
B. Award: Funding Information  

The NASA EPSCoR Research CAN will provide an award of $1,125,000 total for a three-year period 

with the expectation of a 2:1 match; i.e., $750K in Federal funds and $375K in state matching 

funds (contingent on matching fund availability) and/or institutional match.  Note: an attempt 

must be made to distribute Federal and state matching funds to each participating institution. If 

institutional match is required, that match must be met at the respective institution, i.e., if there 

are insufficient state matching funds, institutions receiving Federal funding must provide the 2:1 

match from their institution and not through another NSHE institution’s budget. 

 

C. Award Obligations (If selected for Full proposal submission and receive a National award) 
Award recipients are required to prepare annual and final reports following National NASA EPSCoR 
guidelines, which will be provided to the lead technical PI. You will be required to provide demographic 
data about participants and prepare a project highlight for inclusion in an annual report prepared by the 
National NASA EPSCoR Office. The final report includes: grant proposals submitted; grant proposals 
funded; papers submitted and/or published in refereed journals; presentations or abstracts at 
professional meetings, and collaborations with NASA centers and institutions across the state. 
 

https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/


Award recipients are also expected to attend and make a presentation at the annual NV NASA 
EPSCoR/Space Grant Meeting anticipated to occur in the spring each year. Travel for this meeting should 
be included in your budget. 

D. Letter of Intent Preparation
Complete the online form (URL listed below) to provide the following information:

Lead PI and Co-PI names and institutions 
Working title for the pre-proposal 
Research topic keywords 
Research abstract (300 words max) 
Suggested external reviewers (minimum of two names with email addresses required) 

Go to: https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/2021-can-loi-form/ 

E. Pre-proposal Preparation (merge requirements 1-4 into a single PDF)
Pre-proposals must be typed, single-spaced, standard one-inch margins and use a Times Roman 12 pt or 
comparable font with numbered pages.  The pre-proposals should be written such that researchers from 
other scientific disciplines would be able to understand the pre-proposal goals, importance of the 
research and how the anticipated outcomes will benefit NASA, NV and NSHE.

1. Cover Page (form provided as “paperclip” attachment to this solicitation)
• Signature of Applicant
• Signature of Office of Sponsored Projects/Programs

2. Project Description (limited to 5 pages, plus additional pages for items c, d and e)
Provide a concise description of the proposed research or research-building activities, including 
the following:

a. Summary of Project; (1 page maximum of the total 5 pages allotted)
b. The remaining 4 pages should include:

i. Project goals and research objectives
ii. Tasks and methods

iii. SMART objectives with measurable outcomes (see PDF “paperclip” attachment)

iv. An approximate timetable for project completion
v. List of collaborators and expertise they will contribute (including any NASA 

scientists)
vi. Brief discussion of likely outcomes (i.e., publications, patents/licenses, 

technology transfer, new hardware/software, new or revised courses, new 
proposals with potential program you will apply to, etc.)

c. Plan for any potential student involvement; particularly from under-represented groups 
(1 page max)

d. Description of how the effort will contribute (i.e., broader impact) to the Nevada 
Science and Technology Plan 2020 and/or the State of Nevada’s Economic 
Development Plan and how the effort will align with the NASA Strategic Plan 2018 and/
or the list of critical NASA research topics provided by the National NASA EPSCoR 
Project Manager; paperclipped to this solicitation. (1 page max)

e. Any NASA collaborators must provide letters of support specifically stating the 
contribution they will make.  The letters will be included in the pre-proposal appendix.
(Note: Letters must be recent and dated within 45 days prior to the solicitation due 
date.)

https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/2021-can-loi-form/


3.  Budget and Budget Justification (form provided as “paperclip” attachment) 
Provide a budget and a detailed budget justification by each institution involved in the project. 
NOTE: If selected to submit a full proposal, the budget must include funding to administer the 
grant through the NSHE EPSCoR and Sponsored Projects Office.  As required by the National 
NASA EPSCoR Program Manager, the budget will include funds for the administration of the 
project and the NV NASA EPSCoR Director must be listed as the Administrative Lead PI. (Consult 
with Gibran Chavez Gudino at the NSHE EPSCoR Office for an estimate on the grant 
administration costs.) 

a. PIs are encouraged to work with their Sponsored Programs Office and/or Business 
Managers well in advance to develop the budget.  

b. Follow NASA budget guidelines as well as the OMB Uniform Guidance when developing 
the budget.  

c. Include appropriate annual increases for salary, fringe, and tuition costs.  
d. Include travel for annual statewide meetings each year, alternating locations in 

Northern and Southern Nevada. 
e. Budget must be signed by Sponsored Projects Office or Business Manager. 

 
4. Appendices 

a. References Cited (the number of pages for citations is not limited) 
b. Biographical Sketch or Curriculum Vitae: limited to two pages per person, including the 

PI, Co-PI(s) and any collaborators or identified student(s) who will have a major role in 
the project.  

c. Any NASA collaborators must provide letters of support that specifically state the 
contribution they will make. (Note: Letters must be recent and dated within 45 days 
prior to the solicitation due date.) 

d. NASA Funding History Summary (limited to one page): provide a detailed list of previous 
& current NASA funded projects. Include the title of the project, the project period, the 
funded amount, and significant project outcomes. 

e. Facilities and Other Resources:  list any existing facilities and major equipment that 

will be used for the proposed project. 

 
F. Submission Guidelines:  
Letters of Intent must be submitted no later than 5:00 pm PT on September 7, 2020.  Use the online 
form at:  https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/2021-can-loi-form/ 
 
Pre-proposals must be uploaded no later than 5:00 pm PT on October 13, 2020. Please submit a single 
PDF document using the naming convention: PI Last Name_First Name_NASA_CAN. Submissions that 

are incomplete (see requirements 1-4 above) will not be reviewed and no late submissions will be 
accepted. Use the online form at:  https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/funding/2021-can-loi-pre-
proposal/ 

 

PRE-PROPOSAL REVIEW PROCESS AND EVALUATION CRITERIA  
An external panel of reviewers will review and recommend a project for submission to the National 

NASA EPSCoR Research CAN.  The results of this review will be forwarded to the NV EPSCoR Research 

Affairs Council.  Project selection will be based on review of pre-proposals according to the following 

criteria: 
 

https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/2021-can-loi-form/
https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/funding/2021-can-loi-pre-proposal/
https://nasa.epscorspo.nevada.edu/funding/2021-can-loi-pre-proposal/


1. Technical quality of the proposed research and soundness of plan to produce demonstrable 

near-term achievements that will serve as a catalyst to enhance the state’s long-term NASA-

related research capabilities. 

2. The proposed research goal(s) and objectives are scientifically sound and will result in 
significant advancement of the topic area. 

3. Methods are appropriate and will adequately address the research objectives, the pre-
proposal includes quantifiable SMART objectives, and well defined outcomes and products 
are listed.   

4. Strength of the collaborative team, representation from at least three NSHE institutions and 
inclusion of a NASA collaborator.  Potential for student involvement is encouraged. 

5. Relevance to the NASA mission as defined in NASA’s 2018 Strategic Plan and or the list 

of top priority research topics provided by the National NASA EPSCoR Project Manager 

(attached to this solicitation).  The degree to which the proposed research matches 

NASA’s Strategic enterprises and serves as a catalyst to improve the ability of the state’s 

institutions to become more competitive and involved in NASA’s programs. 

6. Potential of the plan and proposed activities to contribute to the State of Nevada's 

economic plan (e.g. through innovative approaches, technology transfer and innovative 

industry partnering) and/or NSHE’s Science and Technology plan. 

7. The budget is appropriate for the proposed work. 
 

It is anticipated that final selection of the pre-proposal to move forward to a full proposal will be 
announced in early December 2020. The full proposal will be due in late February to mid March 2021. 

 
 

Contact Information 
 
NV NASA EPSCoR Project Director  
Dr. Lynn Fenstermaker  
lynn.fenstermaker@dri.edu  
702-862-5412 
 
NV NASA EPSCoR Project Administrator 
Gibran Chavez-Gudino 
gibran@nshe.nevada.edu 
702-522-7081 

 
 

ADDITIONAL LINKS: 
 

NASA Headquarters: http://www.nasa.gov  
 

Ames Research Center: http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames 
 

Armstrong Flight Research Center: http://www.nasa.gov/centers/armstrong  

Glenn Research Center: http://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn 

Goddard Space Flight Center: http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard 

Jet Propulsion Laboratory:  http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/  

mailto:lynn.fenstermaker@dri.edu
mailto:gibran@nshe.nevada.edu
http://www.nasa.gov/
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/armstrong
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/glenn
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/goddard
http://www.jpl.nasa.gov/


Johnson Space Center:  http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson 

Kennedy Space Center:  http://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy 

Langley Research Center: http://www.nasa.gov/langley 

Marshall Space Flight Center:  http://www.nasa.gov/centers/marshall 

Stennis Space Center:  http://www.nasa.gov/centers/stennis 

 

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/johnson
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/kennedy
http://www.nasa.gov/langley
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/marshall
http://www.nasa.gov/centers/stennis
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4 Excellence in Economic Development 


Governor Brian SandovalG BB ii SS ddd lll 


Vision 
A vibrant, innovative, and 
sustainable economy 


Mission 
High-quality jobs for Nevadans 







Objectives 
Establish a cohesive economic 
development operating system 


Advance targeted sectors and 
opportunities in the regions 


Expand global engagement 


Catalyze innovation in core 
and emerging industries 


Increase opportunity through education 
and workforce development 
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Governor’s Message 


Consider for a moment first-grade students across Nevada. They have their whole lives ahead of them; 
it’s easy to imagine their bright young faces flushed with excitement about what they might be when they 
grow up. But as a practical matter, we cannot know what manner of careers will be available to them. The 
global economy now changes so dramatically, and so rapidly, that entire career paths will come and go by 
the time today’s first graders graduate from high school. 


This economic development plan is dedicated to those students. 


For nearly 150 years, Nevada has seen more than its share of economic booms and busts. From mineral 
extraction to tourism and gaming entertainment to residential and commercial construction, our economic 
model has historically relied heavily on consumption-based industries. As a result, the recent Great Reces-
sion hit us harder than any other state. Our path out of the current economic reality will be long, and by 
necessity we, as one Nevada family, must walk that path together. It will not be easy – and the new Office 
of Economic Development cannot do this alone. All stakeholders, planning strategically and leveraging 
their resources, must work together to produce the thinkers, the dreamers, and the doers that Nevada 
needs. 


This State Plan for Economic Development proposes a plan of action for the next three years, but as a liv-
ing, dynamic document, it can and will be adjusted as circumstances demand. We will assiduously track 
and regularly report our progress, making periodic updates available as needed. We are pledged to refine 
and refocus our efforts as changing situations demand and as we move into the future. 


We will always have certain strengths in Nevada, but we are also home to emerging opportunities previ-
ously unimagined. Health services, national defense research, aerospace industries, clean energy  – these 
are the new frontiers that will beckon future generations of Nevadans. The new economy fosters entre-
preneurs and rewards innovation. It requires that we be nimble and flexible. It recognizes that there are 
hundreds, if not thousands, of businesses in this State that are ready to expand. There are also dozens of 
good ideas in Nevadans’ minds, ready to emerge as start-up enterprises. Attraction and relocation of out-
of-state companies are still important – and we will vigorously pursue those opportunities – but Nevada 
has its own resources, ready for deployment. After all, the economic touchstones of our history – mining, 
gaming, entertainment – all were launched from businesses that started here. The Nevada family is no 
stranger to innovation. 
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Through a strong educational system that arms students with skill sets that will translate to jobs we haven’t 
yet imagined, through careful review and modernization of our legal and regulatory systems, through 
global engagement, we must ensure that Nevadans can continue to answer the call of opportunity when-
ever it is heard. Whether a child’s critical thinking skills are honed through a challenging curriculum, or a 
graduate student’s intellect is tapped for cutting-edge research on futuristic patents, or a displaced worker 
obtains a new skill set, the needs of the future economy can and will be met by the groundwork we are 
laying through this plan. 


We must maintain a sense of urgency. Nevada’s unemployment rate is unacceptably high, yet there are 
many job openings in our State for which the current workforce is not prepared. Our entire education 
system and workforce development agencies must join forces with economic development agencies; we 
must address the need for employment, while at the same time creating the future careers for first-graders 
in every corner of Nevada. State government, across all agencies, must work hand-in-glove with local 
governments, regional development organizations, and the private sector to bring our economy into align-
ment with the current reality and the emerging global environment. We must have new job opportunities, 
and we must have a skilled workforce. We must, therefore, work on multiple tracks. 


I have said that economic development is a journey, not a destination. On the horizon we can see the de-
sired aim: a vibrant, innovative statewide economy based on the pillars of opportunity, innovation, hard 
work, and collaboration. The strategies and metrics proposed in this plan will move us ever closer toward 
our goals and will require the engagement of both the public and private sectors in innovative partnerships. 
By the end of 2014, the 150th anniversary of Nevada’s admittance to the Union, our State will be traveling 
on the new path conceived in this document. With that in mind, this plan is not the end of the conversation 
about Nevada’s new opportunity economy. Rather, it is the beginning. 


Brian Sandoval 
Governor of the State of Nevada 
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Objectives and Strategic Initiatives 


1. Establish a Cohesive Economic Development Operating System. 


Unify the Economic Development Effort. 
-Implement the State Plan and communicate Nevada’s economic advantage. 
-Advocate on behalf of business and jobs. 


Launch Regional Development Authorities. 
-Prepare regional economic development plans. 


Develop Data and Metrics That Matter. 
-Establish a state clearinghouse of economic development information. 


2. Advance Targeted Sectors and Opportunities in the Regions. 


Develop Strong Working Knowledge about Targeted Opportunities. 
-Work with industry to prepare sector acceleration plans. 


Grow Sectors through Recruitment, Retention, and Expansion. 
-Provide access to assistance with financing and incentives. 


Support Sector Enhancement in the Regions. 
-Convene targeted industry summits and continue to improve the business environment. 


3. Expand Global Engagement. 


Facilitate Export Growth. 
-Assist Nevada businesses to engage in exporting goods and services. 


Increase Foreign Direct Investment in Targeted Sectors. 
-Promote investment opportunities to international visitors and through trade representatives. 


Enhance Global Network. 
-Boost Nevada’s international representation and relationships. 
-Support international business councils. 
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4. Catalyze Innovation in Core and Emerging Industries. 


Develop Statewide Innovation and Commercialization Structure. 
-Execute plan for technology-based economic development. 


Increase Industry Collaboration with Universities and DRI. 
-Connect R&D capacities with business needs. 


Build Complete Entrepreneur Support Structure. 
-Launch Spark Plug, a web-based resource center. 


5. Increase Opportunity Through Education and Workforce Development. 


Align Education, Career Training, and Workforce Development to Targeted Opportunities. 
-Coordinate strategic planning efforts between education and economic development. 


Reorganize the Workforce Investment System to Align with Targeted Sectors. 
-Strengthen Sector Councils, partner with community colleges. 


Improve Educational Achievement. 
-Focus policies for high-quality instruction and student achievement. 
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A Checklist of Action for 2012 


Advance effective regional economic development 


•Designate Regional Development Authorities and allocate operating funds 
•Complete regional economic development plans 
•Hire and effectively embed Industry Specialists 


Capitalize on near-term opportunities 


•Manufacturing, especially gaming equipment, renewable components, 
advanced composite materials, food processing, and aerospace 
•Customer service and back office operations 
•Health care services 
•E-commerce fulfillment operations and headquarters 
•Warehousing, distribution, and air cargo 
•National defense research 


Build a business case for expansion 


•Inventory current Nevada firms in targeted industries and determine their capacities 
•Within targeted industries, inventory companies not currently located in Nevada 
•Develop an inventory of unused or under-used facilities and assets 


Focus marketing on targeted sectors 


•Brand and communicate Nevada’s economic advantage 
•Formally establish Team Nevada 
•Attend industry-specific trade shows and generate leads 
•Reach out to site selectors who specialize in these industries 
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Grow new and existing businesses 


•Conduct Governor’s Expansion Assistance Tour 
•Expand export opportunities 
•Implement Catalyst Fund 
•Create SBIR/STTR Resource Center 
•Make loans available through State Small Business Credit Initiative 


Advance knowledge-based industries through 
partnerships with higher education 


•Gaming and hospitality in partnership with the Harrah’s Hotel College at UNLV 
•Mining in partnership with the Mackay School of Mines at UNR 
•Health care in partnership with the Nevada School of Medicine and Health 


Sciences System in NSHE 
•Geothermal energy in partnership with DRI 
•Water in arid climates in partnership with DRI, UNLV, So. Nevada Water Authority 
•Cyber security in partnership with UNLV 
•Innovation and technology commercialization in partnership with NSHE 
•An improved and highly-skilled workforce in partnership with 


our Community Colleges 


Improve business environment 


•Convene sector stakeholders to meet with Governor Sandoval 
•Identify and remove obstacles to business growth and expansion 
•Establish regulatory and business environment working group 
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Nevada’s Assets 


Nevada Is Connected 
More than 40 million people from around the world visit Nevada each year 
McCarran Airport is the nation’s 7th busiest airport 
Reno-Tahoe International Airport is an uncongested alternative to LAX and SFO 
Adjacent to California, the world’s 7th largest economy 
Within a day’s drive of 51 million potential customers 
Over 1200 miles of rail line 
More than 150 freight carriers 


Nevada is Global 
Leads nation in export growth 
Proven destination for foreign direct investment 
Center of global gaming policy and technology 


Nevada is Technology 
Location of the U.S. inter-cloud exchange 
#1 disaster avoidance and recovery zone in the U.S. 
Home to CORE, the world’s leader in telecommunications pricing 
Home to the SuperNAPs, the world’s largest and most powerful data center ecosystem 
Digital crossroads of the Western U.S. 


Nevada is Culturally Diverse 
Big city, small town, rural 
World-class entertainment 
World-class skiing, golf, and off-road racing 
Centers for performing and visual arts 
Incomparable locations for film, television, and other media with over 400 projects a year 


Nevada is Resources 
North America’s largest producer of gold 
Lithium, boron, vanadium mines 
National leader in use of geothermal energy 
National leader in use of solar energy 


Nevada is National Defense 
Home to Nellis Air Force Base and the Air Force Warfare Center 
Home to Fallon Naval Air Station, the Navy’s premier air warfare training center 
Home to Creech Air Force Base, the first base to fly exclusively pilot-less aircraft 
Home to Nevada National Security Site, formerly the Nevada Test Site 
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Where Nevada Leads 


In 2011, Nevada ranked in the U.S. 


#1 for economic development programs in terms of job creation, retention, 
and training (Good Jobs First) 


#1 for production of nonfuel mineral commodities in 2010 (U.S. Geological Survey) 


#1 for LEED-certified buildings (U.S. Green Building Council) 


#1 in geothermal developments (Geothermal Energy Association) 


#1 in export intensity and export growth (U.S. Chamber of Commerce) 


#1 for new business launches (Kaufman Index of Entrepreneurial Activity) 


#1 for export adaptability and growth (Ball State University) 


#2 for tourist destination in the U.S. (Forbes) 


#2 for creative class women (Martin Prosperity Institute) 


#2 for small business survival (U.S. Chamber of Commerce) 


#4 for business tax climate, and moved up to #3 for 2012 (Tax Foundation) 


#4 part-time MBA program (Business Week) 


#6 for personal and economic freedom (George Mason University) 


#6 for growth prospects (Forbes) 


#7 for business costs (Forbes) 


#9 in U.S. for fastest internet access (Akamai) 


#10 in best states for business (Chief Executive Magazine) 
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Liabilities 


• An economy oriented toward consumption sectors 


• Under-resourced and disjointed economic development strategy and structures 


• Existing workforce skills not in alignment with job prospects 


• Underperforming educational system 


• Under-capacity health care system 


• Higher energy costs than most neighboring states 


• Innovation under capacity 


• Risk capital under capacity 


• State image does not reflect breadth of opportunities 


“People say Nevada is at the top of all the bad lists, 


and the bottom of all the good lists. This perception 


cannot – and will not – be our reality.” 


Governor Brian Sandoval, 
Inaugural Address, 


January 3, 2011 
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During the past year, Nevada has embraced the need to strengthen and broaden the State’s economy. 
There is no longer any doubt that future economic vitality must come through innovation in both our 
core industries and in emerging opportunities.  There is a desire and commitment throughout the State to 
unify our efforts, focus our energy and resources, and grow a new economy, job-by-job, sector-by-sector, 
region-by-region. 


With broad, bipartisan support, the Governor and the 2011 Legislature passed Assembly Bill 449 to re-
structure and re-energize economic development in Nevada.  By moving the State’s economic develop-
ment function into the Office of the Governor, placing an emphasis on regional economic development 
and innovation, and providing additional resources for the effort, this legislation laid the foundation for 
moving Nevada’s economy forward. 


To further spur this effort, the public and private sectors partnered to commission SRI International and 
the Brookings Institution to provide a clear-eyed look at Nevada’s strengths and weaknesses and point out 
the State’s best opportunities.  Those studies, available for review on the website for the Governor’s Office 
of Economic Development, chart a course to the future economic vibrancy of Nevada. 


Building on the work done over the last year, Nevada’s Plan for Excellence in Economic Development 
will bring focus, align resources, and engage economic development partners in regional collaboration 
that will catalyze cluster development within seven broad industrial sectors. The best way to build Ne-
vada’s prosperity is by working within its diverse, regional economies toward recognizable and measure-
able goals. 
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What We’re Doing 


The Plan for Excellence in Economic Development outlines the vision for Nevada’s economic future and 
the path to job creation. It calls out targeted sectors and specific opportunities and provides the strategies 
and initiatives that will best capitalize on our assets and improve areas in which we must progress. 


The Plan aligns the efforts of all of Nevada’s economic development partners, bridges state and regional 
efforts, and assigns specific roles and responsibilities. 


This Plan provides the means for accountability by establishing benchmarks. Future decisions about the 
allocation of state resources will be made based on data and results. 


Why We’re Doing It 


With a three-year timeframe, this State Plan seeks to facilitate job growth and help speed the recovery 
from the current recession, but it also looks to the future. The ultimate goal is to foster a long-term vibrant 
and sustainable economy that features high-quality jobs in Nevada. 


Economic development is a long term, continual effort to advance Nevada’s economy. After this recession 
is over and Nevada’s economy is again vibrant, we should remain as focused on economic development 
as we are now. 


Who’s Doing It 


The responsibility for nurturing a thriving economy belongs to all of us, but there are certain people and 
groups who have specific and significant roles and responsibilities. In the public sector, policymakers 
must ensure an appropriate and balanced level of oversight that will cultivate industry, instill consumer 
confidence, and set the boundaries for the responsible conduct of business activities. Elected officials in 
both the executive and legislative branches, known here informally as Ambassadors, have a statutory duty 
to champion Nevada as a prime location for business. 


The private sector will be dynamically involved in this new economic development effort as well. Busi-
ness leaders will be active members of Regional Development Authorities, identify missing links in their 
supply chains, mentor entrepreneurs and business start-ups, and contribute to a positive business ecosys-
tem. An engaged private sector is the key to establishing business connections, enabling technology com-
mercialization, developing human capital, and building physical infrastructure. 
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Nevada’s geographic regions are the hubs of the states’s economy. Regions matter greatly because they 
contain critical assets, supply chain elements, workforces, educational institutions, and business networks. 
Regional Development Authorities will, therefore, be vital to growing our targeted sectors. 


In the end, the Governor’s Office of Economic Development certainly cannot do this work alone. Partners 
for the implementation of this State Plan include local and regional organizations for economic develop-
ment, Chambers of Commerce, private businesses, local governments, education, investors, the federal 
government, nonprofit entities, and others. We must all work together. 


How We’re Going To Do It 


We’re going to do it by knowing what our assets are and how to help the private sector leverage them. 


We’re going to identify those areas in which we need improvement, developing and executing plans to 
do so. 


We’re going to establish a structure that nurtures collaboration and uses resources efficiently. 


We’re going to focus on target opportunities, building a business case for each and emphasizing Nevada’s 
economic advantage. 


We’re going to capitalize on our global connectedness. 


We’re going to enhance innovation in core and emerging industries. 


We’re going to train and educate our citizens for future Nevada jobs. 


We’re going to understand and shape the environment that is necessary to attract, retain and expand the 
businesses that will drive our economy. 


We’re going to measure progress and hold ourselves accountable, making decisions and deploying 
resources in the direction indicated by the data. 
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How We’ll Know We’re Successful 


Nevada will be home to high-quality jobs and thriving businesses of all sizes. Existing industries will grow 
stronger, and new sectors will feature knowledge-based, innovative opportunities. 


We have an ambitious vision and an important mission, but much work is needed before Nevada can claim 
victory. This State Plan – a call to action for all Nevadans – launches our initiatives for the next three years 
and outlines a strategy to encourage the creation, expansion, and relocation of businesses, both small and 
large, in this State. It provides guideposts by which State agencies, partnered with local, regional, and fed-
eral organizations and the private sector, can determine if we are on the road to success. The State Plan is 
a living document with reality-based strategies that can and will be adjusted as circumstances demand. 


Developing a vibrant economy will require hard work, but together, with a unified vision, a clear plan, and 
a commitment to execution, there is no doubt that Nevadans can do it. 
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Establish A Cohesive Economic 
Development Operating System 


Nevada’s first task is to create a strong, coherent organizational structure that is effective in de-
livering economic development throughout the state. During the first half of 2012, the Governor’s 
Office of Economic Development (GOED) will fully establish its organizational structure and sup-


Benchmarks 
• State and regional economic 


development system in place. 
• Accountability expressed in 


annual achievement reports. 
• Presentation of cohesive 


economic development message. 
• State and regional clearinghouses
 of economic development 
information established. 


port the formation of the regional de-
velopment authorities. Simultaneously, 
the Regional Development Authorities 
(RDAs) will focus on constructing 
practical, measurable economic devel-
opment plans for their regions. By July 
2012, the operating system will be in 
place. 


Strategic Initiatives 
Unify the economic development effort 


Launch Regional Development Authorities 
Develop data and metrics that matter 


Unify the Economic Development Effort 


The publication of this first State Plan for Excellence in Economic Development marks an im-
portant step toward unifying Nevada’s vision of a vibrant, innovative economy. Going forward, 
GOED will provide leadership and strategic direction with improved public accountability, trans-
parency, and effectiveness, collaborating with a broad and unprecedented range of partners at the 
federal, state, and regional levels. The following tactics will implement this strategic initiative. 
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Objective 1 


Key Tactic #1 


During 2012, GOED will structure an office designed to execute its objectives. As a new member 
of the Governor’s Cabinet, GOED’s Executive Director will be closely involved in the overall 
administration of state government. The Executive Director will have a peer relationship with the 
directors of other state agencies and will be able to comment immediately on regulatory efforts 
that affect Nevada’s business ecosystem. To facilitate implementation of the State Plan, Regional 
Directors will work closely with economic development partners, including local governments, 
educational institutions, and the private sector in each region throughout the State. The hiring of 
Industry Specialists will be an important step toward maximizing regional cluster development 
and is expected to produce measurable outcomes throughout the State. By July 1, 2012, GOED 
will hire at least five Industry Specialists. 


Key Tactic #2 


Beginning in 2012 and accelerating into 2013, GOED will focus on branding and communicat-
ing Nevada’s economic advantage. To brand the State effectively and facilitate a cohesive mes-
sage, GOED will work with the new Department of Tourism and Cultural Affairs to develop a 
brand that drives revenue through raising awareness of Nevada’s distinctive business, recreation, 
and quality of life offerings. GOED’s professional Communications Manager will concentrate on 
disseminating Nevada’s message through traditional and innovative means. In addition, GOED’s 
website will be reconstructed to provide a more user-friendly and useful portal to information 
about starting and maintaining a business in Nevada, to analyses of the targeted sectors, and to 
data about economic development progress in the regions and statewide. This interactive website 
will be launched in 2012. 


Key Tactic #3 


Two of GOED’s most important tasks are the retention and expansion of existing Nevada 
businesses. As the champion of Nevada business, GOED will strive to ensure that the State’s 
regulatory environment does not inappropriately hamper businesses or impede job-creation. A 
regulatory and business environment working group will be established to provide advice 
about proposed laws and existing regulations. In addition to advocating for streamlined, clear, and 
appropriate business regulation, GOED will reach out to existing companies with specific tools 
and offers of assistance. In particular, GOED and its partners will concentrate on supply chain en-
hancement and connecting Nevada businesses with potential customers both here and abroad. 
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The Governor’s Expansion Assistance Tour will be conducted, in conjunction with Chambers 
of Commerce, development authorities, and other policymakers, throughout each year of the Plan. 
The tour will feature GOED’s market-building programs, such as Global Business Development 
and Procurement Outreach, and new financial tools, such as the State Small Business Credit Initia-
tive. This group of experts and advocates will travel throughout Nevada to meet personally with 
businesses over the next three calendar years and help them thrive. 


The attraction of new businesses remains an important task to bring new jobs to the State of Ne-
vada. GOED proposes to establish Team Nevada as a nonprofit marketing group consisting of 
public and private partners. This group will help fund business attraction through both national 
and international trade missions, often led by the Governor or one of the State Ambassadors. The 
necessary work to establish this formal organization will occur during 2012. 


Key Tactic #4 


A portion of GOED’s biennial budget will be dedicated to awards and incentives designed to align 
the State’s economic development efforts more quickly. The programs will be different each year, 
depending on the funds available and the outcomes desired. In 2012, the following awards will be 
offered: 


• A fund of $50,000 will reward innovation in regional economic development. The GOED 
Executive Director will utilize these funds to reward compelling responses to GOED’s 2012 
request for proposals (RFP) for the provision of regional economic development services. 
Successful strategic initiatives will be the ones that promise to accelerate the growth and ex-
pansion of regional clusters and potentially serve as models for other regions. The first Most 
Compelling Strategies Award(s) will be announced in June 2012. 


• Another award seeks to achieve one of the most important goals in Nevada’s new economic 
development paradigm: regional collaboration. The Executive Director will manage a fund 
of $25,000 for one or more awards, also based on the RFP responses. A proposal that actively 
incorporates collaboration and inclusiveness is expected to have the highest chance to produce 
results and will be recognized. The first Collaboration Award(s) will be announced in June 
2012. 


• A fund of $150,000 will be utilized to incent entrepreneurship. Three concept-to-company 
contests will be conducted – one in the Las Vegas area; one in the Reno area; and one in the 
rural area – and the winning businesses will receive awards to help make their ideas a reality. 
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Objective 1 


Key Tactic #5 


Nevada’s newest and most visible incentive program is the Catalyst Fund, which was proposed 
by Governor Sandoval and funded through a $10 million legislative appropriation, with the in-
tended purpose of accelerating job creation in Nevada. Early in 2012, the Nevada Commission 
on Economic Development will promulgate the necessary regulations to allow GOED to allocate 
funds during the next 18 months. 


In the form of allocations, grants, loans, or loan guarantees, Catalyst Funds will be utilized for 
projects that align with the State Plan and its focus on targeted opportunities and high-value job 
creation. State law requires that Catalyst Funds be used to provide such resources to businesses 
seeking to create or expand in Nevada or relocate to Nevada. 


Upon receipt of a Catalyst Fund application, the Executive Director will determine whether its ap-
proval will promote the economic development of the State and aid the implementation of the State 
Plan. The Executive Director may allocate, grant, or loan Catalyst Fund resources for an applica-
tion of less than $100,000. The Board of Economic Development must approve any allocation, 
grant, or loan that is $100,000 or more. Any allocation not used in accordance with the agreement 
between the pertinent RDA and GOED must be returned. 


If the Catalyst Fund proves to be effective, the 2013 Legislature will be asked to ensure that this 
program remains fully funded. 
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Launch Regional Development Authorities 


Regions are where economies really exist. They are where sectors are centered, critical assets are 
concentrated, and supply chain elements are congregated. Regions are home to our labor pools and 
our educational institutions. Regions are also where the solid execution of innovative ideas will 
lead to real jobs. 


Nevada encompasses a diversity of communities whose economies vary by geography, size, and 
opportunities. Focusing on regionalization recognizes those varieties while engendering collabora-
tion toward common goals. 


Key Tactic #1 


Nevada’s economic development efforts will feature the designation of RDAs, which will have 
access to state resources, including funding for operations and administration. State law assigns 
the responsibility for designating RDAs to GOED’s Executive Director. 


As the central points of contact for economic development in the regions, RDAs must have the ca-
pacity to lead the regional economic development efforts and must collaborate with, and have the 
support of, their communities and pertinent economic development partners. In addition, an RDA 
must measure its performance and develop management decisions based on data and information 
identified in collaboration with GOED and the State Plan for Excellence in Economic Develop-
ment. 


Successful RDAs will be those that focus their efforts and activities on the three key aspects of 
economic development: 


• The creation and development of new businesses; 
• The retention and expansion of existing Nevada companies; and 
• The attraction and relocation of companies from outside our state. 


This three-pronged approach will significantly and effectively drive the establishment of high-
quality jobs in Nevada. 
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Objective 1 


GOED expects that each RDA will engage in programs and projects that will: 


• Develop and execute an appropriate regional economic development plan 
aligned with the State Plan; 


• Provide easily-accessible regional economic development information, 
including regional assets; 


• Drive sector and cluster advancement that create jobs; 
• Work with our community colleges and state agencies to know and meet 
   the region’s workforce development needs; 
• Cooperate with research institutions to increase innovation commercialization 


and technology transfer; 
• Increase exports and foreign direct investment; 
• Foster regional incubation of start-ups; 
• Effectively market the region and its pertinent sectors; and 
• Advocate for necessary improvements to the region’s business environment. 


To be designated an RDA, an entity must be a local government, a private organization, or a 
combination of the two. If a local government, it must be an incorporated city, a county, or a lo-
cal agency constituted for the purpose of economic development in the jurisdiction. If a private 
organization, it must be a nonprofit, domiciled in Nevada, registered with the Secretary of State, 
and constituted for the purpose of economic development. Consortia of local governments, pri-
vate economic development organizations, or a combination thereof may apply for designation. 
GOED, however, encourages truly regional efforts aligned with real economies, with participation 
by all jurisdictions within the region. Where RDA territories abut, cross-border cooperation is a 
significant priority. Additional specific criteria for RDA designation will be included in requests 
for proposals issued by GOED. 
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The first round of designations will occur in the first half of 2012. The Executive Director is not 
limited in the number of RDAs that may be designated. 


State law now requires that GOED utilize an RFP process to allocate administrative funds to RDAs 
for the provision of economic development services. For Fiscal Year 2013, approximately $2.4 
million to $2.8 million will be made available to RDAs for operating and marketing. 


Following is the RFP schedule to obtain operating funds for FY2013: 


Task Deadline 
Issuance of RFP requesting economic development services ........................March 30 
RDAs respond ................................................................................................April 30 
GOED awards operating funds for FY2013 ..................................................May 30 
Execute contracts between GOED and RDAs ...............................................June 30 


State law also requires that all entities responding to the RFP be RDAs; therefore, the Executive 
Director will grant temporary RDA designation to all entities that wish to respond to the RFP and 
that meet the basic criteria. Temporary designations will expire on June 1, 2012. Entities that re-
ceive administrative funds will be formally designated RDAs until the next application process for 
administrative funds. 


At a minimum, state law specifies that a response to the RFP must include the following state-
ments: 


• The services to be provided by the regional development authority; 
• The plans, projects, and programs for which the RDA
 is seeking to enter into the contract; 


• The expected benefits of the contract; and 
• The short-term and long-term impacts of the contract. 
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Objective 1 


The criteria for evaluating RFP responses will include: 


• Evidence of partner, stakeholder, and elected official support and collaboration; 
• Financial commitment from public and private sector partners; 
• Demonstration of depth and breadth appropriate for the region; 
• Strength of proposed metrics and outcomes; and 
• Alignment with State Plan for Excellence in Economic Development. 


Funding will be provided on a quarterly basis and will be contingent on demonstrated progress 
toward achieving goals and performance targets. Quarterly reports, based on agreed upon perfor-
mance measurements, will be due within 20 days of the end of each quarter. 


State law requires that these reports include, but not be limited to, the following items: 


• A description of each activity undertaken with funding provided pursuant to 
the contract and the amount of funding used for each such activity; 


• The return on the funding provided pursuant to the contract; 
• A statement of the benefit to the public; and 
• Any other documentation required by the Executive Director. 
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Key Tactic #2 


In preparing a regional economic development plan, a planning authority must consider the prior 
planning efforts for that region and incorporate broad community and private-sector outreach and 
participation. A regional economic development plan should include: 


• A clear vision for regional economic development tuned to the State’s objectives; 
• Thorough assessments of regional conditions, assets, and obstacles; 
• An action plan for the next three years to grow, expand, and attract businesses; 
• Specific sector objectives and benchmarks, strategic initiatives, tactics, 
and performance measures; 


• Strategic initiatives to strengthen the region’s entrepreneurship, technology 
commercialization enterprises, global engagement, and workforce training capabilities; 


• Potential funding sources; 
• A discussion of the regional plan’s intersections with the 
State Plan for Excellence in Economic Development; 


• Development and maintenance of a regional information clearinghouse; and 
• Benchmarks and performance measures that align with the 
  State’s accountability system. 


A regional economic development plan will clearly demonstrate collaboration with the region’s 
business community, government agencies, education system, workforce training programs, and 
community development efforts. 


In addition, for those regions eligible for federal assistance from the U.S. Department of Economic 
Development, GOED strongly encourages regional development plans that meet the federal re-
quirements for a Comprehensive Economic Development Strategy (CEDS). 


Recognizing that Nevada’s regions are currently in different stages of economic development 
planning, GOED will provide staff and funding assistance where they are most needed. A fund of 
$250,000 will offer matching funds not to exceed a third of the cost of producing the regional plan. 
No region may receive more than $150,000. If, however, the approved funding requests total more 
than $250,000, funding will be allocated proportionally, based on the total approved requests. 


In addition, GOED will provide $50,000 for a program initiated by the U.S. Department of Agri-
culture titled “Stronger Economies Together” (SET) to assist with regional sector alignment in a 
rural environment. The SET process is expected to result in the production of a regional economic 
development plan for the participating rural counties. 
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Objective 1 


Following is the schedule for producing regional economic development plans: 


Task Deadline 
Apply for state funding assistance .................................................................March 30 
State funding determination ...........................................................................April 15 
Initial work product to GOED .......................................................................June 30 
Final plan to GOED .......................................................................................August 30 


GOED recognizes that some regional plans, especially those seeking CEDS certification, might 
not be completed within this timeframe. At the discretion of the Executive Director, the planning 
cycle may be separated into two stages, with the above deadlines and funding support applicable 
to the first stage. 


Develop Data and Metrics That Matter 


Like any strong, successful business, GOED must demonstrate a measurable return on investment. 
In addition, solid data and correct metrics can help drive achievement at both the regional and state 
levels. As a result, data collection and management will be a crucial focus for GOED. 


Key Tactic #1 


GOED’s data expert will be responsible for developing a useful matrix of regional and state met-
rics as the basis of a state economic development information clearinghouse. Working with 
economists in the Nevada System of Higher Education (NSHE) and the Department of Employ-
ment, Training, and Rehabilitation (DETR), GOED will conduct the following tasks: 


• Evaluate data already being collected; 
• Eliminate duplicative efforts; 
• Identify gaps in the data; 
• Ensure uniformity of data collection at both the regional and state levels; 
• Develop data-based analysis about clusters, sectors, regions, and the state; 
• Share data with economic development partners and interested businesses; and 
• Disseminate information in an easily understandable format and on a regular schedule. 
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Certain data areas will be addressed immediately. For example, the focus on specific sector devel-
opment requires data by sector and by region. To be determined in 2012 are standard definitions, 
firm lists and specialties, and key data concerned with workforce, occupations, and the market. 
Market variables include labor force dynamics, the occupational profiles of existing jobs, skill 
requirements, and skill gaps. In addition, time-series data will be essential to enhance our ability 
to evaluate changes, particularly longer-term changes in employment and unemployment. GOED 
will work closely with DETR to expand variables in the Nevada Workforce Informer. 


A concentrated effort by RDAs will analyze the specific reasons that businesses ultimately choose 
to relocate to or expand in a state other than Nevada. This information will be included in GOED’s 
annual report. 


During the next three years, the expected outcomes include an improved, fully integrated, and in-
teractive website, containing a user-friendly portal for business information, links to regional and 
private efforts, and a scorecard of our progress toward economic development goals. Other out-
comes will include comprehensive and regular reports; the launch of an asset mapping function; 
and the integration of information management systems among economic development partners 
throughout the State. 







  


Objective 1 


Key Tactic #2 


In addition to data collection and analysis, the robust development of Nevada’s new economic 
development strategy requires thorough research into specific subject areas. During 2012, GOED 
will conduct the following studies: 


• Pursuant to Assembly Bill 182 passed by the 2011 Legislature, GOED is required 
  to conduct a study to examine the feasibility of, and develop a state plan for, inland 
ports in Nevada. GOED will develop an RFP to secure expert assistance in the 


  conduct of this study. The outcome will be a master recommendation for specific 
inland port sites with the potential for federal approval and agreements from pertinent 


  state agencies, affected local governments, and transportation service providers. 


• GOED and the Governor’s Office of Energy will partner to study the necessary 
business model for energy exports and Nevada’s capabilities in that area. Also 
examined will be how Nevada might partner with neighboring states to improve 


   Nevada’s energy costs, including a consideration of project development, operations,   
and transmission. 


• A study of the competitiveness and effectiveness of Nevada’s tax incentives 
and abatements will be undertaken. In addition to evaluating the existing system,
 the study will consider the concept of creating regional innovation districts and
  the advisability of developing incentives for energy rates, research and 
development, and the production of feature films and television. Outcomes 


  will include recommendations to the 2013 Nevada Legislature. With a nationwide 
  comparison, this study will enable Nevada lawmakers to develop effective 
legislation to mobilize the specific clusters designated as Nevada’s emerging industries. 


In all, the research and data functions of GOED will provide important information that will be 
used by GOED and all of its economic development partners to accomplish the following: 


• Evaluate the performance of GOED and its partners; 
• Determine future designations of regional development authorities; 
• Mutually define metrics and identify outcomes; 
• Inform Catalyst Fund decisions; 
• Drive accountability; 
• Reward results; 
• Correct or eliminate ineffective programs; and 
• Share best practices. 
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Advance Targeted Sectors and 
Opportunities In the Region 


Economic diversification does not mean abandoning our traditional sectors of tourism, mining, and agriculture. 
Rather, other industries will expand to establish a broader economic foundation. The Brookings/SRI report called 
out over 30 opportunities and categorized them across seven sectors. It is within these opportunities, and others 
that may be identified by the regions, that Nevada will realize its potential for producing high-quality jobs. 


Nevada’s challenges shaped by geography and climate – power, water, and air quality – can create limitations 
on efficient and effective economic development and deserve continued attention. The State’s resources will be 
marshaled to assist regions to develop and execute sector-specific and cross-sector strategies toward capitalizing 
on targeted opportunities, especially through innovation. 


The variety of opportunities is the linchpin for economic diversification in Nevada. GOED’s industry specialists 
will work closely with the RDAs and the private sector as they maximize sector development. In the process, sec-
tor plans will be developed throughout 2012 and will be included in the next iteration of the State Plan. 


Tourism, Gaming, and Entertainment 
•Center for online gaming 
•Intellectual capital of global gaming 
•Gaming manufacturing 
•Diversifying into niche tourism markets 
•Retirees and second home owners 
•Film and media 


Clean Energy 
•Renewable component manufacturing 
•Expanding transmission capacity 
•Advancing and internationalizing 
geothermal development 


•Energy efficiency upgrading 


Health and Medical Services 
•Surgical specialties 
•Geriatrics and related services 
•Disaggregation of medical service delivery 
•Leveraging a strong medical/health 
sector to build other emerging industries 
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Objective 2 


Aerospace and Defense 
•Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)
  supply, assembly, and testing 
•Maintenance, Repair, and Overhaul 
(MRO) of aircraft systems 


Mining, Materials, and Manufacturing 
•Expanding participation in upstream mining activities 
•Medium-value mineral supply chain development 
•Manufacture of advanced composite materials 
•Organizing and marketing of manufacturing base 


Business IT Ecosystems 
•Call centers/customer service and 
back office/BPO/shared services 


•E-commerce operations/headquarters 
•Corporate Data Centers 
•Cloud computing/high-performance computing 
•Cyber security 


Logistics and Opertaions 
•Warehousing and distribution 
•Advanced logistics 
•Air cargo 
•Integrated manufacturing-distribution 
•Assembly manufacturing 
•Food processing operations 
•Freight transportation (ground and rail) 


Additional Promising Possibilities 
•Agriculture 
•Intangibles and Financial Enterprises 
•Water technology 
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Benchmarks 
• Increased job growth by sector. 
• State share of national sector. 


Strategic Initiatives 
Develop strong working knowledge about targeted opportunities 


Grow sectors through recruitment, retention, and expansion 
Support sector enhancement in the regions 


Develop Strong Working Knowledge 
About Targeted Opportunities 


We will develop the necessary information about each of the sectors through stakeholder meetings, 
studying certain sectors in depth, and developing sector plans. 


Key Tactic #1 


Governor Sandoval announced that he will begin to meet with various stakeholders who will 
report on the status of their targeted sectors; identify any other possible targets of opportunity; and 
collaborate on initiatives to enhance existing clusters and cultivate emerging ones. Each meeting 
will end with the development of an action plan, assigned tasks, and reporting deadlines. 
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Objective 2 


Key Tactic #2 


GOED’s industry specialists will work closely with the RDAs, the private sector, and other eco-
nomic development partners to deepen our cluster-based knowledge of sectors and execute action 
plans to grow each sector. These Industry Specialists will be tasked with many sector-specific 
duties, such as: 


• Carrying out proactive in-state outreach and problem-solving; 
• Strategic business recruitment; 
• Identify a sector’s current dynamics, such as supply chain gaps, through dialogue 
with regional sector leaders, company officials, and local government representatives; 


• Convene multi-departmental work groups or task forces to address internal 
state policy barriers; 


• Work with state and local workforce training and educational staff to plan and 
execute a strategy to combat skill shortages; 


• Participate as members of the appropriate DETR Sector Councils, which provide a 
conduit of information about workforce development needs; and 


• Mount a solid business case to targeted businesses in proactive outreach marketing. 


Key Tactic #3 


GOED Industry Specialists will assist the regions to develop regionally-based action plans for the 
targeted opportunities. The expected outcome is the growth of these sectors through the expan-
sion of businesses and the production of high-quality jobs. 
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Grow Sectors Through 
Recruitment, Retention, and Expansion 


Several sector acceleration projects will be conducted over the next three years. At least two sec-
tors will be subjected to a thorough analysis by experts, and Nevada businesses will have increased 
access to federal programs and certain funds that will help them grow. 


Key Tactic #1 


To stimulate the growth and activity within sectors, it is imperative to understand the presence 
of research institutions and the companies that make up the various supply chains. In 2012, two 
pivotal studies will be conducted: supply-chain mapping of the manufacturing sector and a 
situation and opportunity analysis of the defense sector. 


Key Tactic #2 


The federal Procurement Outreach Program, currently housed in GOED, will be utilized to 
connect Nevada companies with government contract opportunities at the local, state, and federal 
levels. This outreach will also target prime contractors seeking small- and minority-business part-
ners to pursue joint contracts. 
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Objective 2 


Key Tactic #3 


In addition, $13.8 million in State Small Business Credit Initiative (SSBCI) proceeds will be 
made available to sector firms in 2012 and 2013. A two-pronged approach, SSBCI will provide 
collateral support to certain large, stable businesses and loans to low- and moderate-income en-
trepreneurs and microenterprises. The program is funded with federal dollars and was created in 
collaboration with the Small Business Administration and the Nevada banking industry. Nevada 
expects to generate about $10 in new private lending for every $1 in federal funding. GOED’s 
website will track the names and locations of participating Nevada banks. 


Key Tactic #4 


Working with economic development partners in the public and private sectors over the next three 
years, GOED will ensure that its program objectives and offerings are tuned to cluster needs. In ad-
dition, GOED will utilize the Catalyst Fund and the Private Equity Investment Fund (managed by 
the Nevada Capital Investment Corporation) to accelerate sector development. As emphasized 
in other sections of the State Plan, sector enhancement will also be achieved through energetically 
working with community colleges to deliver a skilled workforce and dynamically linking higher 
education and industries in research collaboration. 
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Support Sector Enhancement In the Regions 


Most of the work to grow and nurture sectors will occur at the regional level, and GOED will pro-
vide support to regional and sector-based organizations. 


Key Tactic #1 


GOED intends to support cluster development and enhance sector growth within the regions by 
embedding the sector specialists in the regions as appropriate and assisting the regions in a num-
ber of additional ways. Working with the pertinent economic development partners, GOED will 
communicate, nationally and internationally, sector opportunities and assets to attract, expand, 
and retain businesses; organize incoming federal resources to coordinate local sector-building 
efforts; provide assistance with meetings and conferences involving sector development within the 
regions; and develop sector data. 


Key Tactic #2 


During 2012 and 2013, GOED will conduct familiarization tours for site selectors who specialize 
in targeted industries, and these tours will provide important opportunities to display our assets to 
the professionals involved in decisions concerning business relocations and expansions. GOED 
will host two tours in FY2012 and four in FY2013. 


Also in 2013, through the Team Nevada initiative, GOED will partner with Regional Development 
Authorities to visit key site selectors at their offices across the nation. Nevada requires an aggres-
sive outreach program to gain the attention of this influential audience. 


The expected outcome will be more new businesses, more expanded businesses, and more jobs 
that will also result in real, observable sector growth. 
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Expand Global Engagement 


Enhancing Nevada’s international presence will boost investment and job creation in Nevada. By 
focusing strategic initiatives toward targeted opportunities that align with world markets, Nevada 
will capitalize on an international business expertise that has already been developed. In 2011, 


Nevada was ranked the number 
one state in the country for export 
intensity and growth. The U.S. 
Chamber of Commerce ranks Ne-
vada as the fastest growing export 
state in terms of both export value 
and as a share of the State’s total 
economy. 


Benchmarks 
• Increased exports. 
• Increased foreign direct investment. 


Currently, Nevada businesses export billions of dollars of goods and services to 174 countries. We 
have been particularly successful in emerging markets, such as Brazil, Russia, India, and China, to 
which Nevada exports grew by 800 percent over the last decade. 


In addition, Nevada has positioned its unique asset as a global tourist destination and welcomed 
foreign investment in Nevada businesses. Currently, there are more than 200 foreign-held firms 
with operations in Nevada. 


Through the effective utilization of state and federal programs, global engagement in the targeted 
sectors and the regions promises to facilitate an increase in export activity and attract foreign 
investment. Strategic international events will result in new buyer and distributor contacts and 
improved trade relationships between Nevada and the rest of the world and will directly contribute 
to the establishment of high-quality jobs for Nevadans. 


Strategic Initiatives 
Facilitate export growth 


Increase foreign direct investment in targeted sectors 
Enhance global network 
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Objective 3 


Facilitate Export Growth 


Exports create new high-quality job opportunities for Nevada companies, especially small- and 
medium-sized firms. Export-related jobs typically pay an average of 13% more than the average 
domestic wage. When companies export, they gain access to a new customer base and also support 
additional domestic job creation in logistics, financial services, and other industries. 


Nevada has a strong foundation from which to continue to grow its international trade efforts. A 
focus on enhanced globalization projects at both the state and regional levels will assist some Ne-
vada companies to begin to export their products and services and many others to increase export 
sales. 


Key Tactic #1 


Collaborative action among regional representatives, sector specialists, and GOED’s global ex-
perts will allow for a sharp focus on global opportunities within targeted sectors. 


During regional economic development planning efforts, GOED staff will work closely with the 
RDAs to develop and execute regional global engagement plans that will enable local businesses 
to engage globally and empower their success internationally. 


Improved partnerships will allow for the establishment of an Export Assistance Council. Con-
sisting of representatives from Chambers of Commerce, the U.S. Commercial Service, pertinent 
business associations, and other interested parties, the Council will assist GOED and the RDAs in 
the strategic targeting of assets and resources toward increasing Nevada’s exports in both goods 
and services. 
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Key Tactic #2 


GOED will also aggressively assist local businesses to begin or expand their exports of goods and 
services. 


Through the Nevada Investment and Trade Revenue Opportunities (NITRO) program, which 
includes a federal fund of $160,000, grants will be provided to qualifying small businesses to ex-
pand their export capabilities. Several new-to-export companies, many of which are in Las Vegas, 
have been specifically targeted for this assistance. 


GOED will also work with the RDAs to implement outreach marketing efforts to small -and 
medium-sized Nevada companies to educate them on the benefits of exporting and provide them 
with access to assistance to launch or expand their exports. Such efforts, conducted in partnership 
with the chambers and other industry associations, will include seminars and support. 


In September 2012, the Governor’s Conference on Exporting and Manufacturing, produced 
under NITRO, will include representatives from at least 50 Nevada exporting companies, includ-
ing those that have received federal grants. The conference will provide an opportunity to reinstate 
the Governor’s Exporter of the Year award program. 
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Objective 3 


Key Tactic #3 


Nevada’s international representation and relationships will also receive attention from GOED. 
Currently, Nevada’s six international representatives do not receive direct compensation from 
GOED, which will review that strategy for effectiveness and build a business case for representa-
tion in specific countries. The designation of additional representatives, such as one in Korea, will 
also be considered, based on a determination of a positive return on investment. These representa-
tives work diligently in their own countries to promote Nevada exports, explore business oppor-
tunities, and encourage foreign investment in this state. GOED will ensure that these international 
efforts align with the targeted sectors and this State Plan. 


The Governor’s Diplomatic Luncheon with Consuls General is scheduled for May 2012 and 
will include Consuls General who represent the countries with which Nevada has – and wants to 
build – mutually beneficial relationships. Located in Las Vegas, this luncheon is also under the 
auspices of NITRO and will provide a prime opportunity for businesspeople to meet international 
representatives. This important event is the first of its kind for Nevada and is expected to continue 
on regular basis. It is expected that building these relationships will lead toward the establishment 
of international trade offices here in Nevada and encourage trade missions from other countries to 
visit Nevada to develop business opportunities. 


Another key factor in enhancing Nevada’s role and stature in global relations is a presence at 
international trade shows and the conduct of trade missions. Federal grants ensure Nevada’s 
representation in 2012 at trade shows in places such as Dubai, China, and India, and GOED staff 
will track the leads and deals that are generated at each of these trade shows. GOED will also 
coordinate a spring trade mission to Israel and a fall trade mission to Korea and China, both ex-
pected to be led by Governor Sandoval. In addition, NITRO provides for a renewable energy trade 
mission to Spain and Germany in June 2012. Trade missions will return to Nevada with concrete 
outcomes, such as new business leads, new investment possibilities, and important new reciprocal 
relationships. 
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Increase Foreign Direct Investment in Targeted Sectors 


Foreign direct investment (FDI) provides a Nevada company with new markets and marketing 
channels and access to new technology, products, skills, and financing. On average, foreign-owned 
firms pay higher wages and have higher worker productivity than comparable domestic compa-
nies. For the foreign firm that makes a joint-venture investment, the relationship with a Nevada 
business also offers access to new technologies, products, organizational technologies and man-
agement skills. 


Leveraging Nevada’s unique assets and with close attention from GOED staff, it is expected that 
the economic impact of FDI in Nevada will measurably increase each year through 2014. 


Key Tactic #1 


Unlike most other states, Nevada is directly involved, through GOED, with matching Nevada 
businesses with foreign investors. This unique asset provides a competitive advantage for Ne-
vada and will be leveraged through the development of regional global engagement strategies and 
sector plans. GOED will encourage strategic initiatives by region and by sector that will effec-
tively utilize this asset. 


In addition, GOED will ensure that Nevada’s international representatives are deeply familiar with 
the state’s targeted sectors and cluster opportunities. GOED’s direct involvement with FDI will 
generate additional funding options for Nevada businesses seeking to expand and for new busi-
nesses that begin here or relocate from other states. 
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Objective 3 


Key Tactic #2 


Nevada’s attraction as a major international tourist destination is another important asset for build-
ing our global presence. Each year, major trade shows in Las Vegas, such as CES (electronics), 
SEMA (automotive parts), and MAGIC (for textiles), attract thousands of international business-
people. Beginning in 2013, GOED and the regions, working through Team Nevada, will showcase 
investment opportunities to visiting international business representatives in order to increase FDI 
in the state. Such activities may include: 


• Staffing a booth at sector-specific trade shows; 
• Providing opportunities for international CEOs to visit informally with Nevada CEOs; and 
• Arranging for familiarization tours for targeted companies before or after 
pertinent trade shows. 


Enhance Global Network 


GOED will support the growth in exports and FDI through the development of pertinent data and 
strategic information, a collaboration with higher education, and the establishment of international 
business councils. 


Key Tactic #1 


During the next three years, GOED will develop a more robust global information system that 
will provide policymakers, economic development professionals, and the public with pertinent 
international market data. This analysis of Nevada’s global efforts will be developed in partnership 
with Nevada’s research institutions and disseminated on the website and in print. The system will 
measure performance and demonstrate the impact of Nevada’s international initiatives. 


Currently, however, the State does not track the actual number of Nevada businesses that export or 
what their exported goods and services are. This information is crucial for GOED to assist Nevada 
businesses most effectively. By 2013, GOED will develop, in conjunction with the Secretary of 
State, a process for collecting that information. 
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Key Tactic #2 


Through existing academic and research programs, NSHE also provides a global presence for 
Nevada. GOED and NSHE will collaborate on developing and implementing mutually beneficial 
international outreach plans that promote Nevada business and education. In addition, GOED 
will continue to foster internship opportunities in its Nevada offices for NSHE students interested 
in global business development. 


Key Tactic #3 


International business councils offer an important global networking opportunity both here and 
abroad. With regional business leaders, GOED will support current, and facilitate the establish-
ment of additional, international business councils that will: 


• Provide Nevada business representatives to meet with international business leaders 
who are visiting here for business or pleasure; 


• Host foreign trade missions that come to Nevada; and 
• Advise GOED and the RDAs on the development of country-specific strategies. 


Such interactions will produce leads for new investment, new businesses, and new jobs for Nevada. 
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Catalyze Innovation In Core 
and Emerging Industries 


A significant factor in the success of Nevada’s new economy will be the development and 
introduction into the market of new products, services, and business models. Working with our 
institutions of higher education, entrepreneurs, investors, and companies, Nevada will make tech-
nology-based economic development (TBED) a priority. 


The Knowledge Fund was created by A.B. 449 for the purpose of spurring research, innovation, 
and commercialization in the State and is a key component for advancing TBED.  Intended to 
provide funding to hire leading researchers, match research grants, and form innovation com-


Benchmarks 
• Increased licensing of 
   intellectual property. 
• Increased numbers of start-ups. 
• Increased research funding. 


mercialization teams, the Knowledge 
Fund did not receive any allocations in 
2011.  During 2012, GOED and NSHE 
will work closely together to develop a 
strategy for generating private support 
for the Fund and plan to seek public in-
vestment in the Knowledge Fund dur-
ing the 2013 session. 


Simultaneously, GOED will allocate 
initial funding for certain TBED projects and initiatives, both to spur the effort and to provide 
examples of how private and public funding could produce results. In addition, Nevada’s research 
institutions will hire impact researchers with current funding to jump start this effort. 


Generating entrepreneurial activity is a critical element in catalyzing innovation in Nevada’s 
economy. It is imperative that Nevada cultivate a business environment that nurtures 
entrepreneurship. 


Strategic Initiatives 
Develop statewide innovation and commercialization structure 


Increase industry collaboration with universities and DRI 
Build entrepreneur support-structure 
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Objective 4 


Develop Statewide Innovation and 
Commercialization Structure 


The first steps toward developing a statewide structure for technology commercialization involve 
the identification of assets and needs. Once that inventory is complete, a thorough action plan is 
necessary and may result in the establishment of a statewide intermediary. 


Key Tactic #1 


GOED will hire a Technology Commercialization Director whose first duty will be to connect 
with NSHE to identify existing research and development (R&D) capacities. The University of 
Nevada, Las Vegas, is currently building a statewide database toward that effort. Simultaneously, 
this expert will identify Nevada companies that have R&D needs and match them with the perti-
nent NSHE researcher. 


Key Tactic #2 


By September 2012, the formal TBED plan, developed by the research institutions and GOED’s 
Technology Commercialization Director, will be completed. Part of the planning function will be 
to explore the concept of a statewide intermediary for technology commercialization. As this 
process develops and impact researchers are attracted to Nevada, a fully-funded Knowledge Fund 
will support these efforts. 


“We must have the optimism to remind 


each other that Nevada’s long history is 


one of opportunities realized.” 


Governor Brian Sandoval 
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Increase Industry Collaboration 
With Universities and DRI 


GOED can play an important role in facilitating, through the use of grants, the increased collabora-
tion between NSHE research capacity and private industry. 


Key Tactic #1 


To incent technology transfer and the product/system development partnership between busi-
ness and higher education, GOED will manage a fund of $50,000 to provide matching funds for 
industry-sponsored research. GOED’s Technology Commercialization Manager will oversee 
the effort of connecting industry research needs to university research capacities. 


Key Tactic #2 


GOED will also assist small businesses in winning SBIR/STTR grants. The acronym stands for 
“Small Business Innovation Research/Small Business Technology Transfer,” which is a federal 
program that seeks to encourage small businesses to engage in federal R&D with the possibility of 
commercialization. Information concerning the SBIR/STTR program and related funding will be 
on GOED’s website by July 2012, and an SBIR/STTR resource center will be created in partner-
ship with the Small Business Development Centers at UNR and UNLV. 
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Objective 4 


Build Entrepreneur Support Structure 


To jumpstart the process of building a support structure to help entrepreneurs flourish, GOED will 
provide $150,000 in matching funds to assist the Nevada Institute for Renewable Energy Commer-
cialization (NIREC) in winning a grant from the federal Economic Development Administration. 


Key Tactic #1 


Entitled “Spark Plug,” the program created by this grant will be operational through most of 2012 
and will start the work of constructing an effective, sector-focused, private sector-connected in-
frastructure for spawning innovations in Nevada and efficiently helping them scale-up to the next 
level. The work will produce: 


• An internet-based resource center that offers a self-guided tutorial focused on 
enabling ideas to get out of the lab and into the market faster; 


• A central repository that will connect both university researchers and entrepreneurs; 
• A program for 10 high-potential start-ups to compete in a proof-of-concept opportunity; 
• Mentoring for high-potential companies by experienced serial entrepreneurs; and 
• A statewide virtual business incubation process with access to the resources 
found in physical business incubators. 


This initiative is based on a business start-up process that has proven successful at Stanford Uni-
versity’s Entrepreneurial Center, which has been recognized globally as an effective tech-based 
economic accelerator. 
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Increase Opportunity Through Education 
and Workforce Development 


All of Nevada’s plans for economic development require a strong partnership with the State’s 
educational system and workforce training programs. Nevadans must have the education and skills 
necessary to fill high-quality jobs. Our future success depends on developing and sustaining an ex-


cellent and efficient education system 
that is aligned with the programs that 
develop skill sets with the sectors that 
produce jobs.


Benchmarks 
• Increased percentage of workforce 


training program participants who Nevada’s renewed focus on the de-
complete the training and are velopment of a knowledge-based and 
employed. technologically-advanced economy 


• Increased high school graduate rate. presents great promise for good and 
• Increased job and graduate school sustainable jobs. To prepare our chil-


placement rates for graduates dren for that future, educational lead-
   throughout NSHE. ers must be included in the State’s eco-


nomic development planning efforts in 
order to develop curriculum, programs 


of study, and internship opportunities that will best prepare students to work and to succeed in 
Nevada’s most promising sectors and clusters. Simultaneously, economic development authorities 
and local business leaders must work collaboratively with local and state educational leaders to 
communicate their workforce needs. 


In 2012, GOED will be a resource for, and a partner to, the relevant educational and training 
agencies as they advance workforce readiness, job training partnerships, and state goals through 
the development and implementation of their strategic plans. The process is already underway 
at Nevada’s Department  of Employment, Training, and Rehabilitation (DETR) and the Nevada 
System of Higher Education (NSHE) and will be undertaken at the K-12 level with the Department 
of Education after Governor Sandoval appoints a State Superintendent for Public Instruction. 


Strategic Initiatives 
Align education, career training, and workforce development to targeted opportunities 


Reorganize the workforce investment system in line with targeted sectors 
Improved educational achievement 
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Objective 5 


Align Education, Career Training, and Workforce 
Development to Targeted Opportunities 


GOED will work in collaboration with the Nevada Department of Education, NSHE, DETR, and 
other interested agencies to develop the foundational coursework necessary to prepare students for 
the industry sectors that will form the foundation of Nevada’s economy of the future.  


Key Tactic #1 


School districts are establishing career and industry-based programs, such as Washoe County’s 
Signature Academies, which focuses on specific programs, topics, and distinguishing themes to 
prepare all students for Nevada’s future economy. These academies align with Nevada’s key sec-
tors, will help to prepare future teachers, and will also begin the process of School Choice. 


There are many other such examples throughout Nevada. Two include the Clark County School 
District’s Advanced Technologies Academy (high school) and the Academy of Mathematics, Sci-
ence, and Technology (middle school). 


Additionally, community college Tech Prep programs engage thousands of students in career read-
iness, with some programs offering dual credit for students. 


Key Tactic #2 


NSHE is also considering its programs in order to position the State to have the educated work-
force required for supporting and maintaining economic development and diversification. The 
Board of Regents of NSHE recently adopted an updated master plan that is based on the critical 
role that public higher education must play if Nevada is to have a brighter economic future. This 
plan will build on the many partnerships and sector initiatives already underway.  In NSHE’s plan, 
the primary goal is student success, which is defined as significant increases in students completing 
academic and workforce programs with meaningful degrees and certificates. 
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In the meantime, GOED and its RDA partners will help advance knowledge-based industries 
through partnerships between higher education and targeted sectors, such as: 


• Gaming and hospitality in partnership with the Harrah’s Hotel College at UNLV; 
• Mining in partnership with the Mackay School of Mines at UNR; 
• Health care in partnership with the Nevada School of Medicine and 
  NSHE’s Health Sciences System; 
• Geothermal energy in partnership with the DRI; 
• Water in arid climates in partnership with DRI, UNLV, and the 
  Southern Nevada Water Authority; 
• Cyber security in partnership with UNLV; and 
• Innovation and technology commercialization in partnership with NSHE. 


Key Tactic #3 


GOED’s partners in workforce training are DETR, our community colleges, and Nevada’s private 
sector businesses. Both federal and state training funds are managed by DETR to accelerate the 
alignment of company skills requirements with Nevada’s workforce availability. Training funds 
are available to new high-wage employers throughout the fiscal year. 


DETR transfers between $500,000 and $750,000 in Train Employees Now (TEN) funding to 
GOED to make training funds quickly available to companies who are either new to Nevada or 
expanding in Nevada. The TEN funds require a minimum number of new jobs and can be used to 
train new employees or upgrade the skills of existing workers. 
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Objective 5 


Reorganize the Workforce Investment System 
to Align with Targeted Sectors 


GOED will collaborate with DETR to assure targeted industries and companies that a qualified 
workforce, suitable for their industries, is available in Nevada and that the workforce development 
system will be able to serve their needs for the long term. 


Key Tactic #1 


The Governor’s Workforce Investment Board (GWIB) is appointed by the Governor and in-
cludes certain federally-mandated standing representatives of the State Legislature, labor, non-
profits, and public sector.  It is comprised of 35 members of whom 18 must represent the private 
sector. This board is tasked with oversight of the workforce development system, including dis-
bursement of Workforce Investment Act (WIA) funds to local workforce investment boards and 
subsequently to program/training providers that will serve unemployed, under-employed, dislo-
cated, and youth workers throughout the State. GWIB initiatives will be aligned with GOED and 
this State Plan. 


Key Tactic #2 


To ensure consistent ascertainment and flow of industry intelligence among GOED, and the GWIB, 
DETR will convene Sector Councils that are aligned with the industry sectors targeted by GOED. 
These Sector Councils will be comprised of private sector members who represent the companies 
within the various industry sectors and who can delineate the education, certifications, and expe-
rience necessary for employment in all aspects of the sector as well as the regulatory and other 
public sector support necessary for the industry to thrive. The Sector Council will also include 
representatives from the Legislature, labor, education and other pertinent segments of Nevada 
business sectors. 


Each GOED Industry Specialist will be a member of the applicable Sector Council, and the Sec-
tor Council chair or other knowledgeable member will be a member of the GWIB. In addition, 
the GWIB will include at least one executive representative of each industry sector targeted by 
GOED. 
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Key Tactic #3 


NSHE is aligning its education efforts with Nevada’s workforce needs, too. Community College 
Workforce Partnerships with private business, industry advisory boards, and DETR are being 
built by all four community colleges: 


• College of Southern Nevada, 
• Great Basin College, 
• Truckee Meadows Community College, and 
• Western Nevada College. 


They will respond to specific workforce needs, provide training in critical fields, particularly for 
unemployed workers displaced by global competition, and create curricula to match the identi-
fied focus areas in the State’s economic development plan. Key to these partnerships is a clear 
and timely route to employment through established learning outcomes and internships tied to job 
skills. These partnerships are already being formed and strengthened with a number of grants and 
contracts, enabling Nevada citizens to be ready for new industry and employment. For example, 
the Dream It Do It career certification program is already being developed in concert with busi-
nesses, particularly the manufacturing sector, and the community colleges workforce centers. 







Objective 5 


Improve Educational Achievement 


With the expectation that many of the jobs of the future will be technology-based, school dis-
tricts throughout Nevada have raised curriculum standards in science, technology, engineering and 
mathematics. This enhancement comports with state and regional economic development efforts. 


Key Tactic #1 


GOED will contract with specialists to focus on one or two of Nevada’s targeted sectors to deter-
mine the workforce skills necessary for businesses within that sector to be successful. The first 
study will examine the manufacturing sector and will take place in 2012. The expected outcomes 
include the identification of education and training programs that will produce job candidates who 
will best fill available positions in Nevada’s rapidly-growing manufacturing sector. 


Key Tactic #2 


In 2011, Governor Sandoval and the Legislature, through a bipartisan, statewide process, adopted 
a number of education reforms that are bringing national attention to our state. Under the steward-
ship of a Superintendent of Public Instruction appointed by the Governor, Nevada’s primary and 
secondary education system features rigorous teacher evaluation, pay for performance, an alterna-
tive route to teacher licensure, tenure reform, the elimination of the last-in-first-out process for 
workforce reductions, and the establishment of a charter school institute. 


An important part of Nevada’s business ecosystem is a quality educational system to prepare stu-
dents for college, graduate school, career, and some combination of the three. GOED will work 
closely with the State Department of Education and local districts to focus policies and efforts for 
high-quality instruction and student achievement with the intent that all Nevada children have 
the opportunity to be educated to the highest level of excellence. 
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Key Tactic #3 


Complete College America is a national consortium of states dedicated to increasing their college-
educated citizenry to meet workforce needs and to be nationally competitive. Under the leadership 
of Governor Sandoval, Nevada was one of the first states to join this consortium and has set annual 
goals for significant increases in students receiving certificates, associate degrees, and bacca-
laureate degrees. Additionally at UNLV and UNR, there are anticipated increases in master’s and 
doctoral degrees, particularly in areas identified by Nevada as needed for economic growth. Areas 
identified as critical to the State’s needs, such as science, engineering, and health care fields, will 
be given particular attention at all institutions. 


Partnerships for Public Reporting and Accountability are hallmarks of NSHE’s new strategic plan. 
Under Governor Sandoval‘s leadership, Nevada was selected to participate in the National Gov-
ernor’s Policy Academy to establish State Goals and Accountability Metrics. The development 
of these goals and metrics is still in progress, anticipated to be completed in 2012. The two goals 
identified to date are increasing the number of students graduating with a high-quality degree or 
credential in accordance with the goals of Complete College America and aligning degree produc-
tivity with the State’s economic development goals to meet the needs of Nevada’s workforce in the 
new economy. Metrics will be publicly reported and will include number of graduates, productiv-
ity measures, return on investment data, and quality assessment for NSHE. 
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Metrics and Accountability 


The expectation is that this State Plan will generate discernible signs of improvement and mea-
surable points of progress toward creating Nevada’s vibrant, innovative, and sustainable economy. 
In the meantime, there are real needs for job growth in Nevada during the next three years. Perhaps 
the most important benchmarks for the overall effectiveness of Nevada’s Plan for Excellence in 
Economic Development are job growth and sector diversification. 


Additional metrics are necessary, however, to determine the effectiveness of the various strategic 
initiatives detailed in this Plan and provide for the enhancement or deletion of any particular tactic 
as necessary. Performance-based decision-making will be required. If it doesn’t work, we’re going 
to stop doing it. 


For each of the seven sectors, then, GOED will determine the return on investment by tracking and 
reporting the following performance measures: 


• Job growth; 
• Business formation; 
• Wages and salaries; 
• Economic impact growth; and 
• State share of national sector. 


GOED will provide a full report to Nevadans on an annual basis about the progress of this new 
economic development system. In addition, GOED will provide online tools that can be accessed 
at any time. Including a data dashboard or scorecard, these tools will provide accountability to this 
plan and suggest new routes of action. 
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Most of our economic development efforts will be measured at the regional levels and then re-
ported to GOED for inclusion in this statewide report card. GOED will work collaboratively with 
the RDAs to ensure that all economic development partners are collecting and tracking the same 
data in the same way. 


In collaboration with DETR and pertinent research institutions within NSHE, GOED will first de-
termine which economic data are being collected currently and then work with DETR and others 
to fill in the gaps. This information will address topics such as research and development, business 
recruitment and retention, exports, and job skills. 


In 2012, DETR will organize its research unit around this Plan for Excellence in Economic De-
velopment, aligning economists and analysts with the seven sectors. Together, GOED and DETR 
will regularly track and report data-based information on a statewide and sector-specific basis. By 
June 30, 2012, a more robust system for measuring progress and ensuring accountability will be 
established and announced. 


Whenever there is a success in economic development, and there will be many, the State will 
join with the pertinent region to announce and celebrate the new collaborative programs, the new 
businesses, and the new jobs. In addition to numbers and ratios, stories about real people and real 
companies will be embedded in our accountability system. These case studies will build Nevada’s 
portfolio of best practices, which will be available to people in Nevada and around the world who 
are interested in effective economic development. This portfolio is an important part of building 
the Nevada brand and sustaining a new narrative about our state in the 21st century. 
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Timeline of Next Steps


A Living Document 


No strategy is perfect at the moment of its announcement. Rather than culminating a conversational process, 
however, Nevada’s Plan for Excellence in Economic Development intends to begin one. 


At various times during the next three years, meetings and workshops will be coordinated by GOED in collabora-
tion with regional economic development authorities and representatives from business, workforce development, 
the various sectors, and education at all levels. Statewide tours may include participation by Governor Brian 
Sandoval and any number of State Ambassadors. 


The State Plan will be on GOED’s website and will include a comment section. 


The strategic plans for other state agencies will indicate where their programs enhance state and regional economic 
development efforts. The regional economic development plans will also intersect with the State Plan. Documents 
will be linked together on the websites of the Governor’s Office and pertinent state and regional organization. 


As we move forward as regions and as a state, we will celebrate our successes and learn from each other. The Plan 
for Excellence in Economic Development will respond to input from the RDA’s and will be revised as often as 
changing circumstances demand. With a renewed commitment to collaboration, state and local partners will move 
forward, with enthusiasm, toward the vision of a vibrant, innovative, and sustainable economy for Nevada. 
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1.0 Description of Opportunity 


1.1 Technical Description 


The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Office of STEM Engagement, in 


cooperation with NASA’s Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD), Human 


Exploration & Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD), Science Mission Directorates (SMD), 


the Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD), and NASA’s nine Centers,  plus the Jet 


Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), solicit proposals for the NASA Established Program to Stimulate 


Competitive Research (EPSCoR).   


Each funded NASA EPSCoR proposal is expected to establish research activities that will make 


significant contributions to NASA’s strategic research and technology development priorities and 


contribute to the overall research infrastructure, science and technology capabilities of higher 


education, and economic development of the jurisdiction receiving funding.   


NASA will assign a Technical Monitor (TM) to each award.  The TM will monitor the progress 


of the research and collaborate as required to keep the research aligned with the approved project.  


The awardee will provide annual reports as to the progress of the research that will be reviewed 


by the TM and approved by the NASA EPSCoR Project Manager.  These reports will be shared 


with the NASA Mission Directorates, Centers, and JPL as necessary. 


The program parameters are: 


 Jurisdictions responding to this Cooperative Agreement Notice (CAN) may submit one 


proposal in accordance with paragraph 1.3 of this CAN, EPSCoR Eligibility and Proposal 


Acceptance. Proposals will be selected from this solicitation for FY 2020 funding.   


 The maximum funding request per proposal is $750,000. This amount is to be expended 


over a three-year period. 


 Cost-sharing by proposers is required at a level of at least 50% of the requested NASA 


funds.   Also, in-kind cost-sharing is allowable. Limitations regarding acceptable cost-


sharing are further discussed below at Section 2.2 and 2.3. 


 Jurisdictions responding to this CAN may submit one proposal.  It is anticipated that three 


(3) to five (5) awards of up to $750,000 to be expended over a three-year period of 


performance may be made under this CAN in accordance with regulatory guidance found 


at Title 2 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR) Part 200, Uniform Administrative 


Requirements, Cost Principles and Audit Requirements for Federal Awards, as adopted 


and supplemented by NASA through Title 2 CFR Part 1800: Federal Agency Regulations 


for Grants and Agreements - NASA.  The exact number of awards depends on the 


available EPSCoR Research Budget. Note:  The 2 CFR 1800 was recently updated and 


everything above 2 CFR 1800.400 (Mostly terms and conditions) was moved to the NASA 


Grant and Cooperative Agreement Manual (GCAM), Appendix E 


 The Government’s obligation to make an award is contingent upon the availability of 


appropriated funds from which payment can be made. 


This CAN is available in electronic form through the NASA Solicitation and Proposal Integrated 


Review and Evaluation System (NSPIRES) and Grants.gov. However, all proposals shall be 


submitted through NSPIRES. 
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To access the CAN through NSPIRES, go to http://nspires.nasaprs.com and click on Solicitations. 


To access the CAN through Grants.gov, go to http://www.grants.gov/search/agency.do and select 


the link for NASA. 


1.2 EPSCoR Background 


Public Law 102-588, passed in 1992 and implemented in 1993, authorized NASA to initiate 


NASA EPSCoR to strengthen the research capability of jurisdictions that have not in the past 


participated equably in competitive aerospace research activities.  The goal of NASA EPSCoR is 


to provide seed funding that will enable jurisdictions to develop an academic research enterprise 


directed toward long-term, self-sustaining, nationally-competitive capabilities in aerospace and 


aerospace-related research.  This capability will, in turn, contribute to the jurisdiction's economic 


viability and expand the nation's base for aerospace research and development.   


Based on the availability of funding, NASA will continue to help jurisdictions achieve these goals 


through NASA EPSCoR.  Funded jurisdictions will be selected through a merit-based, peer-


review competition.   


The specific objectives of NASA EPSCoR are to: 


 Contribute to and promote the development of research capability in NASA EPSCoR 


jurisdictions in areas of strategic importance to the NASA mission. 


 Improve the capabilities of the NASA EPSCoR jurisdictions to gain support from sources 


outside the NASA EPSCoR program. 


 Develop partnerships among NASA research assets, academic institutions, and industry. 


 Contribute to the overall research infrastructure, science and technology capabilities of 


higher education, and economic development of the jurisdiction. 


1.3 EPSCoR Eligibility and Proposal Acceptance 


While proposals can be accepted only from institutions where a NASA EPSCoR Director is 


currently serving, all institutions of higher education within the jurisdiction shall be made aware 


of this CAN and given the opportunity to submit a proposal to the EPSCoR Director for 


competition for submission to NASA.   


The latest available National Science Foundation (NSF) eligibility tables are used to determine 


overall jurisdiction eligibility for NASA EPSCoR. Note that the eligibility process was recently 


changed. It is important that all proposers review the new requirements.  The latest NSF eligibility 


table is available at: 


https://www.nsf.gov/od/oia/programs/epscor/Eligibility_Tables/FY-2019-Eligibility.pdf  


The following jurisdictions are eligible to submit a proposal in response to this NASA EPSCoR 


solicitation: Alabama, Alaska, Arkansas, Delaware, Guam, Hawaii, Idaho, Iowa, Kansas, 


Kentucky, Louisiana, Maine, Mississippi, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Hampshire, New 


Mexico, North Dakota, Oklahoma, Puerto Rico, Rhode Island, South Carolina, South Dakota, 


U.S. Virgin Islands, Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyoming.  


The estimated funding and number of proposals anticipated to be funded, as shown in this CAN 


under the section entitled “Summary of Key Information,” are subject to the availability of 


appropriated funds, as well as the submission of a sufficient number of proposals of adequate 


merit. 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

http://www.grants.gov/search/agency.do

https://www.nsf.gov/od/oia/programs/epscor/Eligibility_Tables/FY-2019-Eligibility.pdf
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1.4 Period of Performance 


NASA EPSCoR awards will support a three-year cooperative agreement.  It is anticipated that this 


period of performance will enable the researchers to achieve the performance task objectives 


stated in the original proposal and/or any amendments submitted with annual progress reports and 


accepted by the NASA EPSCoR project office.  


1.5 Role of NASA EPSCoR Director 


Cooperative Agreements will be awarded to the institution of the NASA EPSCoR Director.  


Therefore, the NASA EPSCoR Director shall serve as the administrative Principal Investigator 


(PI) for, and administer, all of the jurisdiction’s NASA EPSCoR projects (see Section 3.0, 


Program Management, Subsection 3.2. Jurisdiction Level for a discussion of management 


responsibilities).   


1.6 Notice of Intent 


Jurisdictions planning to prepare a proposal package for NASA EPSCoR shall submit a Notice of 


Intent (NOI) to propose.  To be useful to NASA EPSCoR Management for planning purposes, 


NOIs shall be submitted by the NASA EPSCoR Director through NSPIRES at 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com by 11:59 p.m. Eastern Time, January 24, 2020.   


 


NOIs shall be submitted via NSPIRES regardless of whether the solicitation was downloaded via 


NSPIRES or Grants.Gov.  Information provided in the NOI shall identify the proposed research 


areas of interests (Nanotechnology, Oceanography, Biology, etc.) and any desired Center, JPL, 


and/or Mission Directorate alignment, if known.)  See Appendix E, Section 3 of this 


announcement for additional details regarding NOIs.   


2.0 Project Overview and Guidelines 


2.1 General 


Each NASA EPSCoR project shall perform scientific and/or technical research in areas that 


support NASA’s strategic research and technology development priorities.  Proposals shall 


emphasize developing capabilities to compete for funds from NASA and non-NASA sources 


outside of EPSCoR.  The projects should move increasingly towards gaining support from 


sources outside NASA EPSCoR by aggressively pursuing additional funding opportunities 


offered by NASA, industry, other federal agencies, and other sources. 


Awards from this funding announcement that are issued under 2 CFR 1800 are subject to the 


Federal Research Terms and Conditions (RTC) located at 


http://www.nsf.gov/awards/managing/rtc.jsp. In addition to the RTC and NASA-specific 


guidance, three companion resources can also be found on the website: Appendix A—Prior 


Approval Matrix, Appendix B—Subaward Requirements Matrix, and Appendix C—National 


Policy Requirements Matrix. 


2.2 Funding and Cost-Sharing 


A jurisdiction may request a maximum of $750,000 from NASA per proposal. This amount is to 


be expended over a three (3) year performance period in accordance with the budget details and 


budget narrative in the approved proposal.  


Cost-sharing is required at a level of at least 50% of the requested NASA funds. Although the 


method of cost-sharing is flexible, NASA encourages the EPSCoR jurisdiction committees to 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

http://www.nsf.gov/awards/managing/rtc.jsp
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consider methods that would add value to the jurisdiction's existing research capabilities. All 


contributions, including cash or in-kind, shall meet the criteria contained in 2 CFR 200 per NASA 


Grant and Cooperative Agreement Manual (GCAM). 


2.3 Restrictions 


In addition to the funding guidelines and requirements in the NASA Guidebook for Proposers 


March 2018 Edition located at 


http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook/proposer2018.pdf.  


and the NASA Grant and Cooperative Agreement Manual (GCAM), the following restrictions 


govern the use of the federally-provided and the cost-shared portion of funds for this opportunity 


(referred to collectively as NASA EPSCOR funds) and are applicable to this CAN: 


 Funds shall not be used to fund research carried out by non-U.S. institutions. However, 


U.S. research award recipients may directly purchase supplies and/or services that do not 


constitute research from non-U.S. sources.  Also, subject to export control restrictions, a 


foreign national may receive remuneration through a NASA award for the conduct of 


research while employed either full or part time by a U.S. institution. For additional 


guidance on foreign participation, see the NASA Guidebook for Proposers.  


 Travel, including foreign travel, is allowed for the meaningful completion of the proposed 


investigation, as well as for reporting results at appropriate professional meetings.  


Foreign travel to meetings and conferences in support of the jurisdiction’s NASA 


EPSCoR research project is an acceptable use of NASA EPSCoR funds, with a limit of 


$3,000 per trip for up to two (2) separate years of a jurisdiction’s proposal (i.e., the 


maximum amount the jurisdiction can request for foreign travel is $3,000 total in any one 


year and a limit of $6,000 total for each research proposal). EPSCoR support shall be 


acknowledged by the EPSCoR research project number in written reports and 


publications.  Please note that domestic travel does not have a limit. Domestic travel, 


which is defined as travel that does not require a passport, shall be appropriate and 


reasonable to conduct the proposed research. 


 The construction of facilities is not an allowable cost in any of the programs solicited in 


this CAN. For further information on allowable costs, refer to the cost principles cited in 2 


CFR 200. 


 NASA EPSCoR funding shall not be used to purchase general purpose equipment, e.g., 


desktop workstations, office furnishings, reproduction and printing equipment, etc. as a 


direct charge. Special purpose equipment purchases (i.e., equipment that is used only for 


research, scientific, and technical activities directly related to the proposed research 


activities) are allowed and can be reflected as a direct charge as per 2 CFR 200. 


 NASA EPSCoR funding shall not be used to support NASA civil service participation 


(FTE) in any research project. That funding is provided through a funding vehicle between 


the jurisdiction and NASA Center, such as a Space Act Agreement or other reimbursable 


agreement using non-EPSCoR funds. NASA EPSCoR cannot withhold funding from an 


award to send to a NASA Center for FTE support (including travel). 


 NASA EPSCoR funds shall be expended in NASA EPSCoR institutions. If a Co-


Investigator (Sc-I/Co-I) with an NASA EPSCoR award transfers to a non-EPSCoR 


institution, the EPSCoR funding amount, or the part of it that remains unobligated at the 


time of Sc-I/Co-I transfer, cannot be transferred to the non-EPSCoR institution. 



http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook/proposer2018.pdf
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 All proposed funding requests must be for expenditures that are allowable, allocable, and 


reasonable.  Funds may only be used for the awarded project.  All activities charged under 


indirect costs shall be allowable under 2 CFR 200, Subpart E, Cost Principles.   


 Grants and Cooperative Agreements shall not provide for the payment of fee or profit to 


the recipient.  


 Unless otherwise directed in 2 CFR 200, for changes to the negotiated indirect cost rate 


that occur throughout the project period,  the recipient shall apply the rate negotiated for 


that year, regardless of whether it is higher or lower than at the time the cooperative 


agreement was awarded.  


 Proposals shall not include bilateral participation, collaboration, or coordination with 


China or any Chinese-owned company or entity, whether funded or performed under a no-


exchange-of-funds arrangement. 


 Any funds used for matching or cost sharing shall be allowable under 2 CFR 200.  


 A non-Federal entity shall use one of the methods of procurement as prescribed in 2 CFR 


200.320. As defined in 2 CFR 200.67, the micro-purchase threshold for acquisitions of 


supplies or services made under grant and cooperative agreement awards issued to 


institutions of higher education, or related or affiliated nonprofit entities, or to nonprofit 


research organizations or independent research institutes is $10,000; or such higher 


threshold as determined appropriate by the head of the relevant executive agency and 


consistent with audit findings under chapter 75 of Title 31, United States Code, internal 


institutional risk assessment, or State law. 


2.4 NASA Research Areas of Interest 


NASA EPSCoR research priorities are defined by the Aeronautics Research, Human Exploration 


& Operations, Science, and Space Technology Mission Directorates, and NASA’s nine Centers 


plus JPL.  Each Mission Directorate, Center, and JPL covers a major area of the Agency’s 


research and technology development efforts. 


Information about current NASA research solicitations can be found on NSPIRES at 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com (select “Solicitations” and then “Open Solicitations”).   


Research priorities for each of the Mission Directorates, Centers, and JPL are summarized in 


Appendix A; also see Appendix D for detailed contact information for the NASA Point of Contact 


(POC) for each Mission Directorate, Center, and JPL.  The Nasa Offices That Participated In The 


EPSCoR R3 Solicitation Have Requested That The Areas Listed In The R3 Solicitation Be 


Allowed To Be Proposed Against In This Research Can.  Proposers May View Those Topics In 


Appendix G.   


Also Note: EPSCoR was contacted by the Office of the NASA Chief Medical Officer who would 


like to add two areas of research interest. Those two areas are at the beginning of Appendix G. 


2.5 Partnerships and Interactions 


All institutions of higher education within an eligible jurisdiction shall be made aware of this 


NASA EPSCoR CAN and given the opportunity to compete.  However, all proposals shall be 


submitted through the jurisdiction’s NASA EPSCoR Director’s office.  Jurisdictions are strongly 


encouraged to submit proposals that demonstrate partnerships or cooperative arrangements among 


academia, government agencies, business and industry, private research foundations, jurisdiction 


agencies, and local agencies.   



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/
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NASA-funded, in-kind services provided by Mission Directorates, NASA Centers, or JPL  shall 


be identified as “NASA responsibilities” in the proposals and shall not be included in the 50% 


cost matching requirement. 


Statements of commitment and letters of support are important components of the proposal. 


However, NASA does not solicit or evaluate letters of endorsement.  Review the NASA 


Guidebook for Proposers for distinctions among statements of commitment, letters of support, 


and letters of endorsement.  


2.6 Environmental Statement  


All awards must comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  NASA has an 


obligation under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to consider potential 


environmental effects of proposed projects. This includes projects that NASA funds which are 


implemented by grantees. The majority of grant related activities are categorically excluded as 


research and development projects that do not pose any adverse environmental impact.  These are 


covered by a NASA Grants Record of Environmental Consideration (REC). The following 


questions enable NASA to identify grant proposals that do not fall within this blanket REC. 


Proposals that could result in a potential adverse environmental effect may require additional 


NEPA analysis if awarded (e.g., preparation of an Environmental Assessment). "Yes" responses 


are not grant selection criteria.  


 
 


Yes* No 


1 Would the proposal involve any activity that includes: 


a. Construction of new facilities or modification to the footprint of an existing-


facility, or 


b. Ground disturbance (e.g., excavation, clearing of trees, installation of 


equipment, etc.), or 


c. Outdoor discharges of water (e.g., waste water runoff), air emissions (e.g., 


ozone-depleting substances) or generation of noise exceeding 115 dBA 


(excluding those associated with aircraft operations)? 


  


2 Would the proposal involve any field activity that would: 


a. Release equipment (e.g., dropsondes, sensors, etc.) or chemicals (e.g., dyes, 


tracers, etc.) into the air, bodies of water or on the ground, or   


b. Release a parachute or use equipment that would not be recovered, or 


c. Involve equipment or a payload that contains hazardous (e.g., petroleum, 


hypergols, oxidizers, solid propellants, etc.) or radioactive materials? 


   


3 Would the proposal involve the launch of a payload, equipment, or instrument 


(e.g., via launch vehicle, sounding rocket, balloon, etc.)? 


  


4 Would the proposal involve any activity to be conducted outside the United States 


or its territories? 


  


 


Proposers should plan and budget accordingly if environmental impacts are anticipated. 


Anticipated environmental impacts should be documented in Section VIII – Other Project 


Information of the proposal cover page submitted to NASA.  Questions concerning environmental 


compliance requirements may be addressed to Tina Norwood, NASA NEPA Manager, at 


tina.norwood-1@nasa.gov. 


3.0 Program Management 


3.1 NASA EPSCoR Program and Project Levels 


The NASA EPSCoR is a component of the Office of STEM Engagement at NASA Headquarters.  


NASA EPSCoR Program Management is closely coordinated with NASA Headquarters Mission 


Directorates, NASA Centers, and JPL.      



https://www.epa.gov/laws-regulations/summary-national-environmental-policy-act

mailto:tina.norwood-1@nasa.gov
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The NASA EPSCoR Project Office is located at the Kennedy Space Center (KSC). This Project 


Office has the overall responsibility for oversight, evaluation, and reporting.  Technical and 


scientific questions about programs in this solicitation may be directed to the NASA EPSCoR 


Project Manager.  


3.2 Jurisdiction Level 


The jurisdiction’s NASA EPSCoR Director will serve as the managing Principal Investigator (PI) 


for the award, providing leadership and administrative direction for the team from an oversight 


role. The submitting and awardee institution will be that of the jurisdiction’s NASA EPSCoR 


Director. The Director is responsible for oversight and overall administrative management of the 


project to assure compliance with NASA EPSCoR. The Director is responsible for ensuring the 


timely reporting of the team’s progress and accomplishment of its work.  


The investigator responsible for the scientific direction and day-to-day management of the 


proposed work shall be listed as the Science-I (Sc-I).  If the Sc-I’s institution is different from the 


submitting institution, awards may be made to the Sc-I’s institution through a subaward.  


The Government’s obligation to continue any award is based on satisfactory progress as detailed 


in the recipient’s required annual progress reports. The research proposal may include an 


approved indirect cost rate if one has been negotiated with the Federal cognizant agency for 


funding of management, administrative, and oversight function of the jurisdiction’s NASA 


EPSCoR Director. For NASA to accept less than the approved indirect cost rate, a deviation is 


required. If a deviation is needed, the submitter shall include its proposed indirect cost amount as 


part of the $750,000 cap.  


The jurisdiction’s NASA EPSCoR Director shall provide guidance and updates to the Sc-Is 


regarding NASA policy and direction from both an Agency technical perspective and from a 


NASA EPSCoR programmatic standpoint. The Director shall maintain an awareness of NASA 


research and technology development priorities and jurisdiction research priorities. As the 


primary point of contact for NASA regarding EPSCoR in the jurisdiction, the Director will 


identify and develop opportunities for collaboration within the jurisdiction with existing EPSCoR 


and EPSCoR-like programs from other federal agencies. Also, the NASA EPSCoR Director will 


consult with appropriate jurisdiction organizations, such as the economic development 


commission, in addressing jurisdiction research priorities.   


3.3 Data Management Plan - Increasing Access to the Results of Scientific Research  


In keeping with the NASA Plan for Increasing Access to Results of Scientific Research, new 


terms and conditions consistent with the Rights in Data clause (GCAM, Annex E) in the award, 


which make manuscripts and data publically accessible, may be attached to NASA EPSCoR 


Research awards. All proposals shall provide a Data Management Plan (DMP) or an explanation 


as to why one is not necessary given the nature of the work proposed. The DMP shall be 


submitted by responding to the NSPIRES cover page question about the DMP (limited to 4000 


characters). Any research project in which a DMP is not necessary shall provide an explanation 


in the DMP block. Example explanations:  


 This is a development effort for flight technology that will not generate any data that I can 


release, so a DMP is not applicable.  


 The data that we will generate will be ITAR.  


 Or, the submitter may explain why its project will not generate any data. 



https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/206985_2015_nasa_plan-for-web.pdf
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The type of proposal that requires a DMP is described in the NASA Plan for increasing access to 


results of federally funded research. The DMP shall contain the following elements, as 


appropriate to the project: 


 A description of data types, volume, formats, and (where relevant) standards; 


 A description of the schedule for data archiving and sharing; 


 A description of the intended repositories for archived data, including mechanisms for 


public access and distribution; 


 A discussion of how the plan enables long-term preservation of data; and 


 A discussion of roles and responsibilities of team members in accomplishing the DMP.  (If 


funds are required for data management activities, these should be covered in the normal 


budget and budget justification sections of the proposal.). 


Proposers that include a plan to archive data should allocate suitable time for this task. Unless 


otherwise stated, this requirement supersedes the data sharing plan mentioned in the NASA 


Guidebook for Proposers.  


In addition, researchers submitting NASA-funded articles in peer-reviewed journals or papers 


from conferences now shall make their work accessible to the public through NASA's PubSpace 


at https://www.nihms.nih.gov/db/sub.cgi.  PubSpace provides free access to NASA-funded and 


archived scientific publications. Research papers will be available within one year of publication 


to download and read.  


EPSCoR has also implemented the Research Performance Progress Report (RPPR) process to 


collect demographic data from grant applicants for the purpose of analyzing demographic 


differences associated with its award processes. Information collected will include name, gender, 


race, ethnicity, and disability status. Submission of this information is voluntary, only available to 


NASA in aggregate form, and is not a pre-condition of award. 


3.4 Schedule 


The schedule for the review and selection of proposals for this CAN is: 


Notices of Intent Due:  January 24, 2020  


Proposals Due:  March 6, 2020    


3.5 Cancellation of Program Announcement 


The NASA Office of STEM Engagement reserves the right to not make any awards under this 


CAN and/or to cancel this CAN.  NASA assumes no liability (including proposal costs) for 


cancelling the CAN or for any entity’s failure to receive such notice of cancellation. 


3.6 Inquiries 


Technical and scientific questions about this CAN may be directed to: 


Mr. Jeppie R. Compton 


Project Manager, NASA EPSCoR/PX-E 


Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899-0001 


E-mail: jeppie.r.compton@nasa.gov 


Telephone: (321) 867-6988 


Inquiries regarding the submission of proposal materials may be addressed to: 


Ms. Althia Harris 


NASA Research and Education Support Services (NRESS) 



http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook/

http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook/

https://www.nihms.nih.gov/db/sub.cgi

mailto:eppie.r.compton@nasa.gov
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2345 Crystal Drive, Suite 500 


Arlington, VA 22202-4816 


E-mail: aharris@nasaprs.com 


Telephone: (202) 479-9030 x310 


Fax: (202) 479-0511 


4.0 Proposal Review and Selection 


4.1 Evaluation Criteria 


Evaluation by peer review will be used to assess each proposal’s overall merit. The evaluation 


criteria are: Intrinsic Merit, NASA Alignment and Partnerships, Management and Evaluation, and 


Budget Justification: Narrative and Details.  A NASA Headquarters Mission Directorate panel 


will use the results of the peer evaluation to make funding recommendations to the selecting 


official.  See Section 8.0, Proposal Evaluation Criteria. 


4.2 Review and Selection Processes 


Review of proposals submitted in response to this CAN shall be consistent with the general 


policies and provisions contained in the NASA Guidebook for Proposers, Appendix D.  The 


evaluation criteria described in this CAN under Section 8.0, Proposal Evaluation Criteria, takes 


precedence over the evaluation criteria described in Section 5 of the NASA Guidebook for 


Proposers.  However, selection procedures shall be consistent with the provisions of the NASA 


Guidebook for Proposers, Section 5.  The selecting official for this CAN is the Associate 


Administrator for STEM Engagement at NASA Headquarters or his appointed representative. 


The NASA Grants Officer will conduct a pre-award review of risk associated with the proposer as 


required by 2 CFR 200.205.  For all proposals selected for award, the Grants Officer will review 


the submitting organization’s information available through the Federal Awardee Performance 


and Integrity Information System (FAPIIS) and the System for Award Management (SAM) to 


include checks on the entity’s (applicant’s) core data, registration expiration date, active 


exclusions, and delinquent federal debt. 


Prior to making a Federal award with a total amount of Federal share greater than the simplified 


acquisition threshold (currently $250,000), NASA is required to review and consider any 


information about the applicant that is in the designated integrity and performance system 


(currently FAPIIS, which is  accessible through SAM at https://www.sam.gov) (see 41 U.S.C. 


2313). 


At its option, an applicant may review information about itself that NASA previously entered and 


that is currently in FAPIIS and may comment on such information.  


NASA will consider any comments by the applicant, in addition to the other information in 


FAPIIS, in  reaching a determination about the applicant's integrity, business ethics, and record of 


performance under Federal awards when completing the review of risk posed by applicants as 


described in 2 CFR 200.205, Federal awarding agency review of risk posed by applicants. 


Limited Release of Proposers Confidential Business Information  


For proposal evaluation and other administrative processing actions, NASA may find it necessary 


to release information submitted by the proposer to individuals not employed by NASA.  


Business information that would ordinarily be entitled to confidential treatment may be included 


in the information released to these individuals.  Accordingly, by submission of its proposal, the 


submitter hereby consents to a limited release of its confidential business information (CBI). 



mailto:aharris@nasaprs.com

https://www.sam.gov/
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Except where otherwise provided by law, NASA will permit the limited release of CBI only 


pursuant to non-disclosure agreements signed by the assisting contractor or subcontractor, and 


their individual employees who may require access to the CBI to perform the assisting contract. 


4.3 Selection Announcement 


NASA’s stated goal is to announce selections as soon as possible. However, generally NASA 


does not announce new selections until the funds needed for those awards are approved through 


the Federal budget process. Therefore, a delay in NASA’s budget process may result in a delay 


of the selection date(s).  After 180 days past the proposal’s submitted date, proposers may 


contact the NASA EPSCoR Project Manager for a status update. 


 


A proposer has the right to be informed of the major factor(s) that led to the acceptance or 


rejection of the proposal. Debriefings will be available upon request. Again, it is emphasized that 


non-selected proposals should be aware that proposals of nominally high intrinsic and 


programmatic merits may be declined for reasons entirely unrelated to any scientific or technical 


weaknesses. 


5.0 Award Administration Information 


5.1 Administrative, National Policy Requirements, and Intellectual Property Information 


2 C.F.R. 200 Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit 


Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance) at http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-


idx?tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2cfr200_main_02.tpl  


 
2 C.F.R. 1800 NASA supplement to 2 C.F.R. 200 (open word file) 


https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/index.html  
 


Grants and Cooperative Agreement Manual – Appendix E, Terms and Conditions  


https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/Grant_and_CooperativeManual.doc 


 


Award and intellectual property information is available here: 


https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/Award_and_IP_Information_for_Proposers.d


ocx 


5.2 Notice of Award 


For selected proposals, a NASA Grants Officer will contact the business office of the proposer’s 


institution. The NASA Grants Officer is the only official authorized to obligate the Government. 


For a grant or cooperative agreement, any costs that the proposer incurs within 90 calendar days 


before an award are at the recipient's risk in accordance with 2 CFR 200.458, & 1800.209.  


5.3 Award Reporting Requirements   


The reporting requirements for awards made through this CAN shall be consistent with the 


GCAM.    


5.4 Access to NASA Facilities/Systems 


All recipients shall work with NASA project/program staff to ensure proper credentialing for any 


individuals who need access to NASA facilities and/or systems. Such individuals include U.S. 


citizens and lawful permanent residents (“green card” holders). 



http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2cfr200_main_02.tpl

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2cfr200_main_02.tpl

https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/index.html

https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/Grant_and_CooperativeManual.doc

https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/Award_and_IP_Information_for_Proposers.docx

https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/Award_and_IP_Information_for_Proposers.docx
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6.0 Updates and Submission Information 


6.1 Announcement of Updates/Amendments to Solicitation  


Additional programmatic information for this CAN may be made available before the proposal 


due date. If so, such information will be added as a formal amendment to this CAN as posted at 


its homepage on http://nspires.nasaprs.com.  


Any clarifications or questions and answers regarding this CAN will be posted at its homepage on 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com.  


Each prospective proposer has the responsibility to regularly check this CAN’s homepage for 


updates.  


6.2 Electronic Submission of Proposal Information  


On-time electronic submission via NSPIRES (http://nspires.nasaprs.com) is required for every 


proposal. Please note carefully the following requirements for submission of an electronic proposal 


via NSPIRES:  


 Every organization that intends to submit a proposal to NASA in response to this CAN shall 


be registered in NSPIRES.  Registration for the proposal data system shall be performed by an 


organization’s electronic business point-of-contact (EBPOC) who holds a valid registration 


with the System for Award Management (SAM) https://www.sam.gov/portal/public/SAM/. 


 Each individual team member (e.g., PI, co-investigators, etc.), including all personnel 


named on the proposal’s electronic cover page, shall be individually registered in 


NSPIRES.  


While every effort is made to ensure the reliability and accessibility of the website and to 


maintain a help center via e-mail and telephone, technical difficulties may arise at any time with 


the Internet, including with the user’s own equipment. Thus, prospective proposers are strongly 


urged to familiarize themselves with the NSPIRES site and to submit the required proposal 


materials well in advance of the proposal submission deadline.  Difficulty in registering with or 


using a proposal submission system (NSPIRES) is not, in and of itself, a sufficient reason for 


NASA to consider a proposal that is submitted after the proposal due date (see Appendix E).  


6.3 Proposal Submission Date and Time 


All proposals in response to this CAN shall be submitted electronically via NSPIRES 


(http://nspires.nasaprs.com). Hard copies of the proposal will not be accepted. Electronic 


proposals shall be submitted in their entirety by 11:59 p.m., Eastern Time on the proposal due 


date of March 6, 2020. 


Respondents without Internet access or that experience difficulty using the NSPIRES proposal 


site (http://nspires.nasaprs.com) may contact the Help Desk at nspires-help@nasaprs.com or call 


202-479-9376 between 8:00 a.m. and 6:00 p.m. (ET), Monday through Friday, except Federal 


Government holidays.  NSPIRES automatically identifies any proposals that are late. Proposals 


received after the due date may be returned without review. If a late proposal is returned, it is 


entirely at the proposer’s discretion whether or not to resubmit it in response to a subsequent 


solicitation. 


7.0 Proposal Preparation  


Required elements of the proposal are described below and shall be submitted as one or more 


PDF documents that are uploaded for proposal submission. Please refer to Appendix E of this 


announcement for NSPIRES instructions on proposal submission procedures. Section 3.6 of the 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

https://www.sam.gov/portal/public/SAM/

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

mailto:nspires-help@nasaprs.com
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NASA Guidebook for Proposers provides guidelines for style formats, and Section 3.7 provides 


guidelines for proposal content. 


REQUIRED SECTIONS OF THE 


PROPOSAL 


(in order of assembly) 
PAGE LIMIT 


Proposal Cover Page 
NSPIRES proposal cover page that is available at 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com/ 


Proposal Summary (abstract) 4,000 characters including spaces 


Data Management Plan 4,000 characters, including spaces 


Table of Contents As needed 


Scientific/Technical/Management Plan 15* 


References and Citations As needed 


Biographical Sketches for:  


         the Science Investigator (Sc-I) 2 


         each Co-Investigator (Co-I) 1 


Current and Pending Support As needed 


Statements of Commitment and Letters of Support As needed 


Budget Justification: Narrative and Details As needed 


 Includes proposed budget, itemized list detailing expenses within major budget categories, detailed subawards 


and summary of personnel (User’s Guide section 3.18 and Appendix C). 


 For grants/cooperative agreements the table of personnel and work effort should immediately follow the 


proposal budget and is not included in the budget. 


Facilities and Equipment As needed 


Special Notifications and/or Certifications As needed 
* includes all illustrations, tables, and figures, where each "n-page" fold-out counts as n-pages and each 


side of a sheet containing text or an illustration counts as a page. 


 


8.0 Proposal Evaluation Criteria 
Successful research proposals shall provide sound contributions to both immediate and long-term 


scientific and technical needs of NASA, as explicitly expressed in current NASA documents and 


communications, as well as contribute to the overall research infrastructure, science and 


technology capabilities of higher education, and economic development of the jurisdiction.  


Successful proposals shall also include pragmatic plans for generation of sustained non-EPSCoR 


support. 


Jurisdictions responding to this CAN may submit proposals per paragraph 1.3 above. Proposals 


will be evaluated based on the following criteria: Intrinsic Merit, NASA Alignment and 


Partnerships, Management and Evaluation, and Budget Justification: Narrative and Details.  The 


bulleted lists after each criterion below should not be construed as any indication of priority or 


relative weighting.  Rather, the bullets are provided for clarity and facilitation of proposal 


development. Note: Each proposer shall provide specific information on how it determined the 


relevance of the proposed effort to NASA and the jurisdiction.   


8.1 Intrinsic Merit (35% of score) 


 Proposed Research. Proposals shall provide a detailed narrative of the proposed research 


activity, including the scientific and/or technical merit of the proposed research, unique 


and innovative methods, approaches, concepts, or advanced technologies, and the 


potential impact of the proposed research on its field. 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/
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 Existing Research Proposals shall provide baseline information about current research 


activities within the jurisdiction in the proposed research area, including projects currently 


funded under NASA EPSCoR. If relevant, the narrative shall include a brief history of 


NASA EPSCoR Research projects in the jurisdiction, and shall include a discussion of 


how these previous NASA EPSCoR research projects or Research Infrastructure 


Development (RID) activities have helped prepare the institution and jurisdiction for and 


contributed to the proposed research activities. If the proposed research represents a new 


direction for the jurisdiction, the technical team’s ability to conduct the research shall be 


explained. Other relevant research and technology development programs within the 


jurisdiction shall also be included. 


8.2  NASA Alignment and Partnerships (35% of score) 


 Proposals shall discuss the value of the proposed research to NASA and to the 


jurisdiction’s research priorities. 


 Proposals shall describe the use of NASA content, people, or facilities in the execution of 


the research activities. They should describe current and/or previous interactions, 


partnerships, and meetings with NASA researchers, engineers, and scientists in the area of 


the proposed research, and discuss how future partnerships between the institution’s 


researchers and personnel at the Mission Directorates,  Centers, and/or JPL will be 


fostered.  The name(s) and title(s) of NASA researchers with whom the proposers will 


partner shall be included. NASA shall consider the utilization of NASA venues for 


recipients to publish their accomplishments. 


 Proposals shall articulate clearly how the proposed research activities build capacity in the 


jurisdiction. In particular, proposers shall explain how this proposed research is related to 


the strategic plan for NASA EPSCoR-related research in the jurisdiction.  


 Proposals shall state how they plan to develop research competitiveness both in the 


jurisdiction and nationally. Proposals shall delineate mechanisms for building partnerships 


with universities, industry, and/or other government agencies to enhance the ability of the 


jurisdiction to achieve its objectives, to obtain and leverage sources of additional funding, 


and/or to obtain essential services not otherwise available.   


8.3 Management and Evaluation (15% of score)  NOTE: This information does not count 


toward the 15 page limit for the Scientific, Technical, or Management section.  


This section shall describe the management structure for the proposed research, and coordination 


with the jurisdiction’s NASA EPSCoR project management.  The following elements shall be 


included: 


 Personnel: The proposal shall include a list of the personnel participating in this research 


program, including Principal Investigator, Science-Investigator, and all Co-Investigators, 


Research Associates, Post-Doctoral Fellows, Research Assistants, and other research 


participants. The credentials of the researchers are important; however EPSCoR includes 


the concept of encouraging and helping new researchers.  


 Research Project Management: A description of the Science-I’s management structure of 


the proposed research project, and the extent to which the project’s management and 


research team will lead to a well-coordinated, efficiently-managed, and productive effort 


shall be included.  
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 Multi-Jurisdiction Projects: If the proposed research is a collaboration between more than 


one NASA EPSCoR jurisdiction, one jurisdiction shall be identified as the lead with 


additional partners identified as sub-awardees.  The proposal shall detail the inter-


jurisdiction management structure of the proposed research project, including a list of the 


participating jurisdictions, and the participating universities and agencies within each 


jurisdiction.  Multi-jurisdictional proposals shall not exceed the $750,000 limit.  


 Project Evaluation: Proposals shall document the intended outcomes and offer metrics to 


demonstrate progress toward and achievements of these outcomes. They shall discuss 


metrics to be used for tracking and evaluating project progress.  Milestones and timetables 


for achievement of specific objectives during the award period shall be presented.  The 


proposal shall describe an appropriate evaluation plan/process to document outcomes and 


demonstrate progress toward achieving objectives of proposed project elements. 


Evaluation methodology shall be based upon reputable models and techniques appropriate 


to the content and scale of the project. Projects shall implement improvements throughout 


the entire period of performance based on ongoing evaluation evidence.  


 Results of Prior NASA EPSCoR Research Support: Examples of accomplishments 


commensurate with the managerial and administrative expectations of the award shall be 


provided. The EPSCoR Director will not be assessed on his/her expertise in the specific 


proposed research area since the Science-PI is tasked with managing the 


scientific/technical development progress. The following information shall be provided: 


the NASA EPSCoR award number(s), the title of the projects(s); and period(s) of 


performance; primary outcomes resulting from the NASA EPSCoR award, including a 


summary discussion of accomplishments compared to the proposed outcomes from the 


original proposal; coordination with the research and technical development priorities of 


NASA, and contribution(s) to the overall research capacity of the jurisdiction.  


8.4 Budget Justification: Narrative and Details (15%) 


The proposed budget shall be adequate, appropriate, reasonable, and realistic, and demonstrate the 


effective use of funds that align with the content and text of the proposed project. Preparation 


guidelines for the budget can be found in the NASA Guidebook for Proposers, Section 3.18 and 


Appendix C. 


A detailed budget, including both NASA provided and cost-share funds, is required. This section 


shall include detailed budgets for each of the three years of the funding and a summary budget for 


all three years.  All sources of cost-sharing shall be thoroughly described and documented.   


The budget will be evaluated based upon the clarity and reasonableness of the funding request.  A 


budget narrative shall be included that discusses relevant budgetary issues such as the extent and 


level of jurisdiction, industrial, and institutional commitment and financial support, including 


resources (staff, facilities, laboratories, indirect support, waiver of indirect costs, etc.).  
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Appendix A:  NASA Mission Directorates and Center Alignment  


NASA’s Mission to pioneer the future in space exploration, scientific discovery, and aeronautics 


research, draws support from four Mission Directorates, nine NASA Centers, and JPL, each with 


a specific responsibility. 


 


NOTICE:  


EPSCoR was contacted by the Office of the NASA Chief Medical Officer who would like to add 


two areas of research interest.  POCs:  


Dr James D. Polk; E: james.d.polk@nasa.gov, P: (202)358-1959  


Dr Victor S. Schneider: E: vschneider@nasa.gov, P: (202)358-2204 


Those two areas are:  


1. Post Flight MRI/MRV- In astronauts that have signs of VIIP/SANS performing postflight 


MRI/MRV to identify brain edema, clots that may have occurred in the collecting system on the 


central nervous system, and correlating those findings to a spinal pressure would be extremely 


useful clinically. We don’t yet know the degree of edema, how that correlates to the intracranial 


pressure, and if there are any clots in the collecting system. The bulk of the collecting system is 


behind the skull and not visible with ultrasound. Doing this with MRI/MRV would be extremely 


useful clinically. 


2. Part Two- We are looking for a treatment using drug(s) or mechanical devices which lowers 


intracranial pressure and CSF fluid in the brain.  Ideally, we would want to trial this on the 


ground. So dovetailing to the study above, we would want to first do the MRI/MRV and spinal 


pressure on a returning astronaut with known symptoms of VIIP/SANS. Then we would want to 


give the drug for ten to 14 days and then repeat the MRI/MRV and spinal pressure to look for 


changes. 


The Nasa Offices That Participated In The EPSCoR R3 Solicitation Have Requested That The 


Areas Listed In The R3 Solicitation Be Allowed To Be Proposed Against In This Research Can.  


Proposers May View Those Topics In Appendix G Below. 


 


A.1 Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) conducts high-quality, cutting-edge 


research that generates innovative concepts, tools, and technologies to enable revolutionary 


advances in our Nation’s future aircraft, as well as in the airspace in which they will fly. ARMD’s 


four research programs develop advanced technologies to reduce aviation’s environmental impact 


& transform the way we fly. 


 Advanced Air Vehicles 


 Airspace Operations and Safety 


 Integrated Aviation Systems 


 Transformative Aeronautics Concepts Program 


Additional information on the Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) can be found 


at: https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch. 


Areas of Interest - POC: Karen Rugg, karen.l.rugg@nasa.gov 


Proposers are directed to the following: 



mailto:james.d.polk@nasa.gov

mailto:vschneider@nasa.gov

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs/aavp

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs/aosp

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs/iasp

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs/tacp

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch

mailto:karen.l.rugg@nasa.gov
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 ARMD Programs: https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs 


 The ARMD current year version of the NASA Research Announcement (NRA) entitled, 


"Research Opportunities in Aeronautics (ROA)” is posted on the NSPIRES web site at 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com (Key word: Aeronautics).  This solicitation provides a complete 


range of ARMD research interests. 


A.2 Human Exploration & Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) provides the Agency 


with leadership and management of NASA space operations related to human exploration in and 


beyond low-Earth orbit. HEO also oversees low-level requirements development, policy, and 


programmatic oversight. The International Space Station, currently orbiting the Earth with a crew 


of six, represents the NASA exploration activities in low-Earth orbit.  Exploration activities 


beyond low Earth orbit include the management of Commercial Space Transportation, 


Exploration Systems Development, Human Space Flight Capabilities, Advanced Exploration 


Systems, and Space Life Sciences Research & Applications. The directorate is similarly 


responsible for Agency leadership and management of NASA space operations related to Launch 


Services, Space Transportation, and Space Communications in support of both human and robotic 


exploration programs. Additional information on the Human Exploration & Operations Mission 


Directorate (HEOMD) can be found at: (http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/home/index.html) 


Areas of Interest - POC: Bradley Carpenter, bcarpenter@nasa.gov 


Human Research Program 


The Human Research Program (HRP) is focused on investigating and mitigating the highest risks 


to human health and performance in order to enable safe, reliable, and productive human space 


exploration. The HRP budget enables NASA to resolve health risks in order for humans to safely 


live and work on missions in the inner solar system. HRP conducts research, develops 


countermeasures, and undertakes technology development to address human health risks in space 


and ensure compliance with NASA's health, medical, human performance, and environmental 


standards. 


Space Life Sciences  


The Space Life Sciences, Space Biology Program has three primary goals:  


 To effectively use microgravity and the other characteristics of the space environment to 


enhance our understanding of fundamental biological processes;  


 To develop the scientific and technological foundations for a safe, productive human 


presence in space for extended periods and in preparation for exploration; and  


 To apply this knowledge and technology to improve our nation's competitiveness, 


education, and the quality of life on Earth.  


  


These goals will be achieved by soliciting research using its three program elements:  


 Cell and Molecular Biology and Microbial Biology - studies of the effect of gravity and 


the space environment on cellular, microbial and molecular processes;  


 Organismal & Comparative Biology - studies and comparisons of responses of whole 


organisms and their systems; and  


 Developmental Biology – studies of how spaceflight affects reproduction, development, 


maturation and aging of multi-cellular organisms, as described in NASA's Fundamental 


Space Biology Science Plan (PDF, 7.4 MB).  


  


Further details about ongoing activities specific to Space Biology are available at: Space 


Biosciences website  



https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/home/index.html

mailto:bcarpenter@nasa.gov
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Physical Science Research  


The Physical Science Research Program, along with its predecessors, has conducted significant 


fundamental and applied research, both which have led to improved space systems and produced 


new products offering benefits on Earth. NASA's experiments in various disciplines of physical 


science reveal how physical systems respond to the near absence of gravity. They also reveal how 


other forces that on Earth are small compared to gravity, can dominate system behavior in space.  


The Physical Science Research Program also benefits from collaborations with several of the 


International Space Station international partners—Europe, Russia, Japan, and Canada—and 


foreign governments with space programs, such as France, Germany and Italy. The scale of this 


research enterprise promises new possibilities in the physical sciences, some of which are already 


being realized both in the form of innovations for space exploration to improve the quality of life 


on Earth.  


Research in physical sciences spans from basic and applied research in the areas of:  


 Fluid physics: two-phase flow, phase change, boiling, condensation and capillary and 


interfacial phenomena;  


 Combustion science: spacecraft fire safety, solids, liquids and gasses, supercritical 


reacting fluids, and soot formation;  


 Materials science: solidification in metal and alloys, crystal growth, electronic materials, 


glasses and ceramics;  


 Complex Fluids: colloidal systems, liquid crystals, polymer flows, foams and granular 


flows; and  


 Fundamental Physics: critical point phenomena, atom interferometry and atomic clocks in 


space.  


  


Implementing Centers: NASA's Physical Sciences Research Program is carried out at the Glenn 


Research Center (GRC), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and Marshall Space Flight Center 


(MSFC).  Further information on physical sciences research is available at 


http://issresearchproject.nasa.gov/ 


Engineering Research 


 Spacecraft: Guidance, navigation and control; thermal; electrical; structures; software; 


avionics; displays; high speed re-entry; modeling; power systems; 


interoperability/commonality; advanced spacecraft materials; crew/vehicle health 


monitoring; life support. 


 Propulsion: Propulsion methods that will utilize materials found on the moon or Mars, 


“green” propellants, on-orbit propellant storage, motors, testing, fuels, manufacturing, soft 


landing, throttle-able propellants, high performance, and descent. 


 Robotic Systems for Precursor Near Earth Asteroid (NEA) Missions: Navigation and 


proximity operations systems; hazard detection; techniques for interacting and anchoring 


with Near Earth Asteroids; methods of remote and interactive characterization of Near 


Earth Asteroid (NEA) environments, composition and structural properties; robotics 


(specifically environmental scouting prior to human arrival and later to assist astronauts 


with NEA exploration); environmental analysis; radiation protection; spacecraft 


autonomy, enhanced methods of NEA characterization from earth-based observation. 


 Robotic Systems for Lunar Precursor Missions:  Precision landing and hazard avoidance 


hardware and software; high-bandwidth communication; in-situ resource utilization 


(ISRU) and prospecting; navigation systems; robotics (specifically environmental scouting 



http://issresearchproject.nasa.gov/
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prior to human arrival, and to assist astronaut with surface exploration); environmental 


analysis, radiation protection. 


 Data and Visualization Systems for Exploration: Area focus on turning precursor mission 


data into meaningful engineering knowledge for system design and mission planning of 


lunar surface and NEAs.  Visualization and data display; interactive data manipulation and 


sharing; mapping and data layering including coordinate transformations for irregular 


shaped NEAs;  modeling of lighting and thermal environments; simulation of 


environmental interactions including proximity operations in irregular micro-G gravity 


fields and physical stability of weakly bound NEAs. 


 Research and technology development areas in HEOMD support launch vehicles, space 


communications, and the International Space Station. Examples of research and 


technology development areas (and the associated lead NASA Center) with great potential 


include: 


 Processing and Operations  


 Crew Health and Safety Including Medical Operations (Johnson Space Center 


(JSC)) 


 In-helmet Speech Audio Systems and Technologies (Glenn Research Center 


(GRC))   


 Vehicle Integration and Ground Processing (Kennedy Space Center (KSC))  


 Mission Operations (Ames Research Center (ARC))  


 Portable Life Support Systems (JSC) 


 Pressure Garments and Gloves (JSC) 


 Air Revitalization Technologies (ARC) 


 In-Space Waste Processing Technologies (JSC) 


 Cryogenic Fluids Management Systems (GRC) 


 Space Communications and Navigation 


 Coding, Modulation, and Compression (Goddard Spaceflight Center  (GSFC) 


 Precision Spacecraft & Lunar/Planetary Surface Navigation and Tracking (GSFC) 


 Communication for Space-Based Range (GSFC)   


 Antenna Technology (Glenn Research Center (GRC))  


 Reconfigurable/Reprogrammable Communication Systems (GRC) 


 Miniaturized Digital EVA Radio  (JSC)   


 Transformational Communications Technology (GRC)  


 Long Range Optical Telecommunications (Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL))   


 Long Range Space RF Telecommunications (JPL)  


 Surface Networks and Orbit Access Links (GRC)   


 Software for Space Communications Infrastructure Operations (JPL) 


 TDRS transponders for launch vehicle applications that support space 


communication and launch services (GRC) 


 Space Transportation  


 Optical Tracking and Image Analysis (KSC) 


 Space Transportation Propulsion System and Test Facility Requirements and 


Instrumentation (Stennis Space Center (SSC)   


 Automated Collection and Transfer of Launch Range Surveillance/Intrusion Data 


(KSC) 


 Technology tools to assess secondary payload capability with launch vehicles 


(KSC) 


 Spacecraft Charging/Plasma Interactions (Environment definition & arcing 


mitigation) (Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) 
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A.3 Science Mission Directorate (SMD) leads the Agency in four areas of research: Earth 


Science, Heliophysics, Planetary Science, and Astrophysics. SMD, using the vantage point of 


space to achieve with the science community and our partners a deep scientific understanding of 


our planet, other planets and solar system bodies, the interplanetary environment, the Sun and its 


effects on the solar system, and the universe beyond. In so doing, we lay the intellectual 


foundation for the robotic and human expeditions of the future while meeting today's needs for 


scientific information to address national concerns, such as climate change and space weather. 


SMD's high-level strategic objectives are presented in the 2018 NASA Strategic Plan. Detailed 


plans by science area corresponding to the science divisions of SMD: Heliophysics, Earth 


Science, Planetary Science, and Astrophysics appear in Chapter 4 of the 2014 NASA Science 


Plan. The best expression of specific research topics of interest to each Division within SMD are 


represented in by the topics listed in SMD's "ROSES" research solicitation, see Table 3 of 


ROSES-2019 and the text in the Division research overviews of ROSES, i.e., the Earth Science 


Research Overview, the Heliophysics Division Overview, the Planetary Science Research 


Program Overview and the Astrophysics Research Program Overview. Please note, even if 


particular topic is not solicited in ROSES this year it is still a topic of interest and eligible for this 


solicitation. Additional information about the Science Mission Directorate may be found 


at: http://nasascience.nasa.gov. 


 


SMD POC: Kristen Erickson kristen.erickson@nasa.gov 


 


 


 


Heliophysics Division 


Heliophysics encompasses science that improves our understanding of fundamental physical 


processes throughout the solar system, and enables us to understand how the Sun, as the major 


driver of the energy throughout the solar system, impacts our technological society. The scope of 


heliophysics is vast, spanning from the Sun's interior to Earth’s upper atmosphere, throughout 


interplanetary space, to the edges of the heliosphere, where the solar wind interacts with the local 


interstellar medium. Heliophysics incorporates studies of the interconnected elements in a single 


system that produces dynamic space weather and that evolves in response to solar, planetary, and 


interstellar conditions. 


The Agency’s strategic objective for heliophysics is to understand the Sun and its interactions 


with Earth and the solar system, including space weather.  The heliophysics decadal survey 


conducted by the National Research Council (NRC), Solar and Space Physics: A Science for a 


Technological Society (http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13060/solar-and-space-physics-a-science-


for-a-technological-society), articulates the scientific challenges for this field of study and 


recommends a slate of design reference missions to meet them, to culminate in the achievement 


of a predictive capability to aid human endeavors on Earth and in space. The fundamental science 


questions are: 


 What causes the Sun to vary? 


 How do the geospace, planetary space environments and the heliosphere respond? 


 What are the impacts on humanity? 


  



https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/nasa_2018_strategic_plan.pdf#page=15

https://smd-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/science-pink/s3fs-public/atoms/files/2014_Science_Plan-0501_tagged.pdf#page=28

https://smd-prod.s3.amazonaws.com/science-pink/s3fs-public/atoms/files/2014_Science_Plan-0501_tagged.pdf#page=28

http://solicitation.nasaprs.com/ROSES2019table3

http://solicitation.nasaprs.com/ROSES2019table3

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=665996&solicitationId=%7b716BCFE6-52B4-DB7F-B79A-59F3E7EE14A2%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=665996&solicitationId=%7b716BCFE6-52B4-DB7F-B79A-59F3E7EE14A2%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=667155&solicitationId=%7b08842443-35A7-7AB9-A73E-7CD168E78039%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=665497&solicitationId=%7bBE3FF45B-D36C-5390-73F7-BD640574C5E7%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=665497&solicitationId=%7bBE3FF45B-D36C-5390-73F7-BD640574C5E7%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=665666&solicitationId=%7b09992619-2483-4BB3-1530-ECFF9DA848B2%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1

http://nasascience.nasa.gov/

mailto:kristen.erickson@nasa.gov

http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13060/solar-and-space-physics-a-science-for-a-technological-society

http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13060/solar-and-space-physics-a-science-for-a-technological-society
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To answer these questions, the Heliophysics Division implements a program to achieve three 


overarching goals: 


 Explore the physical processes in the space environment from the Sun to the Earth and 


throughout the solar system 


 Advance our understanding of the connections that link the Sun, the Earth, planetary space 


environment, and the outer reaches of our solar system 


 Develop the knowledge and capability to detect and predict extreme conditions in space to 


protect life and society and to safeguard human and robotic explorers beyond Earth 


 


Further information on the objectives and goals of NASA's Heliophysics Program may be found 


in the 2014 Science Plan and Our Dynamic Space Environment: Heliophysics Science and 


Technology Roadmap for 2014-2033 (download PDF). The Heliophysics research program is 


described in Chapter 4.1 of the SMD Science Plan 2014 available at http://science.nasa.gov/about-


us/science-strategy/. The program supports theory, modeling, and data analysis utilizing remote 


sensing and in situ measurements from a fleet of missions; the Heliophysics System Observatory 


(HSO). Frequent CubeSats, suborbital rockets, balloons, and ground-based instruments add to the 


observational base. Investigations that develop new observables and technologies for heliophysics 


science are sought.  


Supported research activities include projects that address understanding of the Sun and planetary 


space environments, including the origin, evolution, and interactions of space plasmas and 


electromagnetic fields throughout the heliosphere. The program seeks to characterize these 


phenomena on a broad range of spatial and temporal scales, to understand the fundamental 


processes that drive them, to understand how these processes combine to create space weather 


events, and to enable a capability for predicting future space weather events.  


The program supports investigations of the Sun, including processes taking place throughout the 


solar interior and atmosphere and the evolution and cyclic activity of the Sun. It supports 


investigations of the origin and behavior of the solar wind, energetic particles, and magnetic fields 


in the heliosphere and their interaction with the Earth and other planets, as well as with the 


interstellar medium.  


The program also supports investigations of the physics of magnetospheres, including their 


formation and fundamental interactions with plasmas, fields, and particles and the physics of the 


terrestrial mesosphere, thermosphere, ionosphere, and auroras, including the coupling of these 


phenomena to the lower atmosphere and magnetosphere. Proposers may also review the 


information in the ROSES-19 Heliophysics Division Overview for further information about the 


Heliophysics Research Program. 


 
Earth Science Division 


Our planet is changing on all spatial and temporal scales and studying the Earth as a complex 


system is essential to understanding the causes and consequences of global change. The Earth 


Science Division of the Science Mission Directorate (https://science.nasa.gov/earth-science) 


contributes to NASA's mission, in particular, Strategic Objective 1.1: Understanding The Sun, 


Earth, Solar System, And Universe. This strategic objective is motivated by the following key 


questions: 


 How is the global Earth system changing?  


 What causes these changes in the Earth system?  


 How will the Earth system change in the future?  



https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=2ahUKEwiOrP64tpDeAhXBtVMKHVvODZ4QFjAAegQICRAC&url=https%3A%2F%2Fsmd-prod.s3.amazonaws.com%2Fscience-red%2Fs3fs-public%2Fatoms%2Ffiles%2F2014_HelioRoadmap_Final_Reduced_0.pdf&usg=AOvVaw2iyfSqfgsj2wJ9SsF2rRlS

http://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy/

http://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy/

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=667155&solicitationId=%7b08842443-35A7-7AB9-A73E-7CD168E78039%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1
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 How can Earth system science provide societal benefit? 


These science questions translate into seven overarching science goals to guide the Earth Science 


Division’s selection of investigations and other programmatic decisions:  


 Advance the understanding of changes in the Earth’s radiation balance, air quality, and the 


ozone layer that result from changes in atmospheric composition (Atmospheric 


Composition)  


 Improve the capability to predict weather and extreme weather events (Weather) 


 Detect and predict changes in Earth’s ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles, including 


land cover, biodiversity, and the global carbon cycle (Carbon Cycle and Ecosystems) 


 Enable better assessment and management of water quality and quantity to accurately 


predict how the global water cycle evolves in response to climate change (Water and 


Energy Cycle) 


 Improve the ability to predict climate changes by better understanding the roles and 


interactions of the ocean, atmosphere, land and ice in the climate system (Climate 


Variability and Change) 


 Characterize the dynamics of Earth’s surface and interior, improving the capability to 


assess and respond to natural hazards and extreme events (Earth Surface and Interior) 


 Further the use of Earth system science research to inform decisions and provide benefits 


to society 


The most recent decadal survey (2017-2027) from the National Academies of Science, 


Engineering, and Medicine, Thriving on our Changing Planet: A Decadal Strategy for Earth 


Observation from Space, serves as a foundational document to guide the overall approach to the 


Earth science program (see https://www.nap.edu/catalog/24938/thriving-on-our-changing-planet-


a-decadal-strategy-for-earth).  


  


NASA’s ability to view the Earth from a global perspective enables it to provide a broad, 


integrated set of uniformly high-quality data covering all parts of the planet.  NASA shares this 


unique knowledge with the global community, including members of the science, government, 


industry, education, and policy-maker communities. 


 


Planetary Science Division 


The Planetary Science Research Program, managed by the Planetary Science Division, sponsors 


research that addresses the broad strategic objective to "Ascertain the content, origin, and 


evolution of the Solar System and the potential for life elsewhere." To pursue this objective, the 


Planetary Science Division has five science goals that guide the focus of the division's science 


research and technology development activities. As described in Chapter 4.3 of the SMD 2014 


Science Plan (https://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy), these are: 


 Explore and observe the objects in the Solar System to understand how they formed and 


evolve. 


 Advance the understanding of how the chemical and physical processes in the Solar 


System operate, interact and evolve. 


 Explore and find locations where life could have existed or could exist today. 


 Improve our understanding of the origin and evolution of life on Earth to guide our search 


for life elsewhere. 


 Identify and characterize objects in the Solar System that pose threats to Earth or offer 


resources for human exploration. 



https://www.nap.edu/catalog/24938/thriving-on-our-changing-planet-a-decadal-strategy-for-earth

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/24938/thriving-on-our-changing-planet-a-decadal-strategy-for-earth

https://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy
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In order to address these goals, the Planetary Research Program invites a wide range of planetary 


science and astrobiology investigations. Example topics include, but are not limited to: 


 Investigations aimed at understanding the formation and evolution of the Solar System and 


(exo) planetary systems in general, and of the planetary bodies, satellites, and small bodies in 


these systems;  


 Investigations aimed at understanding materials present, and processes occurring, in the early 


stages of Solar System history, including the protoplanetary disk; 


 Investigations aimed at understanding planetary differentiation processes; 


 Investigations of extraterrestrial materials, including meteorites, cosmic dust, presolar grains, 


and samples returned by the Apollo, Stardust, Genesis, and Hayabusa missions; 


 Investigations of the properties of planets, satellites (including the Moon), satellite and ring 


systems, and smaller Solar System bodies such as asteroids and comets; 


 Investigations of the coupling of a planetary body’s intrinsic magnetic field, atmosphere, 


surface, and interior with each other, with other planetary bodies, and with the local plasma 


environment; 


 Investigations into the origins, evolution, and properties of the atmospheres of planetary 


bodies (including satellites, small bodies, and exoplanets); 


 Investigations that use knowledge of the history of the Earth and the life upon it as a guide for 


determining the processes and conditions that create and maintain habitable environments and 


to search for ancient and contemporary habitable environments and explore the possibility of 


extant life beyond the Earth; 


 Investigations into the origin and early evolution of life, the potential of life to adapt to 


different environments, and the implications for life elsewhere; 


 Investigations that provide the fundamental research and analysis necessary to characterize 


exoplanetary systems; 


 Investigations related to understanding the chemistry, astrobiology, dynamics, and energetics 


of exoplanetary systems; 


 Astronomical observations of our Solar System that contribute to the understanding of the 


nature and evolution of the Solar System and its individual constituents; 


 Investigations to inventory and characterize the population of Near Earth Objects (NEOs) or 


mitigate the risk of NEOs impacting the Earth; 


 Investigations into the potential for both forward and backward contamination during 


planetary exploration, methods to minimize such contamination, and standards in these areas 


for spacecraft preparation and operating procedures; 


 Investigations which enhance the scientific return of NASA Planetary Science Division 


missions through the analysis of data collected by those missions; 


 Advancement of laboratory- or spacecraft-based (including small satellites, e.g., CubeSats) 


instrument technology that shows promise for use in scientific investigations on future 


planetary missions; and 


 Analog studies, laboratory experiments, or fieldwork to increase our understanding of Solar 


System bodies or processes and/or to prepare for future missions. 


Proposers may also review the information in the ROSES-2019 Planetary Science Research 


Program Overview for further information about the Planetary Science Research Program. 


 


Astrophysics Division 


Astrophysics is the study of phenomena occurring in the universe and of the physical principles 


that govern them. Astrophysics research encompasses a broad range of topics, from the birth of 


the universe and its evolution and composition, to the processes leading to the development of 



https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=665497&solicitationId=%7bBE3FF45B-D36C-5390-73F7-BD640574C5E7%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=665497&solicitationId=%7bBE3FF45B-D36C-5390-73F7-BD640574C5E7%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1
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planets and stars and galaxies, to the physical conditions of matter in extreme gravitational fields, 


and to the search for life on planets orbiting other stars. In seeking to understand these 


phenomena, astrophysics science embodies some of the most enduring quests of humankind. 


NASA's strategic objective in astrophysics is to discover how the universe works, explore how it 


began and evolved, and search for life on planets around other stars. Three broad scientific 


questions flow from this objective:  


 How does the universe work? 


 How did we get here? 


 Are we alone? 


 


Each of these questions is accompanied by a science goal that shapes the Astrophysics Division’s 


efforts towards fulfilling NASA's strategic objective:  


 Probe the origin and destiny of our universe, including the nature of black holes, dark 


energy, dark matter and gravity 


 Explore the origin and evolution of the galaxies, stars and planets that make up our 


universe 


 Discover and study planets around other stars, and explore whether they could harbor life 


 


The scientific priorities for astrophysics are outlined in the NRC decadal survey New Worlds, 


New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics (http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12951/new-worlds-


new-horizons-in-astronomy-and-astrophysics).  These priorities include understanding the 


scientific principles that govern how the universe works; probing cosmic dawn by searching for 


the first stars, galaxies, and black holes; and seeking and studying nearby habitable planets around 


other stars. 


The multidisciplinary nature of astrophysics makes it imperative to strive for a balanced science 


and technology portfolio, both in terms of science goals addressed and in missions to address 


these goals. All the facets of astronomy and astrophysics—from cosmology to planets—are 


intertwined, and progress in one area hinges on progress in others. However, in times of fiscal 


constraints, priorities for investments must be made to optimize the use of available funding. 


NASA uses the prioritized recommendations and decision rules of the decadal survey to set the 


priorities for its investments.  


The broad themes of the Astrophysics Research Program are: 


(i)  Physics of the Cosmos: 


to discover how the universe works at the most fundamental level; to explore the behavior and 


interactions of the particles and fundamental forces of nature, especially their behavior under the 


extreme conditions found in astrophysical situations; and to explore the processes that shape the 


structure and composition of the universe as a whole, including the forces which drove the Big 


Bang and continue to drive the accelerated expansion of the universe. 


(ii)  Cosmic Origins:  


to discover how the universe expanded and evolved from an extremely hot and dense state into 


the galaxies of stars, gas, and dust that we observe around us today; to discover how dark matter 


clumped under gravity into the tapestry of large-scale filaments and structures which formed the 


cosmic web for the formation of galaxies and clusters of galaxies; to discover how stars and 



http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12951/new-worlds-new-horizons-in-astronomy-and-astrophysics

http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12951/new-worlds-new-horizons-in-astronomy-and-astrophysics
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planetary systems form within the galaxies; and to discover how these complex systems create 


and shape the structure and composition of the universe on all scales.  


(iii)  Exoplanet Exploration:  


to search for planets and planetary systems about nearby stars in our Galaxy; to determine the 


properties of those stars that harbor planetary systems; to determine the percentage of planets that 


are in or near the habitable zone of a wide variety of stars, and identify candidates that could 


harbor life. 


(iv) Research Analysis and Technology Development:  


a vital component of the astrophysics program is the development of new techniques that can be 


applied to future major missions:  the test-beds for these new techniques are the balloons and 


rockets that are developed and launched from NASA’s launch range facilities.  


This program also supports technology development that includes detectors covering all 


wavelengths and fundamental particles, as well as studies in laboratory astrophysics. Examples of 


these studies could include atomic and molecular data and properties of plasmas explored under 


conditions approximating those of astrophysical environments. 


Investigations submitted to the Astrophysics research program should explicitly support past, 


present, or future NASA astrophysics missions. These investigations can include theory, 


simulation, data analysis, and technology development. The Astrophysics research program and 


missions are described in Chapter 4.4 of the SMD 2014 Science Plan available at 


https://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy. 


Proposers may also review the information in the ROSES-19 Astrophysics Research Program 


Overview for further information about the Astrophysics Research Program.  



https://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=665666&solicitationId=%7b09992619-2483-4BB3-1530-ECFF9DA848B2%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1

https://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/viewrepositorydocument?cmdocumentid=665666&solicitationId=%7b09992619-2483-4BB3-1530-ECFF9DA848B2%7d&viewSolicitationDocument=1
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A.4 The Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) is responsible for developing the 


crosscutting, pioneering, new technologies, and capabilities needed by the agency to achieve its 


current and future missions. 


 


STMD rapidly develops, demonstrates, and infuses revolutionary, high-payoff technologies 


through transparent, collaborative partnerships, expanding the boundaries of the aerospace 


enterprise. STMD employs a merit-based competition model with a portfolio approach, spanning 


a range of discipline areas and technology readiness levels. By investing in bold, broadly 


applicable, disruptive technology that industry cannot tackle today, STMD seeks to mature the 


technology required for NASA’s future missions in science and exploration while proving the 


capabilities and lowering the cost for other government agencies and commercial space activities. 


 


Research and technology development takes place within NASA Centers, at JPL, in academia and 


industry, and leverages partnerships with other government agencies and international partners. 


STMD engages and inspires thousands of technologists and innovators creating a community of 


our best and brightest working on the nation’s toughest challenges. By pushing the boundaries of 


technology and innovation, STMD allows NASA and our nation to remain at the cutting edge. 


Additional information on STMD can be found  


at:  (http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/about_us/index.html ). 


 


Areas of Interest – POC:  Damian.Taylor@nasa.gov 


 


Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) expands the boundaries of the aerospace 


enterprise by rapidly developing, demonstrating, and infusing revolutionary, high-payoff 


technologies through collaborative partnerships. STMD employs a merit-based competition 


model with a portfolio approach, spanning a wide range of space technology discipline areas and 


technology readiness levels. Research and technology development takes place at NASA Centers, 


academia, and industry, and leverages partnerships with other government agencies and 


international partners. 


 


STMD plans future investments to support the following strategic thrusts:  


• Go:  Rapid, Safe, & Efficient Space Transportation 


o Provide safe, affordable, and routine access to space 


o Provide cost-efficient, reliable propulsion for long duration missions 


o Enable significantly faster, more efficient deep space missions 


• Land:  Expanded Access to Diverse Surface Destinations 


o Safely and precisely deliver humans & payloads to planetary surfaces 


o Increase access to high-value science sites across the solar system 


o Provide efficient, highly-reliable sample return reentry capability 


• Live:  Sustainable Living and Working Farther from Earth 


o Provide in-space habitation and enable humans to live on other planets 


o Provide efficient/scalable infrastructure to support exploration at scale 


o Providing ability to safely explore and investigate high-value sites 


• Explore:  Transformative Missions and Discoveries 


o Expand access to new environments, sites, and resources 


o Develop new means of observation, exploration, and characterization 


o Enable new mission operations and increased science data 


  


 


Current space technology topics of particular interest include: 



http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/about_us/index.html
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• Methods for space and in space manufacturing 


• Autonomous in-space assembly of structures and spacecraft 


• Ultra-lightweight materials for space applications 


• Materials, structures and mechanisms for extreme environments (low and high 


temperatures, radiation, etc.).  


• Resource prospecting, mining, excavation, and extraction of in situ resources. Efficient 


in situ resource utilization to produce items required for long-duration deep space 


missions including fuels, water, oxygen, food, nutritional supplements, 


pharmaceuticals, building materials, polymers (plastics), and various other chemicals 


• High performance space computing 


• Smart habitats 


• Extreme environment (including cryogenic) electronics for planetary exploration 


• Advanced robotics for extreme environment sensing, mobility, manipulation and repair 


• Advanced power generation, storage, and distribution for deep space missions and 


surface operations   


• Advanced entry, decent, and landing systems for planetary exploration including 


materials response models and parachute models 


• Radiation modeling, detection and mitigation for deep space crewed missions 


• Biological approaches to environmental control, life support systems and 


manufacturing 


• Autonomous systems for deep space missions 


• Low size, weight, and power components for small spacecraft including high-


bandwidth communication from space to ground, inter-satellite communication, relative 


navigation and control for swarms and constellations, precise pointing systems, power 


generation and energy storage, thermal management, system autonomy, miniaturized 


instruments and sensors, and in-space propulsion 


• Technologies that take advantage of small launch vehicles and small spacecraft to 


conduct more rapid and lower-cost missions 


• Advancements in engineering tools and models that support Space Technology 


advancement and development 


 


Applicants are strongly encouraged to familiarize themselves with the roadmap document most 


closely aligned with their space technology interests. The roadmap documents may be 


downloaded at the following link: http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/index.html. 


Please note, however, that the 2015 technology taxonomy (outline structure for the roadmaps) 


currently found under this link is under revision. The 2020 revised technology taxonomy will be 


uploaded by 30 September 2019 under the same link.    


 


The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Space Technology Mission 


Directorate (STMD) current year version of the NASA Research Announcement (NRA) entitled, 


"Space Technology Research, Development, Demonstration, and Infusion” has been posted on the 


NSPIRES web site at http://nspires.nasaprs.com (select “Solicitations” and then “Open 


Solicitations”). The NRA provides detailed information on specific proposals being sought across 


STMD program. 


A.5 NASA Centers Areas of Interest 


Examples of Center research interest areas include these specific areas from the following 


Centers.  If no POC is listed in the Center write-up and contact information is needed, please 



http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/index.html

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/
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contact the POC listed in Appendix D for that Center and request contacts for the research area of 


interest. 


A.5.1 Ames Research Center (ARC), POC: Brenda Collins (brenda.j.collins@nasa.gov) 


Ames research Center enables exploration through selected development, innovative 


technologies, and interdisciplinary scientific discovery. Ames provides leadership in the 


following areas: astrobiology; small satellites; entry decent and landing systems; supercomputing; 


robotics and autonomous systems; life Sciences and environmental controls; and air traffic 


management.  


 Entry systems: Safely delivering spacecraft to Earth & other celestial bodies 


 Supercomputing: Enabling NASA's advanced modeling and simulation 


 NextGen air transportation: Transforming the way we fly 


 Airborne science: Examining our own world & beyond from the sky 


 Low-cost missions: Enabling high value science to low Earth orbit, the moon and the 


solar system 


 Biology & astrobiology: Understanding life on Earth and in space 


 Exoplanets: Finding worlds beyond our own 


 Autonomy & robotics: Complementing humans in space 


 Lunar science: Rediscovering our moon 


 Human factors: Advancing human-technology interaction for NASA missions 


 Wind tunnels: Testing on the ground before you take to the sky 


Additional Center core competencies include: 


 Space Sciences 


 Applied Aerospace and Information Technology 


 Biotechnology 


 Synthetic biology. 


 Biological Sciences 


 Earth Sciences 


 High Performance Computing,  


 Intelligent Systems 


 Quantum Computing 


 Nanotechnology-electronics and sensors. 


 Small Spacecraft and Cubesats 


 Airspace Systems 


 Augmented Reality 


 Digital materials 


A.5.2 Armstrong Flight Research Center (AFRC), POC: Dave Berger, 


dave.e.berger@nasa.gov 


Autonomy (Collision Avoidance, Separation assurance, formation flight, peak seeking control) 


(POC: Jack Ryan, AFRC-RC) 


 Adaptive Control 


(POC: Curt Hanson, AFRC-RC) 


 Hybrid Electric Propulsion  


(POC: Starr Ginn, AFRC-R) 


 Control of Flexible Structures using distributed sensor feedback 



mailto:brenda.j.collins@nasa.gov

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/area-entry-systems.html

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/areas-of-ames-ingenuity-supercomputing

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/area-nextgen.html

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/area-airborne-sciences.html

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/area-low-cost-missions.html

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/area-biology-astrobiology.html

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/area-exoplanets.html

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/areas-of-ames-ingenuity-autonomy-and-robotics

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/area-lunar-science.html

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/areas-of-ames-ingenuity-human-systems-integration

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/area-wind-tunnels.html
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(POC: Marty Brenner, AFRC-RS; Peter Suh, AFRC-RC) 


 Supersonic Research (Boom mitigation and measurement)  


(POC: Ed Haering, AFRC-RA) 


 Supersonic Research (Laminar Flow)  


(POC: Dan Banks, AFRC-RA) 


 Environmental Responsive Aviation 


(POC: Mark Mangelsdorf, AFRC-RS) 


 Hypersonic Structures & Sensors 


(POC: Larry Hudson, AFRC-RS) 


 Large Scale Technology Flight Demonstrations (Towed Glider) 


(POC: Steve Jacobson, AFRC-RC) 


 Aerodynamics and Lift Distribution Optimization to Reduce Induced Drag 


(POC: Al Bowers, AFRC-R) 


A.5.3 Glenn Research Center (GRC), POC: Mark David Kankam, Ph.D. 


mark.d.kankam@nasa.gov 


Research and technology, and engineering engagements comprise including: 


 Acoustics / Propulsion Acoustics  


 Advanced Energy (Renewable Wind and Solar, Coal Energy and Alternative Energy)  


 Advanced Microwave Communications  


 Aeronautical and Space Systems Analysis  


 Electrified Aircraft 


 Computer Systems and Networks  


 Electric (Ion) Propulsion  


 Icing and Cryogenic Systems/Engine and Airframe Icing  


 Instrumentation, Controls and Electronics  


 Fluids, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Turbomachinery  


 Materials and Structures, including Mechanical Components and Lubrication  


 Microgravity Fluid Physics, Combustion Phenomena and Bioengineering  


 Nanotechnology  


 Photovoltaics, Electrochemistry-Physics, and Thermal Energy Conversion  


 Propulsion System Aerodynamics  


 Space Power Generation, Storage, Distribution and Management  


 Urban Air Mobility (UAM) 


 Systems Engineering 


The above engagement areas relate to the following key Glenn Areas of Expertise: 


 Aircraft Propulsion 


 Communications Technology and Development 


 Space Propulsion and Cryogenic Fluids Management 


 Power, Energy Storage and Conversion 


 Materials and Structures for Extreme Environment 


 Physical Sciences and Biomedical Technologies in Space 


 


A.5.4 Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), POC: James Harrington 


james.l.harrington@nasa.gov 


 



mailto:mark.d.kankam@nasa.gov
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Applied Engineering and Technology Directorate: POC: Danielle Margiotta, 


Danielle.V.Margiotta@nasa.gov 


 


 Advanced Manufacturing - facilitates the development, evaluation, and deployment of 


efficient and flexible additive manufacturing technologies. (ref: NAMII.org) 


 Advanced Multi-functional Systems and Structures - novel approaches to increase 


spacecraft systems resource utilization 


 Micro - and Nanotechnology - Based Detector Systems - research and application of 


these technologies to increase the efficiency of detector and optical systems 


 Ultra-miniature Spaceflight Systems and Instruments - miniaturization approaches 


from multiple disciplines - materials, mechanical, electrical, software, and optical - to 


achieve substantial resource reductions 


 Systems Robust to Extreme Environments - materials and design approaches that will 


preserve designed system properties and operational parameters (e.g. mechanical, 


electrical, thermal), and enable reliable systems operations in hostile space environments. 


 Spacecraft Navigation Technologies 
 Spacecraft GNSS receivers, ranging crosslink transceivers, and relative navigation 


sensors 


 Optical navigation and satellite laser ranging 


 Deep-space autonomous navigation techniques 


 Software tools for spacecraft navigation ground operations and navigation analysis 


 Formation Flying 


 Automated Rendezvous and Docking (AR&D) techniques 
 Algorithm development 


 Pose estimation for satellite servicing missions 


 Sensors (e.g., LiDARs, natural feature recognition) 


 Actuation (e.g., micro propulsion, electromagnetic formation flying) 


 Mission and Trajectory Design Technologies  
 Mission design tools that will enable new mission classes (e.g., low thrust 


planetary missions, precision formation flying missions) 


 Mission design tools that reduce the costs and risks of current mission design 


methodologies 


 Trajectory design techniques that enable integrated optimal designs across multiple 


orbital dynamic regimes (i.e. earth orbiting, earth-moon libration point, sun-earth 


libration point, interplanetary)  


 Spacecraft Attitude Determination and Control Technologies 
 Modeling, simulation, and advanced estimation algorithms 


 Advanced spacecraft attitude sensor technologies (e.g., MEMS IMU’s, precision 


optical trackers) 


 Advanced spacecraft actuator technologies (e.g. modular and scalable momentum 


control devices, ‘green’ propulsion, micropropulsion, low power electric 


propulsion) 


 CubeSats - Participating institutions will develop CubeSat/Smallsat components, 


technologies and systems to support NASA technology demonstration and risk reduction 


efforts. Student teams will develop miniature CubeSat/Smallsat systems for: power 


generation and distribution, navigation, communication, on-board computing, structures 


(fixed and deployable), orbital stabilization, pointing, and de-orbiting.  These components, 


technologies and systems shall be made available for use by NASA for integration into 


NASA Cubesat/Smallsats. They may be integrated into complete off-the-shelf 



mailto:Danielle.V.Margiotta@nasa.gov
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“CubeSat/Smallsat bus” systems, with a goal of minimizing “bus” 


weight/power/volume/cost and maximizing available “payload” 


weight/power/volume.  NASA technologists will then use these components/systems to 


develop payloads that demonstrate key technologies to prove concepts and/or reduce risks 


for future Earth Science, Space Science and Exploration/Robotic Servicing missions. 


POC:  Thomas P. Flatley (Thomas.P.Flatley@nasa.gov). 


 On-Orbit Multicore Computing - High performance multicore processing for advanced 


automation and science data processing on spacecraft. There are multiple multicore 


processing platforms in development that are being targeted for the next generation of 


science and exploration missions, but there is little work in the area of software 


frameworks and architectures to utilize these platforms. It is proposed that research in the 


areas of efficient inter-core communications, software partitioning, fault detection, 


isolation & recovery, memory management, core power management, scheduling 


algorithms, and software frameworks be done to enable a transition to these newer 


platforms. Participating institutions can select areas to research and work with NASA 


technologists to develop and prototype the resulting concepts.  POC:  Alan Cudmore 


(Alan.p.cudmore@nasa.gov). 


 Integrated Photonic components and systems -  Integrated photonic components and 


systems for Sensors, Spectrometers, Chemical/biological sensors, Microwave, Sub-


millimeter and Long-Wave Infra-Red photonics, Telecom- inter and intra satellite 


communications.   


 Radiation Effects and Analysis  


 Flight validation of advanced event rate prediction techniques 


 New approaches for testing and evaluating 3-D integrated microcircuits and other 


advanced microelectronic devices 


 End-to-end system (e.g., integrated component level or higher) modeling of 


radiation effects 


 Statistical approaches to tackle radiation hardness assurance (i.e., total dose, 


displacement damage, and/or single-event effects) for high-risk, low-cost missions. 


  


Sciences and Exploration Directorate POC:  Blanche Meeson, Blanche.W.Meeson@nasa.gov 


The Sciences and Exploration Directorate at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 


(http://science.gsfc.nasa.gov) is the largest Earth and space science research organization in the 


world. Its scientists advance understanding of the Earth and its life-sustaining environment, the 


Sun, the solar system, and the wider universe beyond.  All are engaged in the full life cycle of 


satellite missions and instruments from concept development to implementation, analysis and 


application of the scientific information, and community access and services. 


 The Earth Sciences Division plans, organizes, evaluates, and implements a broad 


program of research on our planet's natural systems and processes. Major focus areas 


include climate change, severe weather, the atmosphere, the oceans, sea ice and glaciers, 


and the land surface. To study the planet from the unique perspective of space, the Earth 


Science Division develops and operates remote-sensing satellites and instruments. We 


analyze observational data from these spacecraft and make it available to the world's 


scientists and policy makers.     The Division conducts extensive field campaigns to gather 


data from the surface and airborne platforms.  The Division also develops, uses, and 


assimilates observations into models that simulate planetary processes involving the water, 



mailto:Thomas.P.Flatley@nasa.gov
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energy, and carbon cycles at multiple scales up to global.  POC:  Eric Brown de Colstoun 


(eric.c.browndecolsto@nasa.gov). 


 The Astrophysics Science Division conducts a broad program of research in astronomy, 


astrophysics, and fundamental physics. Individual investigations address issues such as the 


nature of dark matter and dark energy, which planets outside our solar system may harbor 


life, and the nature of space, time, and matter at the edges of black holes. Observing 


photons, particles, and gravitational waves enables researchers to probe astrophysical 


objects and processes. Researchers develop theoretical models, design experiments and 


hardware to test theories, and interpret and evaluate observational data.  POC:  Amber 


Straughn (Amber.n.Straughn@nasa.gov). 


 The Heliophysics Science Division conducts research on the Sun, its extended solar-


system environment (the heliosphere), and interactions of Earth, other planets, small 


bodies, and interstellar gas with the heliosphere. Division research also encompasses 


Geospace, Earth's magnetosphere and its outer atmosphere, and Space Weather—the 


important effects that heliospheric disturbances have on spacecraft and terrestrial systems. 


Division scientists develop spacecraft missions and instruments, systems to manage and 


disseminate heliophysical data, and theoretical and computational models to interpret the 


data. Possible heliophysics-related research include:  advanced software environments and 


data-mining strategies to collect, collate and analyze data relevant to the Sun and its 


effects on the solar system and the Earth (“space weather”); and advanced computational 


techniques, including but not limited to parallel architectures and the effective use of 


graphics processing units, for the simulation of magnetized and highly dynamic plasmas 


and neutral gases in the heliosphere.  POC:  Doug Rabin (Douglas.Rabin@nasa.gov). 


 The Solar System Exploration Division builds science instruments and conducts 


theoretical and experimental research to explore the solar system and understand the 


formation and evolution of planetary systems. Laboratories within the division investigate 


areas as diverse as astrochemistry, planetary atmospheres, extrasolar planetary systems, 


earth science, planetary geodynamics, space geodesy, and comparative planetary studies. 


To study how planetary systems form and evolve, division scientists develop theoretical 


models as well as the investigations and space instruments to test them. The researchers 


participate in planetary and Earth science missions, and collect, interpret, and evaluate 


measurements.  POC:  Lora Bleacher (Lora.V.Bleacher@nasa.gov). 


 Quantum computing: Quantum computing is based on quantum bits or qubits. Unlike 


traditional computers, in which bits must have a value of either zero or one, a qubit can 


represent a zero, a one, or both values simultaneously. Representing information in qubits 


allows the information to be processed in ways that have no equivalent in classical 


computing, taking advantage of phenomena such as quantum tunneling and quantum 


entanglement. As such, quantum computers may theoretically be able to solve certain 


problems in a few days that would take millions of years on a classical computer.. 


 Artificial intelligence and machine learning: Artificial Intelligence (AI) is a collection 


of advanced technologies that allows machines to think and act, both humanly and 


rationally, through sensing, comprehending, acting and learning. AI's foundations lie at 


the intersection of several traditional fields - Philosophy, Mathematics, Economics, 


Neuroscience, Psychology and Computer Science. Current AI applications include big 


data analytics, robotics, intelligent sensing, assisted decision making, and speech 


recognition just to name a few 
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 (Big) data analytics: Data Analytics, including Data Mining and Pattern Recognition for 


Science applications and with special emphasis on:  


 Quantification of uncertainty in inference from big data 


 Experiment design to create data that is AI/ML ready and robust against 


misleading correlations 


 Methods for prediction of new discovery spaces 


 Strength of evidence and reproducibility in inference from big data 


 


Scientists in all four divisions publish research results in the peer-reviewed literature, 


participate in the archiving and pubic dissemination of scientific data, and provide expert user 


support. 


 


A.5.5 Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 
POC: Linda Rodgers, linda.l.rodgers@jpl.nasa.gov 


Petra Kneissl, petra.a.kneissl-milanian@jpl.nasa.gov  


 Solar System Science 
Planetary Atmospheres and Geology 


Solar System characteristics and origin of life 


Primitive solar systems bodies 


Lunar science 


Preparing for returned sample investigations  


 Earth Science 
Atmospheric composition and dynamics 


Land and solid earth processes 


Water and carbon cycles 


Ocean and ice 


Earth analogs to planets 


Climate Science 


 Astronomy and Fundamental Physics 
Origin, evolution, and structure of the universe 


Gravitational astrophysics and fundamental physics 


Extra-solar planets and star and planetary formation 


Solar and Space Physics 


Formation and evolution of galaxies 


 In-Space Propulsion Technologies 
Chemical propulsion 


Non-chemical propulsion 


Advanced propulsion technologies 


Supporting technologies 


 Space Power and Energy Storage 
Power generation 


Energy storage 


Power management & distribution 


Cross-cutting technologies 


 Robotics, Tele-Robotics and Autonomous Systems 
Sensing 


Mobility 


Manipulation technology 



mailto:linda.l.rodgers@jpl.nasa.gov

mailto:petra.a.kneissl-milanian@jpl.nasa.gov
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mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=2.%20Earth%20Science
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Human-systems interfaces 


Autonomy 


Autonomous rendezvous & docking 


Systems engineering 


 Communication and Navigation 
Optical communications & navigation technology 


Radio frequency communications 


Internetworking 


Position, navigation and timing 


Integrated technologies 


Revolutionary concepts 


 Human Exploration Destination Systems 
In-situ resource utilization and Cross-cutting systems 


 Science Instruments, Observatories and Sensor Systems 
Science Mission Directorate Technology Needs 


Remote Sensing instruments/sensors 


Observatory technology 


In-situ instruments/sensor technologies 


 Entry, Descent and Landing Systems 


Aerobraking, aerocapture, and entry systems 


Descent 


Landing 


Vehicle system technology 


 Nanotechnology 


Engineered materials 


Energy generation and storage 


Propulsion 


Electronics, devices and sensors 


 Modeling, Simulation, Information Technology and Processing 
Flight and ground computing 


Modeling 


Simulation 


Information processing 


 Materials, Structures, Mechanical Systems and Manufacturing 
Materials 


Structures 


Mechanical systems 


Cross cutting 


 Thermal Management Systems 
Cryogenic systems 


Thermal control systems (near room temperature) 


Thermal protection systems  


A.5.6 Johnson Space Center (JSC), POC: Kamlesh Lulla, kamlesh.p.lulla@nasa.gov 


 In-space propulsion technologies 


 Energy Storage technologies-Batteries, Fuel cells 


 Robotics and TeleRobotics 


 Crew decision support systems 


 Immersive Visualization 



mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=7.%20Communication%20and%20Navigation

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=8.%20Human%20Exploration%20Destination%20Systems

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=9.%20Science%20Instruments,%20Observatories%20and%20Sensor%20Systems

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=10.%20Entry,%20Descent%20and%20Landing%20Systems
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mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=12.%20Modeling,%20Simulation,%20Information%20Technology%20and%20Processing
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 Virtual windows leading to immersive environments and telepresence systems 


 Human Robotic interface 


 Flight and Ground communication systems 


 Audio 


 Adaptive-environment Array Microphone Systems and processing 


 Large bandwidth (audio to ultra-sonic) MEMs Microphones 


 Front end audio noise cancellation algorithms implementable in FPGAs-example 


Independent Component Analysis 


 Audio Compression algorithms implementable in FPGAs. 


 COMSOL Acoustic modeling 


 Sonification Algorithms implementable in DSPs/FPGAs 


 Video 


 Ultra High Video Compressions 


 H265 Video Compression 


 Rad-Tolerant Imagers 


 Lightweight/low power/radiation tolerant displays 


 Advanced habitat systems 


 GN&C for descent systems 


 Large body GN&C 


 Human-in-the-loop system data acquisition and performance modeling 


 Imaging and information processing 


 Lightweight/Low power Display Technology 


 Scalable software-implementable graphics processing unit 


 Simulation and modeling 


 Materials and structures 


 Lightweight structure 


 Human Spaceflight Challenges 


 http://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov/explore 


 Human System Interfaces 


 OLED Technology Evaluation for Space Applications 


 Far-Field Speech Recognition in Noisy Environments 


 Radiation-Tolerant/ Hardened Graphics Processing 


 Machine-Learning human interfaces and methods 


 Human Computer Interaction design methods (Multi-modal and Intelligent Interaction) 


and apparatuses 


 Human Systems Integration, Human Factors Engineering: state of the art in Usability and 


performance assessment methods and apparatus. 


 Humans Systems Integration Inclusion in Systems Engineering 


 ECLSS 


 Air Revitalization 


 Advanced water, O2 and CO2 monitoring and sensors 


 Advance thermally regenerated ionic fluids for CO2 and Humidity Control 


 Water Recovery and Management 



http://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov/explore/#_blank
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 Brine water recovery systems and wastewater treatment chemical recover for reuse or 


repurpose 


 Waste Management 


 Advance wastewater treatment systems (lower toxicity, recoverable) 


 Advanced trace contaminant monitoring and control technology 


 Quiet fan technologies 


 Active Thermal Control 


 Lightweight heat exchangers and cold plates 


 Condensing heat exchanger coatings with robust hydrophilic, antimicrobial properties 


 Development and demonstration of wax and water-based phase change material heat 


exchangers 


 EVA 


 Pressure Garment 


 Portable Life Support System 


 Power, Avionics and Software 


 Autonomous Rendezvous and Docking 


 Crew Exercise 


 Small form Equipment 


 Biomechanics 


 EDL (thermal) 


 Wireless and Comm Systems 


 Wireless Energy Harvesting Sensor Technologies 


 Robust, Dynamic Ad hoc Wireless Mesh Communication Networks 


 Radiation Hardened EPCglobal Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Readers 


 Computational Electromagnetics (CEM) Fast and Multi-Scale Methods/Algorithms 


 EPCglobal-type RFID ICs at frequencies above 2 G 


 Radiation and EEE Parts 


 Monitoring 


 Mitigation and Biological countermeasures 


 Protection systems 


 Space weather prediction 


 Risk assessment modeling 


 Wearable Tech 


 Wearable Sensors and Controls 


 Wearable far-field Audio Communicator 


 Wearable sensing and hands-free control 


 Tattooed Electronic Sensors 


 In-Situ Resource Utilization 


 Mars atmosphere processing 


 CO2 collection, dust filtering, Solid Oxide CO2 electrolysis, Sabatier 


 Reverse water gas shift 


 Lunar/Mars regolith processing 
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 Regolith collection and drying 


 Water collection and processing, water electrolysis (PEM and Solid Oxide) 
 Carbothermal reduction of regolith 
 Solar concentrator heat collection 


 Methane/Oxygen liquefaction and storage 


A.5.7 Kennedy Space Center (KSC), by Roadmap Technical Area (TA), POC Jose Nunez, 


jose.l.nunez@nasa.gov 


 HEOMD – Commercial Crew systems development and ISS payload and flight 


experiments 


 Environmental and Green Technologies  


 Health and Safety Systems for Operations 


 Communications and Tracking Technologies 


 Robotic, automated and autonomous systems and operations 


 Payload Processing & Integration Technologies  (all class payloads) 


 R&T Technologies on In-Space Platforms (e.g., ISS, Gateway, Human Habitats) 


 Damage-resistant and self-healing materials 


 Plant Research and Production 


 Water/nutrient recovery and management 


 Plant habitats and Flight Systems 


 Food production and waste management 


 Robotic, automated and autonomous food production  


 Robotic, automated and autonomous food production 


 Damage-resistant and self-healing materials 


 Automated and autonomous detection and repair 


 Propulsion: Chemical Propulsion flight integration (human transportation) 


 Space Environments Test: Right/West Altitude Chamber 


NOTE:  
The above R&T Focus Areas are described in the KSC R&T Portfolio Data Dictionary 


 


A.5.8 Langley Research Center (LaRC), POC: Dr. Kimberly Brush, 


kimberly.m.brush@nasa.gov 


 Intelligent Flight Systems – Revolutionary Air Vehicles 


(POC:  Guy Kemmerly 757-864-5070) – retired, awaiting new POC 


 Atmospheric Characterization – Active Remote Sensing 


(POC:  Allen Larar 757.864.5328) 


 Systems Analysis and Concepts - Air Transportation System Architectures & Vehicle 


Concepts (POC:  Phil Arcara 757.864.5978) 


 Advanced Materials & Structural System – Advanced Manufacturing 


(POC:  David Dress 757-864-5126) 


 Aerosciences - Trusted Autonomy 


(POC: Sharon Graves 757-864-5018) –retired, awaiting new POC 


 Entry, Decent & Landing - Robotic Mission Entry Vehicles 


(POC:  Jeff Herath or Ron Merski) 


 Measurement Systems - Advanced Sensors and Optical Measurement 


(POC:  Tom Jones 757-864-4903) 


 



mailto:jose.l.nunez@nasa.gov
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A.5.9 Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), POC: Frank Six, frank.six@nasa.gov 


Propulsion Systems 


 


 Launch Propulsion Systems, Solid & Liquid 


 In Space Propulsion (Cryogenics, Green Propellants, Nuclear, Fuel Elements, Solar-


Thermal, Solar Sails, Tethers) 


 Propulsion Testbeds and Demonstrators (Pressure Systems) 


 Combustion Physics 


 Cryogenic Fluid Management 


 Turbomachinery 


 Rotordynamics 


 Solid Propellant Chemistry 


 Solid Ballistics 


 Rapid Affordable Manufacturing of Propulsion Components 


 Materials Research (Nano Crystalline Metallics, Diamond Film Coatings) 


 Materials Compatibility 


 Computational Fluid Dynamics 


 Unsteady Flow Environments 


 Acoustics and Stability 


 Low Leakage Valves 


 


 


Space Systems 


 


 In Space Habitation (Life Support Systems and Nodes, 3D Printing) 


 Mechanical Design & Fabrication 


 Small Payloads (For International Space Station, Space Launch System) 


 In-Space Asset Management (Automated Rendezvous & Capture, De-Orbit, Orbital 


Debris Mitigation, Proximity Operations) 


 Radiation Shielding 


 Thermal Protection 


 Electromagnetic Interference 


 Advanced Communications 


 Small Satellite Systems (CubeSats) 


 Structural Modeling and Analysis 


 Spacecraft Design (CAD) 


 


Space Transportation 


 


 Mission and Architecture Analysis 


 Advanced Manufacturing 


 Space Environmental Effects and Space Weather 



mailto:frank.six@nasa.gov
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 Lander Systems and Technologies 


 Small Spacecraft and Enabling Technologies (Nanolaunch Systems) 


 3D Printing/Additive Manufacturing/Rapid Prototyping 


 Meteoroid Environment 


 Friction Stir and Ultrasonic Welding 


 Advanced Closed-Loop Life Support Systems 


 Composites and Composites Manufacturing 


 Wireless Data & Comm. Systems 


 Ionic Liquids 


 Guidance, Navigation and Control (Autonomous, Small Launch Vehicle) 


 Systems Health Management 


 Martian Navigation Architecture/Systems 


 Planetary Environment Modeling 


 Autonomous Systems (reconfiguration, Mission Planning) 


 Digital Thread / Product Lifecycle Management (for AM and/or Composites) 


 Material Failure Diagnostics 


 


Science 


 


 Replicated Optics 


 Large Optics (IR, visible, UV, X-Ray) 


 High Energy Astrophysics (X-Ray, Gamma Ray, Cosmic Ray) 


 Radiation Mitigation/Shielding 


 Gravitational Waves and their Electromagnetic Counterparts 


 Solar, Magnetospheric and Ionospheric Physics 


 Planetary Geology and Seismology 


 Planetary Dust, Space Physics and Remote Sensing 


 Surface, Atmospheres and Interior of Planetary Bodies 


 Earth Science Applications 


 Convective and Severe Storms Research 


 Lightning Research 


 Data Informatics 


 Disaster Monitoring 


 Energy and Water Cycle Research 


 Remote Sensing of Precipitation 


 


A.5.9 Stennis Space Center (SSC), POC: Dr. Mitch Krell, email: mitch.krell@nasa.gov 


 Active and Passive Nonintrusive Remote Sensing of Propulsion Test Parameters 


 Intelligent Integrated System Health Management (ISHM) in Rocket Test-Stands 


 Advanced Non-Destructive Evaluation Technologies 


 Advanced Propulsion Systems Testing 


 Cryogenic Instrumentation and Cryogenic, High Pressure, and Ultrahigh Pressure Fluid 


Systems 



mailto:mitch.krell@nasa.gov
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 Ground Test Facilities Technology 


 Propulsion System Exhaust Plume Flow Field Definition and Associated Plume Induced 


Acoustic & Thermal Environments 


 Vehicle Health Management/Rocket Exhaust Plume Diagnostics 


 


Propulsion Testing  


Active and Passive Nonintrusive Remote Sensing of Propulsion Test Parameters 


The vast amount of propulsion system test data is collected via single channel, contact, 


intrusive sensors and instrumentation. Future propulsion system test techniques could 


employ passive nonintrusive remote sensors and active nonintrusive remote sensing test 


measurements over wide areas instead of at a few discrete points. Opportunities exist in 


temperature, pressure, stress, strain, position, vibration, shock, impact, and many other 


measured test parameters. The use of thermal infrared, ultraviolet, and multispectral 


sensors, imagers, and instruments is possible through the SSC sensor laboratory. 


Intelligent Integrated System Health Management (ISHM) in Rocket Test-Stands 


SHM is a capability to determine the condition of every element of a system continuously. 


ISHM includes detection of anomalies, diagnosis of causes, and prognosis of future 


anomalies; as well as making available (to elements of the system and the operator) data, 


information, and knowledge (DIaK) to achieve optimum operation. In this context, we are 


interested in methodologies to embed intelligence into the various elements of rocket 


engine test-stands, e.g., sensors, valves, pumps, tanks, etc. Of particular interest is the 


extraction of qualitative interpretations from sensor data in order to develop a qualitative 


assessment of the operation of the various components and processes in the system. The 


desired outcomes of the research are: (1) to develop intelligent sensor models that are self-


calibrating, self- configuring, self- diagnosing, and self- evolving (2) to develop intelligent 


components such as valves, tanks, etc., (3) to implement intelligent sensor fusion schemes 


that allow assessment, at the qualitative level, of the condition of the components and 


processes, (4) to develop a monitoring and diagnostic system that uses the intelligent 


sensor models and fusion schemes to predict future events, to document the operation of 


the system, and to diagnose any malfunction quickly, (5) to develop 


architectures/taxonomies/ontologies for integrated system health management using 


distributed intelligent elements, and (6) to develop visualization and operator interfaces to 


effectively use the ISHM capability. 


Advanced Non-Destructive Technologies 


Advances in non-destructive evaluation (NDE) technologies are needed for fitness-for-


service evaluation of pressure vessels used in rocket propulsion systems and test facilities. 


NDE of ultra- high pressure vessels with wall thicknesses exceeding 10 inches require 


advanced techniques for the detection of flaws that may affect the safe use of the vessels. 


Advanced Propulsion Systems Testing 


Innovative techniques will be required to test propulsion systems such as advanced 


chemical engines, single- stage-to-orbit rocket plane components, nuclear thermal, nuclear 


electric, and hybrids rockets. New and more cost- effective approaches must be developed 


to test future propulsion systems. The solution may be some combination of 


computational- analytical technique, advanced sensors and instrumentation, predictive 


methodologies, and possibly subscale tests of aspects of the proposed technology. 


Cryogenic Instrumentation and Cryogenic, High Pressure, and Ultrahigh Pressure 


Fluid Systems 
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Over 40 tons of liquefied gases are used annually in the conduct of propulsion system 


testing at the Center. Instrumentation is needed to precisely measure mass flow of 


cryogens starting with very low flow rates and ranging to very high flow rates under 


pressures up to 15,000 psi. Research, technology, and development opportunities exist in 


developing instruments to measure fluid properties at cryogenic conditions during ground 


testing of space propulsion systems. Both intrusive and nonintrusive sensors, but 


especially nonintrusive sensors, are desired. 


Ground Test Facilities Technology 


SSC is interested in new, innovative ground-test techniques to conduct a variety of 


required developmental and certification tests for space systems, stages/vehicles, 


subsystems, and components. Examples include better coupling and integration of 


computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer modeling tools focused on cryogenic 


fluids for extreme conditions of pressure and flow; advanced control strategies for non- 


linear multi-variable systems; structural modeling tools for ground-test programs; low-


cost, variable altitude simulation techniques; and uncertainty analysis modeling of test 


systems. 


Propulsion System Exhaust Plume Flow Field Definition and Associated Plume 


Induced Acoustic & Thermal Environments 


Background: An accurate definition of a propulsion system exhaust plume flow field and 


its associated plume induced environments (PIE) are required to support the design efforts 


necessary to safely and optimally accomplish many phases of any space flight mission 


from sea level or simulated altitude testing of a propulsion system to landing on and 


returning from the Moon or Mars. Accurately defined PIE result in increased safety, 


optimized design and minimized costs associated with: 1. propulsion system and/or 


component testing of both the test article and test facility; 2. any launch vehicle and 


associated launch facility during liftoff from the Earth, Moon or Mars; 3. any launch 


vehicle during the ascent portion of flight including staging, effects of separation motors 


and associated pitch maneuvers; 4. effects of orbital maneuverings systems (including 


contamination) on associated vehicles and/or payloads and their contribution to space 


environments; 5. Any vehicle intended to land on and return from the surface of the Moon 


or Mars; and finally 6. The effects of a vehicle propulsion system on the surfaces of the 


Moon and Mars including the contaminations of those surfaces by plume constituents and 


associated propulsion system constituents. Current technology status and requirements to 


optimally accomplish NASA s mission: In general, the current plume technology used to 


define a propulsion system exhaust plume flow field and its associated plume induced 


environments is far superior to that used in support of the original Space Shuttle design. 


However, further improvements of this technology are required: 1. in an effort to reduce 


conservatism in the current technology allowing greater optimization of any vehicle and/or 


payload design keeping in mind crew safety through all mission phases; and 2. to support 


the efforts to fill current critical technology gaps discussed below. PIE areas of particular 


interest include: single engine and multi-engine plume flow field definition for all phases 


of any space flight mission, plume induced acoustic environments, plume induced 


radiative and convective ascent vehicle base heating, plume contamination, and direct 


and/or indirect plume impingement effects. Current critical technology gaps in needed PIE 


capabilities include: 1. An accurate analytical prediction tool to define convective ascent 


vehicle base heating for both single engine and multi- engine vehicle configurations. 2. An 


accurate analytical prediction tool to define plume induced environments associated with 


advanced chemical, electrical and nuclear propulsion systems. 3. A validated, user friendly 


free molecular flow model for defining plumes and plume induced environments for low 
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density external environments that exist on orbit, as well as interplanetary and other 


planets. 


Vehicle Health Management/Rocket Exhaust Plume Diagnostics 


A large body of UV-Visible emission spectrometry experimentation is being performed 


during the 30 or more tests conducted each year on the Space Shuttle Main Engine at SSC. 


Research opportunities are available to quantify failure and wear mechanisms, and related 


plume code validation. Related topics include combustion stability, mixture ratio, and 


thrust/power level. Exploratory studies have been done with emission/absorption 


spectroscopy, absorption resonance spectroscopy, and laser induced fluorescence. Only a 


relatively small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum has been investigated for use in 


propulsion system testing and exhaust plume diagnostics/vehicle health management. 
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Appendix B:  NASA Strategic Approach 


B.1 NASA Strategic Plan 


The NASA 2018 Strategic Plan focuses on the development of science, technology, engineering, 


and mathematics (STEM) disciplines along with the engagement of academic institutions and 


students in accomplishing the vision and mission of NASA.  NASA contributes to national efforts 


for achieving excellence in STEM education through a comprehensive education portfolio 


implemented by the Office of STEM Engagement, the Mission Directorates, and the NASA 


Centers.  NASA will continue the Agency’s tradition of investing in the Nation’s education 


programs and supporting the country’s educators who play a key role in preparing, inspiring, 


exciting, encouraging, and nurturing the young minds of today that will manage and lead the 


Nation’s laboratories and research centers of tomorrow.  


NASA Mission: 


Drive advances in science, technology, aeronautics, and space exploration to enhance knowledge, 


education, innovation, economic vitality, and stewardship of Earth. 


NASA Strategic Goals:  


1.  Expand the frontiers of knowledge, capability, and opportunity in space. 


2.  Advance understanding of Earth and develop technologies to improve the quality of life 


on our home planet. 


3.  Serve the American public and accomplish our Mission by effectively managing our 


people, technical capabilities, and infrastructure. 


NASA Strategic Goals and Objectives relevant to education 


Objective 1.2: Conduct research on the International Space Station (ISS) to enable future space 


exploration, facilitate a commercial space economy, and advance the fundamental biological and 


physical sciences for the benefit of humanity. 


Objective 2.4: Advance the Nation’s STEM education and workforce pipeline by working 


collaboratively with other agencies to engage students, teachers, and faculty in NASA’s missions 


and unique assets. 


Objective 3.1: Attract and advance a highly skilled, competent, and diverse workforce, cultivate 


an innovative work environment, and provide the facilities, tools, and services needed to conduct 


NASA’s missions. 


B.2 NASA Education Strategic Coordination Framework 


NASA will continue the Agency’s tradition of investing in the nation’s education programs and 


supporting the country’s educators who play a key role in preparing, inspiring, exciting, 


encouraging, and nurturing the young minds of today who will be the workforce of tomorrow.  


NASA will continue to pursue three major education goals: 


 Strengthening NASA and the Nation's future workforce  


 Attracting and retaining students in science, technology, engineering and mathematics, or 


STEM, disciplines  


 Engaging Americans in NASA's mission. The plan encompasses all education efforts 


undertaken by NASA and guides the Agency’s relationships with external education 


partners.  
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Appendix C:  Definitions 


 Center – Refers to one of the nine NASA Centers plus the Jet Propulsion Laboratory 


(JPL).  For purposes of collaboration in NASA EPSCoR, JPL is included in the NASA 


Center category. 


 Cooperative Agreement – An award of federal assistance used to carry out a public 


purpose of support or stimulation authorized by a law.  A cooperative agreement is   


similar to a grant with the exception that NASA and the award recipient are each expected 


to substantially involved for the performance of the project.  Cooperative agreements are 


managed pursuant to the policies set forth in 2 CFR Part 200, 2 CFR Part 1800, and the 


NASA Grant and Cooperative Agreement Manual. 


 Directorate – One of NASA’s Mission Directorates—Aeronautics Research (ARMD), 


Human Exploration & Operations (HEOMD), Space Technology (STMD), and Science 


(SMD). 


 Jurisdiction – States or commonwealths eligible to submit proposals in response to this 


CAN. 


 NASA Research Contact – The NASA Research Contact is the primary NASA point of 


contact during the proposal writing stage for the proposed research area.  If the proposer 


has contacted and received permission from a NASA scientific or technical person, that 


individual may be listed in the proposal as the NASA Research Contact.  Otherwise the 


NASA Research Contact is the University Affairs Officer at the Center, or the NASA 


Mission Directorate contact at NASA Headquarters.  (See Appendix D.)  


 Partnership – A reciprocal and voluntary relationship between the project personnel and 


NASA, industry, or other partners, to cooperatively achieve the goals of the proposed 


research. 


 Principal Investigator (PI) – For this EPSCoR CAN, the Principal Investigator is the 


jurisdiction’s EPSCoR director.  The Principal Investigator has an appropriate level of 


authority and is responsible for proper conduct of the research, including appropriate use 


of funds and administrative requirements such as the submission of the scientific progress 


reports to the Agency.  The PI is the administrator for the proposal. 


 Science-I – For this CAN, one Co-I should be designated as the Science-I for those 


cases where the person leading the scientific direction of the proposed work is not 


the PI.  The formally stated PI will still be held responsible for the overall direction 


of the effort and use of funds. 


 Co-Investigator (Co-I) – A Co-I is a member of the proposal’s investigation team 


who is a critical “partner” for the conduct of the investigation through the 


contribution of unique expertise and/or capabilities. 


 Co-I/Institutional-PI – A Co-I at an organization other than that of the PI 


institution, who is making a major contribution to the proposal and serves as the 


point of contact at the Co-I’s institution, may also be designated as the Co-


I/Institutional-PI.  For this CAN, the Science-I may also serve as a Co-


I/Institutional-PI. In these cases, the individual should be identified as the Science-


I in the proposal cover page.  


 Research area – One of the areas of research interest for the NASA Mission Directorate(s). 
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 Research Group – A group of researchers that undertakes one of the specific research 


areas proposed. 


 Research Assistant – A student (undergraduate, graduate, or postdoctoral) who receives a 


research appointment in direct support of the NASA EPSCoR research in the research 


proposals. 


 Technical Monitor – A NASA scientific or technical person designated by the NASA 


EPSCoR office to monitor the research project. 
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Appendix D:  NASA Points of Contact 


D.1 Additional information regarding NASA EPSCoR can be obtained from the following: 


Mr. Jeppie R. Compton 


Project Manager, NASA EPSCoR  


Office of STEM Engagement 


NASA Kennedy Space Center, Bldg. M6-0399, PX-E 


Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899-0001 


Phone: (321) 867-6988 


E-mail: Jeppie.R.Compton@nasa.gov 


D.2 NASA Research Contacts 


Technical and scientific questions about research opportunities in this announcement may be 


directed to the appropriate contact below.  Discussions of research with appropriate NASA Center 


or JPL personnel are strongly encouraged.   


D. 3 NASA Mission Directorate Liaisons 


Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate 


Karen Rugg 


Lead, Communications and Education 


NASA Headquarters 


Phone: (202) 358-2197 


karen.l.rugg@nasa.gov 
 


Science Mission Directorate 


Kristen Erickson  


Director, Science Engagement & 


Partnerships  


NASA Headquarters 


Phone: (202) 358-1017 


kristen.erickson@nasa.gov 


  


Human Exploration & Operations Mission 


Directorate  


Bradley Carpenter 


Space Life and Physical Sciences Research 


and Applications Division 


NASA Headquarters 


Phone:  (202) 358-0826 


       BCarpenter@nasa.gov 


 


 


Space Technology Mission Directorate 


Damian Taylor 


SBIR and STTR Mission 


Directorate Liaison 


NASA Headquarters 


Phone: (202) 358-1432 


damian.taylor@nasa.gov 


 


 


 


  



mailto:karen.l.rugg@nasa.gov

mailto:kristen.erickson@nasa.gov

mailto:BCarpenter@nasa.gov

mailto:damian.taylor@nasa.gov
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D.4 NASA Center Liaisons 


 


Ames Research Center 


Brenda Collins 


Chief, Education and Public Outreach  


Phone: (650) 604-3540 


brenda.j.collins@nasa.gov 


 


Kennedy Space Center 


Jeffery A. Kohler 
Technology Transfer Office  


KSC Mail Stop: UB-T 


Phone: (321) 867-2462 


jeffrey.a.kohler@nasa.gov  


 


Armstrong Flight Research Center 


Dave Berger 


University Affairs Officer  


Phone: (661) 276-5712 


dave.e.berger@nasa.gov 


Langley Research Center 


Kim Brush 


LaRC OSTEM Integration Manager 


Phone: (757) 864-6454 


kimberly.m.brush@nasa.gov  


Goddard Space Flight Center 


James L. Harrington 


Computer Research and Development 


Phone: (301) 286-4063 


james.l.harrington@nasa.gov 


Glenn Research Center 


Mark David Kankam, Ph.D. 


University Affairs Officer  


Phone: (216) 433-6143 


Mark.D.Kankam@nasa.gov 


Jet Propulsion Laboratory 


Linda Rodgers or Petra Kneissl 


University Programs Administrators 


Linda - Phone: (818) 354-3274 


Linda.L.Rodgers@jpl.nasa.gov 


Petra – Phone: (818) 201-8805 


petra.a.kneissl-milanian@jpl.nasa.gov 


 


Marshall Space Flight Center 


Norman (Frank) Six 


University Affairs Officer 


Office of Academic Affairs (HS30) 


Phone: (256) 961-0678 


Norman.F.Six@nasa.gov 


Johnson Space Center 


Kamlesh Lulla 


Director, University Research Collaborations 


and Partnership Office 


Phone: (281) 483-3065 


Kamlesh.P.Lulla@nasa.gov 


Stennis Space Center 


Mitch Krell, Ph.D. 


Data Analysis 


Phone: (228) 688-1821 


mitch.krell@nasa.gov 


 



mailto:brenda.j.collins@nasa.gov

mailto:jeffrey.a.kohler@nasa.gov

mailto:dave.e.berger@nasa.gov

mailto:kimberly.m.brush@nasa.gov

mailto:james.l.harrington@nasa.gov

mailto:Mark.D.Kankam@nasa.gov

mailto:Linda.L.Rodgers@jpl.nasa.gov

mailto:petra.a.kneissl-milanian@jpl.nasa.gov

mailto:Norman.F.Six@nasa.gov

mailto:Kamlesh.P.Lulla@nasa.gov

mailto:mitch.krell@nasa.gov
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Appendix E:  Proposal and Submission Information 


E.1 Proposal Instructions and Requirements  


All information needed to respond to this solicitation is contained in this Cooperative Agreement 


Notice (CAN) and in the companion NASA Guidebook for Proposers March 2018 Edition located 


at http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook/proposer2018.pdf.  


Proposers are responsible for understanding and complying with the NASA Guidebook for 


Proposers’ procedures for the successful, timely preparation and submission of their proposals. 


Proposals that do not conform to its standards may be declared noncompliant and rejected without 


review.   


The introductory material, as well as the appendices, of the NASA Guidebook for Proposers 


provide additional information about the entire CAN process, including NASA policies for the 


solicitation of proposals, guidelines for writing complete and effective proposals, and NASA’s 


general policies and procedures for the review and selection of proposals and for issuing and 


managing the awards to the institutions that submitted selected proposals.  


E.2 Content and Form of the Proposal Submission  


 Electronic Proposal Submission 


All proposals submitted in response to this CAN must be submitted in a fully electronic 


form. No hard copy proposals will be accepted.  Electronic proposals shall be submitted by 


the authorized organization representative (AOR) at the proposal Principal Investigator’s (PI) 


institution.  Electronic submission by the AOR serves as the required original signature by an 


authorized official of the proposing institution.  


Proposers shall submit proposals in response to this CAN via electronic proposal submission 


through NSPIRES, located at http://nspires.nasaprs.com (see below). NASA plans to use the 


NSPIRES system to facilitate the review process. 


Note carefully the following requirements for submission of an electronic proposal via 


NSPIRES: 


 Every institution that intends to submit a proposal to NASA in response to this CAN shall 


be registered in NSPIRES. Registration for the proposal data system shall be performed 


by an institution’s electronic business point-of-contact (EBPOC) having a valid 


registration with the System for Award Management (SAM) [formerly known as the 


Central Contractor Registry (CCR)]. 


 Any institution requesting NASA funds through the proposed investigation shall be listed 


on the Proposal Cover Page. NASA will not fund institutions that are not included on the 


Proposal Cover Page. 


 Each individual team member named on the proposal’s electronic cover page shall be 


individually registered in NSPIRES.  


 Each individual team member named on the proposal’s electronic cover page shall 


specify an institutional affiliation. The institutional affiliation specified shall be the 


institution through which the team member is participating in the proposed investigation. 


If the individual has multiple affiliations, then this institution may be different from the 


individual’s primary employer or preferred mailing address. 


Generally, an electronic proposal consists of one or more electronic forms, including an 


electronic cover page and one or more attachments. The attachments contain all sections 



http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook/proposer2018.pdf

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/
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of the proposal, including the project description as well as all required and allowed 


appendices; see the “Proposal Format and Contents” section below for further 


requirements.  


Submission of electronic proposals via NSPIRES requires several coordinated actions from 


the proposing institution. In particular, when the PI has completed entry of the data requested 


in the required electronic forms and attachment of the allowed PDF attachments, including 


the project description section, an official at the PI’s institution who is authorized to make 


such a submission, referred to as the AOR, shall submit the electronic proposal (forms plus 


attachments). Coordination between the PI and his/her AOR on the final editing and 


submission of the proposal materials is facilitated through their accounts in NSPIRES.  Note 


that if one individual is acting in both the PI and AOR roles, he/she shall ensure that all steps 


in the process are taken, including submitting the institution’s proposal. 


 Proposal Format and Contents 


All proposals submitted in response to this CAN shall include the appropriate required 


electronic forms available through NSPIRES. 


The project description and other required sections of the proposal shall be submitted as 


SEARCHABLE, unlocked PDF files that are attached to the electronic submission in 


NSPIRES. Proposers shall comply with any format requirements specified in this CAN and in 


the NASA Guidebook for Proposers, Section 3. Only appendices/attachments that are 


specifically requested in either this CAN or in the NASA Guidebook for Proposers for 


Proposers will be permitted; proposals containing additional appendices/attachments may be 


declared noncompliant. The NASA Guidebook for Proposers, Section 3, provides detailed 


guidelines on the content of proposals applicable to this CAN.  Additionally, this CAN’s 


Section 7.0. on Proposal Preparation provides a listing of required content elements. 


In the event the information in this CAN is different from or contradicts the information in the 


NASA Guidebook for Proposers, the information in this CAN takes precedence. 


Important note on creating PDF files for upload: It is essential that all PDF files generated and 


submitted meet the NASA requirements below. This will ensure that the submitted files can 


be transferred into NSPIRES. At a minimum, it is the proposer’s responsibility to: (1) ensure 


that all PDF files are unlocked and that edit permission is enabled – this is necessary to allow 


NSPIRES to concatenate submitted files into a single PDF document; and (2) ensure that all 


fonts are embedded in the PDF file and that only Type 1 or TrueType fonts are used. In 


addition, any proposer who creates files using TeX or LaTeX is required to first create a DVI 


file and then convert the DVI file to Postscript and then to PDF. See 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com/tutorials/PDF_Guidelines.pdf for more information on creating 


PDF documents that are compliant with NSPIRES. PDF files that do not meet the NASA 


requirements may be declared noncompliant and not submitted to peer review for evaluation. 


 Additional Requirement for Budget Format  


In addition to the budget summary information provided in NSPIRES: 


Cover Page forms: all proposers shall include more detailed budgets and budget justifications, 


including detailed subcontract/subaward budgets, in a format of their own choosing in the 


Budget Justification. For this CAN, this additional budget must be divided into two parts, the 


“Budget Justification: Narrative” and the “Budget Justification: Details,” both as described in 


the NASA Guidebook for Proposers, Section 3.18. 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/tutorials/PDF_Guidelines.pdf
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The Budget Justification: Narrative includes the Table of Proposed Work Effort and the 


description of facilities and equipment, as well as the rationale and basis of estimate for all 


components of cost including procurements, travel (destination, purpose and number of 


travelers), publication costs, and all subawards/subcontracts. The Table of Proposed Work 


Effort shall include the names and/or titles of all personnel (including postdoctoral fellows and 


graduate students, where known) necessary to perform the proposed investigation, regardless 


of whether these individuals require funding from the current proposal. The number of 


person-months each person is expected to devote to the project must be given for each year.  


The Budget Justification: Details shall include the detailed proposed budget including all of 


the Other Direct Costs, Total Cost Share/Match and Other Applicable Costs specified in the 


NASA Guidebook for Proposers.  


A proposer’s failure to provide sufficient budget justification and data in the Budget 


Justification: Narrative (including the Table of Proposed Work Effort) and the Budget 


Justification: Details will prevent the peer review from appropriately evaluating the cost 


realism of the proposed effort. A finding by the peer review of “insufficient information to 


properly evaluate cost realism” shall be considered a proposal weakness. Inconsistent 


information between these budget descriptions and the proposal text shall also be considered a 


proposal weakness. 


 Submission of Proposals via NSPIRES, the NASA Proposal Data System 


In order to submit a proposal via NSPIRES, this CAN requires that the proposer register key 


data concerning the intended submission with NSPIRES; NSPIRES is accessed at 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com. Potential applicants are strongly urged to access this site well in 


advance of the proposal due date(s) of interest to familiarize themselves with its structure and 


enter the requested identifier information.   


It is especially important to note that every individual named on the proposal’s electronic 


Cover Page form (see below) as a proposing team member in any role, including Co-


Investigators (Co-I’s), shall be registered in NSPIRES and that such individuals shall perform 


this registration themselves; no one may register a second party, even the Principal 


Investigator of a proposal in which that person is committed to participate. This data site is 


secure and all information entered is strictly for NASA’s use only.  


All proposals submitted via NSPIRES in response to this CAN shall include a required 


electronic Cover Page form that is accessed at http://nspires.nasaprs.com. This form 


comprises several distinct sections: a Cover Page that contains the identifier information for 


the proposing institution and personnel; a Proposal Summary that provides an overview of the 


proposed investigation that is suitable for release through a publicly accessible archive if the 


proposal is selected; and a Budget Summary of the proposed research effort. Unless specified 


in the program description itself, no other forms are required for proposal submission via 


NSPIRES. See the NASA Guidebook for Proposers for further details.  


The required elements of the proposal, including the project description, shall be submitted as 


one PDF document that is attached to the Cover Page using the tools in NSPIRES. The 


complete proposal is submitted as a single, SEARCHABLE, unlocked PDF document that 


contains the complete proposal, including the project description section and budget 


justification, assembled in the order provided in this CAN and uploaded using the tools in 


NSPIRES. One advantage of submitting the proposal as one PDF document is that it is easy to 


upload.  


 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/
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NSPIRES will provide a list of all elements that make up an electronic proposal, and the 


system will conduct an element check to identify any item(s) that is (are) apparently missing 


or incomplete. The element check may produce warnings and/or identify errors. Uploading 


the proposal in one PDF file is likely to create warnings as part of the element check. These 


warnings should be ignored as such warnings do not preclude proposal submission.  


Proposers are encouraged to begin their submission process early. Tutorials and other 


NSPIRES help topics may be accessed through the NSPIRES online help site at 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/help.do. For any questions that cannot be resolved with the 


available on-line help menus, requests for assistance may be directed by e-mail to nspires-


help@nasaprs.com or by telephone to (202) 479-9376, Monday through Friday (except 


Federal holidays), 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. Eastern Time.  


E.3 Notice of Intent to Propose  


A brief Notice of Intent (NOI) to propose is required for the submission of proposals to this CAN. 


The information contained in an NOI is used for planning purposes and to help expedite the 


proposal review activities and, therefore, is of considerable value to both NASA and the proposer. 


NOIs shall be submitted by the jurisdiction NASA EPSCoR Director through NSPIRES 


(http://nspires.nasaprs.com). Grants.gov does not support NOI submittal.  Note that NOIs may be 


submitted within NSPIRES directly by the proposal’s PI; no action by an organization’s AOR is 


required to submit an NOI. The NOI, at a minimum, shall include a clear descriptive title and/or a 


scientific/technical summary of the anticipated research. The NOI shall: 


 Identify the Mission Directorate(s)/Centers with which the proposal should be aligned 


(if known) 


 Identify the areas of expertise required for the research 


 Identify the Science-I 


 


E.4 Certifications, Assurances, and Representations 


The AOR’s signature on the Proposal Cover Page automatically certifies that the proposing 


organization has read and is in compliance with all certifications, assurances, and representations 


as detailed in NASA Grant and Cooperative Agreement Manual (GCAM). 


 


  



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/help.do
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Appendix F:  Useful Web Sites 


 NASA 


http://www.nasa.gov 


 NASA Office of STEM Engagement 


http://STEM Engagement.nasa.gov  


 NASA EPSCoR 


http://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/programs/national/epscor/home/index.html 


 Vision for Space Exploration 


http://www.nasa.gov/missions/solarsystem/explore_main.html 


 NASA Centers & Facilities  


http://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/centers/index.html  


 Guidebook for Proposers Responding to a NASA Research Announcement  


http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook  


 NASA Solicitation and Proposal Integrated Review and Evaluation System (NSPIRES) 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com  


 NASA Grants and Cooperative Agreement Manual (GCAM) 


https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/documents/Grant_and_CooperativeAgree


mentManual.pdf  


 NPR 5810.1A, Standard Format for NASA Research Announcement and Other 


Announcements for Grants and Cooperative Agreements 


https://nodis3.gsfc.nasa.gov/npg_img/N_PR_5810_001A_/N_PR_5810_001A_.pdf  


 Electronic Code of Federal Regulations: 


o 2 CFR 200:  


https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-


idx?SID=637ebfe1e02b1f0d8234914d77fe72de&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title0


2/2chapterII.tpl  


o 2 CFR 1800: 


https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-


idx?SID=637ebfe1e02b1f0d8234914d77fe72de&mc=true&node=pt2.1.1800&rgn


=div5  


  



http://www.nasa.gov/

http://education.nasa.gov/

http://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/programs/national/epscor/home/index.html

http://www.nasa.gov/missions/solarsystem/explore_main.html

http://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/centers/index.html

http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/documents/Grant_and_CooperativeAgreementManual.pdf

https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/documents/Grant_and_CooperativeAgreementManual.pdf

https://nodis3.gsfc.nasa.gov/npg_img/N_PR_5810_001A_/N_PR_5810_001A_.pdf

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=637ebfe1e02b1f0d8234914d77fe72de&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2chapterII.tpl

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=637ebfe1e02b1f0d8234914d77fe72de&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2chapterII.tpl

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=637ebfe1e02b1f0d8234914d77fe72de&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2chapterII.tpl

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=637ebfe1e02b1f0d8234914d77fe72de&mc=true&node=pt2.1.1800&rgn=div5

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=637ebfe1e02b1f0d8234914d77fe72de&mc=true&node=pt2.1.1800&rgn=div5

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=637ebfe1e02b1f0d8234914d77fe72de&mc=true&node=pt2.1.1800&rgn=div5
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Appendix G1: NASA SMD Planetary Division  
Below is the SMD Planetary Science request. It is the same as before as they seek additional 


proposals. Please contact the POC listed in the solicitation for additional information.  


 


SMD request that EPSCoR include research opportunities in the area of Extreme Environments 


applicable to Venus, Io, Earth volcanoes and deep sea vents.  


 


Specifically for the planet Venus which has important scientific relevance to understanding Earth, the 


Solar System formation, and Exoplanets. For EPSCoR technology projects Venus highly acidic 


surface conditions is also a unique extreme environment with temperatures (~900F or 500C at the 


surface) and pressures (90 earth atmospheres or equivalent to pressures at a depth of 1 km in Earth's 


oceans). Further Information on Venus’s challenging environment needs for its exploration can be 


found on the Venus Exploration Analysis Group (VEXAG) website:  


https://www.lpi.usra.edu/vexag/.  


 


In particular, the technology requirements and challenges related to Venus exploration are discussed 


in the Venus Technology Roadmap at:  


https://www.lpi.usra.edu/vexag/reports/Venus-Technology-Plan-140617.pdf  


 


Two examples of areas of technology development highlighted for an EPSCOR extreme environment 


call are described below:  


 


G1.1. High-Temperature Subsystems and Components for Long-Duration (months) Surface 


Operations: Advances in high-temperature electronics and power generation would enable long-


duration missions on the surface of Venus operating for periods as long as a year, where the sensors 


and all other components operate at Venus surface ambient temperature. These advances are needed 


for both the long-duration lander and the lander network. Development of high-temperature 


electronics, sensors, thermal control, mechanisms, and the power sources designed for operating in the 


Venus ambient would be enabling for future missions.  


 


For example, Venus surface landers could investigate a variety of open questions that can be uniquely 


addressed through in-situ measurements. The Venus Exploration Roadmap describes a need to 


investigate the structure of Venus’s interior and the nature of current activity, and potentially conduct 


the following measurements: a. Seismology over a large frequency range to constrain interior 


structure; b. Heat flow to discriminate between models of current heat loss; c. Geodesy to determine 


core size and state.  


Landers with sample return capability would be of great interest.  


 


G1.2. Aerial Platforms for Missions to Measure Atmospheric Chemical and Physical Properties:  
More than three decades ago, two small (3.5 m) VEGA balloons launched by the Soviet Union 


completed two day flights around Venus, measuring wind speeds, temperature, pressure, and cloud 


particle density. The time is ripe for modern NASA efforts to explore the Venus atmosphere with new 


technology. 


Aerial platforms have a broad impact on science for Venus. Examples of science topics they could 


investigate include: a. the identity of the unknown UV absorber; b. properties of the cloud particles in 


general; c. abundances atmospheric gas species (including trace gases and noble gases); d. the 


presence of lightning; e. properties of the surface mapped aerially. Aerial vehicles able to operate at a 


variety of high and low altitudes in the middle atmosphere are needed to enable mid-term and far-term 


Venus missions addressing these issues. A platform able to operate close to the Venusian surface 


would be able to provide close surface monitoring but would require major development to operate in 
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the hot dense lower atmosphere. Miniaturized guidance and control systems for aerial platform 


navigation for any altitudes are needed to track probe location and altitude.  


Other topics of interest would include high pressure and acidic environments for technology 


development, which would be of interest to include in the $750K level EPSCoR call.  


 


G1.3. Extreme Environment Aerobot  


 Venus provides an important scientific link to Earth, Solar System formation, and to Exoplanets. 


This EPSCoR call is made for technology projects, which take into consideration Venus middle 


atmosphere conditions and its unique extreme environment. The call concentrates on the challenge 


to develop an aerial platform that would survive the extreme conditions of the Venusian middle 


atmosphere. Noting that in the middle atmosphere of Venus (79km to 45Km) the conditions are 


considerably more benign than its surface conditions. This EPSCoR call will focus on Variable 


Manurable (horizontally and vertically) altitude balloons or hybrid airship, or aerobots (buoyancy 


+ lift). The top technical parameters to consider for the Extreme Environment Aerobot for Venus 


conditions are (* see references below):  


 Altitude: Maintain 79km to 45km Altitude (avoids high temps)  


 Structure: Airframe & Materials compatible with acids (PH -1.3 to 0.5). The cloud pH varies from 


about 0.5 at the top (65 km) to -1.3 at the base (48 km).  


 Power source: Solar and/or Batteries  


 Navigation: provide, Guidance & Control concepts  


 Science Instruments: for atmosphere and ground remote sensing  


 Lifetime: weeks to months  


 Pressure and temperature range: 80mb-1.3bar, with pressure at 65 km (245Kelvin or -28C) from 


Pioneer Large probe measured 80 mb and at 48 km(385 Kelvin or 112C) is approximately 1.3 bar. 


At 60 deg. latitude the pressure at 65 km is about 70 mb and temperature is about 222 K (-51C).  


 Winds: Vertical shear of horizontal wind, up to 5-10 m/s per km  


 


Reference material:  


Further Information on Venus’s challenging environment needs, for its exploration, can be found on 


the Venus Exploration Analysis Group (VEXAG) website:  


https://www.lpi.usra.edu/vexag/.  


 


“Aerial Platforms for the Scientific Exploration of Venus” report (JPL) Aug 2018.  


In particular, the technology requirements and challenges related to Venus exploration are discussed 


in the Venus Technology Roadmap at:  


https://www.lpi.usra.edu/vexag/reports/Venus-Technology-Plan-140617.pdf 


  



https://www.lpi.usra.edu/vexag/reports/Venus-Technology-Plan-140617.pdf
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Appendix G2.1: Commercial Space Capabilities Office   


 


Commercial Space Research  


Research Request Number: CSCO-2020-02  
 


1) Program: Commercial Space Capabilities Office (CSCO)  


2) Research Title: Landed Sensing of Mars Ice  


3) Research Overview:  
 


NASA is requesting research proposals in this area to further Mars exploration and commercialization 


efforts, by investigating landed sensing capabilities to characterize Mars ice deposits with the goal of 


better understanding the availability of water ice, including:  


 Composition of the ice, including possible mixed in salts, dust, pebbles, and rocks  


 Heterogeneity of ice deposits: both for mixed in materials as well as any distinct layering  


 Spatial distribution within an area of about 10 km2 (e.g. localized vs uniform)  


 Depth, density, and nature of overburden over the area of interest (e.g. loose sand vs large rocks)  


 


NASA has not identified specific tasks in this area but is seeking proposals that consider the 


following:  


 
a) Sensing capabilities that would be landed on Mars surface or operate near the surface (not in orbit)  


 


b) Sensing capability would be deployed from a single large vehicle that will soft land at specific mid-


latitude location(s) on Mars that have been identified from orbit as likely to have accessible water ice 


in the subsurface.  


i. Sensing capability shall be scientifically/geologically sound, and ideally with the underlying 


methodology being proven terrestrially in analogous environment. Methods include, but are not 


limited to: seismic, drill/melt probe, ground penetrating radar, neutron spectrometer.  


ii. Sensing capability elements may remain on, and/or deploy from, the large vehicle. Elements can be 


centralized or spread among these.  


iii. If deployment, a feasible method needs to be included in this proposal. Methods include, but are not 


limited to: flying, ejecting/shooting (non-explosive preferred), fully autonomous rover, 


tethered/cabled, combinations, etc.  


iv. The proposed sensing capability can be of much greater mass/volume than current NASA rovers. 


NASA telecon to discuss.  


v. Sensing capability electrical power can be provided by direct connection or cable to the large 


vehicle. NASA telecon to discuss.  


vi. Sensing capability commanding/data can be provided by direct connection, cable, or wireless 


from/to the large vehicle. Direct-To-Earth is allowed but not recommended. Commanding/data 


would be from Earth.  


vii. Goal of being able to sense an area ~10 km2 centered on the large vehicle.  


viii. Goal of being able to operate on/in Mars environments between +35º and +50º latitude, for ~one 


Mars year.  


ix. Sensing capability shall not require any crew interaction on/near Mars.  


 


c) Sensing capability is intended to provide ground truth to build upon the large amount of prior and 


ongoing data collection by other Mars systems (landers, rovers, remote sensors) and assessments by 


the Mars science/engineering community. Proposal should indicate relevance to, alignment with, and 


usage of these. Some references are:  


i. https://swim.psi.edu/   
 



https://swim.psi.edu/
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i. https://astrogeology.usgs.gov/geology/mars-ice  


ii. http://www.antarcticglaciers.org/glacial-geology/glaciers-mars/  


iii. https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/  


iv. https://mepag.jpl.nasa.gov/reports/ICESAG_Report_FINAL.pdf  


 


The proposed work shall include performing the following at minimum:  
a) Developing an engineering design concept and, as funding permits, fabricating all or part of the design 


to prototypic level, that would be suitable for testing in suitable terrestrial analog.  


b) Producing a final report and delivery of developed design concept and data.  


 


Proposals for this Research Title must include:  
a) Describe proposing Institution’s and Co-I/Sci-I’s relevant capabilities and prior work. (weblinks 


preferred. Does not count against the 2-3 page limit.)  


b) Identify the underlying scientific principles.  


c) Compare and contrast proposed work against prior and existing work.  


d) If data is needed from NASA to perform the proposed work, identify what it is needed and a 


contact/source if known  


 


Proposers can assume that technically knowledgeable NASA engineers and scientists will be 


reviewing the Proposal – so Proposer should focus on technical/scientific specifics. NASA welcomes 


opportunities to co-publish results proposed by EPSCOR awardee. NASA goal is for widest possible 


eventual dissemination of the results from this work, when other restrictions allow. 


Appendix G2.2: Commercial Space Capabilities 


Commercial Space Research  


Research Request Number: CSCO-2020-03  


 


1) Program: Commercial Space Capabilities Office (CSCO)  


2) Research Title: Improvement of Space Suit State of Art  


3) Research Overview:  
 


NASA is requesting research proposals in this area to further future Moon and Mars exploration 


and commercialization efforts, by investigating improvements to current space suit state of art.  


NASA has not identified specific tasks in this area but is seeking proposals that consider the 


following:  


a) Improvement(s) to current space suit design, implementation, and operation. Areas include: 


soft goods/woven materials and fabrication processes, mobility (spacecraft and surface), 


ergonomics and crew performance/health/safety, usability (don/doff, pre-breathe), suit life 


support, suit autonomy aids, availability/maintainability/redundancy (e.g. for repeated surface 


operations), and produce-ability/cost reduction.  


b) Improvement may apply to any space suit flight phase including: launch/landing Intra 


Vehicular Activity (IVA), surface Extra Vehicular Activity (EVA) operation, and in-space 


EVA .  


c) Improvement should address an identified need and/or shortcoming in current state of art, 


rather than a “nice to have”.  


d) Reasonably projected to be applicable to flight designs (so ~TRL7 


https://www.nasa.gov/pdf/458490main_TRL_Definitions.pdf ) within ~2 years.  


 


The proposed work shall include performing the following at minimum:  
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a) Developing an engineering design concept and, as funding permits, fabricating all or part of 


the design to prototypic level, that would be suitable for testing in suitable terrestrial analog. 


NASA would work with Proposer to identify suitable terrestrial analog facilities and/or sites.  


b) Producing a final report and delivery of developed design concept and data.  


 


Proposals for this Research Title must include:  


a. Describe proposing Institution’s and Co-I/Sci-I’s relevant capabilities and prior work. 


(weblinks preferred. Does not count against the 2-3 page limit.)  


b. Provide references/links when presenting need and/or shortcoming in current state of art.  


c. Compare and contrast proposed work against prior and existing work.  


 
NASA welcomes opportunities to co-publish results proposed by EPSCOR awardee. NASA goal is 


for widest possible eventual dissemination of the results from this work, when other restrictions allow. 
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Appendix G3: SMD Earth Sciences Division 


 


NASA SMD Earth Science Division (ESD) Research Topics to Address Earth System response to 


disasters 


 


SMD requests that EPSCoR include research opportunities focused on understanding the response 


of the Earth System to disasters. The ESD, in order to address its strategic goals and core near-


term objectives, regularly collects data on unforeseen events or events of unique and novel 


character (scale, extent, complexity or impact) in the Earth system using remote sensing 


measurements from on-orbit satellites and airborne platforms. Such events may include wild fires, 


hurricanes and tropical storms, volcanic eruptions, floods, earthquakes, tsunamis, landslides, 


environmental emissions, pollution and toxic releases, oil spills, harmful algal blooms, coral 


bleaching events, crop failure, energy and transport disruption, and other large-scale, 


extraordinary, events. These data are used to address specific science questions in response to the 


event; improve the understanding related to natural or anthropogenic extreme events or similar 


unanticipated or unpredictable disasters and cascading impacts; and/or advance application 


readiness, disaster risk management, and disaster resilience. However, there is vast and untapped 


potential in science and applications of those data even after the event has long passed, which can 


significantly advance the understanding of the Earth System, and provide societal benefits.  


 


Proposals seeking to respond to this EPSCOR Research Topic should focus on utilizing existing 


data (including outputs and predictive capabilities from models associated NASA products) 


relating to past unforeseen events or events of unique and novel character to further the 


understanding of such events within the Earth System, advancing the readiness of application 


science, and/or provide advancements in risk management and disaster resilience. A description 


of NASA’s fleet of Earth observing satellites and sensors can be found at 


https://science.nasa.gov/missions-page/, with more details about related airborne missions at 


https://airbornescience.nasa.gov/. Information about data access and discovery can be found at 


https://earthdata.nasa.gov/.  


 


Instrument-specific airborne data in addition can be found through the different airborne data 


sites; examples suitable to this call include: 


 


AVIRIS (Airborne Visible InfraRed Imaging Spectrometer): 


https://aviris.jpl.nasa.gov/data/get_aviris_data.html 


 


UAVSAR (Uninhabited Aerial Vehicle Synthetic Aperture Radar): 


https://www.asf.alaska.edu/sar-data/uavsar/    


 


G-LiHT (Goddard's LiDAR, Hyperspectral & Thermal Imager): https://gliht.gsfc.nasa.gov/  


Please check the above mentioned websites to see if observational data are available for the time 


period and area of interest.  


 


The proposals should include clear statements as to what the significance and impact of proposed 


work will be, scientifically and/or to a stakeholder community, and a plan on dissemination and 


sharing of data, products, and tools where applicable. This research opportunity seeks to take 


advantage of the large quantities of data that NASA has already collected over the years in 


response to unforeseen or unpredictable Earth system events.  Scientists cannot propose to collect 



https://science.nasa.gov/missions-page/

https://airbornescience.nasa.gov/

https://earthdata.nasa.gov/

https://aviris.jpl.nasa.gov/data/get_aviris_data.html

https://www.asf.alaska.edu/sar-data/uavsar/

https://gliht.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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new airborne or satellite observations; we may consider collection of limited and targeted field 


data on a case by case basis.    


 


 


Examples of potential topics suitable for the EPSCOR Earth System response to natural disasters 


include: 


 


1. Oil spills (e.g. improved mitigation strategies; further understanding of oil distribution 


through time; comparison between spills in similar settings) 


2. Hurricanes (e.g. impacts on coastal communities/ecosystems and subsequent recovery; 


comparison of storm types and ecosystem damage) 


3. Wildfires (linkages of various wildfires (type, extent) to climatic conditions; societal 


impacts; recurrence and ecosystem response)  


4. Harmful algal blooms (e.g. impacts on air/water quality; comparison of climatic 


conditions for different blooms; comparison of blooms across regions) 


5. Volcanic eruptions (e.g. atmospheric composition/distribution of plumes of same volcano 


through time) 
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Appendix G4.1:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications  


SLSPRA has 11 topics listed below and on the following pages for your consideration and 


possible involvement.     


 


1) Program: Physical Sciences Program 


2) Research Title: Dusty Plasmas 


3) Research Overview:  
Dusty plasma research uses dusty plasmas – mixtures of electrons, ions, and charged micron-size particles 


as a model system to understand astronomical phenomena involving dust-laden plasmas, and as a 


simplified system modelling the behavior of many-body systems in problems of statistical and condensed 


matter physics.  Dusty plasma research also addresses practical questions of dust management in planetary 


exploration missions.   


 


Proposals are sought for research on dusty plasmas, particularly on the transport of particles in dusty 


plasmas. 


 


Appendix G4.2:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications 


 


1) Program: Fluids Physics and Combustion Science  


2) Research Title: Drop Tower Studies  


3) Research Overview:  


Fundamental discoveries made by NASA researchers over the last 50 years in fluids physics and 


combustion have helped enable advances in fluids management on spacecraft water recovery and 


thermal management systems, spacecraft fire safety, and fundamental combustion and fluids 


physics including low-temperature hydrocarbon oxidation, soot formation and flame stability.  


 


The microgravity environment provides an ideal experimental backdrop for probing many of the 


questions raised in boiling, capillary effects and combustion research. Because the microgravity 


environment allows for extended length and/or time scales certain diagnostic techniques, that 


otherwise prove intractable in 1-g environments, show promise in obtaining new experimental 


insights. Using well designed experiments the aforementioned research topics can successfully be 


explored in microgravity and will serve to greatly enhance the developmental pace of a number of 


important technologies for both terrestrial and extraterrestrial application. 


Research Focus 


This Fluids Physics and Combustion Science emphasis requests proposals for hypothesis-driven 


experiments and/or analysis that that will help address fundamental issues in these fields or will 


address important issues in spacecraft life-support.  


Proposers are encouraged to include the use of NASA GRC drop tower facilities in their 


proposals. For more information about these facilities, please contact Eric Neumann 


(eric.s.neumann@nasa.gov; 216-433-2608).  These facilities provide either 2.2 or 5.2 seconds of 


low-gravity.  Work Phone: 202-358-0693. 
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Appendix G4.3:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications 


 


1) Program: Combustion Science  


2) Research Title: Transcritical Combustion   


3) Research Overview:  


Fundamental discoveries made by NASA researchers over the last 50 years has helped enable 


advances in fundamental combustion including low-temperature hydrocarbon oxidation, soot 


formation and flame stability. One area of fundamental research that NASA wishes to focus on is 


combustion at supercritical conditions.  This study has two major applications: super critical 


water oxidation (SCWO) and hydrocarbon combustion processes as seen in diesel and jet engines. 


 


The microgravity environment provides an ideal experimental backdrop for probing many of the 


questions raised in high pressure combustion research. Because the microgravity environment 


allows for extended length and/or time scales certain diagnostic techniques, that otherwise prove 


intractable in 1-g environments, show promise in obtaining new experimental insights. Using well 


designed experiments the aforementioned research topics can successfully be explored in 


microgravity and will serve to greatly enhance the developmental pace of a number of important 


technologies for both terrestrial and extraterrestrial application. 


Research Focus 


This Combustion Science Emphasis requests proposals for hypothesis-driven experiments and/or 


analysis that that will help determine: 1) fundamental phase change and transport processes in the 


injection of a subcritical fluid into an environment in which it is supercritical; 2) ignition and 


combination of hydrocarbons under these conditions; and 3) how to optimize SCWO systems for 


waste management in extraterrestrial habitats.  


Proposers are encouraged to include the use of drop tower facilities in their proposals. For more 


information about these facilities, they can contact Eric Neumann (eric.s.neumann@nasa.gov ; 


216-433-2608).  These facilities provide either 2.2 or 5.2 seconds of low-gravity.  The possibility 


exists that investigators could take advantage of an existing test rig for the 5.2 second drop tower.  


To learn about its capabilities contact: Daniel Dietrich (Daniel.l.dietrich@nasa.gov; 216-433-


8759) 


Appendix G4.4:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications 


 


1) Program: Physical Sciences Program 


2) Research Title: Quantum Effects 


3) Research Overview:  
Space offers a unique environment for experimental physics in many areas.  Current areas of focus for 


NASA’s Fundamental Physics program are cold atom physics, the application of cold atom technologies to 


research in quantum science and general relativity, and the physics of dusty plasmas.   


  


Quantum physics is a cornerstone of our understanding of the universe. The importance of quantum 


mechanics is extraordinarily wide ranging, from explaining emergent phenomena such as 


superconductivity, to underpinning next-generation technologies such as quantum computers, quantum 


communication networks, and sensor technologies. Laser-cooled cold atoms are a versatile platform for 


quantum physics on Earth, and one that can greatly benefit from space-based research.  The virtual 


elimination of gravity in the reference frame of a free-flying space vehicle enables cold atom experiments 



mailto:Daniel.l.dietrich@nasa.gov
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to achieve longer observation times and colder temperatures than are possible on Earth.  The NASA 


Fundamental Physics program plans to support research in quantum physics that will lead to 


transformational outcomes, such as the discovery of phenomena at the intersection of quantum mechanics 


and general relativity that inform a unified theory, the direct detection of dark matter via atom 


interferometry or atomic clocks, and the creation of exotic quantum matter than cannot exist on Earth.  


 


Research Focus: 


Proposals are sought for ground-based theory and experimental research that may help to develop concepts 


for future flight experiments.  Research in distance effects in quantum superposition and entanglement are 


of particular interest. 


Appendix G4.5:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications 


1) Program: Fluid Physics   


2) Research Title: Flow Boiling in Reduced Gravity  


3) Research Overview: 


Study of two-phase flow instabilities began in the late 1920s, and in the nearly 100 years since, 


progress has been made in both experimental and theoretical understanding of them.  Despite 


these advances, many key deficiencies remain, solution of which will provide appreciable value 


for system designers looking to leverage phase change heat transfer technologies in a safe and 


repeatable manner.  There are several types of instabilities that are prevalent in flow boiling 


applications, but few modeling tools are available to predict operating conditions leading to their 


occurrence, or methods for mitigating their negative effects on flow boiling.  These issues are 


especially concerning for flow boiling systems employed in space, given the added complexity of 


reduced gravity environment.  


  


Research Focus: 


The most prevalent and important forms of two-phase instability are (1) Density Wave 


Oscillations (DWOs) and (2) Parallel Channel Instability (PCI), both are dynamic instability 


types.  The former is manifest by a liquid surge along a flow boiling channel, and precipitates 


fluctuations in both flow rate and wall temperature.  The latter is encountered in cold plates 


containing parallel flow channels, where differences in interfacial behavior and void fraction 


between channels also causes fluctuations in both flow rate and wall temperature.  A third 


important instability topic is Two-phase Choking, which is a static instability limit.  This 


phenomenon is the outcome of appreciable changes in specific volumes and enthalpies of liquid 


and vapor, and is known to both greatly increase pressure drop and/or impose upper limits on 


flow rate through the boiling channel.  This focused flow boiling research emphasis requests 


ground-based, laboratory proposals for hypothesis-driven experiments and/or analysis to 


investigate and help determine: 1) Density wave oscillations 2) Parallel Channel Instability and 3) 


Two phase chocking instability.  


Appendix G4.6:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications 


 


1) Program: Physical Sciences  


2) Research Title: Physical Sciences Informatics System 


3) Research Overview: 


This call for proposals is for ground-based research proposals to utilize NASA’s Physical 


Sciences Informatics (PSI) system (https://psi.nasa.gov/) to develop new analyses and scientific 


insights. The PSI system is designed to be a resource for researchers to data mine information 


generated from completed reduced-gravity physical sciences experiments performed on the 



https://psi.nasa.gov/
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International Space Station (ISS), Space Shuttle flights, Free Flyers, commercial cargo flights to 


and from the ISS, or from related ground-based studies. Specifically, this call is for the utilization 


of data from investigations that are currently available in the PSI system. 


 


Research Focus 


The call solicits ground-based research proposals that present a compelling case of how the 


experimental data from the PSI system (https://psi.nasa.gov/) will be used to promote the 


advancement of further research. Proposers must show a clear path from the scientific data 


obtained from the PSI system to the proposed investigation. In addition, the project must address 


an important problem in the proposed area of research and advance scientific knowledge or 


technology. The scope of the proposed work is unrestricted except that the use of data in the PSI 


database must comprise a substantial portion of the research. 


This call solicits proposals in the following five research areas: 1) Combustion Science, 2) 


Complex Fluids, 3) Fluid Physics, 4) Fundamental Physics, and 5) Materials Science. The call 


specifically solicits proposals that utilize data from investigations listed in the table below. Of the 


eligible 63 investigations, 47 are from the ISS, eight from the Space Shuttle (Space 


Transportation System; STS), one from a Free Flyer experiment, three from commercial cargo 


flights to and from the ISS (Commercial Resupply Services; CRS), and four selected through PSI 


NRA (denoted with “PSI NRA science” in the table). Proposals that do not utilize data from 


investigations listed in the table below may be declared without further review. 


 


# Research Area Investigation 
Carrier / 


Source 


1 
Combustion 


Science 
BASS (Burning and Suppression of Solids) ISS 


2 
Combustion 


Science 
BASS-II (Burning and Suppression of Solids - II) ISS 


3 
Combustion 


Science 
CFI (Cool Flames Investigation) ISS 


4 
Combustion 


Science 
DAFT (Dust and Aerosol Measurement Feasibility Test) ISS 


5 
Combustion 


Science 


DAFT-2 (Dust and Aerosol Measurement Feasibility Test - 


2) 
ISS 


6 
Combustion 


Science 
FLEX (Flame Extinguishment Experiment) ISS 


7 
Combustion 


Science 
FLEX-2 (Flame Extinguishment Experiment - 2) ISS 


8 
Combustion 


Science 


Quantitative Studies of Cool Flame Transitions at 


Radiation/Stretch Extinction Using Counterflow Flames 


(PSI NRA science) 


PSI-A 


9 
Combustion 


Science 
SAFFIRE I (Spacecraft Fire Experiment I) 


Cygnus 


CRS 


OA-6 



https://psi.nasa.gov/
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10 
Combustion 


Science 
SAFFIRE II (Spacecraft Fire Experiment II) 


Cygnus 


CRS 


OA-5 


11 
Combustion 


Science 
SAFFIRE III (Spacecraft Fire Experiment III) 


Cygnus 


CRS 


OA-7 


12 
Combustion 


Science 
SAME (Smoke Aerosol Measurement Experiment) ISS 


13 
Combustion 


Science 


SAME-R (Smoke Aerosol Measurement Experiment - 


Reflight) 
ISS 


14 
Combustion 


Science 
SLICE (Structure and Liftoff in Combustion Experiment) ISS 


15 
Combustion 


Science 
SPICE (Smoke Point in Coflow Experiment) ISS 


16 Complex Fluids ACE-M1 (Advanced Colloids Experiment - Microscopy 1) ISS 


17 Complex Fluids ACE-M2 (Advanced Colloids Experiment - Microscopy 2) ISS 


18 Complex Fluids BCAT-3 (Binary Colloidal Alloy Test - 3) ISS 


19 Complex Fluids BCAT-4 (Binary Colloidal Alloy Test - 4) ISS 


20 Complex Fluids BCAT-5 (Binary Colloidal Alloy Test - 5) ISS 


21 Complex Fluids BCAT-6 (Binary Colloidal Alloy Test - 6) ISS 


22 Complex Fluids 
InSPACE (Investigating the Structure of Paramagnetic 


Aggregates from Colloidal Ellipsoids) 
ISS 


23 Complex Fluids 
InSPACE-2 (Investigating the Structure of Paramagnetic 


Aggregates from Colloidal Ellipsoids - 2) 
ISS 


24 Complex Fluids 
InSPACE-3 (Investigating the Structure of Paramagnetic 


Aggregates from Colloidal Ellipsoids - 3) 
ISS 


25 Complex Fluids 
InSPACE-3+ (Investigating the Structure of Paramagnetic 


Aggregates from Colloidal Ellipsoids - 3+) 
ISS 


26 Complex Fluids PCS (Physics of Colloids in Space) ISS 


27 Complex Fluids PHaSE (Physics of Hard Spheres Experiment) STS-94 


28 Complex Fluids SHERE (Shear History Extensional Rheology Experiment) ISS 


29 Complex Fluids 
SHERE II (Shear History Extensional Rheology Experiment 


II) 
ISS 


30 Complex Fluids 
SHERE-R (Shear History Extensional Rheology Experiment 


- Reflight) 
ISS 


31 Complex Fluids 
Structure Evolution During Phase Separation in Colloids 


Under Microgravity, (PSI NRA science) 
PSI-B 
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32 Fluid Physics 
CCF-EU1-CV (Capillary Channel Flow - Experiment Unit 1 


- Critical Velocities) 
ISS 


33 Fluid Physics 
CCF-EU2-CV (Capillary Channel Flow - Experiment Unit 2 


- Critical Velocities) 
ISS 


34 Fluid Physics 
CCF-EU2-PS (Capillary Channel Flow - Experiment Unit 2 


- Phase Separation 
ISS 


35 Fluid Physics CFE (Capillary Flow Experiment) ISS 


36 Fluid Physics CFE-2 (Capillary Flow Experiment – 2) ISS 


37 Fluid Physics 
Computational Framework for Capillary Flows, (PSI NRA 


science) 
PSI-A 


38 Fluid Physics CVB (Constrained Vapor Bubble) ISS 


39 Fluid Physics CVB-2 (Constrained Vapor Bubble – 2) ISS 


40 Fluid Physics 


Gravity Scaling of Pool Boiling Heat Transfer: Numerical 


Simulations and Validation with MABE and NPBX, (PSI 


NRA science) 


PSI-B 


41 Fluid Physics MABE (Microheater Array Heater Boiling Experiment) ISS 


42 Fluid Physics NPBX (Nucleate Pool Boiling Experiment) ISS 


43 Fluid Physics PBE (Pool Boiling Experiment) 


STS-47, 


STS-57, 


STS-60, 


STS-72, 


STS-77 


44 Fluid Physics PBRE (Packed Bed Reactor Experiment) ISS 


45 Fluid Physics 


STDCE-1 (Surface Tension Driven Convection Experiment) 


- First United States Microgravity Payload on Columbia 


(USML-1) 


STS-52 


46 
Fundamental 


Physics 


DECLIC-ALI (Device for the Study of Critical Liquids and 


Crystallization - Alice Like Insert) 
ISS 


47 
Fundamental 


Physics 
GRADFLEX (Gradient Driven Fluctuation Experiment) 


Free 


Flyer 


48 
Fundamental 


Physics 


PKE-Nefedov & PK-3+ (Plasma Kristall Experiment; Dusty 


Plasma) 
ISS 


49 Materials Science CSLM (Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures) 
STS-83, 


STS-94 


50 Materials Science CSLM-2 (Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures - 2) ISS 


51 Materials Science 
CSLM-2R (Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures - 2 


Reflight) 
ISS 
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52 Materials Science CSLM-3 (Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures - 3) ISS 


53 Materials Science CSLM-4 (Coarsening in Solid-Liquid Mixtures - 4) ISS 


54 Materials Science 
DECLIC-DSI (Device for the Study of Critical Liquids and 


Crystallization - Directional Solidification Insert) 
ISS 


55 Materials Science 


IDGE-STS-62 (Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment) - 


Second United States Microgravity Payload on Columbia 


(USMP-2) 


STS-62 


56 Materials Science 


IDGE-STS-75 (Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment) - 


Third United States Microgravity Payload on Columbia 


(USMP-3) 


STS-75 


57 Materials Science 


IDGE-STS-87 (Isothermal Dendritic Growth Experiment) - 


Fourth United States Microgravity Payload on Columbia 


(USMP-4) 


STS-87 


58 Materials Science ISSI (In-Space Soldering Investigation) ISS 


59 Materials Science 


MICAST/CSS (Microstructure Formation in Casting of 


Technical Alloys under Diffusive and Magnetically 


Controlled Convective Conditions/Comparison of Structure 


and Segregation in Alloys Directionally Solidified in 


Terrestrial and Microgravity Environments) 


ISS 


60 Materials Science PFMI (Pore Formation and Mobility Investigation) ISS 


61 Materials Science Strata-1 ISS 


62 Materials Science SUBSA (Solidification Using a Baffle in Sealed Ampoules) ISS 


63 Materials Science 


TEMPUS (Tiegelfreies Elektromagnetisches Prozessieren 


Unter Schwerelosigkeit; Electromagnetic Containerless 


Processing in Microgravity) 


STS-65, 


STS-83, 


STS-94 


 


Proposers must review the data in the PSI system before preparing their proposal. The 


proposal must clearly demonstrate how the PSI data will be used in the project. Furthermore, 


prior to the submission of the proposal, it is highly recommended that the proposers take at least 


one representative sample set of PSI data to perform numerical modeling or sample experiments 


and present the findings as part of the proposal. 


 


Research results from proposals selected under this call for proposals will be entered into the PSI 


system for use by future investigators. 


Appendix G4.7:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications 


 


1. Research Title: 
Bioinformatic Analysis of Space Biology Data in the NASA GeneLab Data System 


 


2. Research Overview:  
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With humans pushing to live further off Earth for longer periods of time, it is increasingly 


important to understand the changes that occur in biological systems during spaceflight --- 


whether these be astronauts, their microbial commensals, or their plant-based life support 


systems.  


 


The NASA GeneLab data system contains decades of genomic, metabolomic, proteomic, 


transcriptomic, and microbiome profiling data from biological experiments performed in 


space or exposed to spaceflight-like conditions. Curation and aggregation of this data 


within GeneLab enables re-use and cross comparison of these rare opportunities for 


experimentation in space.  


 


NASA is requesting proposals from investigators who wish to perform bioinformatic 


analyses of the data within GeneLab. These analyses could include single or multiple 


datasets. Investigators are encouraged to include data from other databases. Investigators 


are encouraged to utilize pre-processed data provided on GeneLab when possible, but are 


welcome to suggest improvements to this data to the GeneLab team.  


 


All proposers are required to interact with various GeneLab Analysis Working Groups 


(AWGs) to receive input on their work and to strengthens these communities with new 


ideas (https://genelab.nasa.gov/awg/charter ). 


 


Proposals must translate the spaceflight derived data in the GeneLab database into new 


knowledge that addresses the objectives of NASA’s Space Biology Program and its 


principal scientific elements (https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/16-03-


23_sb_plan.pdf ). 


Appendix G4.8:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications 


 


1) Program: Space Biology Program 


2) Research Title: Biofilms and the Built Environment 


3) Research Overview:  
NASA needs to optimize the design of future human-occupied space craft for exploration to manage the 


microbial environment for sustained human utilization.  Exploration missions include destinations to the 


moon and Mars as well as enabling a better understanding of continued long duration occupation of the  


International Space Station.  Included in this design are.  To identify and understand key factors required 


to optimize spacecraft and habitat design, an in-depth understanding of how the healthy and disease-


causing microbes of this enclosed and sealed space will evolve and interact with the crew and plants over 


the mission duration is required. Areas for potential biofilm interactions include: life support subsystems, 


such as water recovery, spacecraft structural materials, and chambers for growing crops for crew food and 


nutrition. Additional microbiology research is needed to expand our understanding of spaceflight 


environmental factors that impact microbial growth, physiology, reproduction, evolution, community 


dynamics, and virulence.  


 


Early studies with microorganisms showed that they reached higher population densities when grown 


under microgravity conditions than were obtained from cultures grown under similar conditions on the 


ground. The higher cell densities were likely due to a more homogeneous distribution of cells in the culture 


medium, as opposed to the crowded and more nutrient– depleted conditions that occurs at 1g as the cells 


settle (Klaus et al., 1997; PMID 9043122). Additional studies also showed that spaceflight caused some 


bacterial species to become more resistant to common antibiotics. (Klaus and Howard, 2006: PMID 


16460819). Other studies demonstrated that spaceflight or simulated microgravity promoted biofilm 



https://genelab.nasa.gov/awg/charter

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/16-03-23_sb_plan.pdf

https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/16-03-23_sb_plan.pdf
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formation (Kim et al., 2013; PIMD 23658630, Searles et al., 2011; PMID 21936634).  These biofilms have 


been found to cause significant biofouling of water recovery system fluidic systems and serve as potential 


agents for biocorrosion of spacecraft materials.   


Research Focus 


The goal of this NASA Space Biology Program research emphasis is to build a better understanding of 


fungal and bacterial biofilm biology, its development, and interactions with spacecraft materials and 


hardware through hypothesis-driven experiments that will answer basic questions about how individual 


and mixed microbial biofilms respond to changes in gravity and other environmental factors (e.g., 


radiation) associated with spaceflight and methods for mitigating their development.  Overall, the results of 


the proposed investigations should contribute to a broader, systems level understanding of biofilm biology 


in the spaceflight environment and its interaction with the built environment.  


For this research emphasis, NASA requests proposals to determine the effect of simulated microgravity on 


microbial biofilm biology and community dynamics to advance findings and hypotheses derived from 


spaceflight investigations. Such studies are expected to generate and test specific ground-based hypotheses 


that will lead to hypotheses testable in spaceflight.  


The proposed investigation is expected to simulate elements of the spaceflight conditions, such as 


microgravity, in ground-based analogs such as clinostats, High Aspect Rotating Vessels (HARVs), or 


other Low- Shear Model-Microgravity (LSMM) systems.  Studies that investigate combine microgravity 


and radiation are encouraged, but the proposal must adhere to the funding and duration requirements of 


this EPSCoR CAN.  Ground-based investigations should be proposed that will study one or more of the 


following topics: 


a. Develop fundamental knowledge about how simulated microgravity influences biofilm 


biology. Space Biology studies will determine the effects of this environment on the dynamics 


of microbes in mono or mixed microbe biofilms with respect to cell processes (including 


biofilm development, biofilms structural and functional changes, and virulence and antibiotic 


resistance).  The proposed investigation may study fungal- and/or bacterial-based biofilms. 


b. Determine how biofilms interact with and affect built environment surfaces in simulated 


microgravity. The built environment is defined as spacecraft hardware and materials.  Space 


Biology studies will determine the role different material types and surface features play in 


facilitating or inhibiting biofilm formation (including microbe-to-surface interactions and 


biocorrosion).  The proposed investigation may study fungi, bacteria, or mixed microbe 


communities. It is encouraged that the studies use materials or hardware subsystems that are 


representative of those used on ISS and its hardware, such water recovery systems and 


material surfaces exposed to high humidity.  


c. Develop fundamental knowledge to develop methods for mitigating biofilm formation on built 


surfaces and hardware systems, such as the ISS water recovery system and other fluidics 


systems. Methods for preventing biofilm formation may consider, but are not limited to, 


surface coatings, material surface topology, biocides, UV radiation, chemicals, mechanical 


disruption, bio-based antimicrobial treatments. It is anticipated that the studies will examine 


individual methods or combination of methods.   


Proposers are expected to be familiar with the Decadal Survey Priorities 


(http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13048.html) and the NASA Space Biology Plan 


(https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/16-05-11_sb_plan_2.pdf)  to understand the specific 


space bioscience research topics that can be affected by non-space-associated variables.  



https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/16-05-11_sb_plan_2.pdf
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Appendix G4.9:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications 


 


1) Program: Space Biology Program 


2) Research Title: Plant and Microbial Interactions 


3) Research Overview:  


Fundamental discoveries made by NASA researchers over the last 50 years has helped enable 


successful growth of plants in space, as is demonstrated through current work being done on the 


ISS using Veggie and the Advanced Plant Habitat.  In spite of these forward advances, and the 


potential of this work to lead to the creation of space life-support systems, additional fundamental 


plant biology research is still needed. There still much to learn about how plants respond to the 


spaceflight environment, and what it will take to support long-duration, multiple generation plant 


growth and cultivation during extended space exploration missions.  


 


One area of fundamental research that NASA wishes to focus on is the impact of the spaceflight 


environment on plant and microbial interactions.  While the microbial contamination of plants 


grown in the closed environment of a spacecraft is always a potential concern, the interactions of 


these plants with beneficial microbes, such as those between leguminous plant and nitrogen fixing 


bacteria, may also be altered in spaceflight-environment (Foster et. al., 2014: PMID: 25370197). 
The goal of this NASA Space Biology Program research emphasis is to build a better understanding of the 


effects of spaceflight on microbial and plant ecosystems found spacecraft such as the ISS, which in turn 


will help us prepare for future exploration missions to the moon and Mars. 


Research Focus 


This Space Biology Research Emphasis requests proposals for hypothesis-driven experiments that will 


help determine: 1) the effects of the spaceflight-like environment on plant-microbial interactions; 


2) the long-term, multigenerational effects of the spaceflight-like environment on plant-microbial 


population dynamics; and 3) how to optimize plant-microbial systems for growing and sustaining 


plants in space. Fundamental plant-microbial biology research is needed to specifically identity 


the driving space environmental factors or combination of factors that impact plant-microbial 


interactions. Applicants should consider at least one of the following questions in the preparation 


of their proposal:  


 How do space-environmental conditions influence the development and diversity of 


microbial communities associated with plants? How do microbial population from plant 


surfaces or plant growth media change over time in a spaceflight-like environment? 


 Which plant-microbial interactions effect important processes (e.g., commensalisms, 


symbioses, nitrogen fixation, biodegradation) and how do the processes change in 


response to the multiple stimuli encountered in space environments? 


 What environmental conditions are needed for optimal plant-microbial interactions in 


spacecraft (e.g., temperature, humidity, light wavelengths, light intensity, concentration 


and ratio of gases)? What is the optimal microbial composition for plant growth media 


needed to sustain plants in space environments? 


 Can beneficial microbes in plant growth media be grown successfully through multiple 


life cycles in a space environment? 


Proposers are encouraged to incorporate the use of microgravity analogs that simulate the effects 


of spaceflight (or partial gravity) on their plant/microbial system in their experimental design, or 


to use centrifuges to conduct hyper-gravity studies that characterize how their proposed system(s) 


responds to a downshift in gravity levels from 2g to 1g (as a surrogate for a 1g to 0g downshift).  



https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Facility.html?#id=374

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/station/research/experiments/explorer/Facility.html?#id=2036

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/25370197
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Investigators may also propose studies that characterize the long terms effects of isolation similar 


to those experience in a closed built environment such as a spacecraft on plant/microbial 


ecosystems.  


Proposers are expected to be familiar with the Decadal Survey Priorities 


(http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13048.html) and the NASA Space Biology Plan 


(https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/16-05-11_sb_plan_2.pdf)  to understand the specific 


space bioscience research topics that can be affected by non-space-associated variables.  


Additional Information: 
All publications that result from an awarded EPSCOR study shall acknowledge NASA Space Biology 


Program. If the NASA GeneLab Data Systems (genelab.nasa.gov) is used, GeneLab shall be referenced in 


the resulting publication and included in the keyword list All omics data obtained from this study shall be 


uploaded to the NASA GeneLab Data System. 


 


Appendix G4.10:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research Applications 


 


1) Program: Physical Sciences Program 


2) Research Title: Extraction of Materials from Regolith 


3) Research Overview:  


With NASA’s renewed efforts to put astronauts on the moon and to develop a persistent human 


presence on the moon, the ability to utilize in-situ resources is paramount to the success of these 


future missions.  Extraction of materials (e.g. metals, glasses and water ice) from extra-terrestrial 


regolith is necessary for NASA to be successful in the long term. The extracted materials could be 


used as feedstock for additive manufacturing processes, to construct habitats and/or other 


structures, to build infrastructure, for example, roads, walls, and landing pads, or to fabricate tools 


or other hardware. The water ice from regolith material could be used to augment life support 


systems for extended stay missions or produce liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen for propellant 


production. 


 


Research Focus 


The goal of this NASA Physical Sciences Program research emphasis is to develop and increase 


understanding of extraction techniques to generate useful materials (e.g. metals, glasses, water 


ice) from Lunar or Martian regolith.   


Proposed studies are expected to generate and test specific hypotheses to the extent possible in a 


terrestrial lab or reduced gravity aircraft.  Investigations should be proposed that would study one 


or more of the following topics: 


a. Refinement of existing techniques to extract materials from regolith. 


b. Development of new techniques for extraction of materials from regolith. 


c. Studies of the extracted material to determine its properties or to investigate novel 


ways of utilizing it to support NASA’s exploration goals.   


It is expected that regolith simulant will be used for the proposed experiments.  Proposals are 


encouraged to use existing hardware.   


More information on NASA’s exploration goals can be found in the Decadal Survey 


(http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13048.html), specifically Translation to Space Exploration Systems 


(TSES) number 16 (TSES16).    



https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/16-05-11_sb_plan_2.pdf

http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13048.html
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Appendix G4.11:  NASA Space Life and Physical Sciences and Research 


Applications 


1) Program: Space Biology Program 


2) Research Title: In-Situ Food Safety Monitoring  


3) Research Overview:  (General overview – no more than a couple of paragraphs) 
NASA has identified in situ crop production as a technology gap that needs to be filled to enable deep 


space exploration.  Current solutions to this technological gap utilize growing “pick and eat” crops during 


missions in plant growth chambers that are exposed to the cabin environment and crew interaction.  


Produce grown in situ is consumed without cooking or other processing techniques, leaving the produce 


susceptible to contamination during growth or post-harvest handling.  Produce grown on ISS is currently 


cleaned post-harvest with produce sanitizing wipes to minimize crew exposure to potentially harmful 


pathogens.  This procedure of cleaning produce post-harvest on-orbit is time consuming for the crew and 


requires the use of consumable sanitizing wipes that may be burdensome to stow on long-duration 


exploration missions.   


 


There are currently no in situ techniques or procedures in place to detect or identify potential pathogens 


and opportunistic pathogens in crop production systems on spacecraft.  This is especially concerning in the 


microgravity environment, where numerous changes in microbial behavior in response to microgravity are 


documented, such as findings of higher microbial population densities when grown under microgravity 


conditions (Klaus et al., 1997; PMID 9043122) and increased virulence in space-grown cultures of the 


pathogen Salmonella enterica serovar Typhimurium (Wilson et al., 2007; PMID 17901201). 


 


There are numerous microbial monitoring programs on ISS that utilize molecular techniques to identify 


microbial populations on ISS (e.g. Venkateswaran et al., 2014: PMID 25130881).  In their current form, 


none of these techniques are employed as a diagnostic tool for in-situ food safety monitoring of freshly 


grown produce.  Molecular techniques could be employed as a diagnostic tool to detect specific human 


pathogens on produce prior to crew consumption.  Current research at NASA and USDA into 


hyperspectral and multispectral imaging is advancing the capability to detect plant stress in real-time, 


which could be useful for identifying potential food safety concerns as plants are cultivated.  Additionally, 


these advanced imaging systems are able to detect microbial growth, though it is still to be determined at 


what level of sensitivity microbes can be detected (i.e. colony size).  It is likely a multi-faceted in-situ food 


safety monitoring approach may ultimately be deployed in space crop production systems on spacecraft.  


One where advanced plant health imaging systems are able to detect biofilm growth or changes in plant 


health that are most conducive to pathogen and opportunistic pathogen establishment, which is then 


followed up with targeted molecular techniques capable of detecting pathogens to the genus or species 


levels. 


Research Focus:  
The goal of this NASA Space Biology Program research emphasis is to build a better understanding of 


non-destructive in situ techniques that can be deployed to advance food safety specific microbial 


monitoring on spacecraft such as ISS to prepare for future exploration missions far from Earth.  


The proposed investigation is expected to simulate elements of spaceflight crop production, to include use 


of light emitting diode (LED) lighting systems, controlled environmental conditions, and analogous water 


and nutrient delivery systems.  Studies that use simulated microgravity are welcomed but may not be 


feasible with larger crops and must adhere to the funding and duration requirements of this EPSCoR CAN.  


Ground-based studies should be proposed that will: 


a. Grow a range of “pick and eat” crops similar to those proposed to support future deep 


space exploration missions, including leafy greens, tomatoes, and peppers, and 


demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed In-Situ Food Safety Monitoring technology 


to detect and measure the amount of microbes associated with these crops.  An effective 
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system will provide a visual cue for measurements that exceed a specific user defined 


quantity, which may be user adjustable based on health requirements.  


b. Determine the false positive and false negative rate of the technology for different crop 


types and measure what other factors, such as gravity environment, humidity levels, 


ambient lighting, etc, may have on the false detection rates. 


c. Determine microbial detection capabilities of food safety monitoring technique. Beyond 


knowing total microbial levels, differentiating individual strains of pathogens and 


beneficial microbes can enable targeted reduction of pathogens to ensure Food Safety 


while minimizing the negative impact of any sanitation techniques on the healthy 


microbiome of the grow system or potentially beneficial probiotic effect of the produce for 


the crew. 


Proposers are expected to be familiar with the Decadal Survey Priorities 


(http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13048.html) and the NASA Space Biology Plan 


(https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/16-05-11_sb_plan_2.pdf)  to understand the specific 


space bioscience research topics that can be affected by non-space-associated variables.  


All publications that result from an awarded EPSCOR study shall acknowledge NASA Space Biology 


Program. If the NASA GeneLab Data Systems (genelab.nasa.gov) is used, GeneLab shall be referenced in 


the resulting publication and included in the keyword list All omics data obtained from this study shall be 


uploaded to the NASA GeneLab Data System. 


 


  



https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/atoms/files/16-05-11_sb_plan_2.pdf
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Appendix G.5.1:  KSC Partnerships Office 


Research Title:


 Conver


sion of CO2 into Fuel 


Research Overview:    The original research at NASA aimed to investigate and demonstrate the 


conversion of CO2 in the presence of H2O vapor to fuel (i.e. CH4) using novel photocatalysts in a 


photocatalytic reactor under Mars and Earth simulated solar spectrums. Results demonstrated 


production of hydrocarbon fuel, which was likely CH4, as observed by GC and FTIR data. If peak 


performance parameters can be isolated and then honed in on, better understanding of the kinetics 


and mechanisms can aide in making the reaction more efficient for future scale up purposes. 


Organization:  NASA Kennedy Space Center 


 


Contact:   Anne J. Meier,  


Office P: 321.861.9315  


Cell: 321.593.6903 


E: anne.meier@nasa.gov 


NASA Kennedy Space Center, FL 32899 


 


Related Publications:  Photocatalytic Conversion of CO2 on Mars, September 21, 2016.  


Carbon Dioxide Methanation for Human Exploration of Mars: A Look at Catalyst Longevity and 


Activity Using Supported Ruthenium, April 18, 2018, Great Plains Catalysis Society Symposium, 


Manhattan KS. 


Additional Information: The photocatalyst materials tested in the photoreactor were initially 


generated from the Science Innovation Fund Project “An In-Depth Study of Photocatalytic 


Charge Transport and Material Development through Synthesis, Characterization, and 


Photocatalytic Properties for In Situ Resource Utilization and Fuel Production on Mars”. Further 


developments at Kennedy Space Center (KSC) continued during this project where photocatalyst 


materials were synthesized at KSC and the University of South Florida (USF) for photoreactor 


testing at KSC. The photocatalyst materials underwent structural/morphology analysis and optical 


characterization and were believed to have bandgap values in the regime for photocatalytic H2O 


splitting and CO2 conversion. The hydrogen evolution reaction produces available hydrogen that 


may react with CO2 in a series of reduction and oxidation (redox) reactions for the production of 


fuels such as CH4, which is a necessity for liquid O2 and liquid CH4 propulsion systems of deep 


space, as well as fuels used on earth. The data in this work looked at MoS2, (ZnO)1-x(GaN)x , 


(ZnO)1-x(AlN)x materials in the photoreactor under Earth and Mars conditions.   


  



mailto:anne.meier@nasa.gov

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20180002995&hterms=meier&qs=N%3D0%26Ntk%3DAll%26Ntx%3Dmode%2Bmatchallany%26Ntt%3Dmeier

https://ntrs.nasa.gov/search.jsp?R=20180002995&hterms=meier&qs=N%3D0%26Ntk%3DAll%26Ntx%3Dmode%2Bmatchallany%26Ntt%3Dmeier
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Appendix G.5.2:  KSC Partnerships Office 


Research Title: Evaluation of Low Pressure Air Plasma for Passivation of Metal Components 


Research Overview:    Currently there is no International Space Station capability for 


disinfecting pick and eat crops, food utensils and production areas, or medical devices. This 


deficit is extended to projected long duration missions.  Small, portable, Cold Plasma (CP) 


devices would provide an enhanced benefit to crew health and address issues concerning 


microbial cross contamination. New technology could contribute to the reduction of solid waste 


since currently crews utilize benzalkonium chloride wet wipes for cleaning surfaces and might 


use organic acid based wipes for cleaning vegetables. 


Previoulsy an innovation was designed to allow for passivation of aerospace components using a 


low-pressure air plasma system.  The system operates as it is designed to (functional operation of 


low-pressure plasma system) but instead of the normal feed gases (hydrogen, oxygen, or argon) a 


k-bottle of breathing air is utilized. The compressed air is fed into the plasma system and ionized, 


allowing for cleaning of all available surfaces within the chamber. Plasma cleaning is a dry, non-


thermal process which can provide broad-spectrum antimicrobial activity.  It is microgravity 


compatible since cold plasma uses no liquids and is able to penetrate event eh smallest cracks and 


crevices. This innovation eliminates hazardous solvents and hazardous waste stream while 


reducing a multi-step process into single-step process.  CP is a technology that could be used in 


medical facilities in remote areas and third world countries. 


 Since the cleaning process developed at KSC uses air as the plasma gas, this technology could be 


used in remote areas for sterilization without any consumables.  In Food Science, CP has the 


potential to be used to disinfect vegetables and reduce considerably the number of foodborne 


illnesses per year in the world (deaths, medical costs, industry costs) and represents an alternative 


to the common disinfection method with bleach. 


Organization:  NASA Kennedy Space Center 


Contact:   Paul E. Hintze,  


Office P: 321.867.3751 


Cell: 321.222.8753 


E: paul.e.hintze@nasa.gov 


NASA Kennedy Space Center 


 


Related Publications:  Evaluation of Low-Pressure Cold Plasma for Disinfection of ISS Grown 


Produce and Metallic Instrumentation, July 16, 2017, 47th International Conference on 


Environmental Systems, Charleston, SC. 


Additional Information:  Aerospace components undergo a passivation process to ensure 


contaminants are removed from the surface of the metals/alloys and to form an inert, protective 


oxide layer to enhance the corrosion resistance of the material.  Current methods require the use 


of hazardous chemicals, involve multiple steps, and produce hazardous waste streams that must 


be disposed of.  Currently, passivation of corrosion-resistant steels for aerospace applications 


follows an SAE International Standard, AMS2700, where parts are submerged in either a nitric 


acid or nitric acid/sodium dichromate bath at predetermined temperatures and contact times.  


These baths require constant testing to ensure effective treatment, use corrosive and carcinogenic 


chemicals, and produce hazardous waste.   



mailto:paul.e.hintze@nasa.gov
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Appendix G6.1:  GSFC Computational and Information Sciences and Technology Office (CISTO) 


 


Program: Computational and Information Sciences and Technology Office (CISTO) 


Research Title: Computational and Technological Advances for Scientific Discovery 


Research Overview:  
SMD requests that EPSCoR include research opportunities in areas of a) Artificial Intelligence and 


Machine Learning (AI/ML), b) High Performance Computing, c) Augmented Reality/Virtual 


Reality/Mixed Reality (AR/VR/MR), and d) Citizen Science to enable and accelerate scientific discovery 


and technological innovations for NASA’s scientific missions. NASA’s scientific lines of business include 


Earth Sciences, Planetary Sciences, Astrophysics, and Heliophysics.  


 


G6.2 Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning (AI/ML) 


Advent of new technologies such as Clouds and GPUs for storing and processing massive data sets has 


significantly increased adoption of AI in the past decade even though many of the AI technologies 


originated in 1950s.  Similarly, in recent years AR/VR consumer-friendly software and hardware tools 


have become available at affordable prices.  Internet tools and technologies have also enabled ordinary 


citizens to participate in the scientific process via various Citizen Science applications and games.  At the 


same time, NASA scientists are faced with large volumes of data from various missions on a daily basis.  


This makes it essential to take advantage of the latest technological and computational advances, as 


outlined in this call, for their analysis and scientific discovery. 


 


Recent advances in AI infrastructure and tools calls for development of AI algorithms for various, yet 


unexplored, scientific data classification, search, prediction, feature selection, and modeling problems in 


different NASA scientific areas.  Some past work includes classification of supernova to better measure 


cosmic distances and understand expansion of universe, classification of Planets to better predict 


probability of life, finding craters on moon, search for gravitational waves, and search for exoplanets.  


Similar techniques can be applied for finding different phenomena (e.g. feature detection for identifying 


safe landing sites, finding faint moving objects, etc.), environmental feature recognition (forest patches, 


water bodies, agriculture fields, etc.), or to other fields such as Earth Science and Heliophysics data. 


Another topic of interest is to apply AI/ML techniques to NASA data in time domain, or time-series 


analysis (e.g. when studying solar winds or various Earth observations). 


 


While these techniques are often applied on the ground, there are compelling reasons for benefitting from 


AI capabilities onboard the spacecraft in deep space. Drivers for onboard AI capabilities include data 


transmission and downlink limitations, the desire to have near real time results (e.g. for spacecraft safety, 


planetary defense, etc.), or the nature of mission itself (e.g. in interferometry missions an image cube is 


constructed from data of multiple satellites via complex image registration and reconstruction algorithms). 


 


G6.3 High Performance Computing; Evolving Applications to Exascale 


High Performance Computing (HPC) applications across NASA have seen a significant increase in 


computational capability over the past decade using cluster systems with traditional CPU-only based 


capabilities. The architectures being deployed across the US and abroad to reach the next milestone of 


computing, Exascale, have a significantly different architecture based on accelerated computing using 


Graphical Processing Units (GPUs). NASA applications, such as atmospheric models, will require 


Exascale computational capabilities over the next decade. Research investigations addressing the porting 


and scaling of HPC applications on accelerated based HPC are encouraged. Furthermore, the use of 


Domain Specific Languages (DSLs), such as Kokkos or GridTools, to create portable and optimized 


applications for different architectures is of high interest. 


 


In addition to scaling applications using accelerator based computing platforms, NASA is interested in 


replacing model components and augmenting models with artificial intelligence. In General Circulation 


Models of the atmosphere, components are written based on physical models and algorithms are then 


written to compute those physics or chemistry based models. In some cases, the computational 
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requirements for these physical based algorithms take too many resources for current HPC platforms. 


Replacing these model components with trained algorithms has the potential to dramatically reduce the 


computational requirements for these models while not reducing accuracy beyond acceptable limits. 


Research investigations addressing the replacement of model components with trained models for use in 


HPC applications is of high interest as well. 


 


 G6.4 Augmented Reality/Virtual Reality/Mixed Reality (AR/VR/MR) 


AR/VR applications allow scientists to experience being in environments that are hard, impossible, or too 


costly in person. For example, existing NASA AR/VR applications enable immersive exploration of places 


deep in the ocean, to distant planetary surfaces and galaxies or to experiment with various robotic or 


spacecraft assembly and integration processes in AR/VR before taking high risks on the actual expensive 


hardware.  


 


G6.5 Citizen Science 
Various NASA projects have used Internet tools and technologies not only as a public outreach and 


education tool but as a means to engage ordinary citizens in their projects and most importantly to 


contribute to their scientific discoveries. Examples of such NASA citizen science projects are GLOBE 


Observer (https://observer.globe.gov), Planet Hunters (www.planethunters.org), Backyard Worlds: Planet 


9 (www.backyardworlds.org), Moon Zoo (www.moonzoo.org) and Galaxy Zoo (www.galaxyzoo.org). 


 


Research investigations addressing more than one of the above-mentioned areas (hybrid solutions) are 


encouraged. Examples include: onboard HPC AI/ML data processing and volume reduction algorithms;  


Citizen Science applications for generating labeled training data as input to AI/ML software, or to validate 


AI/ML output results. 


 


NASA Contacts  


Name: James Harrington 


Organization: Computational and Information Sciences and Technology Office (CISTO) 


Work Phone: (301) 286-4063 
Email:   james.l.harrington@nasa.gov  


 


Name: Daniel Duffy 


Organization: Computational and Information Sciences and Technology Office (CISTO) 


Work Phone: (301) 286-8830 


Cell Phone: (240) 463-8321 
Email:  daniel.q.duffy@nasa.gov 


 


Name: Nargess Memarsadeghi 


Organization: Computational and Information Sciences and Technology Office (CISTO) 


Work Phone: (301) 286-2938 
Email:  Nargess.Memarsadeghi@nasa.gov    


 


Name: Mark Carroll 


Organization: Computational and Information Sciences and Technology Office (CISTO) 


Work Phone: 301-614-6974 
Email:  mark.carroll@nasa.gov 


 


 


Intellectual property management:  
 


Additional Information:  
 


NASA GSFC CISTO will provide NCCS support as needed. 



https://observer.globe.gov/

http://www.planethunters.org/

http://www.backyardworlds.org/

http://www.moonzoo.org/

http://www.galaxyzoo.org/

mailto:james.l.harrington@nasa.gov

mailto:daniel.q.duffy@nasa.gov

mailto:Nargess.Memarsadeghi@nasa.gov

mailto:mark.carroll@nasa.gov
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Appendix A:  NASA Mission Directorates and Center Alignment  
NASA’s Mission to pioneer the future in space exploration, scientific discovery, and aeronautics 
research, draws support from four Mission Directorates and ten NASA Centers (including JPL), 
each with a specific responsibility.  
A.1 Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) conducts high-quality, cutting-edge 
research that generates innovative concepts, tools, and technologies to enable revolutionary 
advances in our Nation’s future aircraft, as well as in the airspace in which they will fly.  ARMD 
programs will facilitate a safer, more environmentally friendly, and more efficient national air 
transportation system.  Using a Strategic Implementation Plan NASA Aeronautics Research 
Mission Directorate (ARMD) sets forth the vision for aeronautical research aimed at the next 25 
years and beyond. It encompasses a broad range of technologies to meet future needs of the 
aviation community, the nation, and the world for safe, efficient, flexible, and environmentally 
sustainable air transportation.  Additional information on the Aeronautics Research Mission 
Directorate (ARMD) can be found at: http://www.aeronautics.nasa.gov. 
Areas of Interest - POC: Tony Springer, tony.springer@nasa.gov 
Researchers responding to the ARMD should propose research that is aligned with one or more of 
the ARMD programs.  Proposers are directed to the following: 


• ARMD Programs: http://www.aeronautics.nasa.gov/programs.htm 


• The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA), Headquarters, Aeronautics 
Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) Current Year version of the NASA Research 
Announcement (NRA) entitled, "Research Opportunities in Aeronautics (ROA)” has been 
posted on the NSPIRES web site at http://nspires.nasaprs.com (select “Solicitations” and 
then “Open Solicitations”). 


Detailed requirements, including proposal due dates are stated in appendices that address 
individual thrust areas. These appendices will be posted as amendments to the ROA NRA and 
will be published as requirements materialize throughout the year. 
A.2 Human Exploration & Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) provides the Agency 
with leadership and management of NASA space operations related to human exploration in and 
beyond low-Earth orbit. HEO also oversees low-level requirements development, policy, and 
programmatic oversight. The International Space Station, currently orbiting the Earth with a crew 
of six, represents the NASA exploration activities in low-Earth orbit.  Exploration activities 
beyond low Earth orbit include the management of Commercial Space Transportation, 
Exploration Systems Development, Human Space Flight Capabilities, Advanced Exploration 
Systems, and Space Life Sciences Research & Applications. The directorate is similarly 
responsible for Agency leadership and management of NASA space operations related to Launch 
Services, Space Transportation, and Space Communications in support of both human and robotic 
exploration programs. Additional information on the Human Exploration & Operations Mission 
Directorate (HEOMD) can be found at: (http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/home/index.html) 
Areas of Interest - POC: Bradley Carpenter, bcarpenter@nasa.gov 
Human Research Program 
The Human Research Program (HRP) is focused on investigating and mitigating the highest risks 
to human health and performance in order to enable safe, reliable, and productive human space 
exploration. The HRP budget enables NASA to resolve health risks in order for humans to safely 
live and work on missions in the inner solar system. HRP conducts research, develops 



http://www.aeronautics.nasa.gov/

mailto:tony.springer@nasa.gov

http://www.aeronautics.nasa.gov/programs.htm

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/home/index.html

mailto:bcarpenter@nasa.gov
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countermeasures, and undertakes technology development to address human health risks in space 
and ensure compliance with NASA's health, medical, human performance, and environmental 
standards. 
Space Biology 
The Space Biology research has three primary goals:  


• Effectively use microgravity and other characteristics of the space environment to enhance 
our understanding of fundamental biological processes;  


• Develop the scientific and technological foundations for a safe, productive human 
presence in space for extended periods and in preparation for exploration;  


• Apply this knowledge and technology to improve our nation's competitiveness, education, 
and the quality of life on Earth.  


 
These goals are achieved by sponsoring research studies in five program elements to contribute 
basic knowledge of biological adaptation to spaceflight to accelerate solutions to biomedical 
problems affecting human exploration of space as well as human health on Earth: Microbiology; 
Cell and Molecular Biology; Plant Biology; Animal Biology; and Developmental Biology  
 
Current Space Biology emphases include: 


• Use ground-based facilities to characterize the effects of space-like radiation on biological 
systems.  NASA is interested in projects that will characterize how radiation exposure 
impacts living organisms during a single lifecycle, or over multiple generations. 


• Use ground-based simulations to study how spaceflight conditions might impact plant and 
microbial interactions and growth.  Questions of interest to NASA include, but are not 
limited to, whether spaceflight induces changes in the virulence of plant pathogens and/or 
whether spaceflight might change benign or commensal microbes on plants into 
pathogenic ones. 


• Use ground-based facilities to simulate a range of gravitational levels on biological 
specimens to understand and characterize the dose-response curve between 0 and 2 G for 
various biological systems to determine A) if there are G-level thresholds required to 
trigger gravity-specific responses in living organisms, and B) the effect that exposure to 
levels of gravity similar to those encountered on Mars (.38 G) or the moon (0.16 G), 
and/or hypergravity has on living organisms. 


 
Further details about Space Biology goals, objectives and progress can be found at the Space 
Biology Website. 
 
Physical Science Research  
The Physical Science Research Program, along with its predecessors, has conducted significant 
fundamental and applied research, both which have led to improved space systems and produced 
new products offering benefits on Earth. NASA's experiments in various disciplines of physical 
science reveal how physical systems respond to the near absence of gravity. They also reveal how 
other forces that on Earth are small compared to gravity, can dominate system behavior in space. 
The Physical Science Research Program also benefits from collaborations with several of the 
International Space Station international partners—Europe, Russia, Japan, and Canada—and 
foreign governments with space programs, such as France, Germany and Italy. The scale of this 
research enterprise promises new possibilities in the physical sciences, some of which are already 
being realized both in the form of innovations for space exploration and in new ways to improve 
the quality of life on Earth. 



https://www.nasa.gov/content/space-biology-program

https://www.nasa.gov/content/space-biology-program
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Research in physical sciences spans from basic and applied research in the areas of: 
• Biophysics: biological macromolecules, biomaterials. 
• Combustion science: spacecraft fire safety, droplets, gaseous (premixed and non-


premixed), solid fuels, supercritical reacting fluids. 
• Complex fluids: colloidal systems, liquid crystals, foams, gels, granular flows. 
• Fluid physics: adiabatic two-phase flow, boiling and condensation, capillary flow, 


interfacial phenomena, cryogenics storage and handling. 
• Fundamental physics: space optical/atomic clocks, quantum test of equivalence principle, 


cold atom physics, critical point phenomena, dusty plasmas. 
• Materials science: glasses and ceramics, granular materials, metals, polymers and 


organics, semiconductors. 
Implementing Centers: NASA's Physical Sciences Research Program is carried out at the Glenn 
Research Center (GRC), Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and Marshall Space Flight Center 
(MSFC).  Further information on physical sciences research is available at 
http://issresearchproject.nasa.gov/ 
Engineering Research 


• Spacecraft: Guidance, navigation and control; thermal; electrical; structures; software; 
avionics; displays; high speed re-entry; modeling; power systems; 
interoperability/commonality; advanced spacecraft materials; crew/vehicle health 
monitoring; life support. 


• Propulsion: Propulsion methods that will utilize materials found on the moon or Mars, 
“green” propellants, on-orbit propellant storage, motors, testing, fuels, manufacturing, soft 
landing, throttle-able propellants, high performance, and descent. 


• Robotic Systems for Precursor Near Earth Asteroid (NEA) Missions: Navigation and 
proximity operations systems; hazard detection; techniques for interacting and anchoring 
with Near Earth Asteroids; methods of remote and interactive characterization of Near 
Earth Asteroid (NEA) environments, composition and structural properties; robotics 
(specifically environmental scouting prior to human arrival and later to assist astronauts 
with NEA exploration); environmental analysis; radiation protection; spacecraft 
autonomy, enhanced methods of NEA characterization from earth-based observation. 


• Robotic Systems for Lunar Precursor Missions:  Precision landing and hazard avoidance 
hardware and software; high-bandwidth communication; in-situ resource utilization 
(ISRU) and prospecting; navigation systems; robotics (specifically environmental scouting 
prior to human arrival, and to assist astronaut with surface exploration); environmental 
analysis, radiation protection. 


• Data and Visualization Systems for Exploration: Area focus on turning precursor mission 
data into meaningful engineering knowledge for system design and mission planning of 
lunar surface and NEAs.  Visualization and data display; interactive data manipulation and 
sharing; mapping and data layering including coordinate transformations for irregular 
shaped NEAs;  modeling of lighting and thermal environments; simulation of 
environmental interactions including proximity operations in irregular micro-G gravity 
fields and physical stability of weakly bound NEAs. 


• Research and technology development areas in HEOMD support launch vehicles, space 
communications, and the International Space Station. Examples of research and 
technology development areas (and the associated lead NASA Center) with great potential 
include: 
 Processing and Operations  



http://issresearchproject.nasa.gov/
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 Crew Health and Safety Including Medical Operations (Johnson Space Center 
(JSC)) 


 In-helmet Speech Audio Systems and Technologies (Glenn Research Center 
(GRC))   


 Vehicle Integration and Ground Processing (Kennedy Space Center (KSC))  
 Mission Operations (Ames Research Center (ARC))  
 Portable Life Support Systems (JSC) 
 Pressure Garments and Gloves (JSC) 
 Air Revitalization Technologies (ARC) 
 In-Space Waste Processing Technologies (JSC) 
 Cryogenic Fluids Management Systems (GRC) 


 Space Communications and Navigation 
 Coding, Modulation, and Compression (Goddard Spaceflight Center  (GSFC) 
 Precision Spacecraft & Lunar/Planetary Surface Navigation and Tracking (GSFC) 
 Communication for Space-Based Range (GSFC)   
 Antenna Technology (Glenn Research Center (GRC))  
 Reconfigurable/Reprogrammable Communication Systems (GRC) 
 Miniaturized Digital EVA Radio (Johnson Space Center (JSC))   
 Transformational Communications Technology (GRC)  
 Long Range Optical Telecommunications (Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL))   
 Long Range Space RF Telecommunications (JPL)  
 Surface Networks and Orbit Access Links (GRC)   
 Software for Space Communications Infrastructure Operations (JPL) 
 TDRS transponders for launch vehicle applications that support space 


communication and launch services (GRC) 
 Space Transportation  
 Optical Tracking and Image Analysis (KSC) 
 Space Transportation Propulsion System and Test Facility Requirements and 


Instrumentation (Stennis Space Center (SSC)   
 Automated Collection and Transfer of Launch Range Surveillance/Intrusion Data 


(KSC) 
 Technology tools to assess secondary payload capability with launch vehicles 


(KSC) 
 Spacecraft Charging/Plasma Interactions (Environment definition & arcing 


mitigation) (Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) 
  
A.3 Science Mission Directorate (SMD) leads the Agency in four areas of research: Earth 
Science, Heliophysics, Planetary Science, and Astrophysics. SMD, using the vantage point of 
space to achieve with the science community and our partners a deep scientific understanding of 
our planet, other planets and solar system bodies, the interplanetary environment, the Sun and its 
effects on the solar system, and the universe beyond. In so doing, we lay the intellectual 
foundation for the robotic and human expeditions of the future while meeting today's needs for 
scientific information to address national concerns, such as climate change and space weather. At 
every step we share the journey of scientific exploration with the public and partner with others to 
substantially improve science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) education 
nationwide. Additional information on the Science Mission Directorate (SMD) can be found at:  
(http://nasascience.nasa.gov)  
Areas of Interest - POC: Kristen Erickson kristen.erickson@nasa.gov 


The Science Mission Directorate (SMD) has developed science objectives and programs to 



http://nasascience.nasa.gov/
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answer fundamental questions in Earth and space sciences in the context of our national science 
agenda.  The knowledge gained by researchers supporting NASA’s Earth and space science 
program helps to unravel mysteries that intrigue us all. 


• What drives variations in the Sun, and how do these changes impact the solar system and 
drive space weather? 


• How and why are Earth’s climate and environment changing? 
• How did our solar system originate and change over time? 
• How did the universe begin and evolve, and what will be its destiny? 
• How did life originate, and are we alone? 


Each of the SMD’s four science divisions – Heliophysics, Earth Science, Planetary Science, and 
Astrophysics – makes important contributions to address national and Agency goals.  The NASA 
2014 Science Plan 
(http://science.nasa.gov/media/medialibrary/2015/06/29/2014_Science_Plan_PDF_Update_508_
TAGGED.pdf) reflects the direction NASA has received from our government’s executive branch 
and Congress, advice received from the nation’s scientific community, the principles and 
strategies guiding the conduct of our activities, and the challenges SMD faces.  Specifically, 


Heliophysics Division 


Heliophysics encompasses science that improves our understanding of fundamental physical 
processes throughout the solar system, and enables us to understand how the Sun, as the major 
driver of the energy throughout the solar system, impacts our technological society.  The scope of 
heliophysics is vast, spanning from the Sum’s interior to Earth’s upper atmosphere, throughout 
interplanetary space, to the edges of the heliosphere, where the solar wind interacts with the local 
interstellar medium.  Heliophysics incorporates studies of the interconnected elements in a single 
system that produces dynamic space weather and that evolves in response to solar, planetary, and 
interstellar conditions. 


The Agency’s strategic objective for heliophysics is to understand the Sun and its interactions 
with Earth and the solar system, including space weather.  The heliophysics decadal survey 
conducted by the National Research Council (NRC), Solar and Space Physics: A Science for a 
Technological Society (http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13060/solar-and-space-physics-a-science-
for-a-technological-society), articulates the scientific challenges for this field of study and 
recommends a slate of design reference missions to meet them, to culminate in the achievement 
of a predictive capability to aid human endeavors on Earth and in space.  The fundamental science 
questions are: 


• What causes the Sun to vary? 
• How do the geospace, planetary space environments and the heliosphere respond? 
• What are the impacts on humanity? 


To answer these questions, the Heliophysics Division implements a program to achieve three 
overarching goals: 


• Explore the physical processes in the space environment from the Sun to the Earth and 
throughout the solar system 


• Advance our understanding of the connections that link the Sun, the Earth, planetary space 
environment, and the outer reaches of our solar system 


• Develop the knowledge and capability to detect and predict extreme conditions in space to 
protect life and society and to safeguard human and robotic explorers beyond Earth 



http://science.nasa.gov/media/medialibrary/2015/06/29/2014_Science_Plan_PDF_Update_508_TAGGED.pdf

http://science.nasa.gov/media/medialibrary/2015/06/29/2014_Science_Plan_PDF_Update_508_TAGGED.pdf

http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13060/solar-and-space-physics-a-science-for-a-technological-society
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See Section 4.1 of the NASA 2014 Science Plan for specifics, including missions currently in 
operation, in formulation or development, and planned for the future. 


Earth Science Division 


Our planet is changing on all spatial and temporal scales and studying the Earth as a complex 
system is essential to understanding the causes and consequences of climate change and other 
global environmental concerns.  The purpose of NASA’s Earth science program is to advance our 
scientific understanding of Earth as a system and its response to natural and human-induced 
changes and to improve our ability to predict climate, weather, and natural hazards. 


NASA’s ability to observe global change on regional scales and conduct research on the causes 
and consequences of change position it to address the Agency strategic objective for Earth 
science, which is to advance knowledge of Earth as a system to meet the challenges of 
environmental change, and to improve life on our planet. NASA addresses the issues and 
opportunities of climate change and environmental sensitivity by answering the following key 
science questions through our Earth science program: 


• How is the global Earth system changing?  
• What causes these changes in the Earth system?  
• How will the Earth system change in the future?  
• How can Earth system science provide societal benefit? 


These science questions translate into seven overarching science goals to guide the Earth Science 
Division’s selection of investigations and other programmatic decisions:  


• Advance the understanding of changes in the Earth’s radiation balance, air quality, and the 
ozone layer that result from changes in atmospheric composition (Atmospheric 
Composition)  


• Improve the capability to predict weather and extreme weather events (Weather) 
• Detect and predict changes in Earth’s ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles, including 


land cover, biodiversity, and the global carbon cycle (Carbon Cycle and Ecosystems) 
• Enable better assessment and management of water quality and quantity to accurately 


predict how the global water cycle evolves in response to climate change (Water and 
Energy Cycle) 


• Improve the ability to predict climate changes by better understanding the roles and 
interactions of the ocean, atmosphere, land and ice in the climate system (Climate 
Variability and Change) 


• Characterize the dynamics of Earth’s surface and interior, improving the capability to 
assess and respond to natural hazards and extreme events (Earth Surface and Interior) 


• Further the use of Earth system science research to inform decisions and provide benefits 
to society 


Two foundational documents guide the overall approach to the Earth science program: the NRC 
2007 Earth science decadal survey (http://www.nap.edu/catalog/11820/earth-science-and-
applications-from-space-national-imperatives-for-the) and NASA’s 2010 climate-centric 
architecture plan 
(http://science.nasa.gov/media/medialibrary/2010/07/01/Climate_Architecture_Final.pdf).  The 
former articulates the following vision for Earth science research and applications in support of 
society: 



http://www.nap.edu/catalog/11820/earth-science-and-applications-from-space-national-imperatives-for-the

http://www.nap.edu/catalog/11820/earth-science-and-applications-from-space-national-imperatives-for-the

http://science.nasa.gov/media/medialibrary/2010/07/01/Climate_Architecture_Final.pdf
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Understanding the complex, changing planet on which we live, how it supports life and how 
human activities affect its ability to do so in the future is one of the greatest intellectual 
challenges facing humanity.  It is also one of the most challenges for society as it seeks to 
achieve prosperity, health, and sustainability. 


The latter addresses the need for continuity of a comprehensive set of key climate monitoring 
measurements, which are critical to informing policy and action, and which other agencies and 
international partners had not planned to continue.  NASA’s ability to view the Earth from a 
global perspective enables it to provide a broad, integrated set of uniformly high-quality data 
covering all parts of the planet.  NASA shares this unique knowledge with the global community, 
including members of the science, government, industry, education, and policy-maker 
communities. 


See Section 4.2 of the NASA 2014 Science Plan for specifics, including missions currently in 
operation, in formulation or development, and planned for the future. 


Planetary Science Division 


Planetary science is a grand human enterprise that seeks to understand the history of our solar 
system and the distribution of life within it. The scientific foundation for this enterprise is 
described in the NRC planetary science decadal survey, Vision and Voyages for Planetary 
Science in the Decade 2013-2022 (http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13117/vision-and-voyages-for-
planetary-science-in-the-decade-2013-2022). Planetary science missions inform us about our 
neighborhood and our own origin and evolution; they are necessary precursors to the expansion of 
humanity beyond Earth. Through five decades of planetary exploration, NASA has developed the 
capacity to explore all of the objects in our solar system. Future missions will bring back samples 
from some of these destinations, allowing iterative detailed study and analysis back on Earth. In 
the future, humans will return to the Moon, go to asteroids, Mars, and ultimately other solar 
system bodies to explore them, but only after they have been explored and understood using 
robotic missions.  


NASA’s strategic objective in planetary science is to ascertain the content, origin, and 
evolution of the solar system and the potential for life elsewhere.  We pursue this goal by 
seeking answers to fundamental science questions that guide NASA’s exploration of the solar 
system: 


• How did our solar system form and evolve? 
• Is there life beyond Earth? 
• What are the hazards to life on Earth? 


The Planetary Science Division has translated these important questions into science goals that 
guide the focus of the division’s science and research activities: 


• Explore and observe the objects in the solar system to understand how they formed and 
evolve 


• Advance the understanding of how the chemical and physical processes in our solar 
system operate, interact and evolve 


• Explore and find locations where life could have existed or could exist today. 
• Improve our understanding of the origin and evolution of life on Earth to guide our search 


for life elsewhere 
• Identify and characterize objects in the solar system that pose threats to Earth, or offer 


resources for human exploration 



http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13117/vision-and-voyages-for-planetary-science-in-the-decade-2013-2022

http://www.nap.edu/catalog/13117/vision-and-voyages-for-planetary-science-in-the-decade-2013-2022
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In selecting new missions for development, NASA’s Planetary Science Division strives for 
balance across mission destinations, using different mission types and sizes. Achievement of 
steady scientific progress requires a steady cadence of missions to multiple locations, coupled 
with a program that allows for a consistent progression of mission types and capabilities, from 
small and focused, to large and complex, as our investigations progress. The division also pursues 
partnerships with international partners to increase mission capabilities and cadence and to 
accomplish like-minded objectives.  
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See Section 4.3 of the NASA 2014 Science Plan for specifics, including missions currently in 
operation, in formulation or development, and planned for the future. 


Astrophysics Division 


Astrophysics is the study of phenomena occurring in the universe and of the physical principles 
that govern them. Astrophysics research encompasses a broad range of topics, from the birth of 
the universe and its evolution and composition, to the processes leading to the development of 
planets and stars and galaxies, to the physical conditions of matter in extreme gravitational fields, 
and to the search for life on planets orbiting other stars. In seeking to understand these 
phenomena, astrophysics science embodies some of the most enduring quests of humankind. 


Through its Astrophysics Division, NASA leads the nation on a continuing journey of 
transformation. From the development of innovative technologies, which benefit other areas of 
research (e.g., medical, navigation, homeland security, etc.), to inspiring the public worldwide to 
pursue STEM careers through its stunning images of the cosmos taken with its Great 
Observatories, NASA’s astrophysics programs are vital to the nation.  


NASA’s strategic objective in astrophysics is to discover how the universe works, explore how 
it began and evolved, and search for life on planets around other stars. Three broad scientific 
questions flow from this objective:  


• How does the universe work? 
• How did we get here? 
• Are we alone? 


Each of these questions is accompanied by a science goal that shapes the Astrophysics Division’s 
efforts towards fulfilling NASA’s strategic objective:  


• Probe the origin and destiny of our universe, including the nature of black holes, dark 
energy, dark matter and gravity 


• Explore the origin and evolution of the galaxies, stars and planets that make up our 
universe 


• Discover and study planets around other stars, and explore whether they could harbor life 


The scientific priorities for astrophysics are outlined in the NRC decadal survey New Worlds, 
New Horizons in Astronomy and Astrophysics (http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12951/new-worlds-
new-horizons-in-astronomy-and-astrophysics).  These priorities include understanding the 
scientific principles that govern how the universe works; probing cosmic dawn by searching for 
the first stars, galaxies, and black holes; and seeking and studying nearby habitable planets around 
other stars. 


The multidisciplinary nature of astrophysics makes it imperative to strive for a balanced science 
and technology portfolio, both in terms of science goals addressed and in missions to address 
these goals. All the facets of astronomy and astrophysics—from cosmology to planets—are 
intertwined, and progress in one area hinges on progress in others. However, in times of fiscal 
constraints, priorities for investments must be made to optimize the use of available funding. 
NASA uses the prioritized recommendations and decision rules of the decadal survey to set the 
priorities for its investments.  


NASA’s Astrophysics Division has developed several strategies to advance these scientific 
objectives and respond to the recommendations outlined in the decadal survey on a time horizon 
of 5-10 years. The successful development of JWST is an Agency priority. Since its re-baseline in 



http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12951/new-worlds-new-horizons-in-astronomy-and-astrophysics

http://www.nap.edu/catalog/12951/new-worlds-new-horizons-in-astronomy-and-astrophysics
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2011, the project has remained on schedule and within budget for an October 2018launch. JWST 
and the science it will produce are foundational for many of the astronomical community’s goals 
outlined in the 2010 decadal survey. NASA’s highest priority for a new strategic astrophysics 
mission is the Wide  


Field Infrared Survey Telescope (WFIRST), the number one priority for large-scale missions of 
the decadal survey. NASA plans to be prepared to start a new strategic astrophysics mission when 
funding becomes available. NASA also plans to identify opportunities for international 
partnerships, to reduce the Agency’s cost of the mission concepts identified, and to advance the 
science objectives of the decadal survey. NASA will also augment the Astrophysics Explorer 
Program to the extent that the budget allows. Furthermore, NASA will continue to invest in the 
Astrophysics Research Program to develop the science cases and technologies for new missions 
and to maximize the scientific return from operating missions.  


See Section 4.4 of the NASA 2014 Science Plan for specifics, including missions currently in 
operation, in formulation or development, and planned for the future. 


A.4 The Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) is responsible for developing the 
crosscutting, pioneering, new technologies, and capabilities needed by the agency to achieve its 
current and future missions. 
STMD rapidly develops, demonstrates, and infuses revolutionary, high-payoff technologies 
through transparent, collaborative partnerships, expanding the boundaries of the aerospace 
enterprise. STMD employs a merit-based competition model with a portfolio approach, spanning 
a range of discipline areas and technology readiness levels. By investing in bold, broadly 
applicable, disruptive technology that industry cannot tackle today, STMD seeks to mature the 
technology required for NASA’s future missions in science and exploration while proving the 
capabilities and lowering the cost for other government agencies and commercial space activities. 
Research and technology development takes place within NASA Centers, in academia and 
industry, and leverages partnerships with other government agencies and international partners. 
STMD engages and inspires thousands of technologists and innovators creating a community of 
our best and brightest working on the nation’s toughest challenges. By pushing the boundaries of 
technology and innovation, STMD allows NASA and our nation to remain at the cutting 
edge. Additional information on the Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) can be found 
at:  (http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/about_us/index.html) 
Areas of Interest - POC: Joseph Grant joseph.grant-1@nasa.gov 
Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) expands the boundaries of the aerospace 
enterprise by rapidly developing, demonstrating, and infusing revolutionary, high-payoff 
technologies through collaborative partnerships. STMD employs a merit-based competition 
model with a portfolio approach, spanning a wide range of space technology discipline areas and 
technology readiness levels. Research and technology development takes place at NASA Centers, 
academia, and industry, and leverages partnerships with other government agencies and 
international partners. 
STMD executes its mission according to the following tenets: 


• Advancing transformative and crosscutting technologies that can be directly infused into 
future missions; 


• Investing in a comprehensive portfolio covering low to high technology readiness levels; 
• Competitively selecting research by academia, industry, and NASA Centers based on 


technical merit; 



http://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/about_us/index.html

mailto:joseph.grant-1@nasa.gov
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• Executing with lean structured projects with clear start and end dates, defined budgets and 
schedules, established milestones, and project level authority and accountability; 


• Operating with a sense of urgency and informed risk tolerance to infuse quickly or 
terminate judiciously; 


• Partnering with other NASA Mission Directorates, other government agencies, and the 
private sector to leverage resources, establish customer advocacy, and support US 
commercial aerospace interests; 


• Delivering new inventions, enabling new capabilities and creating a pipeline of NASA and 
national innovators 


Current space technology topics of particular interest include: 
• Advanced manufacturing methods for space and in space 
• Autonomous in-space assembly of structures and spacecraft 
• Ultra-lightweight materials for space applications 
• Materials and structures for extreme environments (high temperature, pressure) 
• Extreme environment (including cryogenic) electronics for planetary exploration 
• Advanced robotics for extreme environment sensing, mobility, and manipulation 
• Deep space optical communication  
• Extremely High Frequency microwave technologies for communication, remote sensing, 


and navigation 
• Advanced power generation, storage, and transfer for deep space missions 
• Advanced entry, decent, and landing systems for planetary exploration 
• Efficient in situ resource utilization to produce items required for long-duration deep 


space missions including fuels, water, oxygen, food, nutritional supplements, 
pharmaceuticals, building materials, polymers (plastics), and various other chemicals 


• Radiation mitigation for deep space crewed missions 
• Biological approaches to environmental control and life support systems 
• Autonomous systems for deep space missions 
• Advanced telescope technologies for exoplanet imaging 
• Low size, weight, and power components for small spacecraft including high-bandwidth 


communication from space to ground, inter-satellite communication, relative navigation 
and control for swarms and constellations, precise pointing systems, power generation and 
energy storage, thermal management, system autonomy, miniaturized instruments and 
sensors, robotic assembly/manufacturing, and in-space propulsion 


• Enabling technologies for low-cost small spacecraft launch vehicles 
• Advancements in engineering tools and models supporting Space Technology focus areas 


Applicants are strongly encouraged to familiarize themselves with the roadmap document most 
closely aligned with their space technology interests.  The individual roadmap documents may be 
downloaded at the following link: http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/index.html 
The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Space Technology Mission 
Directorate (STMD) current year version of the NASA Research Announcement (NRA) entitled, 
"Space Technology Research, Development, Demonstration, and Infusion” has been posted on the 
NSPIRES web site at http://nspires.nasaprs.com (select “Solicitations” and then “Open 
Solicitations”). The NRA provides detailed information on specific proposals being sought across 
STMD programs. 



http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/index.html

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/
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A.5 NASA Centers Areas of Interest 
Examples of Center research interest areas include these specific areas from the following 
Centers.  If no POC is listed or contact information is needed, please contact the POC using 
contact information listed in Appendix D. 


A.5.1 Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC), POC: Mablelene S Burrell, 
mablelene.s.burrell@nasa.gov 
 
Applied Engineering and Technology Directorate: POC: Danielle Margiotta, 
Danielle.V.Margiotta@nasa.gov 


• Advanced Manufacturing - facilitates the development, evaluation, and deployment of 
efficient and flexible additive manufacturing technologies. (ref: NAMII.org) 


• Advanced Multi-functional Systems and Structures - novel approaches to increase 
spacecraft systems resource utilization 


• Micro - and Nanotechnology - Based Detector Systems - research and application of 
these technologies to increase the efficiency of detector and optical systems 


• Ultra-miniature Spaceflight Systems and Instruments - miniaturization approaches 
from multiple disciplines - materials, mechanical, electrical, software, and optical - to 
achieve substantial resource reductions 


• Systems Robust to Extreme Environments - materials and design approaches that will 
preserve designed system properties and operational parameters (e.g. mechanical, 
electrical, thermal), and enable reliable systems operations in hostile space environments. 


• Spacecraft Navigation Technologies 
 Spacecraft GNSS receivers, ranging crosslink transceivers, and relative navigation 


sensors 
 Optical navigation and satellite laser ranging 
 Deep-space autonomous navigation techniques 
 Software tools for spacecraft navigation ground operations and navigation analysis 
 Formation Flying 


• Automated Rendezvous and Docking (AR&D) techniques 
 Algorithm development 
 Pose estimation for satellite servicing missions 
 Sensors (e.g., LiDARs, natural feature recognition) 
 Actuation (e.g., micro propulsion, electromagnetic formation flying) 


• Mission and Trajectory Design Technologies  
 Mission design tools that will enable new mission classes (e.g., low thrust 


planetary missions, precision formation flying missions) 
 Mission design tools that reduce the costs and risks of current mission design 


methodologies 
 Trajectory design techniques that enable integrated optimal designs across multiple 


orbital dynamic regimes (i.e. earth orbiting, earth-moon libration point, sun-earth 
libration point, interplanetary)  


• Spacecraft Attitude Determination and Control Technologies 
 Modeling, simulation, and advanced estimation algorithms 
 Advanced spacecraft attitude sensor technologies (e.g., MEMS IMU’s, precision 


optical trackers) 
 Advanced spacecraft actuator technologies (e.g. modular and scalable momentum 


control devices, ‘green’ propulsion, micropropulsion, low power electric 
propulsion) 



mailto:mablelene.s.burrell@nasa.gov

mailto:Danielle.V.Margiotta@nasa.gov

http://namii.org/
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• CubeSats - Participating institutions will develop CubeSat/Smallsat components, 
technologies and systems to support NASA technology demonstration and risk reduction 
efforts. Student teams will develop miniature CubeSat/Smallsat systems for: power 
generation and distribution, navigation, communication, on-board computing, structures 
(fixed and deployable), orbital stabilization, pointing, and de-orbiting.  These components, 
technologies and systems shall be made available for use by NASA for integration into 
NASA Cubesat/Smallsats. They may be integrated into complete off-the-shelf 
“CubeSat/Smallsat bus” systems, with a goal of minimizing “bus” 
weight/power/volume/cost and maximizing available “payload” 
weight/power/volume.  NASA technologists will then use these components/systems to 
develop payloads that demonstrate key technologies to prove concepts and/or reduce risks 
for future Earth Science, Space Science and Exploration/Robotic Servicing missions. 
POC:  Thomas P. Flatley (Thomas.P.Flatley@nasa.gov). 


• On-Orbit Multicore Computing - High performance multicore processing for advanced 
automation and science data processing on spacecraft. There are multiple multicore 
processing platforms in development that are being targeted for the next generation of 
science and exploration missions, but there is little work in the area of software 
frameworks and architectures to utilize these platforms. It is proposed that research in the 
areas of efficient inter-core communications, software partitioning, fault detection, 
isolation & recovery, memory management, core power management, scheduling 
algorithms, and software frameworks be done to enable a transition to these newer 
platforms. Participating institutions can select areas to research and work with NASA 
technologists to develop and prototype the resulting concepts.  POC:  Alan Cudmore 
(Alan.p.cudmore@nasa.gov). 


• Integrated Photonic components and systems -  Integrated photonic components and 
systems for Sensors, Spectrometers, Chemical/biological sensors, Microwave, Sub-
millimeter and Long-Wave Infra-Red photonics, Telecom- inter and intra satellite 
communications.   


• Radiation Effects and Analysis  
 Flight validation of advanced event rate prediction techniques 
 New approaches for testing and evaluating 3-D integrated microcircuits and other 


advanced microelectronic devices 
 End-to-end system (e.g., integrated component level or higher) modeling of 


radiation effects 
 Statistical approaches to tackle radiation hardness assurance (i.e., total dose, 


displacement damage, and/or single-event effects) for high-risk, low-cost missions. 
  


Sciences and Exploration Directorate POC:  Blanche Meeson, Blanche.W.Meeson@nasa.gov 


The Sciences and Exploration Directorate at NASA Goddard Space Flight Center 
(http://science.gsfc.nasa.gov) is the largest Earth and space science research organization in the 
world. Its scientists advance understanding of the Earth and its life-sustaining environment, the 
Sun, the solar system, and the wider universe beyond.  All are engaged in the full life cycle of 
satellite missions and instruments from concept development to implementation, analysis and 
application of the scientific information, and community access and services. 


• The Earth Sciences Division plans, organizes, evaluates, and implements a broad 
program of research on our planet's natural systems and processes. Major focus areas 
include climate change, severe weather, the atmosphere, the oceans, sea ice and glaciers, 



mailto:Thomas.P.Flatley@nasa.gov

mailto:Alan.p.cudmore@nasa.gov

mailto:Blanche.W.Meeson@nasa.gov

http://science.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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and the land surface. To study the planet from the unique perspective of space, the Earth 
Science Division develops and operates remote-sensing satellites and instruments. We 
analyze observational data from these spacecraft and make it available to the world's 
scientists and policy makers.     The Division conducts extensive field campaigns to gather 
data from the surface and airborne platforms.  The Division also develops, uses, and 
assimilates observations into models that simulate planetary processes involving the water, 
energy, and carbon cycles at multiple scales up to global.  POC:  Eric Brown de Colstoun 
(eric.c.browndecolsto@nasa.gov ). 


• The Astrophysics Science Division conducts a broad program of research in astronomy, 
astrophysics, and fundamental physics. Individual investigations address issues such as the 
nature of dark matter and dark energy, which planets outside our solar system may harbor 
life, and the nature of space, time, and matter at the edges of black holes. Observing 
photons, particles, and gravitational waves enables researchers to probe astrophysical 
objects and processes. Researchers develop theoretical models, design experiments and 
hardware to test theories, and interpret and evaluate observational data.  POC:  Amber 
Straughn (Amber.n.Straughn@nasa.gov). 


• The Heliophysics Science Division conducts research on the Sun, its extended solar-
system environment (the heliosphere), and interactions of Earth, other planets, small 
bodies, and interstellar gas with the heliosphere. Division research also encompasses 
Geospace, Earth's magnetosphere and its outer atmosphere, and Space Weather—the 
important effects that heliospheric disturbances have on spacecraft and terrestrial systems. 
Division scientists develop spacecraft missions and instruments, systems to manage and 
disseminate heliophysical data, and theoretical and computational models to interpret the 
data. Possible heliophysics-related research include:  advanced software environments and 
data-mining strategies to collect, collate and analyze data relevant to the Sun and its 
effects on the solar system and the Earth (“space weather”); and advanced computational 
techniques, including but not limited to parallel architectures and the effective use of 
graphics processing units, for the simulation of magnetized and highly dynamic plasmas 
and neutral gases in the heliosphere.  POC:  Doug Rabin (Douglas.Rabin@nasa.gov). 


• The Solar System Exploration Division builds science instruments and conducts 
theoretical and experimental research to explore the solar system and understand the 
formation and evolution of planetary systems. Laboratories within the division investigate 
areas as diverse as astrochemistry, planetary atmospheres, extrasolar planetary systems, 
earth science, planetary geodynamics, space geodesy, and comparative planetary studies. 
To study how planetary systems form and evolve, division scientists develop theoretical 
models as well as the investigations and space instruments to test them. The researchers 
participate in planetary and Earth science missions, and collect, interpret, and evaluate 
measurements.  POC:  Lora Bleacher (Lora.V.Bleacher@nasa.gov). 


Scientists in all four divisions publish research results in the peer-reviewed literature, 
participate in the archiving and pubic dissemination of scientific data, and provide expert user 
support. 
Education efforts in all science divisions seek to develop interest in and understanding of the 
science at GSFC by K-12 educators and students and the development of future scientist and 
computer scientists at the undergraduate and graduate level. 
Outreach efforts in all four science divisions raise public awareness of the projects and 
missions in which we are involved, the research we conduct, and the associated benefits to 
society. 



mailto:eric.c.browndecolsto@nasa.gov
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•Quantum computing 
•Artificial intelligence and machine learning 
•(Big) data analytics 


A.5.2 Ames Research Center (ARC), POC: Danielle Carmichael 
(danielle.n.carmichael@nasa.gov) 
Ames research Center enables exploration through selected development, innovative 
technologies, and interdisciplinary scientific discovery. Ames provides leadership in the 
following areas: astrobiology; small satellites; entry decent and landing systems; supercomputing; 
robotics and autonomous systems; life Sciences and environmental controls; and air traffic 
management.  


• Entry systems: Safely delivering spacecraft to Earth & other celestial bodies 
• Supercomputing: Enabling NASA's advanced modeling and simulation 
• NextGen air transportation: Transforming the way we fly 
• Airborne science: Examining our own world & beyond from the sky 
• Low-cost missions: Enabling high value science to low Earth orbit, the moon and the 


solar system 
• Biology & astrobiology: Understanding life on Earth and in space 
• Exoplanets: Finding worlds beyond our own 
• Autonomy & robotics: Complementing humans in space 
• Lunar science: Rediscovering our moon 
• Human factors: Advancing human-technology interaction for NASA missions 
• Wind tunnels: Testing on the ground before you take to the sky 


Additional Center core competencies include: 
• Space Sciences 
• Applied Aerospace and Information Technology 
• Biotechnology 
• Synthetic biology. 
• Biological Sciences 
• Earth Sciences 
• High Performance Computing,  
• Intelligent Systems 
• Quantum Computing 
• Nanotechnology-electronics and sensors. 
• Small Spacecraft and Cubesats 
• Airspace Systems 
• Augmented Reality 
• Digital materials 


A.5.3 Glenn Research Center (GRC), POC: Mark David Kankam, Ph.D. 
mark.d.kankam@nasa.gov 
Research and technology, and engineering engagements comprise including: 


• Acoustics  
• Advanced Energy (Renewable Wind and Solar, Coal Energy and Alternative Energy)  
• Advanced Microwave Communications  



mailto:danielle.n.carmichael@nasa.gov

http://www.nasa.gov/centers/ames/research/area-entry-systems.html
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• Aeronautical and Space Systems Analysis  
• Computer Systems and Networks  
• Electric (Ion) Propulsion  
• Icing and Cryogenic Systems  
• Instrumentation, Controls and Electronics  
• Fluids, Computational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) and Turbomachinery  
• Materials and Structures, including Mechanical Components and Lubrication  
• Microgravity Fluid Physics, Combustion Phenomena and Bioengineering  
• Nanotechnology  
• Photovoltaics, Electrochemistry-Physics, and Thermal Energy Conversion  
• Propulsion System Aerodynamics  
• Space Power Generation, Storage, Distribution and Management  
• Systems Engineering 


The above engagement areas relate to the following key GRC competencies: 
• Air-Breathing Propulsion 
• Communications Technology and Development 
• In-Space Propulsion & Cryogenic Fluids Management 
• Power, Energy Storage and Conversion 
• Materials and Structures for Extreme Environment 
• Physical Sciences and Biomedical Technologies in Space 


A.5.4Armstrong Flight Research Center (AFRC), POC: Dave Berger, dave.e.berger@nasa.gov 
Autonomy (Collision Avoidance, Separation assurance, formation flight, peak seeking control) 


(POC: Jack Ryan, AFRC-RC) 
• Adaptive Control 


(POC: Curt Hanson, AFRC-RC) 
• Hybrid Electric Propulsion  


(POC: Starr Ginn, AFRC-R) 
• Control of Flexible Structures using distributed sensor feedback 


(POC: Marty Brenner, AFRC-RS; Peter Suh, AFRC-RC) 
• Supersonic Research (Boom mitigation and measurement)  


(POC: Ed Haering, AFRC-RA) 
• Supersonic Research (Laminar Flow)  


(POC: Dan Banks, AFRC-RA) 
• Environmental Responsive Aviation 


(POC: Mark Mangelsdorf, AFRC-RS) 
• Hypersonic Structures & Sensors 


(POC: Larry Hudson, AFRC-RS) 
• Large Scale Technology Flight Demonstrations (Towed Glider) 


(POC: Steve Jacobson, AFRC-RC) 
• Aerodynamics and Lift Distribution Optimization to Reduce Induced Drag 


(POC: Al Bowers, AFRC-R) 


A.5.5 Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC), POC: Frank Six, frank.six@nasa.gov 


Propulsion Systems 
• Launch Propulsion Systems, Solid & Liquid 



mailto:dave.e.berger@nasa.gov
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• In Space Propulsion (Cryogenics, Green Propellants, Nuclear, Fuel Elements, Solar-
Thermal, Solar Sails, Tethers) 


• Propulsion Test beds and Demonstrators (Pressure Systems) 
• Combustion Physics 
• Cryogenic Fluid Management 
• Solid Ballistics 
• Rapid Affordable Manufacturing of Propulsion Components 
• Materials Research (Nano Crystalline Metallics, Diamond Film Coatings) 
• Materials Compatibility 
• Computational Fluid Dynamics 
• Unsteady Flow Environments 
• Acoustics and Stability 
• Solid Ballistics 
• Rapid Affordable Manufacturing of Propulsion Components 
• Materials Research (Nano Crystalline Metallics, Diamond Film Coatings) 
• Materials Compatibility 
• Computational Fluid Dynamics 
• Unsteady Flow Environments 
• Acoustics and Stability 


Space Systems 
• In Space Habitation (Life Support Systems and Nodes, 3D Printing) 
• Mechanical Design & Fabrication 
• Small Payloads (For International Space Station, Space Launch System) 
• In-Space Asset Management (Automated Rendezvous & Capture, De-Orbit, Orbital 


Debris Mitigation, Proximity Operations) 
• Radiation Shielding 
• Thermal Protection 
• Electromagnetic Interference 
• Advanced Communications 
• Small Satellite Systems (CubeSats) 
• Structural Modeling and Analysis 
• Spacecraft Design (CAD) 


Space Transportation 
• Mission and Architecture Analysis 
• Advanced Manufacturing 
• Space Environmental Effects and Space Weather 
• Lander Systems and Technologies 
• Small Spacecraft and Enabling Technologies (Nanolaunch Systems) 
• 3D Printing/Additive Manufacturing/Rapid Prototyping 
• Meteoroid Environment 
• Friction Stir and Ultrasonic Welding 
• Advanced Closed-Loop Life Support Systems 
• Composites and Composites Manufacturing 
• Wireless Systems 
• Ionic Liquids 
• Guidance, Navigation and Control (Autonomous, Small Launch Vehicle) 
• Systems Health Management 
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• Martian Navigation Architecture/Systems 
• Planetary Environment Modeling 
• Autonomous Systems (reconfiguration, Mission Planning) 


Science 
• Replicated Optics 
• Large Optics (IR, visible, UV, X-Ray) 
• High Energy Astrophysics (X-Ray, Gamma Ray, Cosmic Ray) 
• Solar, Magnetospheric and Ionospheric Physics 
• Radiation Mitigation/Shielding 
• Earth Science Applications 
• Convective and Severe Storms Research 
• Climate Dynamics 
• Lightning Research 
• Geochronology, Geochemistry, Atmospheres and Interiors of Planetary Bodies 
• Physical Science Infomatics 
• Biophysics (Protein Crystals) 


A.5.6 Kennedy Space Center (KSC), by Roadmap Technical Area (TA), POC Michael Lester, 
gregory.m.lester@nasa.gov 


• TA 4.0 Robotics and Autonomous Systems 
Barbara Brown, barbara.l.brown@nasa.gov, Ph: 321-867-1720 


 4.1 Sensing and Perception 
 4.1.4  Natural, Man-Made Object, and Event Recognition 
 4.3 Manipulation 
 4.3.6  Sample Acquisition and Handling 
 4.5 System-Level Autonomy 
 4.5.3  Autonomous Guidance and Control 


• TA 6.0 Human Health, Life Support, and Habitation Systems 
Charlie Quincy, charles.d.quincy@nasa.gov, Ph: 321-867-8383 


 6.1 Environmental Control and Life Support Systems and Habitation Systems 
 6.1.1  Air Revitalization 
 6.1.2  Water Recovery and Management 
 6.1.3  Waste Management 


• TA 7.0 Human Exploration Destination Systems 
Stanley Starr, stanley.o.starr@nasa.gov, Ph: 321-861-2262 


 7.1 In-Situ Resource Utilization 
 7.1.1  Destination Reconnaissance, Prospecting, and Mapping 
 7.1.2  Resource Acquisition 
 7.1.3  Processing and Production 
 7.1.4  Manufacturing Products and Infrastructure Emplacement  
 7.2 Sustainability and Supportability 
 7.2.4  Food Production, Processing, and Preservation  


• TA 13.0 Ground and Launch Systems 
Robert Johnson, robert.g.johnson@nasa.gov, Ph: 321-867-7373 


 13.2 Environmental Protection and Green Technologies 
 13.2.5  Curatorial Facilities, Planetary Protection, and Clean Rooms 
 13.3 Reliability and Maintainability 
 13.3.3  On-Site Inspection and Anomaly Detection and Identification 



mailto:gregory.m.lester@nasa.gov

mailto:barbara.l.brown@nasa.gov

mailto:charles.d.quincy@nasa.gov

mailto:stanley.o.starr@nasa.gov

mailto:robert.g.johnson@nasa.gov
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 13.3.6  Repair, Mitigation, and Recovery Technologies 
• KSC SBIR, Mike Vinje, michael.e.vinje@nasa.gov, Ph: 321-861-3874 


 Standardized Interfaces (a USB port for space) 
 A substantial portion of pre-launch processing involves the integration of 


spacecraft assemblies to each other or to the ground systems that supply the 
commodities, power or data.  Each stage or payload requires an interface that 
connects it to the adjacent hardware which includes flight critical seals or 
connectors and other components.  Development and adoption of simplified, 
standardized interfaces holds the potential of reducing the cost and complexity of 
future space systems, which increases the funding available for flight hardware and 
drives down the cost of access to space for everyone. 


A.5.7 Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), POC: Linda Rodgers, linda.l.rodgers@jpl.nasa.gov 
• Solar System Science 


Planetary Atmospheres and Geology; Solar System characteristics and origin of life; 
Primitive solar systems bodies; Lunar science; Preparing for returned sample 
investigations  


• Earth Science 
Atmospheric composition and dynamics; Land and solid earth processes; Water and 
carbon cycles; Ocean and ice; Earth analogs to planets; Climate Science 


• Astronomy and Fundamental Physics 
Origin, evolution, and structure of the universe; Gravitational astrophysics and 
fundamental physics; Extra-solar planets and star and planetary formation; Solar and 
Space Physics; Formation and evolution of galaxies 


• In-Space Propulsion Technologies 
Chemical propulsion; Non-chemical propulsion; Advanced propulsion technologies; 
Supporting technologies 


• Space Power and Energy Storage 
Power generation; Energy storage; Power management & distribution; Cross-cutting 
technologies 


• Robotics, Tele-Robotics and Autonomous Systems 
Sensing; Mobility; Manipulation technology; Human-systems interfaces; Autonomy; 
Autonomous rendezvous & docking; Systems engineering 


• Communication and Navigation 
Optical communications & navigation technology; Radio frequency communications; 
Internetworking; Position, navigation and timing; Integrated technologies; Revolutionary 
concepts 


• Human Exploration Destination Systems 
In-situ resource utilization and Cross-cutting systems 


• Science Instruments, Observatories and Sensor Systems 
Science Mission Directorate Technology Needs; Remote Sensing instruments/sensors; 
Observatory technology; In-situ instruments/sensor technologies 


• Entry, Descent and Landing Systems 
Aerobraking, aerocapture and entry systems; Descent; Landing; Vehicle system 
technology 


• Nanotechnology 
Engineered materials; Energy generation and storage; Propulsion; Electronics, devices and 
sensors 


• Modeling, Simulation, Information Technology and Processing 
Flight and ground computing; Modeling; Simulation; Information processing 



mailto:michael.e.vinje@nasa.gov

mailto:linda.l.rodgers@jpl.nasa.gov

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=1.%20Solar%20System%20Science

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=2.%20Earth%20Science

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=3.%20Astronomy%20and%20Fundamental%20Physics

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=4.%20In-Space%20Propulsion%20Technologies

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=5.%20Space%20Power%20and%20Energy%20Storage

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=6.%20Robotics,%20Tele-Robotics%20and%20Autonomous%20Systems

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=7.%20Communication%20and%20Navigation

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=8.%20Human%20Exploration%20Destination%20Systems

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=9.%20Science%20Instruments,%20Observatories%20and%20Sensor%20Systems

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=10.%20Entry,%20Descent%20and%20Landing%20Systems

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=11.%20Nanotechnology

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=12.%20Modeling,%20Simulation,%20Information%20Technology%20and%20Processing
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• Materials, Structures, Mechanical Systems and Manufacturing 
Materials; Structures; Mechanical systems; Cross cutting 


• Thermal Management Systems 
Cryogenic systems; Thermal control systems (near room temperature); Thermal protection 
systems  


A.5.8 Johnson Space Center (JSC), POC: Kamlesh Lulla, kamlesh.p.lulla@nasa.gov 
• In-space propulsion technologies 
• Energy Storage technologies-Batteries, Regenerative Fuel cells 
• Robotics and TeleRobotics 
• Crew decision support systems 
• Immersive Visualization 


 Virtual windows leading to immersive environments and telepresence systems 
• Human Robotic interface 
• Flight and Ground communication systems 


 Audio 
 Array Microphone Systems and processing 
 Large bandwidth (audio to ultra-sonic) MEMs Microphones 
 Front end audio noise cancellation algorithms implementable in FPGAs-example 


Independent Component Analysis 
 Audio Compression algorithms implementable in FPGAs. 
 COMSOL Acoustic modeling 
 Sonification Algorithms implementable in DSPs/FPGAs 


 Video 
 Ultra High Video Compressions 
 H265 Video Compression 
 Rad-Tolerant Imagers 
 Lightweight/low power/radiation tolerant displays 


• Advanced habitat systems 
• GN&C for descent systems 
• Large body GN&C 
• Human system performance modeling 
• Imaging and information processing 


 Lightweight/Low power Display Technology 
 Scalable software-implementable graphics processing unit 


• Simulation and modeling 
• Materials and structures 
• Lightweight structure 
• Human Spaceflight Challenges 


 http://humanresearchroadmap.nasa.gov/explore/ 
• Human System Interfaces 


 OLED Technology Evaluation for Space Applications 
 Far-Field Speech Recognition in Noisy Environments 
 Radiation Hardened Graphics Processing 
 Human Computer Interaction design methods (Multi-modal and Intelligent 


Interaction) and apparatuses 
 Human Systems Integration, Human Factors Engineering: state of the art in Usability 


and performance assessment methods and apparatus. 
 Humans Systems Integration Inclusion in Systems Engineering 



mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=13.%20Materials,%20Structures,%20Mechanical%20Systems%20and%20Manufacturing

mailto:education@jpl.nasa.gov?subject=14.%20Thermal%20Management%20Systems

mailto:kamlesh.p.lulla@nasa.gov
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• ECLSS 
 Air Revitalization 
 Advanced water, O2 and CO2 monitoring and sensors 
 Advance thermally regenerated ionic fluids for CO2 and Humidity Control 


 Water Recovery and Management 
 Brine water recovery systems and wastewater treatment chemical recover for reuse 


or repurpose 
 Waste Management 
 Advance wastewater treatment systems (lower toxicity, recoverable) 


 Advanced trace contaminant monitoring and control technology 
 Quiet fan technologies 


• Active Thermal Control 
 Lightweight heat exchangers and cold plates 
 Condensing heat exchanger coatings with robust hydrophilic, antimicrobial properties 
 Development and demonstration of wax and water-based phase change material heat 


exchangers 
• EVA 


 Pressure Garment 
 Portable Life Support System 
 Power, Avionics and Software 


• Autonomous Rendezvous and Docking 
• Crew Exercise 


 Small form Equipment 
 Biomechanics 


• EDL (thermal) 
• Wireless and Comm Systems 


 Wireless Energy Harvesting Sensor Technologies 
 Robust, Dynamic Ad hoc Wireless Mesh Communication Networks 
 Radiation Hardened EPCglobal Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) Readers 
 Computational Electromagnetics (CEM) Fast and Multi-Scale Methods/Algorithms 
 EPCglobal-type RFID ICs at frequencies above 2 G 


• Radiation and EEE Parts 
 Monitoring 
 Mitigation and Biological countermeasures 
 Protection systems 
 Space weather prediction 
 Risk assessment modeling 


• Wearable Tech 
 Wearable Sensors and Controls 
 Wearable Audio Communicator 
 Wearable sensing and hands-free control 
 Tattooed Electronic Sensors 


• In-Situ Resource Utilization 
 Mars atmosphere processing 
 CO2 collection, dust filtering, Solid Oxide CO2 electrolysis, Sabatier, reverse 


water gas shift 
 Lunar/Mars regolith processing 
 Regolith collection and drying 
 Water collection and processing, water electrolysis 
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 Methane/Oxygen liquefaction and storage 
 
A.5.9 Stennis Space Center (SSC), POC: Nathan Sovik, nathan.a.sovik@nasa.gov 


• Active and Passive Nonintrusive Remote Sensing of Propulsion Test Parameters 
• Intelligent Integrated System Health Management (ISHM) in Rocket Test-Stands 
• Advanced Non-Destructive Evaluation Technologies 
• Advanced Propulsion Systems Testing 
• Cryogenic Instrumentation and Cryogenic, High Pressure, and Ultrahigh Pressure Fluid 


Systems 
• Ground Test Facilities Technology 
• Propulsion System Exhaust Plume Flow Field Definition and Associated Plume Induced 


Acoustic & Thermal Environments 
• Vehicle Health Management/Rocket Exhaust Plume Diagnostics 


 
Propulsion Testing  


Active and Passive Nonintrusive Remote Sensing of Propulsion Test Parameters 
The vast amount of propulsion system test data is collected via single channel, contact, 
intrusive sensors and instrumentation. Future propulsion system test techniques could 
employ passive nonintrusive remote sensors and active nonintrusive remote sensing test 
measurements over wide areas instead of at a few discrete points. Opportunities exist in 
temperature, pressure, stress, strain, position, vibration, shock, impact, and many other 
measured test parameters. The use of thermal infrared, ultraviolet, and multispectral 
sensors, imagers, and instruments is possible through the SSC sensor laboratory. 


Intelligent Integrated System Health Management (ISHM) in Rocket Test-Stands 
SHM is a capability to determine the condition of every element of a system continuously. 
ISHM includes detection of anomalies, diagnosis of causes, and prognosis of future 
anomalies; as well as making available (to elements of the system and the operator) data, 
information, and knowledge (DIaK) to achieve optimum operation. In this context, we are 
interested in methodologies to embed intelligence into the various elements of rocket 
engine test-stands, e.g., sensors, valves, pumps, tanks, etc. Of particular interest is the 
extraction of qualitative interpretations from sensor data in order to develop a qualitative 
assessment of the operation of the various components and processes in the system. The 
desired outcomes of the research are: (1) to develop intelligent sensor models that are self-
calibrating, self- configuring, self- diagnosing, and self- evolving (2) to develop intelligent 
components such as valves, tanks, etc., (3) to implement intelligent sensor fusion schemes 
that allow assessment, at the qualitative level, of the condition of the components and 
processes, (4) to develop a monitoring and diagnostic system that uses the intelligent 
sensor models and fusion schemes to predict future events, to document the operation of 
the system, and to diagnose any malfunction quickly, (5) to develop 
architectures/taxonomies/ontologies for integrated system health management using 
distributed intelligent elements, and (6) to develop visualization and operator interfaces to 
effectively use the ISHM capability. 


Advanced Non-Destructive Technologies 
Advances in non-destructive evaluation (NDE) technologies are needed for fitness-for-
service evaluation of pressure vessels used in rocket propulsion systems and test facilities. 
NDE of ultra- high pressure vessels with wall thicknesses exceeding 10 inches require 
advanced techniques for the detection of flaws that may affect the safe use of the vessels. 


Advanced Propulsion Systems Testing 



mailto:nathan.a.sovik@nasa.gov
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Innovative techniques will be required to test propulsion systems such as advanced 
chemical engines, single- stage-to-orbit rocket plane components, nuclear thermal, nuclear 
electric, and hybrids rockets. New and more cost- effective approaches must be developed 
to test future propulsion systems. The solution may be some combination of 
computational- analytical technique, advanced sensors and instrumentation, predictive 
methodologies, and possibly subscale tests of aspects of the proposed technology. 


Cryogenic Instrumentation and Cryogenic, High Pressure, and Ultrahigh Pressure 
Fluid Systems 
Over 40 tons of liquefied gases are used annually in the conduct of propulsion system 
testing at the Center. Instrumentation is needed to precisely measure mass flow of 
cryogens starting with very low flow rates and ranging to very high flow rates under 
pressures up to 15,000 psi. Research, technology, and development opportunities exist in 
developing instruments to measure fluid properties at cryogenic conditions during ground 
testing of space propulsion systems. Both intrusive and nonintrusive sensors, but 
especially nonintrusive sensors, are desired. 


Ground Test Facilities Technology 
SSC is interested in new, innovative ground-test techniques to conduct a variety of 
required developmental and certification tests for space systems, stages/vehicles, 
subsystems, and components. Examples include better coupling and integration of 
computational fluid dynamics and heat transfer modeling tools focused on cryogenic 
fluids for extreme conditions of pressure and flow; advanced control strategies for non- 
linear multi-variable systems; structural modeling tools for ground-test programs; low-
cost, variable altitude simulation techniques; and uncertainty analysis modeling of test 
systems. 


Propulsion System Exhaust Plume Flow Field Definition and Associated Plume 
Induced Acoustic & Thermal Environments 
Background: An accurate definition of a propulsion system exhaust plume flow field and 
its associated plume induced environments (PIE) are required to support the design efforts 
necessary to safely and optimally accomplish many phases of any space flight mission 
from sea level or simulated altitude testing of a propulsion system to landing on and 
returning from the Moon or Mars. Accurately defined PIE result in increased safety, 
optimized design and minimized costs associated with: 1. propulsion system and/or 
component testing of both the test article and test facility; 2. any launch vehicle and 
associated launch facility during liftoff from the Earth, Moon or Mars; 3. any launch 
vehicle during the ascent portion of flight including staging, effects of separation motors 
and associated pitch maneuvers; 4. effects of orbital maneuverings systems (including 
contamination) on associated vehicles and/or payloads and their contribution to space 
environments; 5. Any vehicle intended to land on and return from the surface of the Moon 
or Mars; and finally 6. The effects of a vehicle propulsion system on the surfaces of the 
Moon and Mars including the contaminations of those surfaces by plume constituents and 
associated propulsion system constituents. Current technology status and requirements to 
optimally accomplish NASA s mission: In general, the current plume technology used to 
define a propulsion system exhaust plume flow field and its associated plume induced 
environments is far superior to that used in support of the original Space Shuttle design. 
However, further improvements of this technology are required: 1. in an effort to reduce 
conservatism in the current technology allowing greater optimization of any vehicle and/or 
payload design keeping in mind crew safety through all mission phases; and 2. to support 
the efforts to fill current critical technology gaps discussed below. PIE areas of particular 
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interest include: single engine and multi-engine plume flow field definition for all phases 
of any space flight mission, plume induced acoustic environments, plume induced 
radiative and convective ascent vehicle base heating, plume contamination, and direct 
and/or indirect plume impingement effects. Current critical technology gaps in needed PIE 
capabilities include: 1. An accurate analytical prediction tool to define convective ascent 
vehicle base heating for both single engine and multi- engine vehicle configurations. 2. An 
accurate analytical prediction tool to define plume induced environments associated with 
advanced chemical, electrical and nuclear propulsion systems. 3. A validated, user friendly 
free molecular flow model for defining plumes and plume induced environments for low 
density external environments that exist on orbit, as well as interplanetary and other 
planets. 


Vehicle Health Management/Rocket Exhaust Plume Diagnostics 
A large body of UV-Visible emission spectrometry experimentation is being performed 
during the 30 or more tests conducted each year on the Space Shuttle Main Engine at SSC. 
Research opportunities are available to quantify failure and wear mechanisms, and related 
plume code validation. Related topics include combustion stability, mixture ratio, and 
thrust/power level. Exploratory studies have been done with emission/absorption 
spectroscopy, absorption resonance spectroscopy, and laser induced fluorescence. Only a 
relatively small portion of the electromagnetic spectrum has been investigated for use in 
propulsion system testing and exhaust plume diagnostics/vehicle health management. 


A.5.10 Langley Research Center (LaRC), POC: Gamaliel (Dan) Cherry, 
Gamaliel.R.Cherry@nasa.gov  


• Intelligent Flight Systems – Revolutionary Air Vehicles 
(POC:  Guy Kemmerly 757-864-5070) 


• Atmospheric Characterization – Active Remote Sensing 
(POC:  Malcolm Ko 757-864-8892) 


• Systems Analysis and Concepts - Air Transportation System Architectures & Vehicle 
Concepts (POC:  Michael Marcolini 757-864-3629) 


• Advanced Materials & Structural System – Advanced Manufacturing 
(POC:  David Dress 757-864-5126) 


• Aerosciences - Trusted Autonomy 
(POC: Sharon Graves 757-864-5018) 


• Entry, Decent & Landing - Robotic Mission Entry Vehicles 
(POC:  Keith Woodman 757-864-7692) 


• Measurement Systems - Advanced Sensors and Optical Measurement 
(POC:  Tom Jones 757-864-4903) 
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1. PREFACE 


 


This Guidebook describes the policies and process for submitting responses to a Broad Agency 


Announcement known as a National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Research 


Announcement (NRA) or a Cooperative Agreement Notice (CAN). The NRA is used by the 


program offices to request proposals for basic and applied science and technology research and 


for science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) education. For the purposes of 


this Guidebook, the NRAs and CANs are all referred to as Funding Announcements (FA). All 


proposers who plan to respond to a NASA FA should adhere to the guidelines contained in this 


document, unless otherwise noted in the FA, including any appendices to that FA, itself.  


 


NASA funding opportunities for grants and cooperative agreements are found at: NASA 


Solicitation and Proposal Integrated Review and Evaluation System (NSPIRES): 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/ and Grants.gov: http://www.grants.gov/  


 


NASA solicitations for contracts are found at the Federal Business Opportunities (FBO) site:  


https://www.fbo.gov. If applying for a contract under a FA, proposers must follow the instruction 


as set forth in NASA Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (NFS) 48 CFR §1852.235-72 


Instructions for Responding to NASA Research Announcements. 


 


Appendix A describes the General Policies under which NASA operates, including requirement 


Export Control, Environmental Impact and Flight Activities. Please refer to that section to 


determine if any special considerations, certifications or requirements may affect the proposed 


activities. 


 


A NASA award, obligating the Federal funds, is signed only by a NASA Grant or Contracting 


Officer (also called an "Award Officer" as applicable).  


 


Unless otherwise stated proposers should use the current Guidebook found at 


http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook/. 


 


In case of any conflict, the order of precedence to be followed is: 


1. Provisions of law;  


2. 2 CFR 1800 and the Grant and Cooperative Agreement Manual (for non-contract 


funding opportunities) or the NASA Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) 


Supplement (NFS) (for contract solicitations); 


3. The specific requirements noted in the FA itself; and 


4. The directions provided in this Guidebook. 


 


NASA does not issue awards to individuals but only to organizations, as described in Appendix 


B. 


 


NASA recognizes and supports the benefits of having diverse and inclusive scientific, 


engineering, and technology communities and fully expects that such values will be reflected in 


the composition of all panels and teams, including peer review panels, proposal teams, science 


definition teams and mission and instrumental teams. In accordance with Federal statutes and 


NASA policy, no eligible applicant shall be excluded from participation in, be denied the 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/external

http://www.grants.gov/

https://www.fbo.gov/

https://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/regs/NFS.pdf

http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/nraguidebook/
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benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving financial 


assistance from NASA on the grounds of their race, color, creed, age, sex, national origin, or 


disability. NASA welcomes proposals in response to its research FAs from all qualified and 


eligible sources, and especially encourages proposals from Historically Black Colleges and 


Universities (HBCUs), Other Minority Universities (OMUs), small disadvantaged businesses 


(SDBs), veteran-owned small businesses, service disabled veteran-owned small businesses 


(SDVOSB), HUBZone small businesses, and women-owned small businesses (WOSBs), as 


eligibility requirements apply. 


 


This Guidebook may be reproduced in part or in total without restriction. 


 


2. INTRODUCTION TO NASA’S PROGRAMS 


 


NASA is an independent Federal agency of the United States (U.S.) created by the National 


Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, NASA has four Mission Directorates, each assigned 


responsibility for implementing NASA’s Vision, Mission, and Values as outlined in the 2014 


NASA Strategic Plan. The Mission Directorates are listed below: 


 


 Science 


 Human Exploration and Operations 


 Aeronautics Research 


 Space Technology 


 


These Mission Directorates pursue NASA’s goals using a wide variety of ground-, aeronautical-, 


and space-based programs, and any of these may issue FAs that will incorporate this Guidebook 


by formal reference. 


 


NASA’s Office of Education, in collaboration with the Mission Directorates and Offices, also 


issues FAs that solicit evidence-based projects that: 


 


1) Foster formal and/or informal STEM education; and/or  


2) Contribute to participation by underrepresented or underserved students and 


education organizations that predominantly (or historically) serve individuals 


traditionally underrepresented in STEM careers or underserved in STEM higher 


education including but not limited minorities, women and persons with disabilities. 


Visit the NASA Education pages for the most up to date information about the Office 


of Education performance and priorities at: 


https://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/about/index.html. 


 


Complete material about all of NASA’s many interests and programs is found through links 


starting at the NASA homepage at http://www.nasa.gov/. 


 


 


3. PROPOSAL PREPARATION AND ORGANIZATION 
 



https://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/about/index.html

https://www.nasa.gov/offices/education/about/index.html

http://www.nasa.gov/
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Proposers responding to a NASA FA are responsible for submitting proposals relevant to the 


2014 NASA Strategic Plan or the most current Strategic Plan. Find NASA’s 2014 Strategic Plan 


by visiting http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/2014_NASA_Strategic_Plan.pdf 


Because Strategic Plans are updated regularly and often at the same time a new budget is 


released, verify that the 2014 document is current by visiting   


http://www.nasa.gov/news/budget/index.html. 


 


If proposed activities are described or understood to be a type of education, proposers are also 


responsible for submitting proposals relevant to the Federal STEM Education Five-Year 


Strategic Plan, a report from the Committee on STEM (Co-STEM) Education National Science 


and Technology Council, May 2013. 


 


The requirements of this Guidebook shall be applicable unless the FA provides other 


instructions, such as changes to the page limits. NASA may reject without review proposals that 


are not consistent with the FA instructions.  


 


3.1 Submission Guidance 


 


NASA’s experience in the review of proposals submitted in response to a wide variety of FAs 


has shown that the following directions are valuable in helping to ensure the submission of a 


valid, complete proposal: 


 


 Carefully read the entire FA before preparing the proposals. The FA includes, but is 


not limited to, key dates, eligibility, program goals and objectives, funding 


restrictions, evaluation criteria and submission information. The FA also provides 


contact information, including that for the help desk(s), of persons who may answer 


questions regarding the FA and submission process. 


 Follow the instructions in the specific FA as NASA is legally obligated to review and 


select proposals in accordance with the published FA. 


 Clearly address the objectives as listed in the FA, with an implementation plan that 


not only describes what is to be done but how it will be accomplished. The proposal 


should demonstrate a recognition of proceeding accomplishments, knowledge of key 


publications in the field and show how the proposed activities will extend or build on 


those accomplishments. If proposing innovative work in a new or emerging field the 


proposers should strive to balance the provision of tutorial material and the 


description of new activities. 


 Proofread the proposal carefully before submission, strive for a quality and clarity of 


text. 


 When designing graphics, remember that reviewers may not be able to differentiate 


colors or hues therefore, choose non-color-dependent ways of conveying critical 


information.  


 Propose fresh, new ideas rather than slight modifications of previously submitted 


proposals. Simply revising a proposal to meet deficiencies identified in a previous 


review(s) does not necessarily guarantee a higher rating or selection of that proposal, 


since all proposals are reviewed on their own merit and previous scores and 


comments are not part of the review criteria. 



http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/2014_NASA_Strategic_Plan.pdf

http://www.nasa.gov/news/budget/index.html
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 Proposed costs must be reasonable, allowable and allocable to the proposed work. 


Budgets must provide all the details necessary to justify and facilitate understanding 


of the proposed costs. During the non-technical review process the proposer may be 


asked to provide additional information to justify specific items of costs. 


 Familiarize yourself with the proposal submission process and NSPIRES website well 


before the deadline. If possible submit proposals well in advance of the proposal 


submission deadline to minimize the effect of technical difficulties that may arise. 


Some systems, such as System for Award Management (SAM), may require longer 


periods of time (over 10 working days) to receive the necessary credentials for 


submitting a proposal. 


 


3.2 Submission Requirements and Restrictions 


 


 Proposals that are not submitted by the required deadlines, and do not meet the 


eligibility, page length, line spacing, font size and other administrative requirements 


as listed in the FA may be returned without review. Electronic submission of only the 


proposal cover page or Research and Research-Related SF 424 (R&R) does not 


satisfy the deadline for proposal submission. 


 Reprints and/or preprints are not permitted to be appended to a proposal unless they 


are accommodated within the proposal page limit. 


 Proposals containing unsolicited appendices/attachments may be declared 


noncompliant. 


 Proposers are solely responsible for ensuring their proposals are received by NASA 


before the deadline 


 


NASA’s policy welcomes the opportunity to conduct research with non-U.S. organizations on a 


cooperative, no-exchange-of-funds basis. Although Co-Investigator (Co-Is) or collaborators 


employed by non-U.S. organizations may be identified as part of a proposal submitted by a U.S. 


organization, NASA funding may not support research efforts by non-U.S. organizations, 


collaborators or subcontracts at any level, including travel by investigators at non-U.S. 


organizations. The direct purchase of supplies and/or services, which do not constitute research, 


from non-U.S. sources with NASA-awarded funds is permitted. 


 


3.3 Notice of Intent (NOI) to Propose 


 


Material in a NOI is confidential and will be used for NASA planning purposes only, unless 


otherwise stated in the FA. NOIs must be submitted via NSPIRES even when the plan is to 


submit the proposal via Grants.gov. An NOI is submitted by logging into NSPIRES at 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com. Once logged in proposers will access the "Proposals/NOIs" module 


and select "Create an NOI", choosing the FA to which the NOI will be submitted. 
 


Space is provided for the applicant to provide, at a minimum, the following information, 


although additional special requests may also be indicated: 


 


 A Short Title of the anticipated proposal (50 characters or less);  



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/
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 A Full Title of the anticipated proposal (which should not exceed 254 characters and 


is of a nature that is understandable by a scientifically trained person); 


 A brief description of the primary research area(s) and objective(s) of the anticipated 


work (the information in this item does not constrain in any way the proposal 


summary that must be submitted with the final proposal); and 


 The names of any Co-Is and/or Collaborators as known at the time the NOI is 


submitted. In order to enter these names those team members must have previously 


accessed and registered in NSPIRES themselves; a Principle Investigator (PI) cannot 


do this for them. After completing the indicated fields, the NOI is then submitted 


electronically. 


 


In some cases, NASA requires the NOI be submitted and approved before a proposer may submit 


a complete proposal. In this case failure to submit the NOI by the specified time may result in 


non-acceptance of the NOI and any subsequent proposal. 


 


3.4 Step Approach 


 


Some FAs require that proposals be submitted using a two-step process. The Step-1 proposal is 


an abbreviated presentation of the intended research and is submitted by the Authorized 


Organizational Representative (AOR) by the Step-1 proposal due date. The required contents for 


the Step-1 proposal will be specified in the FA, including whether or not the Step-1 proposal is 


reviewed to determine if a proposer will be invited to submit a Step-2 proposal. Though the Step-


1 proposal is a prerequisite for submission of a full Step-2 proposal, it does not obligate the 


proposer to submit a Step-2 (full) proposal. 


 


For Step-2 proposals, the FA will specify: 


 


 The process for submitting a Step-2 proposal,  


 Whether or not changes to Step-1 proposals can be incorporated into the Step-2 


proposal, and  


 If additional documents or explanation are required to evaluate the Step-2 proposal. 


 


3.5 Successor Proposals    


 


Holders of existing research awards are permitted to submit follow-on or "successor proposals" 


to successive FAs that are issued for the same NASA program objectives in order to extend an 


ongoing research activity to its next logical step. In order to ensure equitable treatment of all 


submitted proposals, NASA does not extend any special consideration to such successor 


proposals in terms of preferential handling, review, or priority for selection. Therefore, all 


proposals in response to an FA are considered new, in that they will be reviewed on an equal 


basis with all other proposals submitted to the FA. 


 


Successor proposals are welcomed and encouraged, and must describe relevant achievements 


made during the course of the previous award(s) in their Scientific/Technical/Management plan. 


In addition, for proposers using the NSPIRES electronic submission system, the proposal cover 


page provides a space for entering the NASA Financial Assistance Identification Number (award 


number) of any existing award that is the predecessor to the successor proposal that is submitted. 
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If a successor proposal is selected, NASA may fund the proposal as a new award, or by issuing a 


supplement/modification to the existing award. In either case, the starting date of a successor 


award will follow the expiration date of the preceding award (i.e., a successor award may not 


overlap the predecessor award). All successor proposals need a different title from the previous 


award. A change as simple as adding "Phase 2" is sufficient. 


 


3.6 Standard Proposal Style Formats 


 


Unless otherwise stated in the FA, NASA requires electronic submission of proposals and will 


not accept a hard-copy proposal. If an FA requires only electronic submission of proposals, then 


the submission of a proposal by the AOR serves as the required original signature by an 


authorized official of the proposing organization.  


 


If the FA allows or requires both an electronic submission and a paper copy submission, 


consisting of an original and a specific number of copies, the original and all required copies 


must be received at the designated address, time and date specified in the FA. If a paper copy 


submission is required, all proposal documents submitted shall be appropriately signed. 


 


Unless otherwise specified in the FA, the standard formats for all types of proposals submitted in 


response to FAs are as listed below: 


 


 Required paper size is 8.5x11. Pages must have at least 1-inch (2.5 cm) margins on all 


sides. Proposals must adhere to the page limits listed in the FA.  


  Proposal must be single-spaced, typewritten in an easily read 12-point font, in 


English-language text, and formatted using one column. The font size for symbols in 


equations must be consistent with this guideline. Proposers may not adjust or 


otherwise condense a font or line from its default appearance. 


 While text within figures and tables may use a smaller font, it must, in the judgment 


of reviewers, be legible without magnification. Figure and table captions must follow 


the same font requirements and restrictions as the main proposal text. Expository text 


necessary for the proposal may not be located solely in figures or tables, or in their 


captions. 


 Units must be reported in the common standard for the relevant discipline.  


 Fold-out pages, illustrations, and/or photographs are allowed, for the display of 


unique and critically important proposal data. Fold-out pages will count as multiple 


pages, dependent on number of fold out sections, against the required page limit. For 


example, a three-section fold-out would be equal to three pages on the page 


limitation.  


 Only non-proposal material, e.g., page numbers, section titles, disclaimers, etc., is 


permitted in headers and footers. 


 Proposals may not include references to materials outside the proposal (e.g. published 


articles and sites on the internet) for information or material needed to either 


complete or understand the proposal.  
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In addition to the above formatting requirement, for any required hard copies of the proposal, the 


proposer must submit an easily disassembled, one-sided original copy, any additional required 


copies may be done in double-sided printing. The copies must be on white 8.5 x 11-inch paper 


with at least 1-inch (2.5 cm) margins on all sides. Only metal staples may be used to bind copies; 


loose leaf binders, plastic, or permanent covers may not be submitted. 


 


3.7 Overview of Proposal  


Unless otherwise specified in the FA, a proposal should be assembled with the parts given in the 


following table in the given order shown and within the listed page limits. Proposals that omit 


required parts or that exceed the page limits may be rejected without review. In some cases, an 


FA may specify exceptions to these page limits, especially to that allowed for the 


Scientific/Technical/Management plan. This table is followed by a discussion of each individual 


part.  


 


REQUIRED PARTS OF A PROPOSAL 


(in order of assembly) 


PAGE LIMIT 


Proposal Cover Page 


Proposal Summary –  limit to 4000 characters (including spaces) 


Data Management Plan – limit to 4000 characters (including spaces)  


Table of Contents As needed 


Scientific/Technical/Management plan 15* 


References and Citations As needed  


Biographical Sketches for: See Section 3.15  


the Principal Investigator(s) 2 (per PI) 


each Co-Investigator  1 


Current and Pending Support (only required for grant/cooperative 


agreement proposals) As needed 


Statements of Commitment and Letters of Support As needed 


1Proposal Budget (budget) – both the budget narrative and budget 


details As needed 


Facilities and Equipment As needed 


Special Notifications and/or Certifications As needed 


                                                 
1 FAs may require more information in a separate section 


* includes all illustrations, tables, and figures, where each "n-page" fold-out counts as n-pages and each side of a sheet containing 


text or an illustration counts as a page. This page limit may be superseded by instructions in the FA. 
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3.8 Required Proposal Elements 


 


For all proposals, proposers must complete the required NASA-specific forms: NASA Other 


Project Information, NASA PI and Authorized Representative Supplemental Data Sheet, NASA 


Senior/Key Person Supplemental Data Sheet (this form is required only if there are Senior/Key 


Persons other than the PI. 


 


Instructions for any NASA specific forms and NASA program-specific forms are listed in the 


specific FA. Proposals omitting the required NASA- and program-specific forms, may be 


rejected for noncompliance. 


 


Proposers submitting through NSPIRES will use the NSPIRES proposal cover page that is 


available at http://nspires.nasaprs.com/. Once completed by the PI, the proposal cover page must 


be accessed in the NSPIRES system and submitted electronically by the AOR. 


 


Proposers submitting through Grants.gov must complete the required Grants.gov forms including 


the SF 424 (R&R) Application for Federal Assistance, R&R Other Project Information, R&R 


Senior/Key Person Profile, and R&R Budget. Instructions for completing these forms are on the 


Grants.gov Web site.  


 


3.9 Certifications, Assurances, Representations and Sample Agreements. 


 


As authorized by 2 CFR 200.208, NASA has a number of certifications, assurances and 


agreements that must be completed as part of the proposal submission. Go to NSPIRES for the 


updated list. Certifications, assurances, and representations, must be less than one year old at 


time of award. Procurement personnel will obtain updates at time of award if needed. 


 


3.10 Proposal Summary/Abstract 


 


The proposal summary (or abstract) must provide an overview of the proposed investigation that 


is suitable for release through a publicly accessible archive should the proposal be funded. The 


proposal summary should be concise, and should not contain any special characters or 


formatting. Grants.gov users must use a writeable pdf form (downloadable from Grants.gov) 


named "proposalsummary.pdf" to submit this document. The proposal summary document is 


limited to 4000 characters (including spaces). 


 


3.11 Data Management Plan 


In keeping with the NASA Plan for Increasing Access to Results of Federally Funded Research, 


proposals must include a data management plan (DMP). Proposals for work that will not 


generate any data or qualify for an exemption, as defined in the NASA Plan, must demonstrate 


this in the DPM. Unless otherwise instructed in the FA, the DMP is part of the NSPIRES cover 


page. Proposals submitted through Grants.gov include a DMP in the uploaded documents. 


Proposers should refer to the FA for any FA-specific DPM requirements and for information on 


how the plan will be evaluated. 


 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

https://pds.jpl.nasa.gov/roadmap/NASA_Plan_for_increasing_access_to_results_of_federally_funded_research1.pdf
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NASA’s Open Data portal at data.nasa.gov is a registry of NASA dataset metadata which 


enables machine-readable dataset discovery. Making information resources accessible, 


discoverable, and usable by the public can help fuel entrepreneurship, innovation, and scientific 


discovery. This portal is a collection of descriptions of datasets; each description is a metadata 


record. The intention of a data catalog is to facilitate data access by users who are searching for 


particular types of data. The portal hosts both metadata records and/or original datasets. See 


Appendix J.  


 


3.12 Table of Contents 


 


Proposers should include a table of contents that provides a guide to the organization and 


contents of the proposal.  


  


3.13 Scientific/Technical/Management Plan  
 


As the main body of the proposal, this plan must cover the following topics all within the 


specified page limit. Additional and/or more-specific requirements may be stipulated in the FA. 


This plan must address: 


 


 The goals and expected significance of the proposed research, especially as related to 


the objectives given in the FA; 


 The perceived impact of the proposed work to the state of knowledge in the field. If 


the proposal is offered as a successor to an existing NASA award, this includes how 


the proposed work is expected to build on and otherwise extend previous 


accomplishments supported by NASA; 


 The relevance of the proposed work to the specific objectives given in the FA, and/or 


to present and/or future NASA programs and interests, such as described in current 


versions of the NASA Strategic Plan and/or documents from the soliciting directorate, 


office, or program (e.g., the Science Plan, the Strategic Space Technology Investment 


Plan, the Aeronautics Strategic Vision, Voyages: Charting the Course for Sustainable 


Human Space Exploration); 


 The technical approach and methodology to be employed in conducting the proposed 


research, including: 


o Proposed experimental designs, methods, techniques, and approaches for 


achieving the proposed goals and objectives of the FA, 


o A description of any hardware or software development, construction or 


fabrication required in order to carry out the research, 


o Sources of error and uncertainties and what effect they may have on the 


robustness of potential results or conclusions, 


o The resilience of the approach and methodology, e.g., complimentary 


measurements, confirming tests, and approaches likely pitfalls,  


o Any special capabilities and advantages of facilities and equipment (a basic listing 


of these are described in the facilities and equipment section), 



https://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/FY2014_NASA_SP_508c.pdf

http://science.nasa.gov/about-us/science-strategy/

http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/space_tech_2013.pdf

http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/space_tech_2013.pdf

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/strategy

http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/ExplorationReport_508_6-4-12.pdf

http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/ExplorationReport_508_6-4-12.pdf
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o Technical approach and methodology impact on budget, and 2 


o The flow of the different tasks and how they feed into one another 


 A general implementation plan, including: 


o A project schedule that identifies anticipated key milestones for accomplishments 


and dependencies between tasks;  


o The management structure for the proposal personnel;  


o Any substantial collaboration(s);  


o Any proposed use of consultant(s); and 


o A description of the expected contribution to the proposed effort, by task and sub-


task, by the PI and each person s identified in one of the additional categories 


found in Appendix B, regardless of whether or not they derive support from the 


proposed budget, but not including the information required in the table of 


personnel and work effort. 


 


The Scientific/Technical/Management plan may contain illustrations and figures that amplify and 


demonstrate key points of the proposal (including milestone schedules, as appropriate). 


However, they must be of an easily viewed size and resolution and have self-contained captions 


that do not contain critical information not provided elsewhere in the proposal. 


 


3.14 References and Citations 


 


All references and citations given in the Scientific/Technical/Management plan must be provided 


using easily understood, standard abbreviations for journals and complete names for books. It is 


highly preferred but not required that these references include the full title of the cited paper or 


report. 


 


3.15 Biographical Sketch (es)   


 


The proposal should demonstrate that the participants who will have critical management or 


technical roles have the appropriate qualifications, capabilities, and experience to provide 


confidence that the proposed objectives will be achieved.  


 


 PIs, Co-PIs, and any Co-I also serving in one of the three special Co-I categories defined 


in Appendix B must include a biographical sketch (not to exceed two pages) that includes 


their professional experiences and positions and a bibliography of publications, especially 


those relevant to the proposed investigation, as well as, a description of scientific, 


technical and management performance on relevant prior research efforts. 


 Co-Is proposing to spend 10% or more of their time to the effort are limited to a one-page 


sketch.  


 


                                                 
2 See the proposal budget section for further discussion of costing details needed for proposals involving significant 


hardware, software, and/or ground systems development, and, as may be allowed by an FA, proposals for flight 


instruments); 
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3.16 Current and Pending Support (not required for contract proposals) 


 


PIs and Co-PIs must provide all ongoing and pending projects and proposals (regardless of salary 


support) in which they are performing or will perform any part of the work. Co-Is proposing to 


spend 10% or more of their time to the proposed effort must provide ongoing and pending 


project and proposals (regardless of salary support) that require a significant share (more than 


10%) of their time. Proposals need not include the current proposal on the list of pending 


proposals unless it was also submitted to another FA or funding opportunity (whether at NASA 


or another sponsor). 


 


For those investigators for whom it is required (see above), the proposal shall provide following 


information for each current and pending project: 


 


 Title of funded project or proposal title; 


 Name of PI on award or proposal; 


 Program name (if appropriate) and sponsoring agency or organization, including a 


point of contact with their telephone number and email address; 


 Performance period; 


 Total amount received by that investigator (including indirect costs) or the amount 


per year if uniform (e.g., $50 k/year); and  


 Time commitment by the investigator for each year of the period of performance. 


 


The proposing PI must notify the NASA Program Officer identified for the FA immediately of 


any successful proposals that are awarded for substantially the same research as proposed to 


NASA, any time after the proposal due date and until the time that NASA’s selections are 


announced. 


 


Current and pending support is not required for students or Co-Is at non-U.S. institutions. 


 


3.17 Statements of Commitment and Letters of Resource Support 


 


Every Co-PI, Co-I, and Collaborator identified as a participant on the proposal’s cover page 


and/or in the proposal’s Scientific/Technical/Management plan must acknowledge their intended 


participation in the proposed effort. This acknowledgement of commitment is done through 


NSPIRES. 


 


Proposers should include the participant statements in the body of the proposal only if: 


 


 Team members are unable to confirm participation through NSPIRES, 


 Directed to do so by the FA, or  


 Are submitting through Grants.gov. 


 


Each written statement must be addressed to the PI, may be a facsimile of an original statement 


or the copy of an email (the latter must have sufficient information to unambiguously identify the 


sender), and is required even if the Co-PI, Co-I, or Collaborator is from the proposing 


organization.  
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An example of such a statement follows: 


 


 "I (we) acknowledge that I (we) am (are) identified by name as Co-Principal 


Investigator(s), Co-Investigator(s) [and/or Collaborator(s)] to the investigation, entitled <name of 


proposal>, that is submitted by <name of Principal Investigator> to the NASA funding 


announcement<alpha-numeric identifier>, and that I (we) intend to carry out all responsibilities 


identified for me (us) in this proposal. I (we) understand that the extent and justification of my 


(our) participation as stated in this proposal will be considered during peer review in determining 


in part the merits of this proposal. I (we) have read the entire proposal, including the 


management plan and budget, and I (we) agree that the proposal correctly describes my (our) 


commitment to the proposed investigation.” For the purposes of conducting work for this 


investigation, my participating organization is <<insert name of organization>>.” 


 


Letters of resource support are only required if there is a facility or resource essential to the 


proposal not under the control of a Proposal Team member. Submitting the statement of 


commitment, the team member confirms that any facilities or resources needed for the proposal 


are readily available for the proposal team members(s) requiring its use. 


 


If the proposal involves the conduct of research by a non-U.S. organization, signed letter(s) of 


certification must be included that verifies that funding for their research will be provided by a 


responsible organization(s) or government agency (ies) should the proposal be selected by 


NASA. Letters must be signed by an official at the organization or agency authorized to make 


such a commitment. 


 


Statements of commitment and letters of resource support do not include "letters of affirmation" 


(i.e., letters that endorse the Intrinsic Merit, including significance or impact, of a proposal). 


NASA neither solicits nor evaluates such endorsements for proposals. Whether a proposal fully 


meets the evaluation criteria is determined by NASA with input from peer review. If letters of 


affirmation are submitted, they may not be submitted as an appendix; they must be included as 


part of the Scientific/Technical/Management plan and are counted within the required page 


limitations.  


 


3.18 Proposal Budget with Budget Narrative and Budget Details (see Appendix C for 


details)   


 


Proposal Budget: 


 


The proposal budget is made up of two parts: 1. the budget narrative and 2. the budget details. 


Each proposal shall provide a proposal budget for each year of the proposed effort that is 


supported by appropriate budget narrative and details. There must be direct parallel between the 


items described in the budget narrative (written description of purchase), those given in the 


budget details (actual estimates of costs, in whole dollars, for the purchase) and the figures 


entered in the proposal cover page/Grants.gov forms. 


 


 All proposers are required to submit a thoroughly detailed cost breakdown. 


 All proposed costs must be directly related to the approved project and scope of work. 
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 All proposed costs must be allowable, allocable and reasonable. 


 


The availability or limitations on funds for a proposer’s potential NASA partner (e.g., civil 


servants or contractor personnel salaries, travel, facilities) are described in the specific FA.  


However, if the FA does not provide guidance on how to request a budget for a NASA partner, 


including the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL), list NASA key personnel by name on the 


NSPIRES cover sheet as team members and any non-key-personnel costs under other direct costs 


as consultant services, subawards, equipment, etc., as appropriate.  


Include in the proposed budget, itemized list detailing expenses within major budget categories, 


detailed subawards and summary of personnel (Appendix C).  


 For contract proposals, a table of personnel and work effort and small business 


subcontracting plan is also required as part of the budget.  


 For grants/cooperative agreements the table of personnel and work effort should 


immediately follow the proposal budget and is not included in the budget. 


 


Budget Narrative  


 


The budget narrative must not include any information that belongs in the 


Scientific/Technical/Management plan. It must: 


 


 Cite the basis of estimate and rationale for each proposed component of cost, 


including direct labor, subcontracts/subawards, consultants, other direct costs 


(including travel), and facilities and equipment;  


 Present the rationale for planned work commitments given in the table of personnel 


and work effort based upon the assigned tasks; 


 Provide the source of cost estimates (e.g., based on quote, previous purchases for 


same or similar item(s), cost data obtained from internet research) including the 


company name and/or URL and date, if known, but need not include the actual price 


quote or screen captures from the web; 


 Describe the need to acquire items costing more the $5,000 and include the source of 


the cost estimates as described above; and 


 Explain the purpose of any proposed travel in relation to the award and provide the 


basis of estimate, including: Destination (if destination is not known, the narrative 


should provide reasonable assumptions about the potential destination and use 


historical cost data based on previous trips taken or conferences attended), 


o Number of travelers, 


o Number of days,  


o Conference fees,  


o Air fare,  


o Per diem, and 


o Miscellaneous travel expenses (e.g., car rental, airport parking) 
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Facilities and Equipment (technical narrative)  


 


This section is to describe any special facilities and equipment needed to complete the project 


and is not where the “Facilities and Administration (F&A)” cost pool is provided. This section 


must: 


 


 Describe any existing facilities and equipment that are required for the proposed 


investigation and whether or not the team already has access to them in good working 


order or if they need to be repaired, upgraded or acquired (see letters of resource 


support for facilities and equipment not controlled by a member of the proposal 


team); 


 Not include any text that belongs in the page-limited 


Scientific/Technical/Management plan (e.g., description of the work plan, arguments 


of perceived impact of the work, descriptions of proposal team roles and 


responsibilities) 


 


Proposals submitted via Grants.gov should include a single facilities and equipment section as a 


separate PDF document, it should be uploaded to the Grants.gov application as the "Facilities 


and Other Resources" document. A separate "Equipment" document should not be uploaded to 


Grants.gov. 


 


Budget Details 


 


The budget details are the actual or estimated costs, in whole dollars, that correspond with the 


budget narrative. In this section, the proposer must break out the costs, as needed, for the items 


listed in the general budget found on the proposal cover page. 


 


Joint Proposals Involving a Mix of U.S. Government and Non-Government or U.S. organizations 


and Non-U.S. Organizations 


 


(a) Unless otherwise specified in the FA, if a PI from any type of private or public 


organization proposes to team with a Co-I from and/or use a facility at a U.S. 


Government organization (including NASA Centers and JPL), the budget for the 


proposal must include all funding requested from NASA for the proposed 


investigation, including any and all costs of government personnel or facilities to be 


paid by NASA, and this must be reflected in the budget totals that appear in the 


budget forms (e.g., proposal cover page, Grants.gov forms, budget details). The 


budget narrative and the budget details – other applicable costs must include any 


required budget for that Government Co-I and/or facility. If selected, NASA will 


execute an inter- or intra-Agency transfer of funds, as appropriate, to cover the 


applicable costs at that Government organization. 


 


(b) If a PI from a U.S. Government organization (including NASA Centers and JPL 


proposes to team with a Co-I from a non-Government organization, then the 


proposing Government organization must sub award/subcontract those Co-I costs. 


Such non-Government Co-I costs should be entered as a "Subcontract/Subaward" on 


the budget. 
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(c) If a PI from a non-U.S. organization proposes to team with a Co-I from a U.S. 


organization, the proposer must submit a budget for the U.S. Co-I and identify which 


Co-I institution is to receive the funding. 


 


Responsibility of the Proposing Organization to Place Subawards for Co-Is at Other 


Organizations.  


 


Other than the special cases discussed above, and unless specifically noted otherwise in the FA, 


the proposing PI organization must subaward, through contract or other approved funding 


mechanism, the funding of all proposed Co-Is who reside at other non-Government 


organizations, even though this may result in a higher proposal cost because of subcontracting 


fees. 


 


Full-Cost Accounting at NASA Centers. 


 


Regardless of whether functioning as a team lead or as a team member, personnel from NASA 


Centers must propose budgets based on full-cost accounting. Proposal budgets from NASA 


Centers must include all costs that will be paid out of the resulting award. Costs which will not 


be paid out of the resulting award, but are paid from a separate NASA budget (e.g., Center 


Management and Operations, (CM&O)) and are not based on the success of this specific award, 


should not be included in the proposal budget. For example, CM&O should not be included in 


the proposal budget while direct civil service labor, travel, service pools, and other charges to the 


proposed research task should be included. Proposal budgets having JPL participation should 


include all costs except the JPL fixed-fee award (formerly JPL award fee). 


 


3.19 The Table of Personnel and Work Effort  


 


The table of personnel and work effort summarizes the proposed work effort, whether at the 


proposing or other organization, and whether or not the work is funded by NASA. This part of 


the proposal may not describe what work each member will be doing nor include any other 


technical details that belong in the Scientific/Technical/Management plan. 


 


Proposals for contracts:   


 


 Proposals must include this table of personnel and work effort in the budget narrative 


section, before the section on facility costs.  


 The table must have the names and/or titles of all personnel proposed to perform the 


proposed effort, regardless of whether those individuals require NASA funding. For 


each individual, list the planned work to be funded by NASA, per period in fractions 


of a work year. In addition, include planned work not funded by NASA, if applicable. 


Where names are not known, include the position, such as postdoc or technician.  
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Proposals for grants and cooperative agreements: 


 


 Proposals for grants or cooperative agreements should not include this table of work 


effort in the budget narrative section. This table should immediately follow the 


budget narrative section.  


 The table of personnel and work effort: 


o Should include only those resources that are directly applicable to the proposed 


research effort and may not include technical information that belongs in the 


Scientific/Technical/Management plan. 


o Must include the names and/or titles of all personnel necessary to perform the 


proposed effort and list the planned work to be funded by NASA and the planned 


work not funded by NASA.  


o Where names are not known, include the position, such as postdoc or technician.  


 Planned work not funded by NASA that is listed on this table is not considered cost 


sharing as defined in 2 CFR § 200.29.  


 


3.20 Small Business Subcontracting plans (contract proposals only) 


 


Any proposal from a large business concern that may result in the award of a contract, that 


exceeds $5,000,000 and has subcontracting possibilities, must include a small business 


subcontracting plan in accordance with the clause at FAR 52.219-9, Small Business 


Subcontracting Plan. Subcontract plans for contract awards below $5,000,000 will be negotiated 


after selection. 


 


3.21 Special Notifications and/or Certifications  
 


Some FAs may require proposals to include special notifications or certifications regarding the 


impact of research with respect to environment, human, or animal care provisions; conflicts of 


interest; or other topics as may be required by statute, Executive Order, or Government policies. 


These required certifications may differ between grants and contracts. Compliance with such 


requirements is important to ensure submission of a complete proposal, and such items must be 


included in the special notifications and/or certifications section of the proposal.  


 


Environmental Impact 


 


All awards must comply with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA).  NASA has an 


obligation under the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) to consider potential 


environmental effects of proposed projects. This includes projects that NASA funds which are 


implemented by grantees. The majority of grant related activities are categorically excluded as 


research and development projects that do not pose any adverse environmental impact.  These 


are covered by a NASA Grants Record of Environmental Consideration (REC). The following 


questions enable NASA to identify grant proposals that do not fall within this blanket REC. 


Proposals that could result in a potential adverse environmental effect may require additional 


NEPA analysis if awarded (e.g., preparation of an Environmental Assessment). "Yes" responses 


are not grant selection criteria.  



https://www.epa.gov/laws-regulations/summary-national-environmental-policy-act
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Yes* No 


1 Would the proposal involve any activity that includes: 


a. Construction of new facilities or modification to the footprint of an existing-


facility, or 


b. Ground disturbance (e.g., excavation, clearing of trees, installation of 


equipment, etc.), or 


c. Outdoor discharges of water (e.g., waste water runoff), air emissions (e.g., 


ozone-depleting substances) or generation of noise exceeding 115 dBA 


(excluding those associated with aircraft operations)? 


  


2 Would the proposal involve any field activity that would: 


a. Release equipment (e.g., dropsondes, sensors, etc.) or chemicals (e.g., dyes, 


tracers, etc.) into the air, bodies of water or on the ground, or   


b. Release a parachute or use equipment that would not be recovered, or 


c. Involve equipment or a payload that contains hazardous (e.g., petroleum, 


hypergols, oxidizers, solid propellants, etc.) or radioactive materials? 


   


3 Would the proposal involve the launch of a payload, equipment, or instrument 


(e.g., via launch vehicle, sounding rocket, balloon, etc.)? 


  


4 Would the proposal involve any activity to be conducted outside the United States 


or its territories? 


  


 


 


Proposers should plan and budget accordingly if environmental impacts are anticipated. 


Anticipated environmental impacts should be documented in Section VIII – Other Project 


Information of the proposal cover page submitted to NASA.  Questions concerning 


environmental compliance requirements may be addressed to Tina Norwood, NASA NEPA 


Manager, at tina.norwood-1@nasa.gov. 


 


Flight Activities 


 


Proposals that include flight activities (not normal passenger travel) such as aircraft or helicopter 


flight services, including Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS)/Drones operations or the 


acquisition or construction of such flight vehicles, must comply with NASA Policy Directive 


7900.4. Questions concerning flight compliance requirements may be addressed to Norman 


Schweizer at norman.s.schweizer@nasa.gov. 


 


3.22 Assembly of Electronic Proposals  


 


For proposals submitted electronically, the required parts of the proposal are submitted as one or 


more unlocked, searchable PDF files. Proposal parts and forms will not be accepted in any other 


format. Required and permitted appendices may be included either in the PDF file containing the 


Scientific/Technical/Management plan or as separate PDF files attached to the electronic 


submission, but not both.  


 


Sections of proposals transferred from Grants.gov to NSPIRES may appear in a slightly different 


order. 


 



mailto:tina.norwood-1@nasa.gov

https://standards.nasa.gov/standard/nasadir/npd-79004

https://standards.nasa.gov/standard/nasadir/npd-79004

mailto:norman.s.schweizer@nasa.gov
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3.23 NASA Requirements for Uploaded PDF Files 


 


It is essential that all PDF files submitted meet NASA requirements. This will ensure that the 


submitted files can be ingested by NSPIRES regardless of whether the proposal is submitted via 


NSPIRES or Grants.gov. PDF files that do not meet NASA requirements cannot be ingested by 


the NSPIRES system; such files may be declared noncompliant and not submitted to peer review 


for evaluation.  


 


The file size limit for proposals submitted electronically to NASA through either NSPIRES or 


Grants.gov is 20 MB. In order to facilitate the review of the proposal, any embedded photos and 


graphic files should be compressed and cropped to an appropriate size and resolution.  


 


In addition, any proposer who creates files using TeX or LaTeX is required to first create a DVI 


file and then convert the DVI file to Postscript and then to PDF.  


 


Go to http://nspires.nasaprs.com/tutorials/PDF_Guidelines.pdf for more information on creating 


PDF documents compliant with NSPIRES. 


 


It is the responsibility of each proposer to verify: 


 


 That all PDF files are unlocked and that edit permission is enabled; 


 That all fonts are embedded in the PDF file; and 


 The accuracy and completeness of the proposal, including all text, figures, tables, and 


required forms. 


 


NSPIRES provides the "Generate" function (found on the “View Proposal” page within 


NSPIRES) to allow applicants to verify before submission that all information contained in 


proposal PDF file(s) being provided to NSPIRES is complete and accurate. The proposer should 


immediately call the NSPIRES Help Desk for assistance with any proposal that is not complete 


and correct. Tutorials, registration assistance, and other NSPIRES help topics may be accessed 


through the NSPIRES on-line help site at http://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/help.do. For any 


questions that cannot be resolved with the available on-line help menus, requests for assistance 


may be directed by email to nspires-help@nasaprs.com or by telephone to (202) 479-9376, 


Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. – 6:00 p.m. (Eastern) 


 


4. PROPOSAL SUBMISSION 


 


Unless otherwise stated in the FA, all proposals are to be submitted electronically, either through 


NSPIRES or Grants.gov. If the FA requires other submission options, such as through email, 


follow the requirements in that FA for which forms or cover page information to submit.  


 


Proposals are submitted by the AOR. It is the responsibility of the proposing PI to coordinate 


changes and updates to the proposal with the AOR. In instances where an individual acts as both 


the PI and the AOR, the individual must take separate action for both roles to ensure that 


proposals are properly submitted. 


 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/tutorials/PDF_Guidelines.pdf

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/external/help.do

mailto:nspires-help@nasaprs.com
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4.1 NSPIRES Registration Requirements and Instructions 


 


All organizations and individuals, named in the proposal must be registered in NSPIRES, 


Because NASA requires that an organization (to include sole proprietorships) submit proposals, 


rather than a PI, proposers should use the NSPIRES registration module to affiliate with an 


organization. Affiliation is a two-way relationship that requires the approval of the targeted 


organization. Organizations may take some time to respond to requests for affiliations. This may 


introduce extra time into the proposal preparation and submission cycle. NASA will not evaluate 


proposals submitted via Grants.gov if the submitting organization is not registered in NSPIRES. 


 


Every individual named on the proposal’s electronic proposal cover page form or in the 


Grants.gov forms as a proposing team member in any role, including Co-Is and collaborators, 


must be registered in NSPIRES. Such individuals must perform this registration themselves; no 


one may register a second party, even the PI of a proposal in which that person is committed to 


participate. This data site is secure and all information entered is strictly for NASA’s use only. 


 


To register for NSPIRES, organizations are required to have a: 


 


 Data Universal Numbering System (DUNS) number 


(http://fedgov.dnb.com/webform); and   


 Valid registration with the SAM (https://www.sam.gov/portal/public/SAM/). SAM 


registration must be performed by an organization’s electronic business point-of-


contact. 


 


4.2 Submitting Proposals through NSPIRES 


 


Proposals may be submitted electronically via NSPIRES. NSPIRES is accessed at 


http://nspires.nasaprs.com. Potential proposers are urged to access this site well in advance of the 


proposal due date(s) to familiarize themselves with its structure and enter the requested identifier 


information.  


 


NSPIRES automatically assigns a unique proposal number after the proposal is successfully 


submitted. NASA uses this NSPIRES number throughout the proposal review and selection 


process to identify the proposal and its associated electronic data. If an NSPIRES number does 


not appear on the proposal cover page, then the proposal was not properly submitted through the 


NSPIRES system. 


 


All proposals submitted via NSPIRES include a required electronic proposal cover page form. 


The form consists of:  


 


 General Information about the proposal, submitting organization, team members that 


contains the identifier information for the proposing institution and personnel; 


 Certification and Authorization;  


 A proposal summary that provides an overview of the proposed investigation that is 


suitable for release through a publicly accessible archive should the proposal be 


selected;  



http://fedgov.dnb.com/webform

https://www.sam.gov/portal/public/SAM/

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/
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 Other project information including international collaboration environmental impact, 


and historic site impact; and  


 The budget of the proposed research effort.  


 


The cover page is available for access and submission to both the AOR and the PI notifying them 


of successful submission of the proposal within minutes of that action. 


 


All electronic proposals are due, unless otherwise stated in the FA, prior to 11:59 pm (Eastern) 


on the due date listed in the FA. The NSPIRES help desk closes at 6 pm (Eastern). 


 


4.3 Submission of Proposals through Grants.gov 


 


Proposers have the option to use Grants.gov to prepare and submit proposals. Grants.gov allows 


organizations to electronically find and apply for competitive grant/cooperative agreement 


offered by the 26 Federal grant-making agencies. Proposers are reminded that in order to submit 


applications on Grants.gov, the AOR must complete a one-time registration process. The 


registration process can take over 10 working days depending on the organization. Registration 


checklists are also provided at the Grants.gov website.  


 


Potential applicants are urged to access the Grants.gov site well in advance (registration may 


take longer than 10 working days) of the proposal due date(s) to familiarize themselves with its 


structure and download the appropriate application packages and tools. 


 


All proposals submitted through Grants.gov will be transferred to the NSPIRES system for 


evaluation by NASA. To allow this transfer, all individuals and organizations named in the 


proposal must be registered in NSPIRES. If multiple proposals with the same title and PI are 


submitted via Grants.gov, NASA will attempt to review and accept the version with the latest 


time and date stamp. However, it is the responsibility of the proposer to withdraw old versions of 


their proposal. 


 


Instructions for the use of Grants.gov may be found at http://www.grants.gov/. Instructions for 


NASA specific forms and NASA program-specific forms may be found in the “Instructions” that 


accompany the application package. For any questions that cannot be resolved with the available 


on-line help, requests for assistance may be directed by email to support@grants.gov or by 


telephone to (800) 518-4726. The Contact Center is available 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, 


except for Federal holidays. 


 


In order to submit a proposal via Grants.gov, the PI must download an application package from 


Grants.gov. Identifying the appropriate application package requires using the “Search Grant 


Opportunities” function within Grants.gov and/or using the funding opportunity number for that 


program. The funding opportunity number may be found in the FA. For omnibus FAs, such as 


Research Opportunities in Space and Earth Science (ROSES) or Research Opportunities in 


Aeronautics (ROA), each program element will have a separate funding opportunity number. 


 



http://www.grants.gov/GetStartedRegister?type=aor

http://www.grants.gov/assets/AORRegCheck.pdf

http://www.grants.gov/assets/AORRegCheck.pdf

http://www.grants.gov/

mailto:support@grants.gov
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Submitting a proposal via Grants.gov requires the additional following steps: 


 


 Proposers must register in NSPIRES even if they submit their proposal through 


Grants.gov (otherwise proposals cannot be transferred to NSPIRES for review). Grant 


researchers (PIs) do NOT need to register with Grants.gov. 


 To find FAs, ref. "Search Grant Opportunities" at 


https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/search-grants.html. Using a Basic Search, enter 


the Funding Opportunity Number to retrieve the application package. 


 Download and install any required Grants.gov software applications or tools. 


 Download the application package from Grants.gov at http://www.grants.gov. 


 Complete the required Grants.gov forms including the SF 424 (R&R) Application for 


Federal Assistance, R&R Other Project Information, R&R Senior/Key Person Profile, 


and R&R Budget. 


 Complete the required NASA-specific forms: NASA Other Project Information, 


NASA PI and Authorized Representative Supplemental Data Sheet, NASA 


Senior/Key Person Supplemental Data Sheet (this form is only required if there are 


Senior/Key Persons other than the PI), and proposal summary form. Instructions for 


NASA program-specific forms can be found in the "Application Instructions" that 


accompany the application package. 


 Complete any NASA program-specific form that is required for the specific program 


element. This form, which is required by many FAs including all ROSES program 


element submissions, is included as a PDF form within the proposal package 


downloaded from Grants.gov. The form, once completed, is attached to the NASA 


Other Project Information form. 


 Create a proposal in PDF including the Science/Technical/Management plan and all 


other required sections. Attach the proposal and any allowed appendices/attachments 


(also in PDF) to the appropriate Grants.gov form(s). 


 Submit the proposal via the AOR; the PI may not submit the proposal to Grants.gov 


unless they are an AOR. 


 


It is the proposer’s responsibility to ensure the successful submission of a proposal and to ensure 


that all required parts of the proposal, as described in the FA, are incorporated. 


 


4.4 Other Submission Options 


 


If a hard copy submittal is also required, proposers must print out the NSPIRES cover page or SF 


424 (R&R), as appropriate, have it signed by the AOR. As directed in the FA, the signed copy 


must be submitted with the original copy of the proposal on or before the proposal due date. In 


addition, reproductions of the signed proposal cover page to be used to preface the required 


printed copies of the proposal. 


 


When hard-copy submission is required, the requisite number of copies of the proposal (as 


specified in the FA), including an original signed by the AOR, must be received (not 


postmarked) by 4:30 pm (Eastern) of the submission due date. The address for the delivery of 


hard-copy proposals including a telephone number and point-of-contact for commercial delivery, 


is given in the summary of solicitation of each FA. 



https://www.grants.gov/web/grants/search-grants.html

http://www.grants.gov/
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If both electronic and hard copy submission are required, the proposer must submit the required 


number of copies of the proposal (as specified in the FA), along with the original signature of the 


AOR on the printed proposal cover page, to the address specified in the FA by 4:30 pm (Eastern) 


of the submission due date. 


 


4.5 Proposal Receipt 


 


The PI and AOR will both receive an email from the NSPIRES system indicating that a proposal 


has been successfully submitted. This email is sent shortly after the submission activity. 


Proposers not receiving such an email should contact the NSPIRES Help Desk. Proposers can 


also verify that their proposals were submitted by logging into NSPIRES, and verifying that the 


proposal record appears in the "Submitted Proposals" (versus "Active Proposals") part of their 


accounts. 


 


5. PROPOSAL REVIEW AND SELECTION 


 


All proposals submitted in response to an FA are evaluated in accordance with the same peer 


review process regardless of the submitting organization, including NASA Centers. All 


proposals will have an administrative, technical and financial review. 


 


5.1 Administrative Review 


 


Proposals that are submitted late or fail to meet the minimum administrative requirements may 


be returned without further review. 


 


Proposals submitted through NSPIRES may only be submitted by the AOR. NSPIRES 


automatically identifies any late proposals. 


 


Proposals are reviewed to determine if they meet the minimum administrative requirements 


listed in the FA. These requirements usually include but are not limited to these factors: 


 


 Proposal was submitted by due date(s); 


 Proposer and proposing organization were eligible to submit a proposal; 


 Proposal met the page, font and spacing limits; and 


 Proposer or key personnel are not suspended or debarred from receiving Federal 


funding. 


 


5.2 Technical and Programmatic Review 


 


At a minimum, the evaluation criteria against which the proposals will be judged will be those 


listed Appendix D, although these may be supplemented and/or modified by specific criteria 


given in the FA itself. NASA always seeks the best possible evaluations by appropriately 


qualified peers of the proposer who are knowledgeable, though not necessarily specialists, in the 


objective(s) solicited by the FA. Experience has consistently shown that the characteristics of 


successful proposals are that they are technically meritorious, logical, complete, convincing, 


easily read, affordable, and responsive to the advertised NASA program. Only those proposals 
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that the reviewers identify as fully meeting the evaluation criteria will be considered for funding. 


NASA peer review members may also participate in determining the relevance of a proposal to 


the FA and the reasonableness of proposed costs.  


 


Following peer evaluation, the cognizant Program Officer will evaluate the competitively rated 


proposals in the context of the programmatic objectives and financial limitations stated in the 


FA. The Program Officer will present a recommendation for selection based on the entirety of 


these factors to the NASA Selection Official identified in the FA. The Selection Official will 


select proposals as judged against the evaluation criteria, the objectives of the FA, programmatic 


considerations, and the available financial resources. 


 


5.3 Selection Based on Technical Merit 


 


Selections are typically announced between 150 days and 220 days after the proposal due date. 


NASA does not usually announce new selections until the funds needed for those awards are 


approved through the Federal budget process. Therefore, a delay in the budget process may 


results in a delay of the announcing the selection.  


 


After the selection process is completed, each proposer is notified of the disposition of the 


proposal.  


 


If selected for funding, the responsible NASA Procurement Office will work with the appropriate 


personnel to initiate negotiations for potential award. Only the Grant/Awarding Officer may 


obligate the Federal funds and make an award. Until an award is made, there is no guarantee that 


the recommended financial resources will be available. 


 


Awards are made to the proposing organization and not directly to the PI. 


 


5.4 Budget, Cost Analysis and Financial Capability Reviews 


 


Following the technical review and selection process, documents are submitted to the 


Grant/Award Officer for a review to determine if proposed costs are allowable, allocable and 


reasonable for the proposed work. Additionally, for grants and cooperative agreements, the 


Grant/Award Officer will review the risk posed by applicants as required in 2 CFR 200.205. In 


order to complete the required reviews applicants maybe requested to submit additional 


documentation. 


 


5.5 Withdrawal of Proposal 


 


A proposal may be withdrawn at any time for any reason, such as if another organization has 


agreed to fund the proposal. Proposals submitted using NSPIRES may be withdrawn 


electronically by the AOR or the proposer may send a signed written request to withdraw a 


proposal to the NASA technical contact as listed in the FA. 


 


5.6 Proposal Rejected by NASA without Review 


 


NASA reserves the right to reject a proposal without review for the following reasons:    
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 The proposal is clearly nonresponsive to the objectives and/or provisions of the FA; 


 The proposal does not meet the requirements for proposal format, content, and 


organization as specified in this Guidebook and/or the FA itself; 


 The proposal is not submitted by the submission due date;  


 The hard copy proposal is not delivered to the specified delivery address by the 


proposal due date/time; 


 The proposal consists of PDF files that do not meet NASA requirements or otherwise 


cannot be ingested by the NSPIRES system; or 


 The proposal is submitted through Grants.gov but the proposer fails to register in 


NSPIRES. 


 


6. AWARD NOTIFICATION 


 


NASA is committed to the goal of issuing award notices as soon as possible after the selections 


are announced to the proposers. However, delays may be caused by: 


 


 The need for additional materials from the proposer (e.g., revised budgets and/or 


budget details) before NASA may legally obligate Federal money; and 


 A delay in approving NASA’s appropriation for the year. 


 


7. AWARD MANAGEMENT 


 


For management of non-contract research awards, the recipients largely manage their own 


research projects with minimal oversight by the Agency. Throughout the entire process—starting 


with the identification of program objectives, the preparation and peer review of submitted 


proposals, the conduct of the research itself, and, finally, the exposition of new knowledge 


through publications, public outreach, and education—NASA sees itself as a partner with the 


scientific, engineering, and educational communities in making its programs relevant and 


productive. See Grants and Cooperative Agreement Manual, as well as 2 CFR 1800 or 14 CFR 


1274 for post award activities. 


 


For award management of contract research awards see the NFS and FAR for post-award 


activities.  


 


  



https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/Grant_and_CooperativeAgreementManual.doc

https://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=86178a02841f1b4387be3b2d65a5453d&node=pt2.1.1800&rgn=div5

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/granule/CFR-1999-title14-vol5/CFR-1999-title14-vol5-part1274

https://www.gpo.gov/fdsys/granule/CFR-1999-title14-vol5/CFR-1999-title14-vol5-part1274
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Appendix A 


Statements of General Policy 
 


Awards to NASA Centers 


 


A selected proposal submitted from a NASA Center, is funded directly by NASA Headquarters 


through the Agency’s funding mechanism called a Research and Technology Operating Plan 


(RTOP). Awards made to the JPL are funded through the contract between NASA and the 


California Institute of Technology. 


 


Awards to Non-NASA Organizations 


 


A NASA award is signed only by a NASA Grant or Contracting Officer and is addressed to the 


proposing organization. Only an appointed NASA Award Officer can make commitments, 


obligations, or awards on behalf of the Agency and authorize the expenditure of funds. It is 


important to note that no commitment on the part of NASA or the Government is legally 


binding, even if in writing by way of a letter of selection, from anyone other than a NASA 


Award Officer. 


 


NASA chooses the funding vehicle best suited for the project and the proposing organization, 


which can be a grant, a contract, or a cooperative agreement as defined further below. 


 


 Grant – A funding instrument used by the Government to accomplish a public 


purpose of support or stimulation authorized by Federal statute. The objective of a 


grant is the general enhancement of the field of scientific and technical programs of 


interest to NASA. The recipient of the grant is an organization, and not the PI, 


although the PI is responsible for conduct of the project. No substantial technical 


involvement is expected between NASA and the recipient, nor does the Government 


direct the research by the PI. Fee and/or profit is not allowed. 


 Cooperative Agreement – An agreement is defined the same as a grant with the 


exception that NASA and the recipient are each expected to have substantial technical 


interaction for the performance of the project. 


 Contract – A mutually binding legal commitment between the Government and a 


contractor whose principal purpose is the acquisition by purchase, lease, or barter of 


property or services from the contractor for the direct benefit of or use by the 


Government. The PI is responsible for scientific conduct of the project. In general, 


contracts are negotiated and have deliverable products, i.e., the Government 


"purchases" a product that, in the case of an FA, is a study in a specified area of basic 


research. Normally, for proposals selected through an FA, no fee or profit is paid 


under cost contracts with educational organizations or nonprofit organizations, as 


well as cost-sharing contracts with any type of entity. Non cost-sharing contracts with 


commercial organizations are fee bearing. 
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Award Governance: 


 


Grant and Cooperative Agreement awards will be governed by the following:  


 


2 C.F.R. 200 Uniform Administrative Requirements, Cost Principles, and Audit 


Requirements for Federal Awards (Uniform Guidance) found at http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-


bin/text-idx?tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2cfr200_main_02.tpl  


 


2 C.F.R. 1800 NASA supplement to 2 C.F.R. 200 found at http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-


bin/text-


idx?SID=a742969f637a69b85ae9174705ae9d4a&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2chapt


erXVIII.tpl 
 


Grants and Cooperative Agreement Manual found at 


https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/index.html 


 


14 CFR 1274: Grants and Cooperative Agreements to Commercial Firms with Cost-share 


required found at http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-


idx?SID=92803e6b57c22138fbc6cc8c55a39989&mc=true&node=pt14.5.1274&rgn=div5 


 


Contract Awards will be governed by the following: 


 


Title 48 Chapter 1: Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) found at 


https://www.acquisition.gov/?q=browsefar 


 


Title 48 Chapter 18: NASA FAR Supplement (NFS) found at 


https://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/regs/nfstoc.htm  


 


Contracting Key parts of particular relevance to this Guidebook are: 


 


"Broad Agency Announcements" NFS 1835.016 


"NASA Research Announcements" NFS 1835.016-71 


"Instructions for Responding to NASA 


Research Announcements" 


NFS 1852.235-72  


 


Contact with NASA personnel: While NASA program personnel may be contacted to discuss 


general program objectives with prospective proposers, they are forbidden from providing 


specific advice on budgetary or technical issues beyond those published in the FA that would 


give an unfair competitive advantage unless this same information is openly available to all 


interested proposers. 


 



http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2cfr200_main_02.tpl

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2cfr200_main_02.tpl

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=a742969f637a69b85ae9174705ae9d4a&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2chapterXVIII.tpl

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=a742969f637a69b85ae9174705ae9d4a&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2chapterXVIII.tpl

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=a742969f637a69b85ae9174705ae9d4a&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2chapterXVIII.tpl

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=a742969f637a69b85ae9174705ae9d4a&mc=true&tpl=/ecfrbrowse/Title02/2chapterXVIII.tpl

https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/index.html

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=92803e6b57c22138fbc6cc8c55a39989&mc=true&node=pt14.5.1274&rgn=div5

http://www.ecfr.gov/cgi-bin/text-idx?SID=92803e6b57c22138fbc6cc8c55a39989&mc=true&node=pt14.5.1274&rgn=div5

https://www.acquisition.gov/?q=browsefar

https://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/procurement/regs/nfstoc.htm
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Restriction on the Use of Classified Material 
 


It is NASA policy that proposals should not contain security-classified material. However, 


should the project proposed approach require access to classified information, or should the 


result of the project generate such material, the proposer shall comply with all Government 


security regulations. 


 


Pre-Award Costs 


 


For a grants or cooperative agreements, expenses incurred within the 90-day period preceding 


the effective date of the award may be authorized, but such expenses are made at the recipient's 


risk. NASA will not pay any pre-award costs incurred for unfunded proposals.  


 


Limited Release of Proposers Confidential Business Information 


 


For proposal evaluation and other administrative processing NASA may find it necessary to 


release information submitted by the proposer to individuals not employed by NASA. Business 


information that would ordinarily be entitled to confidential treatment may be included in the 


information released to these individuals. Accordingly, by submission of this proposal the 


proposer hereby consents to a limited release of its confidential business information (CBI). 


 


Proposals Involving Non-U.S. Organizations  


 


Except as set forth in the certification regarding restriction on doing business with China, NASA 


welcomes proposals from non-U.S. organizations and proposals that include the participation of 


non-U.S. organizations. Proposals that propose research to be performed by a non-U.S. 


organization or with a non-U.S. organization as part of a proposal submitted by a U.S. 


organization are normally supported through a non-exchange of funds agreement. This policy 


pertains to the nature of the proposing organization, and not the nationality or citizenship of the 


individuals listed in the proposal. If a proposal with a non-U.S. partner is selected, NASA will 


determine whether such participation should be covered by and implemented through an 


international agreement between NASA and the sponsoring foreign agency or 


funding/sponsoring institution under which the parties agree to each bear the cost of discharging 


their respective responsibilities. 


 


Export Control: Information regarding U.S. export regulations is available at 


http://www.pmddtc.state.gov/ and at http://www.bis.doc.gov. 


 


The following important provision may apply to proposals that involve the participation of non-


U.S. organizations, as well as proposals that involve personnel who are not U.S. citizens and do 


not have status as legally permanent U.S. residents. 


 


Export-Control Guidelines Applicable to Foreign Proposals and Proposals Including 


Foreign Participation 


 


"Foreign proposals and proposals including foreign participation must include a section 


discussing compliance with U.S. export laws and regulations, e.g., 22 CFR Parts 120-130 and 15 



http://www.pmddtc.state.gov/

http://www.bis.doc.gov/
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CFR Parts 730-774, as applicable to the circumstances surrounding the particular foreign 


participation. The discussion must describe in detail the proposed foreign participation and is to 


include, but not be limited to, whether or not the foreign participation may require the 


prospective proposer to obtain the prior approval of the Department of State or the Department 


of Commerce via a technical assistance agreement or an export license, or whether a license 


exemption/exception may apply. If prior approvals via licenses are necessary, discuss whether 


the license has been applied for or if not, the projected timing of the application and any 


implications for the schedule. Information regarding U.S. export regulations is available at the 


U.S. Department of State Web site http://www.pmddtc.state.gov/regulations_laws/itar.html and 


through the U.S. Department of Commerce’s Bureau of Industry and Security Web site at 


http://www.bis.doc.gov. Proposers are advised that under U.S. law and regulations, spacecraft 


and their specifically designed, modified, or configured systems, components, and parts are 


generally considered "Defense Articles" on the United States Munitions List and subject to the 


provisions of the International Traffic in Arms Regulations (ITAR), 22 CFR Parts 120-130." 


 


Because of these legal provisions and requirements, proposers and institutions whose proposals 


involve non-U.S. participants should be aware that such participation can add to management 


complexity and risk, and, therefore, proposers should limit such cooperative arrangements to 


those offering significant benefits while maintaining the clearest and simplest possible technical 


and management interfaces. 


 


Export-Controlled Material in Proposals 


 


While explicit inclusion of export-controlled material in proposals is not prohibited, NASA 


advises proposers that, under U.S. law and regulations, spacecraft and their specifically designed, 


modified, or configured systems, components, and parts may be considered "Defense Articles" 


on the United States Munitions List and subject to the provisions of the International Traffic in 


Arms Regulations (ITAR), 22 CFR Parts 120-130. Other items or information may be subject to 


the Export Administration Regulations (EAR), 15 CFR Parts 730 – 774. This may, in some 


circumstances, complicate NASA’s ability to evaluate the proposal, since occasionally NASA 


may use the services of foreign nationals who are neither U.S. citizens nor lawful permanent 


residents of the U.S. to review proposals submitted in response to this FA. 


 


Proposers to FAs are strongly encouraged not to include export-controlled material in their 


proposals, although the effort being proposed may itself be export controlled (ref. Web sites 


noted above in 1.6.2(a)). If it is essential to include any export-controlled information in a 


proposal, a notice to that effect must be prominently displayed on the first pages of the proposal 


and shall state:  


 


“The information (data) contained in [insert page numbers or other identification] of this 


proposal is (are) subject to U.S. export control laws and regulations. It is furnished to the 


Government with the understanding that it will not be exported without the prior approval 


of the Proposer under the terms of an applicable export license or technical assistance 


agreement.” 


 


Reference the following URL for guidance on NASA’s Export Control Program and NASA 


Center Points of Contact: 



http://www.pmddtc.state.gov/regulations_laws/itar.html

http://www.bis.doc.gov/
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http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/oer/nasaecp/contacts.html 


 


For the purposes of proposals submitted via NSPIRES or Grants.gov these first pages listing 


export-controlled information should precede the table of contents, do not count against the page 


limits, and may also be used to provide the proprietary notification, if applicable. It is the 


responsibility of the proposer to determine whether any proposal information is subject to 


export-control regulations. 


  



http://www.hq.nasa.gov/office/oer/nasaecp/contacts.html
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Appendix B – 


General Information Regarding Organization and Personnel 
 


Categories of Proposal Organizations 


 


NASA accepts proposals submitted in response to its FAs by most types of U.S. organizations 


acting on behalf of the PI(s). The designation of one of the following organizational categories is 


required on the proposal cover page. 


 


The NSPIRES cover page does not offer subcategory organization types, such as museum or 


public K-12 school. Some FAs may request subcategory organization type using a program 


specific data form. Some FAs may specifically disallow some or all of the following broad 


categories and/or may add sub-categories not cited below. 


 


The proposing organization type, must be identical to that listed in SAM and tied to the DUNS 


number. Regardless of what proposing organization type is designated, any resulting award and 


its reporting requirements will be consistent with applicable NASA and Federal regulations. 


 


Institutions of Higher Education (IHE) – A two- or four-year university or college (including 


U.S. community colleges) accredited to confer degrees beyond that of the K-12 grade levels. 


 


Educational Institutions - Non-higher-education entities, such as K-12 education groups or 


institutions of informal education, are classified as Education Organizations. Since NSPIRES 


does not have a listing for Education Organizations, institutions falling under this category 


should propose as non-profit or commercial organizations or as agencies of state, local, or 


Federally-recognized tribal governments as described below. 


 


Non-profit Organization – A non-profit organization is generally defined as any private 


corporation, trust, association, cooperative, or other organization which: 


 


 Is operated primarily for scientific, engineering, educational, research, or similar 


purposes in the public interest;   


 Is not organized primarily for profit; and  


 Is an entity incorporated or unincorporated as a non-profit organization under Federal, 


state or local law. 


 


Non-profit organization generally excludes (i) colleges and universities; (ii) hospitals; and (iii) 


state, local and Federally recognized Indian tribal governments. 


 


Commercial Organization – An organization of any size that is organized primarily for profit. 


 


NASA Center – Any NASA Center, e.g., Johnson Space Center (JSC). 


 


Other Federal Agency – Any non-NASA, U.S. Federal executive agency. 
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Federally Funded Research and Development Center (FFRDC) – FFRDCs are under a broad 


charter by a Government agency for performing, analyzing or research for the United States 


Government. NASA sponsors the JPL as an FFRDC. 


 


Non-U.S. Organizations – Organizations outside the U.S. that propose on the basis of a policy 


of no-exchange-of-funds. Some FAs may be issued jointly with a non-U.S. organization (e.g., 


those concerning guest observing programs for jointly sponsored space science programs) that 


will contain additional special guidelines for non-U.S. participants. 


 


State, Local, or Federally-Recognized Tribal Government Agency. –  


 


State government means any of the several States of the United States, the District of Columbia, 


the Commonwealth of Puerto Rico, any territory or possession of the United States, or any 


agency or instrumentality of a State exclusive of local governments. 


 


Local government means a county, municipality, city, town, township, local public authority, 


school district, special district, intrastate district, council of governments (whether or not 


incorporated as a non-profit corporation under State law), any other regional or interstate 


government entity, or any agency or instrumentality of a local government.  


 


Federally-recognized Indian tribal government means the governing body or a governmental 


agency of any Indian tribe, band, nation, or other organized group or community (including any 


native village as defined in Section 3 of the Alaska Native Claims Settlement Act, 85 Stat. 688) 


certified by the Secretary of the Interior as eligible for the special programs and services 


provided through the Bureau of Indian Affairs.  


 


Categories of Proposal Personnel 


 


Every person who is expected to have significant role (i.e. assigned responsibilities appropriate 


to a defined category of personnel) in the execution of the proposed effort must be identified on 


the proposal cover page, using one of the following seven categories of personnel. Each 


individual proposed must also identify the organization through which they are participating in 


the investigation, which may differ from their primary employer or preferred mailing address, in 


order to facilitate organizational conflict of interest checks that must be considered in the 


evaluation process. Any organization requesting NASA funds through participation in the 


proposed project must list each team member on the proposal cover page. Other than the 


category of Principal Investigator, some FAs may specifically disallow some or all of the below 


categories and/or may add other categories. 


 


 


Principal Investigator (PI) – The PI is the individual a research organization designates as 


having an appropriate level of authority and responsibility for the proper conduct of the research, 


including the appropriate use of funds and administrative requirements such as the submission of 


scientific progress reports to the agency. Every proposal shall identify a PI who is responsible for 


the quality and direction of the proposed research and for the proper use of awarded funds 


regardless of whether or not they receive support through the award. The proposing organization 
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has the authority to designate the PI and to designate a replacement, if that becomes necessary. 


NASA approval is required for replacement of a PI after proposal selection. 


 


Contact PI - To facilitate communication with NASA when proposing multiple PIs, the 


submitting organization must designate a "Contact PI" at the time of proposal. The Contact PI 


will be referred to as the "PI." Any other PIs will be referred to as "Co-PIs." The NASA Award 


Officer and Program Officer will communicate with the Contact PI, and the Contact PI will be 


responsible for relaying communications between the Co-PIs and NASA.  


 


Co-Principal Investigator (Co-PI) - When multiple PIs are proposed, the Co-PI(s) share the 


responsibilities of the PI. 


 


NASA strongly encourages PIs to specify only the most critically important personnel to aid in 


the execution of their proposals. Such personnel must be designated as being in one of the 


following categories: 


 


Co-Investigator (Co-I) – A Co-I is a member of the team who may hold either a full-time or 


limited-term appointment and who is a critical "partner" for the conduct of the investigation 


through the contribution of expertise and/or capabilities. A Co-I will serve under the direction of 


the PI and must have a continuing role in the proposed investigation. The Co-I may or may not 


receive funding through the award. Each Co-I, even if not funded, must demonstrate their 


commitment to participate in the proposed investigation by way of a brief signed statement, 


which may be the electronic confirmation through NSPIRES, even if they are from the proposing 


organization. The PI may also designate in NSPIRES one of the following roles for a Co-I who 


will carry additional responsibilities, as appropriate for the following unique circumstances: 


 


 One Co-I may be designated as the "Science PI" for those cases where the proposing 


organization does not permit that individual to formally serve as a PI as defined above 


(e.g., non-tenured faculty, postdoctoral personnel). In such a case, that Co-I/Science 


PI will be understood by NASA to be in charge of the scientific direction of the 


proposed work, although the formally designated PI will still be held responsible for 


the overall direction of the effort and use of funds. 


 


 A Co-I at an organization other than that of the PI institution who is making a major 


contribution to the proposal (e.g., providing a significant piece of hardware) and who 


serves as the point of contact at that Co-I’s organization, may also be designated as 


the "Institutional PI" for that Co-I’s organization. If specifically stated in the FA, 


NASA may elect to provide a separate award directly to the organization of the Co-I. 


In this case, the Co-I will serve as the "PI" for this separate award for their 


organization. 


 


 A Co-I from a non-U.S. organization may also be designated as a "Co-Principal 


Investigator" (Co-PI) should such a designation be required to fulfill administrative 


requirements of that Co-I’s organization and/or to enable the acceptance of funding 


by that Co-I from their sponsoring funding authority.  
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Postdoctoral Associate – A Postdoctoral Associate holds a Ph.D. or equivalent terminal degree, 


is identified as a major participant (but not explicitly as a Co-I) for the execution of the proposed 


research, and receives funding through the proposal’s budget. Such a Postdoctoral Associate 


should be identified by name, if known, but may be identified only by designated function in 


those cases where recruitment depends on the successful selection of the proposal. Postdoctoral 


Associates might not be named on the proposal cover page, but their effort must be included in 


the technical description of work assignments and the proposal budget.  


 


Other Professional – This category is appropriate for personnel who support a proposal in a 


critical manner, e.g., a key Project Engineer and/or Manager, but who is not identified as a Co-I 


or Postdoctoral Associate. This individual's role on the proposal must be described in the budget 


narrative budget narrative. 


 


Graduate and/or Undergraduate Students – A proposal may incorporate students working for 


graduate or undergraduate degrees who will be paid through the proposal’s budget to help carry 


out the proposed research under direction of the PI or one of the designated Co-Is. Such students 


should be identified by name, if known, but may be identified only by function in those cases 


where their recruitment depends on the successful selection of the proposal. These students 


might not be named on the proposal cover page, but their effort their effort must be included in 


the technical description of work assignments and the proposal budget. Direct support for 


undergraduate students’ tuition is allowed only if so stated in the FA. 


 


Consultant – A Consultant is an individual who possesses a special skill, receives a fee for their 


services which may include travel in order to consult with the PI, and is not an officer or 


employee of the proposing organization. A consultant provides services that support the 


proposed activities, but unlike a Co-I, is not responsible for project oversight and completion.  


As opposed to a Co-I who is actively engaged in the proposed activities, a consultant provides 


information, advice, engages in discussions, and serves as a resource—a person with whom the 


PI and Co-Is confer. The requirements for the proposal budget includes the identification, 


justification, and complete breakdown of all costs proposed for all consultants. 


 


Collaborator – A Collaborator is an individual who is not critical to the proposal but who is 


committed to provide a focused but unfunded contribution for a specific task. If funding support, 


including travel costs, is requested in the proposal, such a person must be identified in one of the 


other categories above. For a proposal that is submitted via Grants.gov, collaborators should be 


listed on the Project Role “Other” line of the Senior/Key Person portion of the SF 424 (R&R) 


form. 


 


If selected, proposers must comply with the policy of the Office of Management and Budget set 


out in 2 CFR § 200.466, Scholarships and student aid costs. To ensure compliance with this 


policy, proposers must affirm in their proposals the following: 


 


a. The individual is conducting activities necessary to the Federal award; 


b. Tuition remission and other support are provided in accordance with established 


policy of the IHE and consistently provided in a like manner to students in return for 


similar activities conducted under Federal awards as well as other activities; and 



http://grants.gov/
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c. During the academic period, the student is enrolled in an advanced degree program at 


a non-Federal entity or affiliated institution and the activities of the student in relation 


to the Federal award are related to the degree program; 


d. The tuition or other payments are reasonable compensation for the work performed 


and are conditioned explicitly upon the performance of necessary work; and 


e. It is the IHE's practice to similarly compensate students under Federal awards as well 


as other activities. 
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APPENDIX C 


Required Budget Details 
 


Subpart E, Cost Principles, 2 CFR §200.400, et seq., and the Federal Acquisition Regulation 


(FAR) at 48 CFR Part 31 https://acquisition.gov/far/current/html/FARTOCP31.html), identify 


and describe certain costs that may not be included in a proposed budget (unallowable costs).  


The use of appropriated funds for such purposes is unallowable and may lead to cancellation of 


the award and possible criminal charges. Grants and Cooperative Agreements shall not provide 


for the payment of fee or profit to the recipient. 


 


In addition to the budget narrative, proposers are required to include detailed budgets, including 


detailed subcontract/subaward budgets, in a format of their own choosing that is clear and 


understandable. Regardless of format chosen, the following information must be included in the 


budget details. 


 


Direct Labor (salaries, wages, and fringe benefits): A list of the names (if known) and titles of 


personnel, level of effort for each position, and rates of pay. The annual salary should be clearly 


noted for each position. Labor should be clearly broken out from fringe benefits. The fringe 


benefit rate/percent should be clearly noted on the budget for each labor category for ease of 


review. If person is unknown proposer may identify only by designated function along with level 


of effort and estimated rate of pay. 


 


Fringe rates: In accordance with 2 CFR § 200.414, NASA is required to apply the applicable 


negotiated rate for all grants and cooperative agreements awarded to the recipient. If fringe 


benefits comprise part of that negotiated rate, NASA will use this rate for all grants and 


cooperative agreements awarded to the recipient. If the proposing organization does not have 


negotiated rate for fringe benefits, recipients should use their rates for fringe benefits that is 


applied to funds from all funding sources. 


 


Subcontracts/Subawards: Attachments shall describe the work to be 


subcontracted/subawarded, estimated amount, recipient (if known), and the reason for 


subcontracting (e.g., uniquely qualified Co-I is located at another institution from the proposing 


institution). Itemized budgets are required for all subcontracts/subawards, regardless of dollar 


value. 


 


Consultants: Identify consultants to be used and provide the amount of time they will spend on 


the project and rates of pay to include annual salary, overhead, etc.  


 


Equipment: List all equipment items separately. General-purpose equipment (i.e., personal 


computers and/or commercial software) valued below $5,000 must be purchased from the 


organizational overhead (indirect or F&A) and is not allowable as a direct cost unless it can be 


demonstrated that such items are to be used uniquely and only for the proposed research and is 


approved by the NASA Grant Officer. Any general-purpose equipment purchase valued at or 


above $5,000 to be made as a direct charge must include the equipment description, an 


explanation of how it will be used in the conduct of the research proposed, and a written 



https://acquisition.gov/far/current/html/FARTOCP31.html
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certification that the equipment will be used exclusively for the proposed research activities and 


not for general business or administrative purposes.  


 


Supplies: Provide general categories of needed supplies, the method of acquisition, and the 


estimated cost. 


 


Travel: Provide a detailed breakout of costs for any proposed travel. Detailed budget data shall 


include the following:   


 


 Destination (if destination is not known, the narrative should provide reasonable 


assumptions about the potential destination and, use historical cost data based on 


previous trips taken or conferences attended); 


 Number of travelers; 


 Number of days;  


 Conference fees;  


 Air fare; 


 Per diem; and  


 Miscellaneous travel expenses, (car rental, airport parking, etc.).  


 


Every effort should be made to accurately estimate and detail travel costs. Under Federal 


procurement regulations, missing or minimum data is not acceptable for budget evaluation and 


award purposes. If destinations are not known at time of proposal preparation, use reasonable 


assumptions and historical data for destinations and length of stay, however, use current pricing 


for the applicable categories listed above. 


 


Other: List and enter the total of direct costs not covered by in the above sections. 


 


Facilities and Administrative (F&A)/Indirect Costs: Identify F&A cost rate(s) and base(s) as 


approved by the cognizant Federal agency, including the effective period of the rate. Provide the 


name, address, and telephone number of the Federal agency official having cognizance. If 


approved audited rates are not available, provide the computational basis for the indirect expense 


pool and the corresponding allocation base for each proposed rate. All budgets shall be prepared 


using the most current “approved” indirect rates for estimating and award purposes. Proposers 


shall not use unapproved “future” rates. 


 


For grants and cooperative agreements: Any non-Federal entity that has never received a 


negotiated indirect cost rate, except for these non-Federal entities described in Appendix VII to 


Part 200—paragraph D.1.b, may elect to charge a de minimis rate of 10% of modified total direct 


costs (MTDC) which may be used indefinitely. For all types of institutions other than institution 


of higher education, if the negotiated rates change throughout the period of performance that 


grantee is required to apply that changed rate to any direct funds expended during that time 


frame stated on the changed agreement.  


 


F&A costs are not permitted for fellowship and scholarship awards. 
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Other Applicable Costs: Enter total explaining the need for each item and itemized lists 


detailing expenses within major budget categories. Also enter here the required funding for any 


Co-Is who cannot be funded as a subaward or subcontract (e.g. because the PI is at a non-


Government organization and a Co-I is at a U.S. Government organization)  


 


Subtotal-Estimated Costs: Enter the sum of all items. 


 


Cost Sharing (if any): Neither NSPIRES nor Grants.gov allows for notating cost sharing on the 


standardized budget form. However, if cost sharing is proposed, it should be discussed in detail 


in the budget narrative. Further, if cost sharing is based on specific cost items, identify each item 


and amount in the budget detail with a full explanation provided in the Budget Narrative. 


 


Under a grant or cooperative agreement, cost share is only required if so stated in the FA. NASA 


may accept cost sharing from any type of organization if it is voluntarily offered (reference 2 


CFR §200.306). If a commercial organization is awarded a cooperative agreement, cost sharing 


is usually required unless the commercial organization can demonstrate that it does not expect to 


receive substantial compensating benefits for performance of the work. If this demonstration is 


made, cost sharing is not required but may be offered voluntarily. Reference 2 CFR §1800.922 


and 14 CFR §1274.204, (Costs and Payments), paragraph (b), Cost Sharing. 


 


Total Estimated Costs: Enter the total amount of funding requested from the Government. 
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APPENDIX D 


Proposal Processing, Review, and Selection 
 


Overview: As a matter of both policy and practice, proposals submitted to NASA are principally 


reviewed by panels composed of the proposer's professional peers who have been screened for 


conflicts of interest. In addition, panel reviews may be augmented by one or more individual 


reviews solicited by the NASA Program Officer that are made available to the panel reviewers 


once they convene. As a general rule, and as based on its deliberations, a peer panel is authorized 


to wholly or partially accept or reject any such individual reviews. There are generally at least 


three readers of each proposal. In all cases, however, copies of every proposal are available for 


inspection by the members of the panel while it is in session. The final proposal evaluation 


determined by the panel is reviewed and approved for completeness and clarity by the attending 


NASA Program Officer and, if appropriate, the chair of the panel. 


 


The evaluation forms that are provided to reviewers, will list (perhaps in abbreviated form) all 


criteria for which their opinion is requested. Reviewers are instructed to judge each proposal 


against the stated evaluation criteria and not to compare proposals to which they have access, 


even if they propose similar objectives. Only the NASA Program Officer may make binding 


comparisons of proposals during the process of developing the recommendation for selection. 


 


Conflicts of Interest and Confidentiality: The issue of conflicts of interest and confidentiality 


are of critical importance to the peer review process. All reviewers are directed to avoid not only 


actual but also any apparent conflicts of interest and to maintain confidentiality about all 


activities involved in the review process. Reviewers are personally responsible for identifying 


and calling to the attention of the cognizant NASA Program Officer any conflicts of interest 


situations. The presiding NASA Program Officer addresses and adjudicates conflicts of interest 


based on the following general guidelines: 


 


Every reviewer agrees to avoid conflicts of interest and to maintain the confidentiality of their 


participation in and the results of the review process. Non-federal reviewers are required to sign 


a Nondisclosure Agreement in advance of being sent any proposals. U.S. Government employees 


are governed by the Ethics in Government Act. Should an unanticipated conflict arise or 


otherwise become known during the course of reviewing the proposal, the reviewer is obligated 


to inform the cognizant NASA Program Officer and cease participation pending a NASA 


decision on the issue. 


 


 Disclosure by a reviewer of either the proposals themselves and their evaluation 


materials and discussions is never condoned by NASA under any circumstances at 


any time even after the selections are announced. Since the review process is not 


complete until the selections are announced, a breach of confidentiality of the review 


process could result in the entire selection process for an FA being declared invalid. 


 In certain situations, NASA may ask individuals to participate as reviewers even if 


identified in a competing proposal. In such situations, NASA takes appropriate 


measures to assure the objectivity and integrity of the evaluation process, including, 


excusing the individual from panel discussions of proposals for which a conflict 


exists. In some cases, the individual may also be excused from the discussion of 
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proposals other than those giving rise to the conflict of interest if these proposals are 


in direct programmatic competition with those proposals giving rise to the conflict. 


 


Proposal titles, project summaries and project team participants may be revealed to potential 


reviewers who ultimately decline to act as reviewers because of conflict or lack of knowledge.  


 


Overview of the Selection Process  
 


An overview of the process from proposal submission through selection is as follows:  


 


 The Program Officer selects reviewers based on their known expertise relevant to the 


content of each proposal and the avoidance of conflicts of interest. While in person 


panelist reviewers generally have access to all proposals reviewed by the panel, 


access is removed in the cases of identified conflict of interest. 


 Mail in panelist reviewers only see the proposals to which they are assigned. 


 The scientific and technical merits of each proposal are evaluated by the peer 


reviewers while meeting as a panel. The peer reviewers may also be asked to 


comment on the perceived programmatic relevancy, the cost reasonableness of the 


proposals, and other evaluation criteria specified by the FA.  


 The Program Officer develops a recommendation on which proposals to fund based 


on the science/technical merit peer review, any program-unique criteria stated in the 


FA, relevance to the objectives stated in the FA, programmatic balance/comparison to 


competing proposals of equal merit, and the available budget resources. Selections 


are then made by the NASA Selection Official as identified in the FA.  


 After selection, each proposer is notified of the disposition of their proposal. 


However, such correspondence does not constitute an award of funds. The proposer 


may request a debriefing from NASA, regarding the evaluation of that proposal. 


 Notification of selection is then forwarded by the Program Officer to a NASA Award 


Office that will contact the proposing organization to negotiate funding through an 


appropriate award instrument.  


 Upon award, NASA notifies Members of Congress of awards to any of their 


constituents. Following notification to proposers and of Congress, a list of selected 


proposals is posted at http://nspires.nasaprs.com/. NASA considers the Proposal Title, 


the Principal Investigator's name and organization, and the proposal summary to be in 


the public domain and will post that information on an appropriate publicly accessible 


location. Selected proposers are free, but not required by NASA, to release any 


additional information about their proposals that they may choose. 


 


It is NASA policy not to release any information about individual proposals that are not selected. 


 


Evaluation Criteria   


 


Unless otherwise specified in the FA, the evaluation criteria considered in evaluating a proposal 


are its relevance to NASA's objectives, intrinsic merit and its cost. The failure of a proposal to be 


rated highly in any one of these elements is sufficient cause for the proposal to not be selected. 


 



http://nspires.nasaprs.com/
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Evaluation of a proposal's relevance includes the consideration of the potential contribution to 


NASA's mission as expressed in its most recent NASA strategic plans and the permitted scope 


and specific objectives and goals given in the FA. If an FA describes the program’s relevance to 


the NASA strategic plans, it is not necessary for proposals to show relevance to NASA’s broader 


goals and objectives but, rather only to demonstrate relevance to the goals and objectives of the 


specific goals and objectives of the FA. 


 


Evaluation of Intrinsic Merit includes the consideration of the following factors, as applicable to 


the particular proposal: 


 


 The scientific quality of the proposed project, including, but not limited to, the 


scientific rationale and the expected significance and/or impact of the proposed work; 


 Overall technical quality of the proposed work, including, but not limited to, the 


quality of the management plan and project timeline for carrying out the work and the 


effectiveness and resilience of the proposed experimental designs, methods, 


techniques, and approaches for achieving the proposed goals and/or objectives; 


 The qualifications, capabilities, and related experience of personnel demonstrated by 


the proposal (e.g., publications, delivered products, and other measures of 


productivity and/or expertise) that would affect the likelihood of achieving the 


objectives. 


 Facilities, instruments, equipment and other resources or support systems presented in 


the proposal that would affect the likelihood of achieving the proposed objectives.  


 


Evaluation is against the state-of-the-art. Review panels are instructed not to compare proposals 


to each other; any comparative evaluations are conducted by NASA program personnel. 


 


Evaluation of the cost of a proposed effort may include the reasonableness of the proposed cost, 


as well as whether costs are allowable and allocable to the project. The comparison of the 


proposed cost to available funds is performed by NASA program personnel and is not part of the 


peer review process. 


 


The combined significance of a proposal’s strengths and weaknesses determines its final 


summary evaluation. This may be given for each criterion or as a single overall evaluation. In the 


absence of a criterion-specific scale, the evaluation is based on the following adjectival scale. 
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Summary 


Evaluation 


 


 


Basis for 


Summary Evaluation 


 


Relationship of 


Summary Evaluation to 


Potential for Selection 


 


 


 


Excellent 


A thorough, and compelling 


proposal of exceptional merit that 


fully responds to the objectives of 


the FA as documented by numerous 


or significant strengths and with no 


major weaknesses. 


Top priority for selection in the 


absence of any issues of funding 


availability, suspension or 


debarment, past performance or 


programmatic priorities. 


 


 


Very Good 


A competent proposal of high merit 


that fully responds to the objectives 


of the FA, whose strengths fully 


out-balance any weaknesses and 


none of those weaknesses constitute 


fatal flaws. 


Second priority for selection in 


the absence of any issues of 


funding availability, suspension 


or debarment, past performance 


or programmatic priorities. 


 


 


Good 


A competent proposal that 


represents a credible response to the 


FA, whose strengths and 


weaknesses essentially balance 


each other. 


May be selected as funds permit 


based on programmatic 


priorities. 


 


Fair 


A proposal that provides a nominal 


response to the FA but whose 


weaknesses outweigh any strengths. 


Not selectable regardless of the 


availability of funds or 


programmatic priorities. 


 


Poor 


A seriously flawed proposal having 


one or more major weaknesses that 


constitute fatal flaws. 


Not selectable regardless of the 


availability of funds or 


programmatic priorities. 


 


To help ensure uniformity of the reviews, NASA asks its reviewers to document their findings 


using clear, concise language that is understandable to the non-specialist by means of perceived 


strengths and weaknesses, which may each be designated as a “major” or “minor” finding.  


 


A strength is a finding that increases a proposal’s suitability for funding by a given criterion. A 


major strength significantly increases a proposal’s suitability, and a minor strength increases, but 


not significantly, increases a proposal’s suitability A reviewer may conclude, however, that 


multiple minor strengths together are equivalent to a major strength. 


 


A weakness is a finding that decreases a proposal’s suitability for funding by a given criterion. A 


major weakness significantly decreases a proposal’s suitability and a minor weakness decreases, 


but not significantly, a proposal’s suitability for a weakness to be minor, it must not significantly 


affect an appreciable portion of the proposed work or the final outcome. A reviewer may 


conclude, however, that multiple minor weaknesses together are equivalent to a major weakness. 


A fatal flaw is any single weakness or collection of weaknesses that would effectively prevent, in 


part or in whole, the proposed objectives from being accomplished or that otherwise may render 


the proposal unsuitable for consideration for funding (e.g., the proposal fails to address the FA’s 
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objectives, will have no impact, has a plan of research that is incapable of succeeding, proposes 


an unrealistic level of effort). 


 


If proposals are rated equally, the Program Officer and Selection Official may use other factors 


to determine final selections. These factors include, but are not limited to, the balance of the 


research objectives addressed by other tasks within the program and available program funds. 


 


Occasionally a proposal may include tasks that rate low on one or more evaluation criteria or 


have other aspect(s) that is(are) considered undesirable or unnecessary (e.g., tasks not permitted 


by an FA, plans for excessive travel, the support of certain personnel). In such a case, and at the 


option of the cognizant NASA Program Officer, a proposal may be evaluated more than once: 


first as originally proposed, and then again as "descoped" of one or more of its original 


provisions. In such a case, the rating of the descoped proposal may justify its consideration for 


funding consistent with the policy for Partial Selections and a revised proposal may be requested. 
 


Although a proposal may be rated by peer review to be of high Intrinsic Merit, it still may not be 


selected owing to budget limitations, lack of relevance to the FA or for programmatic balance.  


 


Partial Selections   


 


NASA may elect to fund only a portion of a proposal. Partial selections also may offer tentative 


selections in which NASA requests investigators to team in a joint investigation. In such a case, 


the proposer will be given the opportunity to accept or decline such selection. If the proposer 


accepts such an offer, a revised budget and statement of work may be required from the proposer 


should this reduction be greater than 20 percent of the originally proposed budget. However, as a 


general rule, if the reduction is less than 20 percent of the originally proposed budget, the 


adjustment to the budget and statement of work can be extracted from the original proposal and 


no further submission would be required. 


 


If a proposal is partially selected by NASA, the proposer may be given the opportunity to modify 


the proposal summary so that it correctly describes the funded research. 


 


If the proposer declines the offer of a partial selection, or participation in a joint investigation, 


the offer of selection may be withdrawn in its entirety by NASA. 


 


Debriefing of Proposers 


 


A proposer has the right to be informed of the major factor(s) that led to the acceptance or 


rejection of the proposal. Debriefings will be available upon request. Again, it is emphasized that 


non-selected proposals should be aware that proposals of nominally high intrinsic and 


programmatic merits may be declined for reasons entirely unrelated to any scientific or technical 


weaknesses. 


 


Resubmission of a Non-selected Proposal 


 


Non-selected proposals may not be submitted as an unsolicited proposal. The non-selection of a 


proposal does not restrict the submission of a similar or even the same effort by the proposer(s) 
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in response to appropriate future NASA FAs or to other appropriate funding agencies or 


organizations. However, if a proposal to NASA is contemplated, proposers are strongly urged to 


carefully consider the entirety of comments offered during their debriefing, as well as the 


proposal guidelines, before making the decision to resubmit the same, or nearly the same, 


proposal. Merely correcting any perceived deficiencies in a proposal as noted by a review 


process for one FA in no way guarantees a higher rating or selection in response to another FA. 
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APPENDIX E 


Security Requirements 
 


Requirement for Grant and Cooperative Agreement awards. 


 


(a) Recipients needing access to a NASA Center, facility, or computer system, or to 


NASA technical information shall comply with agency personal identity verification 


procedures identified in the award that implement Homeland Security Presidential 


Directive-12 (HSPD-12), Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidance M-05-


24 and Federal Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS PUB) Number 


201. 


(b) The Recipient shall account for all forms of Government-provided identification 


issued to the Recipient employees in connection with performance under this 


contract. The Recipient shall return such identification to the issuing agency at the 


earliest of any of the following, unless otherwise determined by the Government: 


(1) When no longer needed for grant performance. 


(2) Upon completion of the Recipient’s employee’s employment. 


(3) Upon grant completion or termination. 


(c) The Grant Officer may delay final payment under a grant if the Recipient fails to 


comply with these requirements. 


(d) The Recipient shall insert the substance of this clause, including this paragraph (d), in 


all subcontracts or subagreements when their employees are required to have routine 


physical access to a Federally-controlled facility and/or routine access to a Federally-


controlled information system. It shall be the responsibility of the Recipient to return 


such identification to the issuing agency in accordance with the terms set forth in 


paragraph (b) of this section, unless otherwise approved in writing by the Grant 


Officer 


 


Requirement for Contract awards. 


 


PIV Card Issuance Procedures in accordance with FAR Clause 52.204-9, Personal Identity 


Verification of Contractor Personnel (Jan. 2011) 


PERSONAL IDENTITY VERIFICATION OF CONTRACTOR PERSONNEL (JAN 2011) 


(a) The Contractor shall comply with agency personal identity verification procedures     


identified in the contract that implement Homeland Security Presidential Directive-12 


(HSPD-12), Office of Management and Budget (OMB) guidance M-05-24 and 


Federal Information Processing Standards Publication (FIPS PUB) Number 201. 


(b) The Contractor shall account for all forms of Government-provided identification 


issued to the Contractor employees in connection with performance under this 


contract. The Contractor shall return such identification to the issuing agency at the 


earliest of any of the following, unless otherwise determined by the Government: 


(1) When no longer needed for contract performance. 


(2) Upon completion of the Contractor employee’s employment. 


(3) Upon contract completion or termination. 
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(c) The Contracting Officer may delay final payment under a contract if the Contractor 


fails to comply with these requirements. 


(d) The Contractor shall insert the substance of this clause, including this paragraph (d), 


in all subcontracts when the subcontractor’s employees are required to have routine 


physical access to a Federally-controlled facility and/or routine access to a Federally-


controlled information system. It shall be the responsibility of the prime Contractor to 


return such identification to the issuing agency in accordance with the terms set forth 


in paragraph (b) of this section, unless otherwise approved in writing by the 


Contracting Officer. 


(End of clause) 
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APPENDIX F 


Funding Continuation of Multiple-Year Awards 
 


Continuation funding for multiple-year awards is dependent on several factors including 


satisfactory progress and availability of funds. 


 


When the period of performance is for multiple years of funding, those funding levels are fixed 


at the time that the award is made. When funding is released for a multiple-year award, new 


proposals and technical evaluations are not required as long as this information for the multiple-


year period was reviewed and approved as part of the original proposal. A revised budget for the 


next year of a multiple-year award is required only if (i) the anticipated expenditures are greater 


than that stated in the award, (ii) the research has appreciably changed in scope, or (iii) changes 


have been made to the planned purchases of equipment. 


 


Requests to fund work that is beyond the scope of the originally approved proposal may require 


technical evaluations by NASA. 


 


NASA reserves the right to terminate any multiple-year grant or cooperative agreement as 


allowed under 2 CFR 200. 


 


Reports for Multiple-Year Awards 


 


See Grant and Cooperative Agreement Manual (GCAM) 


https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/index.html#, Exhibit E, for a list of the required 


reports. 


 


Annual Reports 


 


An Annual Progress Report is due 60 days prior to the anniversary date of award except for the 


final year when a final progress report, called a “Summary of Research”, is due within 90 days of 


the expiration date of the award. Investigations with a period of performance exceeding three 


years may be subject to full peer evaluation after the first three years in order to qualify for the 


next level of funding.  Content of Annual Progress Reports potentially include: 


 


 Changes in originally approved scope of work for coming year, 


 Updates to management plans, 


 Interim New Technology Summary Report (as applicable), 


 Any publication of peer reviewed articles, 


 Any publication of data sets or other products (including code), and 


 Any other elements needed or requested by NASA staff to determine progress on the 


project. 


 


Quarterly Reports 


 


Federal Financial Reports – SF 425 are due quarterly. 



https://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/srba/index.html
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Completing an Award 


 


At the completion of a grant or cooperative agreement, certain reports are required by NASA and 


will be specified in the award document. For a research grant, the following final reports are 


generally required:  


 


 Federal Financial Report (SF 425)  


 Summary of Research 


 Final Inventory Report of Federally Owned Property  


 New Technology Summary Report 


 Management Plan 


 Any peer reviewed articles published or planned 


 Any data sets or other products (including code) published or planned 
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APPENDIX G  


Requests for Reconsideration 
 


A PI will receive a synopsis of the reviewers’ comments. 


 


Written Request for Reconsideration to Selecting Official. To have a declined proposal be 


reconsidered for funding, the PI must, within 30 calendar days of receipt of the synopsis of 


reviewers’ comments, submit in writing a Request for Reconsideration to the Selecting Official. 


If no synopsis of reviewers’ comments was received, the Request for Reconsideration must be 


submitted within 60 calendar days of notification that the proposal had been declined. The 


Selecting Official will respond to the Request for Reconsideration within 30 calendar days. If 


additional time is required to prepare a response, an explanation of the need for more time will 


be given to the PI within 30 calendar days. 


 


Appeals above the Selecting Official. Appeals of the Selecting Official's decision must be made 


within 30 calendar days of receipt of that decision. The written appeal must be submitted to the 


Assistant Administrator of the Mission Directorate or Office issuing the FA. A response to the 


appeal will be provided to the PI within 30 calendar days. 


 


Process for Appeals – Contracts Only 


 


Ombudsman Review Process 


 


The NASA Procurement Ombudsman Program is available as a procedure for addressing 


concerns and disagreements. The clause at NASA FAR Supplement (NFS) 1852.215-84, 


Ombudsman, is incorporated into NRAs by reference. The cognizant Ombudsman is as follows:   


 


Monica Manning 


Deputy Assistant Administrator for Procurement 


Office of Procurement 


NASA Headquarters 


300 E Street SW Room 5L14 


Washington DC 20546-0001 


 


Telephone:  (202) 358-1050 


Facsimile:   (202) 358-3082 


Email: agency-procurementombudsman@nasa.gov 


 


Protest Process 


 


Only prospective proposers seeking contract awards (not grant and/or cooperative agreement 


awards) under NRAs have the right to file a protest either with the Government Accountability 


Office (GAO) or with the Agency, as defined in FAR 33.101. The provisions at FAR 52.233-2, 


Service of Protest, FAR 52.233-3, Protest after Award, and NASA FAR Supplement (NFS) 


1852.233-70, Protests to NASA, are incorporated into NRAs by reference. The designated 



mailto:agency-procurementombudsman@nasa.gov
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official for receipt of protests to the Agency and copies of protests filed with the GAO is as 


follows:   


 


William P. McNally 


Assistant Administrator for Procurement 


Office of Procurement 


NASA Headquarters 


Washington, DC 20546. 


 


Telephone:  202-358-2090 


Facsimile:  202-358-3082 


Email:  William.P.McNally@nasa.gov 


 


 


  



mailto:William.P.McNally@nasa.gov
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APPENDIX H 


GUIDE TO KEY DOCUMENTS  
 


Guidance for the Preparation and Submission of Unsolicited Proposals:   


http://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/unSol-Prop.html 


 


NASA Solicitation and Proposal Integrated Review and Evaluation System (NSPIRES):  


http://nspires.nasaprs.com 


 


Grants.gov: http://www.grants.gov 


 


NASA solicitations for contracts are found at the Federal Business Opportunities (FBO) site:  


https://www.fbo.gov  


 


Find NASA research grant award information at Research.gov site: 


https://www.research.gov/research-


portal/appmanager/base/desktop?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=research_home_page  


 


The following items may be found through active links from the NASA homepage: 


 


 The NASA Strategic Plan: 


http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/FY2014_NASA_SP_508c.pdf 


 


 The Vision for Space Exploration: 


http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/exploration/main/index.html 


 


 Links to all NASA Headquarters Mission Directorates: 


http://www.nasa.gov/about/org_index.html 


 


 Space Technology Roadmaps: 


http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/  


 


 Links to all NASA Centers and the Jet Propulsion Laboratory: 


http://www.nasa.gov/about/org_index.html  


 


The following URL can be used to track the process of a grant and/or cooperative agreement 


prepared by the NASA Shared Services Center (NSSC) on behalf of one of the NASA 


Centers/HQ:  https://www.nssc.nasa.gov/grantstatus  


 


 


 


 


 


 


 


 



http://prod.nais.nasa.gov/pub/pub_library/unSol-Prop.html

http://nspires.nasaprs.com/

https://www.fbo.gov/

https://www.research.gov/research-portal/appmanager/base/desktop?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=research_home_page

https://www.research.gov/research-portal/appmanager/base/desktop?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=research_home_page

https://www.research.gov/research-portal/appmanager/base/desktop?_nfpb=true&_pageLabel=research_home_page

http://www.nasa.gov/sites/default/files/files/FY2014_NASA_SP_508c.pdf

http://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/exploration/main/index.html

http://www.nasa.gov/about/org_index.html

http://www.nasa.gov/offices/oct/home/roadmaps/

http://www.nasa.gov/about/org_index.html

https://www.nssc.nasa.gov/grantstatus
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APPENDIX I 


INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 


 
 


Data Rights: NASA wishes to disseminate data and material produced under this award as 


broadly as possible with minimal restrictions. While recipients are not restricted in their own use 


and distribution of data first produced in performance of an award, NASA’s goal is to reduce 


restrictions on dissemination and use of data to the greatest extent possible, consistent with the 


terms and conditions of the award. Data rights differ based on whether data is first produced 


under an award or instead was developed at private expense outside the award. 


 


“Limited Rights Data”: The U.S. Government will not normally require delivery of 


confidential or trade secret‐type technical data developed solely at private expense prior to 


issuance of an award, except as necessary to monitor technical progress and evaluate the 


potential of proposed technologies to reach specific technical and cost metrics. 


 


Government rights in Technical Data Produced under Awards: The U.S. Government 


normally retains unlimited rights in technical data produced under awards, including the right to 


distribute to the public. However, invention disclosures may be protected from public disclosure 


for a reasonable time in order to allow for filing a patent application. 


 


Invention Rights: Recipients that are Small Businesses or nonprofit organizations may elect to 


retain title to their inventions pursuant to the Bayh-Dole Act (35 U.S.C. § 202). Large business 


recipients are subject to section 20135 of the National Aeronautics and Space Act (51 U.S.C. § 


20135) relating to property rights in inventions. Title to inventions made under an award by a 


large business recipient initially vests with NASA. However, these recipients may request a 


waiver to obtain title to inventions made under the award. Such a request may be made in 


advance of the award or within 30 days thereafter. Even if a waiver request is not made, or 


denied, a large business recipient may request a waiver on individual inventions made during the 


course of the award. 


 


In the case of contract awards, intellectual property provisions (patent and data rights) are subject 


to the Federal Acquisition Regulations (FAR) and the NASA FAR Supplement (NFS).  


In the case of grants and cooperative agreements, intellectual property provisions are subject to 


the terms and conditions in 2 CFR 200, 2 CFR 1800, and 14 CFR 1274. 
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Appendix J 


Publishing Datasets on the NASA Open Data Portal  
 


What is the NASA Open Data portal? 


 


NASA’s Open Data portal at data.nasa.gov is a registry of NASA dataset metadata which 


enables machine-readable dataset discovery. Making information resources accessible, 


discoverable, and usable by the public can help fuel entrepreneurship, innovation, and scientific 


discovery. 


 


This portal is a collection of descriptions of datasets; each description is a metadata record. The 


intention of a data catalog is to facilitate data access by users who are searching for particular 


types of data. The portal hosts both metadata records and/or original datasets. 


 


What is a dataset? 
A dataset is an identifiable collection of data products unified by a set of criteria, also referred to 


as a Dataset Metadata Record (i.e., contains information on authorship, subject, scope, location 


and/or time, etc.). The NASA Open Data Portal contains two types of datasets: 1) Dataset 


Metadata Records, and 2) Data files hosted on the platform. All Dataset Metadata Records 


cataloged on data.nasa.gov conform to a metadata schema described here: https://project-open-


data.cio.gov/v1.1/schema/.  


 


How do I host my data on the Open Data portal? 
1. Contact the Open Data mailing list (nasa-data@lists.arc.nasa.gov) and describe your 


data products and whether or not you have a Data Management Plan. 


2. Consider where your data currently resides. If you would like to host it through the 


data.nasa.gov server, consider data transport options such as the Large File Transfer 


for NASA personnel. 


3. Be prepared to provide the metadata about your dataset(s) that conform to the 


requirements of the Project Open Data Schema v1.1. 


 


What data are accepted for hosting on the Open Data portal? 
Data.nasa.gov can support any file type (machine-readable formats are preferable). We may need 


to limit file size in some cases. The portal offers the capability to create visualization and 


RESTFUL APIs if your data is in tabular format.  


 


Please note: The Open Data team cannot host any data that contain Personally-Identifiable 


Information (PII). 


 


How do I transfer data files to host on the Open Data portal? 
NASA personnel may use the internal agency Large File Transfer Service to transport data to the 


appropriate Open Data team member.  


 



https://data.nasa.gov/

https://project-open-data.cio.gov/v1.1/schema/

https://project-open-data.cio.gov/v1.1/schema/

https://project-open-data.cio.gov/v1.1/schema/

https://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/104256

https://www.gsa.gov/portal/content/104256
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If I host my data on the Open Data portal, what other information must I provide? 
For each dataset you want to host, you must provide the following metadata to the Open Data 


team: 


1) Title of dataset 


2) Description of dataset 


3) Point of contact (full name and email) 


4) Keywords or tags that describe or categorize your data 


5) Proposal number, award number, and/or ORCID 


6) Area of proposal research area or name of supporting NASA program (if known) 


7) Number, size, and format/type of data products 


8) URLs to 


a. Related documents 


b. Publication(s) related to this dataset 


c. Web pages on the datasets/research 


9) Information about any software or code that is needed to work with your data 


10) Any temporal information about your dataset, such as date ranges for when the 


research was conducted 


11) Any spatial information about your dataset, such as latitude and longitude coordinates 


or geographic regions for which the data is relevant 


12) Any other supporting documentation, such as a data dictionary 
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INTRODUCTION 
 


This Nevada Science and Technology Plan (hereafter, “the Plan”) is presented by the Nevada 


System of Higher Education (NSHE) Board of Regents (BOR) and is intended to provide details 


about the direction, capability, and vision for educational, research, and economic development 


efforts in Nevada. This Plan allows NSHE and its community partners to frame future decisions 


and investment strategies for Nevada and public higher education. Through the years, the State 


of Nevada has partnered with NSHE to dedicate financial resources in support of science and 


technology education and research programs.  


 


This Plan provides the foundation for coordinating research and education workforce 


development efforts statewide to benefit Nevada’s citizenry with consideration given to the 


research capacity and infrastructure already in place at NSHE institutions and potential 


opportunities for external funding. The Plan was initially developed by the research officers of 


the three NSHE research institutions. This update was developed in concert with input from the 


research faculty at the three NSHE research institutions and stakeholders from around the state. 


It was then reviewed and approved by the Nevada EPSCoR (Established Program to Stimulate 


Competitive Research) Advisory Committee (NVEAC) and the NSHE Board of Regents.  


 


The three research institutions of NSHE are the Desert Research Institute (DRI), the University 


of Nevada, Las Vegas (UNLV), and the University of Nevada, Reno (UNR). DRI operations are 


supported primarily through external research funding while the two universities receive more 


State General Fund revenue for instruction and service activities. In 2019 both universities 


(UNLV and UNR) were ranked by the Carnegie Foundation as R1 Institutions (Doctoral 


Universities – Very high research activity). This classification places Nevada in a higher tier of 
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competitive universities and research impact capability, with implied research investment and 


outcomes necessary to maintain top-tier quality, reputation, and ranking. Total research funding 


for these three institutions for fiscal year 2019 was $150 million with the majority coming from 


federal (60%) and federal pass-through (19%) sources. Other sources include state, other 


government, and private industry/non-profit at 21% total. Research funding represented 65% of 


sponsored projects for the NSHE research institutions. 


 


Nevada’s research activities historically depend heavily on external funding from governmental 


and private agencies including the United States Department of Agriculture (USDA), National 


Science Foundation (NSF), Department of Defense (DOD), Department of Energy (DOE), 


Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), National Aeronautics and Space Administration 


(NASA), and National Institutes of Health (NIH). In particular, the federally supported research-


stimulation programs EPSCoR and NIH IDeA (Institutional Development Award) have assisted 


with Nevada’s forward progress in research capability. Generally, funds received through the 


latter programs also require State General Fund matching dollars. 


 


Nevada faces critical geographic and population issues common in other western states, creating 


opportunity for Nevada to lead in several key areas of research and development. Accordingly, 


key research priority areas are identified for further development within this Plan. These areas 


are designed to emphasize the societal and economic needs of the State, highlight the expertise 


that lies within the NSHE institutions to advance these areas, and set goals of regional and 


national research and innovation leadership. These are not in ranked order because each is 


critical to Nevada’s economic and environmental future. Four overarching themes for these focus 


areas are Land and Natural Resources, Integrated Health and Wellness, Digital Technologies, 


and Infrastructure and Industrial Technologies. 


 


RESEARCH PRIORITY AREAS 


 


Land and Natural Resources  


 Water Resources  


 Sustainable Energy  


 Environment and Natural Hazards 


 Agriculture and Food Security 


 Policy and Economics 


 


Integrated Health and Wellness  


 Health Care Access and Research 


 Microbiology and Immunology 


 Neuroscience 


 Policy and Economics 


 


Digital Technologies 


 Networking 


 Cybersecurity 


 (Big) Data Management 
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 Computing Systems 


 Software and Automation 


 AI/ML and Analytics  


 


Infrastructure and Industrial Technologies 


 Transportation 


 Applied Materials 


 Biotechnology 


 Robotics  


 Advanced Manufacturing 


 Logistics 


 Mining 


 


Each of these research priority areas is examined in this report with consideration given to the 


specific challenges facing Nevada, the assets available to meet these challenges, and strategies 


for how NSHE can provide the faculty expertise, applied and basic research, technology transfer, 


and graduates to help the State meet its goals in each area. 


 


In order to ensure success in Nevada’s research priorities, five cross-cutting strategic investment 


areas must be embedded into budgetary and development actions by NSHE and the individual 


institutions’ research officers and campus executives: Workforce Development, Technology 


Transfer, Cyberinfrastructure, Communication and Outreach, and Convergence Research. These 


are described in the Common Strategies for Success section of this report.  
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LAND AND NATURAL RESOURCES 
 


Research Focus on Land and Natural Resources  


 


Nevada has the highest percentage of federally controlled land of any state at 80.1%1. Much of 


this land exists in a rural, undeveloped condition, albeit with historical waves of utilization in 


mining, ranching, and energy sectors over the last 150 years. At the same time, Nevada has the 


3rd highest percentage of state populations living in urban areas, at 94.2%2. As Nevada is the 7th 


largest state by land area, as well as the most mountainous of the lower 48 U.S. states, these 


highly concentrated populations often rely on remote, distant locations for natural resources such 


as water and energy, as well as agriculture, recreation, and other uses. This spatial disconnect 


creates a challenge for state institutions to engage meaningfully with rural populations, 


industries, and land management policies. 


 


Due to Nevada’s history and unique geography, NSHE institutions have perhaps their longest 


research/service legacies in topics within land and natural resources, including mining3, ranching 


and agriculture, energy, water, and other environmental sciences. These are areas where the state 


retains great economic and scientific potential, with pre-existing capability, partnerships, and 


infrastructure. In particular, the boom-and-bust nature of tourism economies that drive much of 


the state’s revenue at present underscores the need for continued diversification of capability in 


land-focused research topics with long-term impact, as global populations and pressures on 


natural resources increase. Investment and strategic coordination in these areas not only serves 


Nevada’s distributed geography as the state population continues to expand but maintains 


leadership potential in key topics that will only increase in national/international importance with 


time. 


 


                                                      
1 https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42346.pdf  
2 https://www2.census.gov/geo/docs/reference/ua/PctUrbanRural_State.xls  
3 The topic of mining is detailed later in the section: Infrastructure and Industrial Technologies 



https://fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42346.pdf

https://www2.census.gov/geo/docs/reference/ua/PctUrbanRural_State.xls
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Research focus areas under Land and Natural Resources: 


 


 Water Resources: The Nevada Division of Water Resources4 states that water is Nevada's 


most precious renewable natural resource, and a key element in safeguarding this limited 


resource is responsible management gained through education. Future economic growth and 


sustainability in the State of Nevada is completely dependent upon accurately quantifying 


inputs/outputs and responsibly managing storage and use of water resources. Our 


understanding of both the quantity and quality of water in Nevada, and of the complex 


responses needed due to variability in population and long-term climate, are improved 


through advanced education in science and engineering-based disciplines. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Diversity of faculty expertise to support world-class water-focused research 


 Unique observational and experimental facilities at all institutions 


 Rural sensor and data networks to support statewide water monitoring research 


 Hydrology graduate programs 


 Public/private investment in water technology and companies5 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed:  


 Coordination of observation, modeling, planning, infrastructure, and policy efforts 


 Funding stability of NSHE water-focused programs, products, and infrastructure 


 Water-focused education with integration into Nevada P-16 curriculum 


 


 Sustainable Energy: Nevada has an abundance of natural resources from solar, geothermal, 


and wind sources that provide the potential for the State to become energy independent and 


carbon neutral with the proper technical and financial resources in place. Few states have 


such a wide variety of assets. Development of these renewable energy resources, and the 


economic infrastructure to commercialize and bring them to market, will require partnerships 


between NSHE, industry, and government. In 2018, provider NV Energy achieved an overall 


24.2% from renewable sources score and was well on the way to the required 25% by 2025. 


On April 22, 2019, Governor Sisolak signed into law Senate Bill 358, which increases 


Nevada’s renewable portfolio standard to 50% by 2030. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Nevada State Office of Energy 


 Legislated Nevada energy portfolio standard (requiring renewable energy on the grid) 


 A highly supportive citizenry and positive public perceptions 


 Research in solar, grid, and micro-grid technologies 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Public and private partnerships in renewable energy development 


 Energy infrastructure and storage, renewable/recyclable energy 


 Technical and engineering workforce development for a clean energy economy 


                                                      
4 http://water.nv.gov/  
5 https://waterstart.com/  



http://water.nv.gov/

https://waterstart.com/
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 Energy education and public assistance programs 


 


 Environment and Natural Hazards: Nevada has several geographic attributes that impact 


the response of human and natural systems to the environment and natural hazards over past, 


present, and future. These include, but are not limited to: (1) great contrasts in climate and 


ecosystems over short distances created by Nevada’s location and the Basin and Range 


topography; (2) a high degree of aridity and drought risk making Nevada the most arid state 


in the U.S.; (3) a highly concentrated/urbanized population; (4) high seismic activity of the 


Basin and Range province; and (5) wildfire-prone landscapes due to vegetation, seasonal 


climate characteristics, and patterns of historical and modern land use. These combinations 


are in no way unique globally; however, they do provide Nevada with the opportunity to lead 


science, knowledge, and practices associated with these land management and natural hazard 


challenges.  


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Established State Offices and Labs within NSHE (NSCO, NSL, NBMG) 


 Western Regional Climate Center (DRI) network, data, and outreach expertise 


 Faculty integration with USFS RMRS for forestry, rangeland science 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Coordinated strategy, resources, and development for Centers, Offices, and Labs  


 Wildland/urban interface planning and adaptation research 


 Interdisciplinary data management/products expertise and infrastructure 


 Wildfire processes, mitigation, and impacts 


 


 Agriculture and Food Security: Roughly one third of Nevadan adults were eligible for 


federal food aid before the state was affected by the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic and a third of 


these were food insecure. A safe and secure food source is not only critical on a national and 


worldwide level, but as the pandemic’s effects on food supply chains have demonstrated, it is 


important at the local level as well. With 42% of the earth’s surface classified as dryland, 


similar to Nevada’s geography, this affords a unique opportunity for Nevada to take a leading 


role in developing sustainable dryland agricultural practices, a major challenge area for 


global food security. Opportunities exist to expand and improve traditional agricultural 


practices as well as to enhance indoor agricultural methods and production. Development of 


the agriculture industry in Nevada is not only important for local food security but also for 


Nevada’s tourism industry, which seeks to provide tourists with high quality food. The 


Nevada Department of Agriculture’s Biennial Report for 2019 reports that the state’s food 


and agriculture sector contributed $1.3 billion to the state’s economy in 2017, accounting for 


16,344 jobs with the primary products being livestock, wheat, and corn. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 UNR College of Agriculture, Biotechnology, and Natural Resources, Nevada 


Agricultural Experiment Station, and Extension faculty, facilities, and programs. 


 Partnerships with Federal Agricultural Research Services and Natural Resources 


Conservation Services as well as the Nevada Department of Agriculture 
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 Startup companies spun off from NSHE institutions such as Tu Biomics6 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Infrastructure expansion for research and Extension program activities  


 Strategic partnerships with communities/industry for supply chain and food security 


 Development of regional centers to address local food security and safety issues 


 Spatial mapping of soil, agriculture, horticulture, agricultural economics, and noxious 


and invasive weeds  


 Dryland farming/irrigation systems, and small- to medium-scale automation 


 


 Policy and Economics: Due to sharp delineation of urban and rural populations, economics 


and policy mismatches remain prevalent between state- or federal-driven land and resources 


initiatives and rural communities/industries. NSHE researchers in the fields of economics, 


policy, and social sciences and industries such as mining, ranching, and agriculture have the 


opportunity to coordinate efforts to better assess impacts of high-level policy and strengthen 


rural communities. 


  


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Extension faculty, programs, outreach 


 Land-grant mission of the University of Nevada, Reno 


 Interdisciplinary economics and policy faculty 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Strategic and engaged community partnership building 


 Purposeful study of rural social/economic impacts of land management practices 


 Integration of land and natural resources in K-20 education 


  


                                                      
6 A startup driving the development of organic antifungal chemicals as a cost-effective alternative to currently 


available options. 
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INTEGRATED HEALTH AND WELLNESS 


 


Research Focus in Integrated Health and Wellness  


 


Health and wellness are essential for the quality of life that Nevadans deserve. They depend on 


the ability of Nevada’s health infrastructure to identify and mitigate causes of disease and to 


provide appropriate health care when necessary. This infrastructure is overstretched as statewide 


training programs in the health professions (e.g., medicine, nursing, allied health, public health, 


nutrition, and others) cannot meet the demands as our population increases. In addition, Nevada 


is 50th in the nation for per-capita annual spending on public health ($46 compared with $220 for 


New Mexico, $150 for Idaho, and $80 for Utah) and 43rd in the nation for rate of health 


insurance7. Perhaps the most telling indicator of the capacity and function of Nevada’s health 


care infrastructure is that the state is ranked 45th for active physicians per 100,000 people, 48th 


for primary care physicians per 100,000 people, and 50th for general surgeons per 100,000 


people8. All of this combines to rank Nevada 48th for health system performance9. 


 


NSHE institutions address this infrastructure shortfall through education and research. Our 


universities and community colleges train physicians, physician’s assistants, nurses, dentists, 


psychologists, and social workers (among other health-related professionals) to address statewide 


shortages in these fields. Faculty members from UNR, UNLV, and DRI conduct world-class 


research, identifying the causes and mechanisms of disease, while training undergraduate and 


graduate students in their fields. Nevada’s federally funded research efforts include 


neuroscience, cardiovascular disease, infectious disease, microbiology, immunology, muscular 


                                                      
7 https://www.americashealthrankings.org/explore/annual/measure/Overall/state/NV  
8 Packham, J., and T. Griswold. 2020. Physician Workforce in Nevada: A Chartbook. University of Nevada, Reno, 


https://med.unr.edu/statewide/reports 28 pp 
9 https://scorecard.commonwealthfund.org/state/nevada/ 



https://www.americashealthrankings.org/explore/annual/measure/Overall/state/NV

https://med.unr.edu/statewide/reports

https://scorecard.commonwealthfund.org/state/nevada/
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dystrophy, gastrointestinal disease, psychology and behavior, and personalized medicine. In the 


area of clinical research, NSHE faculty members are identifying local health problems and 


testing therapeutic approaches to alleviating them. Researchers are investigating suicide, HIV 


risk, Parkinson’s disease, traumatic brain injury, and infectious diseases, including drivers of 


global pandemics. These NSHE programs are finding answers and training the people that will 


apply them to improve health outcomes for all Nevadans.  


 


Research focus areas under Integrated Health and Wellness: 


 


 Health Care Access and Research: Recent years have seen an extraordinary increase in 


medical training and biomedical research in Nevada. Existing degree-granting programs have 


expanded and the numbers of graduates in all health-related professions have increased. New 


research programs have started at each of the NSHE research institutions, and several new 


research centers have been created. Nevada now ranks 25th among U.S. states for the number 


of undergraduate medical students per 100,000 population10. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 LCME11 accredited Schools of Medicine at both UNR and UNLV 


 Two-year ARC-PA12 accredited Physician’s Assistant program at UNR 


 NIH IDeA program13: funding research via INBRE14, COBRE15, and IDeA-CTR16  


 Centers for Cardiovascular Physiology, Integrative Neuroscience, and Personalized 


Medicine 


 Project ECHO17, Nevada telehealth project at UNR for underserved populations 


 Population Health: Healthy Nevada Project18 between DRI and Renown Health 


 UNR School of Community Health Sciences and UNLV School of Public Health 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Resources to boost clinician research in NSHE medical schools 


 Graduate medical education—Nevada ranks 44th in per-capita residents and fellows 


 Infrastructure and technologies for community-based research 


 Health science informatics (data and analytics expertise and infrastructure) 


 


 Microbiology and Immunology: Microbiology and immunology research is conducted 


across UNR, DRI, and UNLV, supported by grants from the NIH, NSF, DOD, NASA, and 


DOE to study pathogens (including SARS-CoV-2), life in extreme environments, 


microbiology and immunological diagnostics, and microbial biotechnology. These inter-


                                                      
10 Packham, J., and T. Griswold. 2020. Physician Workforce in Nevada: A Chartbook. University of Nevada, Reno, 


https://med.unr.edu/statewide/reports 28 pp 
11 https://www.aamc.org/services/first-for-financial-aid-officers/lcme-accreditation  
12 http://www.arc-pa.org/ 
13 https://www.nigms.nih.gov/Research/DRCB/IDeA/Pages/default.aspx  
14 https://www.nigms.nih.gov/research/drcb/IDeA/Pages/INBRE.aspx  
15 https://www.nigms.nih.gov/Research/DRCB/IDeA/pages/COBRE.aspx 
16 https://www.nigms.nih.gov/Research/DRCB/IDeA/Pages/IDeA-CTR.aspx 
17 https://med.unr.edu/echo 
18 https://healthynv.org/ 



https://med.unr.edu/statewide/reports

https://www.aamc.org/services/first-for-financial-aid-officers/lcme-accreditation

http://www.arc-pa.org/

https://www.nigms.nih.gov/Research/DRCB/IDeA/Pages/default.aspx

https://www.nigms.nih.gov/research/drcb/IDeA/Pages/INBRE.aspx

https://www.nigms.nih.gov/Research/DRCB/IDeA/pages/COBRE.aspx

https://www.nigms.nih.gov/Research/DRCB/IDeA/Pages/IDeA-CTR.aspx

https://med.unr.edu/echo

https://healthynv.org/
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disciplinary programs span clinical microbiology and immunology programs, basic research, 


modeling, and big data approaches to the planet’s most abundant organisms. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 UNR Department of Microbiology and Immunology focus on pathogen diagnostics 


 UNLV School of Life Sciences focus on basic and applied microbiology 


 DRI Earth and Ecosystem Sciences focus on life in extreme environments 


 


o  Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Wider access to state-of-the-art technology from shared core biomedical facilities 


 Increased focus on diagnostics and testing 


 Resources to promote additional technology transfer 


 


 Neuroscience: Neuroscience research is conducted across several departments at UNR and 


UNLV, supported by grants from the NIH and NSF, to study how brains and brain-like 


machines work. A high degree of cutting-edge interdisciplinary work is leading to the 


development of interdepartmental degree and research programs conducting studies across 


systems including genes, cells, invertebrate and vertebrate animals, humans, and machines.  


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 UNR Institute for Neuroscience with focus on technology-based research 


 UNLV Departments of Psychology and Brain Health 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Access to state-of-the-art technology from shared core biomedical facilities 


 Controlled/sensitive data management with scalable capacity and security 


 Analytics and computing expertise to help scientists integrate across disciplines 


 


 Policy and Economics: Information needed by Nevada public and private health policy 


makers is provided by epidemiologists and statisticians on the faculties of the NSHE research 


institutions. These individuals collect, collate, and analyze data concerning threats to Nevada 


health quality and the ability of the state’s infrastructure to address them.  


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 UNR Med Office of Statewide Initiatives 


 Nevada State Public Health Lab 


 UNR CHS Nevada Youth Risk Behavior Survey 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Planning and continuity support for NSHE medical schools 


 Outreach and education programs for community-based research initiatives 
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DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES 
 


Research Focus in Digital Technologies 


 


Because all aspects of commerce, industry, society, and government are increasingly dependent 


upon digital or “information” technologies, increased research focus within these and related 


fields is of critical importance for Nevada to emerge as a capable contributor to advancements in 


technology development across a broad range of applications. Technology is generally seen as 


both a key to opportunity as well as a tool of oppression19, and improving Nevada’s capabilities 


to leverage technology and defend against abuse will have a lasting strategic impact for the state 


and its workforce. 


 


Nevada continues to emerge as a strong center for businesses in the information technology (IT) 


sector due to improved digital infrastructures, the lack of seasonal natural disasters, proximity to 


Silicon Valley, and a mix of traditional and green energy sources that are reliable. This economic 


transformation in Nevada has brought new and unexpected private-public partnerships and 


collaborative research opportunities. Over the last decade, the state’s educational institutions 


have strategically added technology capability through faculty hires in complementary areas. 


Although NSHE is still in the early stages of established, comprehensive, and robust investments 


in technology fields, it is expected that emerging centers of excellence with regional and national 


capacity/capability will follow in the next 10 years from existing NSHE strengths in 


cybersecurity, wide-area networking, robotics, and automation, among others. 


 


Research focus areas under Digital Technologies: 


 


 Networking: The core foundation of any connected technology, networking remains a field 


of strategic capability that can support/enhance innovative and transformative activities in all 


                                                      
19 https://www.un.org/en/un75/impact-digital-technologies  



https://www.un.org/en/un75/impact-digital-technologies
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other fields. Networking is a rapidly evolving field due to changes in wireless and security 


technologies as well as market-driven shifts such as the Internet of Things (IoT). 


  


o Strengths/Assets: 


 NDOT20/NSHE statewide fiber network of robust and high-bandwidth connectivity 


 Nevada Seismological Laboratory statewide research/service mountaintop network 


 Industry partners, such as the Nevada-based technology company Switch 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Network performance and advanced systems telemetry architectures 


 Modern/future network architectures for hyper-connected zones 


 Automated flow provisioning and optimization for variable-performance networks 


 


 Cybersecurity: Increases in the complexity of technology bring increases in security threats 


from adversarial sources as well as greater variation in reliability and performance. 


Anticipating, detecting, and addressing security of data transmission, software applications, 


and device control across networks is a cornerstone of broad technology capability.  


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 UNR Cybersecurity Center research, training, sandbox, and workforce development 


 UNLV Cybersecurity Center 


 Industry and government partners (Reno Police Department, NV Energy, NV 


Department of Education, Nevada National Security Site, FBI, Vere Software, SNC, 


HPE, and CISCO) 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed:  


 Cooperative SOC21 operations/design 


 Testbed integration with multi-disciplinary research projects with a focus on both 


research/governmental and commercial cybersecurity 


 


 (Big) Data Management: Explosion of digital data sources (such as IoT, simulations, 


imaging systems, etc.) has created exponentially increasing data across commerce, industry, 


engineering, science, and society. Managing these data in terms of workflow, storage, 


analytics, derivatives, and archival has become a primary problem for the research 


community as they struggle to keep up with private sector practices. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Pilot work in EPSCoR Track 1 projects for multi-disciplinary data management 


 Membership in research-data-facing organizations, such as ESIP22, CaRCC23, RDA24 


 


 


                                                      
20 Nevada Department of Transportation, https://www.nevadadot.com/ 
21 Security Operations Center 
22 Earth Science Information Partners, https://www.esipfed.org/ 
23 Campus Research Computing Consortium, https://carcc.org/ 
24 Research Data Alliance, https://www.rd-alliance.org/ 



https://www.nevadadot.com/

https://www.esipfed.org/

https://carcc.org/

https://www.rd-alliance.org/
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o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Research data management teams at NSHE institutions 


 Software-based controlled and uncontrolled data structures and workflows 


 Hybrid-cloud performance optimization 


 Best/future practices for the data management lifecycle 


 


 Computing Systems: Computing systems have diverged from the traditional dichotomy of 


either single-node desktops/servers or large batch “High Performance Computing” (HPC) to 


a spectrum of edge, throughput, cloud, HPC cluster, and national supercomputers. Research 


and expertise to apply and innovate across this spectrum has become a science and 


engineering differentiator, shortening times to discovery and solutions.  


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 UNLV Supercomputing Institute, UNR OIT HPC Operations 


 Membership in national computing communities (NSF-XSEDE, CASC, PEARC) 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Application/algorithmic optimization for GPU and future HPC architectures 


 Faculty cross-training and facilitation in different computing architectures 


 Multi-disciplinary scalable computing integration and development 


 Hybrid/flexible architectures for edge/federated/throughput/cloud computing 


 


 Software and Automation: Over the last decade, software development practice has made 


important transitions from classic standalone applications to cloud-friendly code-as-


infrastructure approaches that support automation of digital processes at scale. More and 


more technologies rely on DevSecOps25-based practices such as continuous 


development/delivery, automated testing, and team-based code repositories. Developing 


expertise and practice in this area is vital to Nevada’s industry, infrastructure, and academic 


competitiveness.  


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Strong computer science and engineering educational programs at UNR and UNLV 


 Domain research automation teams with software expertise (neuroscience, robotics) 


 Private-cloud automation pilots in UNR connected-community projects 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 DevSecOps training/education, inter-institutional team formation, incentives 


 Models for code-as-infrastructure in both applied and experimental research 


 Innovative integration of software/coding expertise into other disciplines 


 


 AI/ML and Analytics: Continued development of artificial intelligence, machine learning, 


and other advanced analytics techniques continues to dominate big data research and 


innovation. While these methods have typically been applied in supercomputing 


environments, it is now common to see refined AI/ML algorithms pushed out to the “edge” 


                                                      
25 Development-Security-Operations: an integrated continuous improvement model of technology delivery. 
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on small, optimized computing devices. Nevada’s IT industry and evolving infrastructure 


will depend more and more on these methods to ask and answer critical question of big data 


in healthcare, smart cities, manufacturing, earth and environment, and other fields.  


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Many AI/ML-focused faculty hires in last five years at UNR and UNLV 


 Targeted educational outreach with Girls Who Code, NCWIT26, Boys and Girls Club 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Research and experimentation with distributed ML workflows from HPC to edges 


 Application of ML in production networking and cybersecurity environments 


 Development of advanced visualization analytics/workflows 


 


 


  


                                                      
26 National Center for Women & Information Technology, https://www.ncwit.org/ 



https://www.ncwit.org/
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INFRASTRUCTURE AND INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY  
 


Research Focus in Infrastructure and Industrial Technology  


 


Growth in Nevada’s economy in these areas has not been by accident, but rather a result of the 


economic development and diversification plan adopted by the State after the Great Recession of 


2008. As the COVID-19 pandemic of 2020 demonstrates, supply chains and distribution 


networks are key infrastructure technologies that are necessary not only for companies’ 


competitive advantage, but for the smooth operation of modern society. Leadership in industrial 


technologies is increasingly important to Nevada’s future. Northern Nevada has been a central 


West Coast distribution point for many companies for decades, but the arrival of the Tesla 


Gigafactory reinforced the importance of northern Nevada’s proximity to Silicon Valley. 


Southern Nevada has recently become a key distribution location for the American Southwest, 


with large numbers of distribution and manufacturing firms locating there. For the state to secure 


these aspects of its economy, it is crucial that NSHE continues to develop and sustain expertise 


in these areas.  


 


In Nevada, we have researchers focused on many individual aspects of infrastructure and 


industrial technology, including mining, transportation, robotics, advanced materials, 


biotechnology, manufacturing, and logistics. Improving coordination across these has strong 


potential for leadership and innovation in NSHE research activities. For example, one key 


industrial technology where many of these disciplines overlap is the use of autonomous drones. 


Faculty at UNR and UNLV are studying various aspects of improving drones’ technical 


performance, while faculty at UNR are studying their most efficient and effective use. Other 


faculty are developing advanced materials for products, improved electric vehicle technologies, 


robotic systems for human cooperation, identification technologies for tracking products, and 
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blockchain systems for tracking refurbished products. All these efforts are highly 


complementary, and large funded projects or public-private partnerships should leverage this 


diversity of expertise for Nevada’s benefit. 


 


Research focus areas under Infrastructure and Industrial Technology: 


 


 Transportation: The transportation sector is undergoing rapid technological change. 


Advances in connected and autonomous vehicle technology, a proliferation of electric 


vehicles, and on-demand services all offer opportunities to change the future of mobility. 


This makes transportation a key area of research emphasis for Nevada, with our highly urban 


populations facing longer commutes to emerging distribution, industrial, and technology 


business centers.  


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Connected and automated mobility pilots at UNR27 and UNLV28 


 Legislative/policy support to integrate advanced vehicle technologies and services 


 Electric vehicle technology powertrain and control development  


 Faculty partnerships with regional transportation organizations and local governments 


 UNLV RailTEAM29—improving high-speed railroad infrastructure 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed:  


 Modeling altered travel patterns based on emerging technologies and services  


 Integrating advanced vehicle technologies with existing and planned infrastructure 


 Road user safety, vulnerable road users, urban non-motorized travel 


 Facilitating safe and equitable access to employment and services 


 Electric vehicle and storage systems engineering 


 


 Advanced Materials: In 2014, the National Science and Technology Council (NSTC) 


identified advanced materials as one of the top priorities for global competitiveness and 


stated that “advanced materials are essential to economic security and human well-being, 


with applications in multiple industries, including those aimed at addressing challenges in 


clean energy, national security, and human welfare”30. Advanced materials research and 


development offers Nevada the ability to diversify and strengthen local economies in these 


fields. 


 


o Strengths/Assets:  


 Several faculty hires in computation-focused materials for rapid innovation 


 Materials Characterization Nevada provides services to industry  


 Materials under extreme environments (molten salts, high temperatures)  


 Research and education on batteries, nuclear materials & nanotechnology  


 Several faculty hires in advanced manufacturing fields 


                                                      
27 https://www.unr.edu/ncar/programs/intelligent-mobility  
28 http://nevadacam.org/  
29 Rail Transportation Engineering and Advance Maintenance, https://www.unlv.edu/railteam 
30 Frontiers of Materials Research, the National Academies of Sciences, Engineering, Medicine, 2019 



https://www.unr.edu/ncar/programs/intelligent-mobility

http://nevadacam.org/

https://www.unlv.edu/railteam
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o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Non-metallic materials such as glass, ceramics, and composites 


 In-situ spectroscopy instrumentation for nanoscale research 


 Biomedical materials research  


 Focus on recycling/reprocessing/reclamation  


 


 Biotechnology: Biotechnology provides commercial solutions to address the medical, 


environmental, agricultural, and industrial challenges of the 21st century. Biotechnology will 


lead to the development of new drugs to cure cancer and disease, microbes to remove 


environmental contaminants, and crop plants to feed the world. Two multinational 


companies, Charles River Laboratories and Hamilton Company, serve as industry anchors in 


Nevada. NSHE-sponsored biotech incubators have led to the establishment of successful 


biotechnology startups, and several companies are highly dependent on NSHE institutions for 


educating and training their workforces. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Public access to biotechnology incubator space (e.g., UNR Bioscience 


Entrepreneurial Lab31) 


 UNR BS and MS Biotechnology programs ranked 15th in the nation by Money Inc.32; 


UNLV BS in Biology with Biotechnology concentration 


 Review of biotechnology curriculum by industry partners 


 NV Governor’s Office of Economic Development workforce development (e.g. 


LEAP33) 


 State-of-the-art biotechnology instrumentation (e.g., Hamilton Center of Laboratory 


Automation34; Nevada Genomics Center35; Nevada Genomics Core Facility36, Mick 


Hitchcock PhD Nevada Proteomics Center37; Nevada Center for Bioinformatics38) 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Business ecosystem for NSHE-facilitated, biotech industry-funded research 


 Sustained state-of-the-art biotech instrumentation support and expertise 


 Biotech-oriented graduate student assistantships 


 Continuing-education programs with the latest science for existing biotech workers 


 


 Robotics: Nevada has specifically identified robotics (ground and aerial / UAVs) as an area 


for STEM workforce development39, and the field encompasses most of the aspects of STEM 


                                                      
31 https://www.unr.edu/ncar/infrastructure/bel 
32 https://moneyinc.com/colleges-with-the-best-biotechnology-degree-programs/ 
33 https://www.diversifynevada.com/programs-incentives/workforce-development/leap/ 
34 https://www.unr.edu/nevada-today/news/2013/hamilton-robotics-university-collaborate- 
35 https://www.unr.edu/genomics 
36 https://www.unlv.edu/genomics 
37 https://www.unr.edu/proteomics 
38 https://www.unr.edu/bioinformatics 
39 https://nvworkforceconnections.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/lo-res_WorkForce-Annual-Report-pages-2015-


Final.pdf 



https://www.unr.edu/ncar/infrastructure/bel

https://moneyinc.com/colleges-with-the-best-biotechnology-degree-programs/

https://www.diversifynevada.com/programs-incentives/workforce-development/leap/

https://www.unr.edu/nevada-today/news/2013/hamilton-robotics-university-collaborate-

https://www.unr.edu/genomics

https://www.unlv.edu/genomics

https://www.unr.edu/proteomics

https://www.unr.edu/bioinformatics

https://nvworkforceconnections.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/lo-res_WorkForce-Annual-Report-pages-2015-Final.pdf

https://nvworkforceconnections.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/12/lo-res_WorkForce-Annual-Report-pages-2015-Final.pdf
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critical for a 21st century Nevada workforce. In addition, as more Nevada jobs are lost to 


automation in various industries, investment in robotics education in Nevada can help ready 


the workforce of tomorrow to balance this trend. Sustained investment would lead to tighter 


connections with industry partners and more innovation. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Many robotics faculty hires in the last 10 years 


 Top 20 university in the U.S. in robotics publications40  


 Connections to many other top-ranked robotics universities 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Student training in robotics (MS/PhD program). 


 Human-robot teaming research that enables collaborative physical and non-physical 


interaction. 


 Trustworthy systems development and deployment for industrial applications. 


 


 Advanced Manufacturing: The dominant supply chain strategy for the first two decades of 


the 21st century has been one of increased outsourcing to overseas locations, primarily driven 


by lower wages in developing countries. However, there are significant national downsides to 


outsourcing large percentages of production to facilities outside the U.S. and North America. 


Increasing wages in China and Southeast Asia have reduced the labor cost differential, and 


robotics has increasingly made human labor more efficient. These factors and more have 


caused companies to consider bringing production back to the U.S. or North America. 


Advanced manufacturing is among the fastest growing industries in Nevada. According to 


the Nevada Department of Employment, Training and Rehabilitation (DETR), manufacturing 


grew 10.2% in 2018. In October 2018, more than 27,400 people were employed in advanced 


manufacturing in Reno-Sparks and 26,100 in greater Las Vegas. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Nevada’s tax climate, geographical location, and low-cost, reliable energy 


 UNR Advanced Manufacturing Initiative is bringing new faculty to campus 


 TMCC Cyberphysical Manufacturing Lab41 with newly created linked degree BAS in 


Cyberphysical Manufacturing42 


 TMCC-Festo43 and WNC-Siemens44 partnerships are training students for Industry 


4.0 certification 


 Faculty expertise in robot-human collaborative interaction  


 Leading expertise in refurbishing and remanufacturing 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Blockchain technology for storing product histories and refurbishing 


                                                      
40 http://csrankings.org/#/index?robotics 
41 https://www.rgj.com/story/money/business/2018/10/24/tmcc-industry-4-point-0-manufacturing-lab-tesla-


robots/1752955002/  
42 https://www.tmcc.edu/news/2019/08/bachelor-applied-science-cyber-physical-manufacturing  
43 https://www.tmcc.edu/news/2018/11/industry-4.0-lab-leads-tmcc-into-the-future 
44 https://www.wnc.edu/siemens-mechatronics-level-1-training-available-technicians/ 



http://csrankings.org/#/index?robotics

https://www.rgj.com/story/money/business/2018/10/24/tmcc-industry-4-point-0-manufacturing-lab-tesla-robots/1752955002/

https://www.rgj.com/story/money/business/2018/10/24/tmcc-industry-4-point-0-manufacturing-lab-tesla-robots/1752955002/

https://www.tmcc.edu/news/2019/08/bachelor-applied-science-cyber-physical-manufacturing

https://www.tmcc.edu/news/2018/11/industry-4.0-lab-leads-tmcc-into-the-future

https://www.wnc.edu/siemens-mechatronics-level-1-training-available-technicians/
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 Circular economy research and optimization for Nevada’s rural-urban divides 


 Re-shoring or nearshoring: modeling flexibility and risk benefits 


 Industry 4.0 certifications, partnerships, research and integration 


 Optimized and reliable supply chain backed by logistics 


 Integrated workforce continuing education and training  


 


 Logistics: With the advent of high-speed connectivity and other technologies, rural 


populations hold tremendous potential to contribute to next-generation manufacturing, 


distribution, and material production initiatives. For goods to be transported, decisions must 


be made about where they are to be produced, where they are to be sent, which suppliers to 


use, how to get the inputs to them, and how to get the products efficiently and quickly to 


where they are to be sold. Efficient usage of resources requires mathematical optimization, a 


field now known as business analytics.  


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Faculty closely engaged with practitioners in international organizations 


 Graduate and undergraduate programs in Business Analytics at UNR 


 Advanced manufacturing hires with supply chain interests 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Drone productivity and safety benefits in logistics and distribution 


 Business analytics to improve efficiency of logistics operations 


 Safe handling of e-waste, product collection and refurbishing 


 


 Mining: Nevada is the most mineral-rich state in the U.S. and has a large and established 


mining industry, producing over 80% of the gold recovered in the country. Many rural 


communities in Nevada rely on mining for local economic development, and close 


partnerships exist between NSHE mining and engineering programs and multinational 


companies. While gold and other historically precious metals are the primary resources 


mined in the state, several rare metals and elements for defense and technology applications 


have not been extensively sought after in Nevada. 


 


o Strengths/Assets: 


 Well-established leadership mining and engineering programs at UNR 


 Integration with environmental stewardship and engineering research 


 Strong industry partnerships and workforce development pipeline 


 Autonomous Robots Lab45 research partnerships 


 


o Goals/Additional Focus Needed: 


 Artificial intelligence and autonomous systems for production and safety in mining  


 Mine health and safety educational program for Nevada miners 


 Community resilience support for boom-and-bust economies 


 Rare earth/critical mineral exploration and processing and mine re-processing 


 Research and development of mine closure plans and life-cycle-analysis  


                                                      
45 https://www.autonomousrobotslab.com/autonomous-navigation-and-exploration.html  



https://www.autonomousrobotslab.com/autonomous-navigation-and-exploration.html
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STRATEGIES FOR SUCCESS 
 


In order to ensure success in the above Research Priority Areas, five components must be 


embedded into investment and development actions: Workforce Development, Technology 


Transfer, Cyberinfrastructure, Communication and Outreach, and Convergence Research. 


Advances in the Research Priority Areas are highly faculty- and funding-dependent; however, 


the following strategies are directly enabled by NSHE and the individual institutions and are 


therefore responsibilities of the Research Officers/Administrators at NSHE and each institution. 


Success in these cross-cutting strategic investment areas ensures that faculty, students, and 


support staff can maximize their potential to positively impact Nevada and the nation. 


 


 Workforce Development:  


o Introduction: Capacity-building and investment in research infrastructure needs to be 


paired with STEM workforce development for the sustainability of the research 


infrastructure so that material and program investments are used to develop competitive 


talent. At the core, this relies on a strong and cohesive STEM pipeline to prepare diverse 


and talented individuals. This also directly serves local economic development, as 


attainment of bachelor’s degrees in STEM fields is a key factor in social and economic 


mobility for individuals from all Nevada communities.  


 


o State: The current state of STEM workforce development in Nevada involves distinct yet 


overlapping goals between higher education and industry. In higher education, Nevada’s 


universities, state college, and community colleges offer a plethora of degree and training 


options in STEM fields, ranging from competitive graduate programs to pre-


Baccalaureate technical training programs. Goals emphasize a strong and accessible 


STEM pipeline from K-12 to the PhD level. In industry, business growth and workforce 


attraction has been focused on the computer sciences, software technologies, automation, 


and operating processes. Emphasis is placed on workforce needs at the intersection 
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between computer sciences and automation, specifically for technology jobs and 


advanced manufacturing, with technical training to fill job openings quickly. Thus, the 


most significant areas of overlap between higher education and industry priorities are in 


the computer sciences and other emerging digital technologies.  


 


o Strategies/Action Items:  


 Diversity, inclusion, and accessibility for the STEM pipeline. Create accessibility 


mechanisms that overcome opportunity gaps, such as the digital divide, in both rural 


and urban settings to improve workforce development efforts at the K-12 level. In 


higher education, increase early mentorship opportunities to increase diversity and 


inclusion.  


 Work-based learning. Seek partnerships for NSHE students to land work-based 


learning opportunities (such as internships, externships, and apprenticeships) during 


and immediately after their course of study. 


 Technology program development. Investment in comprehensive digital technologies 


infrastructure and professional expertise to enable relevant and competitive training 


and education across the technology stack. 


 Fostering interest in STEM careers. Foster career visibility, accessibility, and 


increased retention by offering undergraduate research, dual credit, and summer 


bridge programs.  


 Diversified approaches to STEM training. Offer STEM education programs that 


develop both critical thinking and occupation-specific training to meet diverse needs 


of both students and industry.  


 Nimble educational partnerships. Create opportunity for collaboration between the 


private sector and education systems responsive to economic changes, while also 


offering students a return on investment for time spent in training.  


 


o Goals/Expectations:  
 Inclusion and accessibility:  


 Broaden participation so the diversity of STEM degree holders is representative 


of Nevada’s communities. 


 Foster talent and interest in STEM careers from K-12 to the PhD level, and 


include rural partners in opportunities.  


 Build strong bridges between higher education and industry to increase workforce 


STEM skills and knowledge transfer.  


 Coordination and Partnerships:  


 Partner with business to create diverse on-ramps and bridges into the workforce.  


 Improve internet connectivity, access to technology, and local capability for all 


communities across the state, including rural and Tribal stakeholders.  


 Collect robust, statewide longitudinal data for workforce development across 


STEM pipeline to identify pockets of excellence and areas needing improvement.  


 


 Technology Transfer:  


o Introduction: University research sometimes gives rise to discoveries and innovations 


that can be commercialized. The federal government recognized this decades ago and 


passed legislation including the 1980 Bayh-Dole Act, which, among other things, 
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requires recipients of federal research funding to make discoveries available in the most 


expeditious way possible to benefit taxpayers. In most instances, publication in peer-


reviewed journals and presentations to research conferences and colloquia fulfill this 


requirement. In some cases, however, university research may give rise to discoveries 


and innovations that can be made into products that benefit society. The list of such 


products ranges from everyday consumer items to medical breakthroughs to innovations 


in engineering and computer science. University technology transfer offices (TTOs) act 


as conduits connecting research discoveries with companies capable of developing those 


discoveries into products. In some cases, the faculty or student who made the discovery 


may create a new company to accomplish this. This entrepreneurial activity and 


commercialization of innovations created in Nevada’s research laboratories serves a 


critical function for fulfilling the academic mission and should be encouraged and 


facilitated. Without these functions, research discoveries and innovations languish in 


laboratories and are never developed into products that can benefit Nevadans and society 


at large. Further, revenues that accrue to the institutions from such activities must be used 


to fund continuing research.  


 


o State: NSHE’s research institutions have made significant strides in building their TTO 


programs. However, programs remain understaffed and unable to provide resources to 


help early-stage innovations span the “valley of death” between discovery and 


commercially viable production. Nevada’s Knowledge Fund enabled the institutions to 


create several programs, including the “Innevation” Centers at UNR and UNLV; UNR’s 


Center for Applied Research; the Applied Innovation Center at DRI, which resulted in the 


creation of the Institute for Health Innovation (IHI) with Renown; the Nevada Institute of 


Personalized Medicine at UNLV; and other centers and projects often linked to early-


stage, high-growth companies. These projects and centers have garnered several million 


dollars in grant funding and supported well over 100 startup companies that have, in turn, 


raised over $50 million in investment and created more than 100 high-paying jobs since 


2013. 


 


o Strategies/Action Items:  


 Advocate for reconstitution and sustainability of the Knowledge Fund. 


 Make proof-of-concept grants available. 


 Provide matching dollars for SBIR/STTR46 awards. 


 Rework Nevada and NSHE’s conflict of interest and related policies to better enable 


faculty to engage in entrepreneurial activity. 


 Provide adequate support for TTOs to facilitate their IP protection, 


commercialization, and entrepreneurial activities to better support faculty. 


 


o Goals/Expectations:  
 Nurture the NSHE entrepreneurial ecosystem, especially within its research 


institutions. 


 Catch up to peer institutions in tech transfer integration and success. 


 Create a community of motivated faculty, staff, and students who all share successes. 


                                                      
46 Small Business Innovation Research (SBIR), Small Business Technology Transfer (STTR), https://www.sbir.gov/  



https://www.sbir.gov/
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 Measure and communicate TTO activities and success stories. 


 Create a positive feedback loop of competitive success, job creation, and hires. 


 


 Cyberinfrastructure: 


o Introduction: Developing and sustaining strategic cyber (or, digital) infrastructure is key 


to establishing new scales and velocities of research and education in Nevada. Efficient 


and expert leverage of networking, computing, software applications, and data 


management remains a primary differentiator of leadership-class programs across states 


and academia. Because modern technologies can be created and operated with a 


relatively small central team, and yet serve a much larger user community, improving 


human and machine cyberinfrastructure at NSHE and institutional scales for science, 


engineering, and educational support remains the key investment multiplier for Nevada. 


Unless these elements are present, few, if any, of the research and strategic objectives in 


this report will be regionally, nationally, or globally competitive. Nevada’s communities 


stand to benefit tremendously from improved technological capability in the NSHE 


system that will provide cutting-edge connectivity, access to modern computing and data-


focused resources, expertise with emerging software and security technologies, and 


collaborations with outside expert teams. 


 


o State: Nevada is far behind most of the U.S. in terms of institutional-scale research 


technology infrastructure and expertise. As of 2020, NSHE did not have membership in 


the national research and education network community The Quilt47, making Nevada the 


only state besides Vermont without representation. NSHE institutions do not operate any 


regionally or nationally federated computing infrastructure as part of the NSF-XSEDE48, 


Open Science Grid49, or Pacific Research Platform50 systems, all of which enable 


member researchers to access much larger systems and resources. Until 2018, NSHE 


institutions had not obtained any campus improvement awards from the NSF Campus 


Cyberinfrastructure program, and Nevada was one of the last states to do so when UNR 


obtained a campus research networking grant. Primary reasons for these shortfalls include 


a lack of strategic guidance and investment across NSHE, as well as a general absence of 


engagement with the national research computing communities to build organizational 


capacity and practices in these areas. If NSHE is to succeed in supporting Carnegie R1 


research activities, becoming competitive in academic research, and transforming service 


to the state, a rapid evolution in cyberinfrastructure capability is required. 


 


o Strategies/Action Items:  


 Assess current research technology readiness and availability to all NSHE researchers 


and disciplines, using national survey mechanisms. 


 Create, support, and prioritize institutional cyberinfrastructure programs directly 


charged with building capability and capacity for modern research technology 


support. 


                                                      
47 https://www.thequilt.net/  
48 https://www.xsede.org/  
49 https://opensciencegrid.org/ 
50 https://pacificresearchplatform.org/  



https://www.thequilt.net/

https://www.xsede.org/
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 Integrate national best practices with cyberinfrastructure program development to 


avoid steep learning curves and fast-track Nevada’s peer capability status. 


 Coordinate campus-level technology with large research initiatives to avoid parallel 


development and leverage investments. 


 Establish technology cross-training initiatives at the graduate and undergraduate 


levels to improve workforce development in Nevada. 


 Create sustainability plans that protect research technology investment and expertise 


on decadal timescales. 


 


o Goals/Expectations: 


 Research-ready technology organizations with broad capabilities and national 


community connections. 


 Strong data management, data re-use, and data risk mitigation capabilities. 


 Fast, reliable, and flexible networks for research workflows on campuses and across 


the state. 


 Rapid and automated provisioning of storage and computing resources for research 


projects, with streamlined and appropriate funding mechanisms. 


 Cadre of cyber expertise in networking, computing, software, data management, and 


analytics available for timely design, consulting, training, and development of 


innovative technology applications in research areas. Ability of larger organizations 


(i.e., universities) to provide direct access to advanced technologies such as 


computing and software resources to smaller Nevada organizations (i.e., community 


colleges and rural K-12).  


 


 Communication and Outreach: 


o Introduction: Solutions to the state’s most serious problems must be based on science, 


research, and data. This requires transmitting information to the public about the critical 


importance of these focus topics. Policymakers and government officials particularly 


need to become knowledgeable to make informed decisions. For example, wildland fire 


science has a critical impact on society in the western U.S. and the health and wellbeing 


of Nevadans in terms of human smoke exposure and safety and ecosystem services. A 


better-informed public can support the difficult decisions that policymakers and 


administrators will have to make regarding this and other focus areas.  


 


o State: NSHE organizations use multi-faceted communication platforms that include 


marketing, updated project websites, informational materials and educational videos, 


content delivery through traditional and social media, and reporting of accomplishments 


to NSHE’s Chancellor and Vice Presidents for Research. Communicating audience-


specific information is central to Nevada’s ability to reach its diverse communities. 


Current communication channels need to be augmented and additional tools secured to 


improve Nevada’s interaction with targeted constituent groups.  


 


o Strategies/Action Items:  


 Strengthen internal communications between K-12 and NSHE institutions.  


 Facilitate stakeholder-driven research priorities.  
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 Enhance communication with industry sectors about ongoing academic research 


activities.  


 Directly promote research impacts in policy and resource management to legislators.  


 Promote education and training opportunities for underrepresented groups.  


 Increase public knowledge of research activities and benefits, particularly those with 


state support (for example, through the Knowledge Fund). 


 Increase outreach to industry to foster engagement with NSHE researchers and 


projects. 


 


o Goals/Expectations:  


 Consistent internal and external communication across multiple platforms provided to 


project members and stakeholders.  


 Research results disseminated via national and international conferences and 


publications in high-impact, peer-reviewed journals.  


 Social media presence increased to communicate project activities and results, along 


with links to businesses, non-profit groups, other scientists, and state and national 


agencies.  


 Relevant news, project updates/highlights, and lay articles communicated monthly to 


a broad audience, including senior academic administrators and government officials.  


 Training sessions provided to faculty and students on effectively communicating their 


science. 


 Additional dissemination of important information facilitated through meetings, 


workshops, symposia, and other events, both virtual and face-to-face. 


 


 Convergence Research/Science with Society:  
o Introduction: The NSF has identified Convergence Research as one of its Ten Big 


Ideas51. Convergence Research is defined by NSF as “merging ideas, approaches, tools, 


and technologies from widely diverse fields of science and engineering to stimulate 


discovery and innovation”. In practical terms, we need to move this to “science with 


society” as a means of addressing massively complex problems that also mitigate societal 


needs. Too often, scientists superficially link to communities, limiting mutual trust, 


understanding, and capacity to implement outcomes. This new approach provokes and 


facilitates novel solutions through research co-design, communication, implementation, 


and co-production of knowledge. Nevada is becoming increasingly managed and 


populated on both urban and rural fronts. Our societal and environmental stability as well 


as health depend on our ability to understand and wisely steward the interrelated 


complexities of these systems.  


 


o State: Nevada has had some experience and success in developing convergence research 


and science with society. As a land grant university, UNR has a long history of Extension 


activities that have built trust and durable relationships with stakeholders in many cities 


and rural communities across the state. Like UNR, UNLV and DRI have developed many 


successful partnerships between scientists and stakeholders. Nevada State College and our 


                                                      
51 https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/big_ideas/ 



https://www.nsf.gov/news/special_reports/big_ideas/
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community colleges continue to educate historically underrepresented groups and first-


generation college graduates, further expanding the reach of science with society. 


 


o Strategies/Action Items:  


 Develop durable public-private partnerships that collaboratively link research to 


decision making. 


 Purposefully create and foster topical NSHE research centers with high disciplinary 


dimensions and resources. 


 Co-create a full understanding of the complex linkages and feedbacks among the 


state’s socio-economic and environmental components, especially linkages involving 


Nevada’s critical economic and public sectors. 


 Co-develop full-circle solutions to translate stakeholder-driven issues into socio-


economic and environmental research and innovation for decision making and 


implementation outcomes. 


 Co-create and communicate partner-based solutions to regional policy and 


governance needs. 


 Foster career pipelines between NSHE partners and Nevada’s public and private 


sectors. 


 


o Goals/Expectations: 


 We need solutions in the face of non-stationarity, non-linearity, tipping points, and 


extreme phenomena. We need to make decisions with limited data and uncertainty. 


These needs fundamentally require that scientists and communities build mutual trust, 


respect, and understanding to co-design, co-develop, and co-implement solutions. 


While we cannot predict the future, a “science with society” approach builds 


anticipatory capacity to face known and unknown stressors. 
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CONCLUSION 
 


These four Research Focus Areas and five Strategies for Success provide a broad blueprint for 


investing resources and developing new programs in science and technology for Nevada. These 


lists are not exhaustive by any means, but represent a substantial cross-section of active science- 


and technology-based research in Nevada. DRI, UNLV, and UNR each have specific areas of 


excellence identified by their scientists, engineers, researchers, and faculty. NSHE community 


colleges and the state college have an active role in providing the educational underpinning 


necessary in all science and technology efforts. Often, workforce needs arise that cannot be 


anticipated, as do research opportunities. Therefore, this report is not intended to represent all the 


potential opportunities that may come Nevada’s way, or rule out other areas requiring attention. 


 


Nevada’s success in the years ahead will require that institutions of higher education and the 


State work together in a focused manner to build science and technology infrastructure and to 


make difficult choices among many opportunities. Building a better Nevada will require 


recruiting the nation’s best and brightest scientists who can work in the laboratory and in the 


field, and creating an effective and efficient infrastructure to support them. It will require 


sacrifices of less-important initiatives to focus on the critical ones facing the state. This Plan is 


an initial design to help shape that conversation. 
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PHOTOGRAPH INFORMATION 
 


 Cover: North Diamond Peak, Diamond Range, Eureka, NV (facing West) 


 Introduction: South Diamond Peak (facing North) 


 Land and Natural Resources: NevCAN Spring 4 station, Mt. Washington, Snake 


Range, White Pine County. (Near Great Basin Nat. Park) 


 Integrated Health and Wellness: Stock Photo Marketing and Communications, UNR. 


 Digital Technologies: Stock Photo, OIT, UNR 


 Infrastructure and Industrial Technology: Stock Photo Marketing and 


Communications, UNR.  


 Strategies for Success: Near Bald Mountain, Pine Grove Hills, Lyon County, NV 


 Conclusion: Previous Science and Technology Plan 
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COVER IMAGE CAPTION AND CREDITS 
Front Cover: 
NASA incorporated the Administration’s plans for space exploration in the design of the 2018 Strategic Plan 
cover image. This vision embodies a shift in National space policy to a U.S.-led, integrated program with 
private sector partners for a human return to the Moon, followed by missions to Mars and beyond.  
 
In addition, NASA’s four strategic themes at the foundation of this plan are infused in the artistic compilation of 
the cover, as seen below. While not solely connected to, or limited to the subject they pertain to, these theme 
“images” reference ideas related to the Administration’s and NASA’s goals: 
 


• DISCOVER   
• EXPLORE  
• DEVELOP  
• ENABLE  


 
 
Additional information regarding these four themes can be found on pages 6 and 7. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Back Cover: 
The United States flag flies in the Cupola Observational Module, a 360-degree observation point inside the 
International Space Station. Image Credit: NASA https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/us-flag-in-the-cupola  
 


 



https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/us-flag-in-the-cupola
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LETTER FROM THE ACTING ADMINISTRATOR 
 
February 12, 2018 
 
 
I am pleased to present NASA’s 2018 Strategic Plan, outlining the direction 
for the National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) through 2021 
and beyond. Our new strategic plan embraces the bold direction laid out for 
the Nation by President Trump in Space Policy Directive 1 and makes real 
the vision set forth by the National Space Council. The plan emphasizes 
achievement aligned to the three strategic themes of Discover, Explore, and 
Develop, as well as a fourth theme focused on the activities that will Enable 
our Mission. It provides the foundation for a U.S.-led return to the Moon for 
long-term exploration and use and to establish a foundation for eventual 
crewed missions to Mars and potentially beyond. It also reaffirms NASA’s 
commitment to the advancement of science and aeronautics. The plan is 
intended to promote accountability and transparency for all of these efforts, 
while highlighting the tangible and intangible benefits these activities will 
return to the American people. 
 
The plan features key milestones to be achieved by the Agency and highlights our close cooperation and 
support from commercial and international partners. Our robust partnership and commercialization strategy 
incorporates private sector innovation into NASA missions. Strategic partnering allows the Agency to better 
focus on new initiatives, improves the efficiency and effectiveness of our missions, and strengthens national 
science and engineering capabilities, boosting U.S. global competitiveness.  
 
This plan emphasizes the importance of space exploration. NASA will maximize use of the International Space 
Station (ISS) to evaluate systems and options for safeguarding the health of astronaut crews, as we seek to 
deliver them safely to lunar and eventually Martian destinations and then bring them safely back to Earth. 
Targeted research onboard the station will focus on understanding how humans adapt to the space 
environment, developing the technologies needed for deep space missions, and enabling the economic 
development of low Earth orbit. We are looking to secure the Nation’s long-term presence in low Earth orbit by 
partnering with industry to develop commercial orbital platforms and capabilities that the private sector and 
NASA can use after the cessation of direct U.S. Federal funding for ISS in 2025. NASA intends to shift its 
human spaceflight program out to the Moon and cis-lunar region, evaluating new habitat technologies, surface 
transportation systems, fuel generation, and storage solutions, as well as additional technologies that need to 
be developed prior to traveling to the surface of the Moon and deeper into space. In every domain, we intend 
to renew and strengthen our commitment to American commercial space companies, which are critical 
partners in the human exploration of the Moon, Mars, and beyond. 
 
NASA will also build on its legacy of leadership in acquiring knowledge and understanding of the big questions 
in science, as well as the technologies of tomorrow. Through a steady cadence of focused, competitively 
sourced science missions, we will continue to lead the world in improving humanity’s understanding of the 
Earth, the Sun, the planets in our solar system, and the secrets of the universe. Finally, NASA will continue to 
pioneer ground-breaking advances in aeronautics, where cutting-edge research including our partners in 
industry, academia, and other Government agencies will lead to improved air transportation safety and 
efficiencies. A lean and focused portfolio of fundamental and applied research allows engineers and scientists 
across the globe to seek and discover solutions for the safety and betterment of all. 
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NASA acknowledges and is grateful for the steadfast support it receives from the Administration, Congress, 
and the American people. This strategic plan reflects a national consensus as depicted in the Administration’s 
policy and budget, the NASA Transition Authorization Act of 2017 and Congressional appropriations 
legislation, and the continued interest and excitement of the American people, who truly Enable NASA to 
Discover the scientific truth that governs our universe and beyond, to Explore new worlds, and to Develop 
unsurpassed science and engineering capabilities for the Nation. 
 
 
 
 
 


Robert M. Lightfoot, Jr.  
Acting Administrator 
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AGENCY INFORMATION 
Welcome to NASA! 
NASA produces a strategic plan every four years, in accordance with the new Administration, to outline our 
vision for the future and to provide a clear, unified, and long-term direction for all of NASA’s activities. It is 
available in electronic form on NASA’s website at http://www.nasa.gov/news/budget/.  
 
 


Centers and Facilities Nationwide 
The NASA workforce of approximately 17,4001 civil servants is distributed among its Centers, facilities, and 
Headquarters, as shown in Figure 1. Each location is supported by a contractor workforce providing technical 
and business operations services.  
 


 
Figure 1. NASA Centers and Facilities 


  
                                                 
1 NASA Workforce Profile, Workforce Information Cubes for NASA (WICN). Last updated November 8, 2017. Https://wicn.nssc.nasa.gov 
 



http://www.nasa.gov/news/budget/

https://wicn.nssc.nasa.gov/
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NASA Organizational Structure 
Headquarters organizations lead Agency budget development, execution, performance planning, and 
assessment functions. NASA’s structure as of early 2018 was the following: 
 


• The Science Mission Directorate (SMD) expands the frontiers of Earth science, heliophysics, 
planetary science, and astrophysics. Using robotic observatories, explorer craft, ground-based 
instruments, and a peer-reviewed portfolio of sponsored research, SMD seeks knowledge about our 
solar system, the farthest reaches of space and time, and our changing Earth. 
 


• The Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) transforms aviation with research to 
dramatically reduce the environmental impact of flight, and improves aircraft and operations efficiency 
while maintaining safety in increasingly crowded skies. ARMD also generates innovative aviation 
concepts, tools, and technologies for development and maturation by the aviation community. 
 


• The Space Technology Mission Directorate (STMD) pursues transformational technologies that have 
high potential for offsetting future mission risk, reducing cost, and advancing existing capabilities. 
STMD uses merit-based competition to conduct research and technology development, demonstration, 
and infusion of these technologies into NASA’s missions and American industry. This mission 
directorate is being refocused as a new Exploration Research & Technology (ER&T) organization to 
support exploration as a primary customer.  
 


• The Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) leads human exploration in 
and beyond low Earth orbit by developing new transportation systems and performing scientific 
research to enable sustained and affordable human life outside of Earth. HEOMD also manages space 
communication and navigation services for the Agency and its international partners. 
 


• The Mission Support Directorate (MSD) enables the Agency’s missions by managing institutional 
services and capabilities. MSD is actively reducing institutional risk to NASA’s current and future 
missions by improving processes, stimulating efficiency, and providing consistency and uniformity 
across institutional standards and practices. 
 


• The Administrator’s Staff Offices lead the Agency by providing guidance and direction that cuts 
across all of NASA’s work. These offices represent the Administrator with respect to safety and mission 
assurance, managing the workforce and its diversity, overseeing the acquisition and use of information 
technology, conducting financial and procurement operations, as well as coordinating international 
partnerships, legislative affairs, and STEM activities. 
 


• The Office of Inspector General (OIG) promotes economy, effectiveness, and efficiency within the 
Agency by conducting independent and objective audits, investigations, and evaluations of Agency 
programs and operations. The OIG safeguards taxpayer dollars and the integrity of the Agency by 
detecting and preventing fraud, waste, and abuse. 


 
  



https://science.nasa.gov/

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch

https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/spacetech/home/index.html

https://www.nasa.gov/directorates/heo/index.html

https://www.nasa.gov/msd

https://www.nasa.gov/about/org_index.html

https://oig.nasa.gov/
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NASA is restructuring the Agency to align with the new focus on exploration. As a first major step, the former 
Space Technology Mission Directorate and advanced technology work in the Advanced Exploration Systems 
program will be merged into a new Exploration Research & Technology organization. Two further options for 
the next step in aligning NASA’s organizational structure with the Agency’s focus on exploration are currently 
under review: 
 


• Option 1: Creating two new exploration-focused mission directorates and eliminating the current 
HEOMD and STMD structure. 
o Exploration Operations Mission Directorate, which will focus on the ISS, commercial low Earth orbit 


operations, and crosscutting support areas required to support exploration, such as 
communications, and rocket propulsion.  


o Exploration Systems and Technology Mission Directorate, which will focus on deep space mission 
elements and technology development needs for sustainable human exploration. 
 


• Option 2: Creating a single “super” exploration-focused mission directorate by pulling together all the 
exploration-focused areas in the current HEOMD and STMD organizations. 


NASA will choose one of these two options (or potentially a hybrid option) this spring and prepare for 
implementation with the FY 2019 budget, meaning October 1, 2018. 
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ACHIEVING OUR VISION AND MISSION 
NASA inspires the world with our exploration of new frontiers, our discovery of new knowledge, and our 
development of new technology. Our work benefits Americans and all humanity. Since NASA’s inception in 
1958 to present day, the Agency’s history is written with each unique scientific and technological achievement. 
We have landed people on the Moon, visited every planet in the solar system, touched the Sun, and solved 
some of the core mysteries of our home planet. Today, our Nation’s economic prosperity, National security, 
and cultural identity depend on our leadership in aeronautics, space exploration, and science. NASA accepts 
the challenge to continue our legacy of achievement and greatly expand the benefits we provide to mankind. 
Our success will be determined largely by the planning and investments we undertake today. This commitment 
is what drives our Vision, Mission, and overarching approach that form the core of our 2018 Strategic Plan. 
 


Vision  
TO DISCOVER AND EXPAND KNOWLEDGE FOR THE BENEFIT OF HUMANITY. 
 


Mission  
LEAD AN INNOVATIVE AND SUSTAINABLE PROGRAM OF EXPLORATION WITH COMMERCIAL AND 
INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS TO ENABLE HUMAN EXPANSION ACROSS THE SOLAR SYSTEM AND BRING 
NEW KNOWLEDGE AND OPPORTUNITIES BACK TO EARTH. SUPPORT GROWTH OF THE NATION’S 
ECONOMY IN SPACE AND AERONAUTICS, INCREASE UNDERSTANDING OF THE UNIVERSE AND OUR 
PLACE IN IT,  WORK WITH INDUSTRY TO IMPROVE AMERICA’S AEROSPACE TECHNOLOGIES, AND 
ADVANCE AMERICAN LEADERSHIP. 
 
 


Overarching Approach – Foundations of Our Strategic Plan 
NASA’s historic and enduring purpose is aligned to four major strategic themes, also seen in four “sections” of 
the plan’s cover artwork, and the four color-coded bookmarks used throughout the document. 
 
These correspond to our missions of scientific discovery of the Earth, of other worlds, and of the cosmos as a 
whole; missions of exploration in our solar system with humans and robotic probes that expand the frontiers of 
human experience; and missions of development that advance new technologies in aeronautics and space 
systems that allow American industry to create and expand a nascent space marketplace to serve the needs of 
space exploration, both here on Earth and in near-Earth environments. In addition, the Agency has a number 
of activities in support areas that enable our missions. These four themes are discussed in more detail below 
and are reflected in the four strategic goals that frame NASA’s 2018 Strategic Plan.  
 
In addition, NASA has maintained its continuity of purpose over time by serving the American public and 
supporting a number of National priorities, characterized by six major elements. 


• Fostering New Discoveries and Expanding Human Knowledge 
• Global Engagement and Diplomacy 
• Interactions with the Nation’s Security and Industrial Base Posture 
• Economic Development and Growth 
• Addressing National Challenges 
• Leadership and Inspiration 
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These elements are a synthesis of White House policy documents (National Space Policy of the United States 
of America), statements made by the National Space Council, Congressional mandates, and independent 
sources (National Academies’ reports ‘America’s Future in Space’ and ‘Pathways to Exploration: Rationales 
and Approaches for a U.S. Program of Human Space Exploration’). These elements are reflected in the 
messaging embedded throughout our strategic plan. 


Our Strategic Plan and Priorities 
We strive to accomplish our Vision and Mission with the utmost care—recognizing that we are stewards of 
taxpayer dollars, critical human capital, and one-of-a-kind facilities. With guidance from the White House, 
NASA will lead a new era of space exploration and advancements for our Nation. This plan outlines the 
strategic direction, goals, and priorities we will pursue to make this Vision of the future a reality. We have 
identified four strategic goals that will strengthen NASA’s ability to accomplish its Mission and contribute to 
U.S. pre-eminence in space exploration, science, technology development, and aeronautics—all to the benefit 
of the American economy. Each strategic goal, as well as their corresponding strategic objectives, is outlined 
below and discussed in detail in the following section of this plan. 
 
NASA’s historic and enduring purpose is aligned to four major themes, characterized by a single word, that are 
reflected throughout the Agency’s activities: 
 


• DISCOVER references NASA’s enduring purpose of scientific discovery 
• EXPLORE references NASA’s push to expand the boundaries of human presence in space 
• DEVELOP references NASA’s broad mandate to promote the technologies of tomorrow 
• ENABLE references the capabilities, workforce, and facilities that allow NASA to achieve its Mission 


 
In this plan, these four themes and their corresponding strategic goals are referenced using colored, numbered 
bookmarks in the top-right corner, and colored bookmark bars on the left of each strategic objective banner.  
 
 


 
  



https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/national_space_policy_6-28-10.pdf

https://obamawhitehouse.archives.gov/sites/default/files/national_space_policy_6-28-10.pdf

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/12701/americas-future-in-space-aligning-the-civil-space-program-with

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/18801/pathways-to-exploration-rationales-and-approaches-for-a-us-program

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/18801/pathways-to-exploration-rationales-and-approaches-for-a-us-program
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 NASA 2018  St ra teg ic  P lan  Framework  


 T h e m e  S t r a t e g i c  G o a l  S t r a t e g i c  O b j e c t i v e  


 DISCOVER 
EXPAND HUMAN KNOWLEDGE 
THROUGH NEW SCIENTIFIC 
DISCOVERIES. 


1.1: Understand the Sun, Earth, Solar System, and Universe. 


1.2: Understand Responses of Physical and Biological Systems to 
Spaceflight. 


 EXPLORE 


EXTEND HUMAN PRESENCE 
DEEPER INTO SPACE AND TO 
THE MOON FOR SUSTAINABLE 
LONG-TERM EXPLORATION AND
UTILIZATION. 


 


2.1: Lay the Foundation for America to Maintain a Constant Human 
Presence in Low Earth Orbit Enabled by a Commercial Market. 


2.2: Conduct Exploration in Deep Space, Including to the Surface of the 
Moon. 


 DEVELOP 
ADDRESS NATIONAL 
CHALLENGES AND CATALYZE 
ECONOMIC GROWTH. 


3.1: Develop and Transfer Revolutionary Technologies to Enable 
Exploration Capabilities for NASA and the Nation. 


3.2: Transform Aviation Through Revolutionary Technology Research, 
Development, and Transfer. 


3.3: Inspire and Engage the Public in Aeronautics, Space, and Science. 


 ENABLE OPTIMIZE CAPABILITIES AND 
OPERATIONS. 


4.1: Engage in Partnership Strategies. 


4.2: Enable Space Access and Services. 


4.3: Assure Safety and Mission Success. 


4.4: Manage Human Capital. 


4.5: Ensure Enterprise Protection. 


 


4.6: Sustain Infrastructure Capabilities and Operations. 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 1: EXPAND HUMAN 
KNOWLEDGE THROUGH NEW SCIENTIFIC 
DISCOVERIES. 
Goal Statement 
NASA’s enduring purpose is scientific discovery and exploration for the benefit of the United States and 
humanity.  
 
For almost 60 years, NASA’s discoveries have been inspiring the world, rewriting textbooks, and transforming 
knowledge of humanity, the planet, the solar system, and the universe. NASA’s missions have not only 
changed what we know, but also how we think as a society—truly civilization-scale science. NASA’s missions 
and sponsored research provide access to the farthest reaches of space and time and deliver essential 
information about our home planet, directly improving life here on Earth. 
 
Together, scientific discovery and human exploration improve and safeguard life on Earth. For example, Earth 
science research improves our weather forecasts and predictions of catastrophic events. Medical treatments 
have resulted from NASA studies on the effects of flight and low-gravity on the human body. Furthermore, 
NASA’s technology developments contribute to economic stability and growth. 
 
Scientific research is also opening the pathway for exploration and robotic-human partnerships. NASA’s James 
Webb Space Telescope (Webb) is poised to be the premier observatory of the next decade—unlocking the 
mysteries of the universe for humankind. The International Space Station (ISS) is an orbital outpost for 
humanity. It is a blueprint for global cooperation and scientific advancement, a catalyst for growing new 
commercial marketplaces in space, and a test bed for demonstrating new technologies. It extends where 
humankind lives and is the springboard for NASA’s next great leaps in human space exploration, including 
future missions to the Moon and beyond. 
 
Finally, NASA acts as a champion of free and open access to scientific data. The Agency’s work incorporates 
and builds upon the work of others in a spirit of global engagement and diplomacy. As more nations seek to 
use space for scientific investigation, the body of knowledge grows for the benefit of all. 
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Strategic Objective 1.1: Understand The Sun, Earth, Solar System, 
And Universe. 
Conduct scientific studies of the Earth and Sun from space, return data and samples from other 
bodies in the solar system, peer out into the vast reaches of the universe, and play a catalyzing 
role in lunar robotic exploration by supporting innovative approaches to advancing science. 
These efforts are guided by National priorities and recommendations from the National 
Academies’ decadal surveys and implemented through a balanced portfolio of programs. 


Lead Office  
Science Mission Directorate (SMD), with support from the Human Exploration and Operations Mission 
Directorate (HEOMD) 


Objective Overview 
The success criteria for SMD are progress in answering fundamental science questions, implementing the 
decadal survey priorities, and responding to direction from the Executive Branch and Congress. The most 
recent versions of the decadal surveys for SMD can be found at: 


• Planetary Science
• Solar and Space Physics
• Earth Science and Applications
• Astronomy and Astrophysics


There are three core contexts of NASA’s first strategic objective: 


Discovering the Secrets of the Universe 
NASA’s science vision is to understand the Sun and its effects on the solar system, the Earth, other planets 
and solar system bodies, the interplanetary environment, the space between stars in our galaxy (the interstellar 
medium), and the universe beyond. NASA’s journey of scientific discovery will help motivate, support, and 
prepare for human and robotic expansion throughout the solar system and beyond.  


Searching for Life Elsewhere 
“Are we alone?” is a central research question that involves biological research and research in the habitability 
of locations in the solar system such as Mars, the moons of outer planets, or thousands of potentially habitable 
worlds around other stars. This research supports a fundamental science topic at the interface of physics, 
chemistry, and biology.  


The James Webb Space Telescope (Webb) will be the premier observatory of the next decade, serving thousands of astronomers 
worldwide. Image Credit: NASA/Artist Concept  
 



https://www.nap.edu/catalog/13117/vision-and-voyages-for-planetary-science-in-the-decade-2013-2022

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/10477/the-sun-to-the-earth-and-beyond-a-decadal-research

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/11820/earth-science-and-applications-from-space-national-imperatives-for-the

https://www.nap.edu/catalog/12951/new-worlds-new-horizons-in-astronomy-and-astrophysics

https://www.nasa.gov/mission_pages/webb/about/index.html
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Safeguarding and Improving Life on Earth 
NASA investigates the hazards to life on Earth from the solar system, the Sun, and the Earth itself. This 
includes understanding the Earth as a system and on all time scales. NASA also works to detect asteroids and 
comets, understand their composition, predict their paths, and provide timely and accurate communications 
about potentially hazardous objects. NASA studies the causes and effects of severe space weather events to 
allow for preparation and timely response. Furthermore, NASA provides data and applications for operational 
use by first responders to natural disasters, firefighters, farmers, fishermen, transportation and commerce 
focused organizations, weather forecasters, and others. 
  
Objective Strategy 
NASA’s strategy for understanding and solving the mysteries of outer space (including the Sun, Earth, solar 
system, and the universe) is complex. The following is a summary of NASA’s direction and progress toward the 
aforementioned core contexts: 
 
Discovering the Secrets of the Universe 
NASA will pursue answers to important science questions to which the view from space makes a defining 
contribution. These science questions relate to agency priorities and guidance from National Academies’ 
decadal research priorities. Answering these questions requires observations and measurements made from 
space, including direct measurements made from the surface of planets and objects in our solar system, and in 
some cases the analysis of returned samples in Earth-based laboratories.  
 
NASA’s success in science discovery across all three core contexts is based on a balanced program that 
involves a number of critical and enabling elements: laying the scientific and technical foundation for space-
based missions through Research and Development (R&D); inventing and using new space-based observing 
and sampling capabilities; creating the context and capabilities to interpret the resulting data; and maximizing 
the return on investment in the acquisition of data. SMD’s suborbital and ground-based programs are 
conducted to enable or complement space-based observations and train future mission scientists and 
engineers. 
 
To complete innovative space missions NASA will effectively manage a diverse portfolio while balancing 
innovation with successful program execution. Specifically, NASA will: 
 


• Measure mission success against clearly written top-level measurement requirements 
• Develop objective criteria to enable unequivocal measurement of success or failure in meeting each 


requirement 
• Establish a budget for each new mission that funds the mission’s complete life-cycle cost, based on 


detailed engineering studies and independent cost estimates 
• Obtain tactical-level community advice on portfolio adjustments via the NASA Advisory Council, 


Science Committee, and the science advisory committees 
• Implement effective partnerships—commercial, international, interagency, academic, and others—that 


leverage NASA resources and extend scientific results 
 
NASA will extend partnerships domestically and internationally. Science is a broad National and international 
enterprise and SMD partners with over a dozen U.S. Federal agencies and more than 60 nations and 
international research organizations to leverage ideas, capabilities, and resources. Like the ISS, NASA’s 
constellation of Sun, Earth, solar system, and distant universe spacecraft and observatories are models of 
international and interagency cooperation and serve to further common scientific interests.  
 
NASA will implement missions only after focused development has matured required technologies. A 
balanced science program proactively identifies potential technologies required to meet future mission 
requirements, conduct trade studies, assess development risks, and invest in new technologies well in 
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advance of mission implementation. NASA is also expanding the use of lower-cost CubeSats and SmallSats to 
accomplish our science goals. 
 
NASA’s science is uniquely positioned among Federal agencies to transfer content and expertise to an 
informative environment to support learning across all age groups. Data is accessible through multiple 
channels, which allows NASA to benefit from partners actively engaged in learning communities and emerging 
citizen-based science.  
 
NASA also faces challenges in carrying out this science plan. Challenges include: access to space; strategic 
program planning; mission cost estimation and management; maintaining measurement continuity; and 
balancing near-term mission and research needs against increasing longer-term technology requirements. 
SMD engages the science advisory committees annually to rate scientific progress. In addition, in 2005 
Congress directed that the performance of each division in SMD shall be reviewed and assessed by the 
National Academy of Sciences at five-year intervals. 
 
Searching for Life Elsewhere 
The search for life in the solar system and beyond is guided by the ability to understand how life originated on 
Earth and by the quest to find habitable environments outside of Earth. To improve the knowledge of 
environmental requirements for habitability, NASA will develop tools for detecting life, develop tools for 
determining the relative habitability of present or ancient environments, and explore analog environments on 
Earth. This will facilitate target selection for further robotic, and ultimately human, exploration. Observations 
from SMD’s astrophysics missions have made it clear that habitable planets exist around stars other than the 
Sun and that such planets are plentiful. Improving techniques and ideas for discovering and characterizing 
habitable and/or inhabited environments on these planets, coupled with an understanding of the potential false 
positives for habitability or life, will enable prioritization of exoplanets for targeted follow-up observations. This 
will help to push frontiers in the coming decades of discovery and enable the search for signs of life on worlds 
that may be capable of harboring life, both within our own solar system and within the galaxy. 
 
NASA’s strategy relies on applying the lessons learned about the origin, evolution, and distribution of life on 
Earth to other bodies in our solar system and beyond. There is no single measurement or experiment that will 
definitively reveal the presence of extant or past life on a body in our solar system or a planet around another 
star. NASA will utilize many measurement results in a “Ladder of Life Detection” that will inform any certainty of 
the discovery of past or present life elsewhere. 
 
Safeguarding and Improving Life on Earth 
NASA’s Earth science activities utilize observations from space to advance our scientific understanding of the 
Earth in service to the United States and the world. As we pursue answers to fundamental science questions 
about the Earth system on all time scales, we realize they benefit humanity in many ways. NASA’s ability to 
view the Earth from the unique vantage point of space provides a broad and integrated set of uniformly high-
quality data covering all parts of the planet. NASA shares this unique knowledge and data continuity with the 
global community, including members of the science, Government, industry, education, and policy-maker 
communities. For example, NASA’s Earth science observations have proven helpful with crop area estimates, 
productivity assessments and yield models across a range of time scales, water planning and irrigation 
management, fisheries, and many more disciplines and industries. NASA measurements help American 
farmers, ranchers, agribusinesses, and local, state, and Federal agencies to improve the ability to produce 
food. NASA’s Earth science data helps to advance U.S. National interests in agriculture by providing food 
security for the Nation, economic growth, products to trade internationally, and jobs here at home. Through our 
partnerships with other agencies that maintain forecast and decision support systems, such as the National 
Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), United States Geological Survey, and Environmental 
Protection Agency, NASA improves National capabilities to predict climate, weather, and natural hazards, to 
manage resources, and to develop environmental policy. 
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NASA’s Near-Earth Objects Observations Program funds research activities to better understand the motions, 
compositions, and nature of near-Earth objects. This includes using optical and radar techniques to better 
understand objects’ orbits, shapes, sizes, and rotation states. These planetary defense activities enable the 
science community to understand the nature of near-objects, information that could be leveraged to mitigate a 
possible Earth impact.  
 
Space weather directly affects the safety of humans in space and on Earth by influencing the operation of 
electrical power grids, communications and navigation systems, gas and oil pipelines, and spacecraft 
electronics and orbital dynamics. NASA develops instrumentation, technology, models and research tools to 
understand space weather. NASA collaborates with agencies such as the National Science Foundation and 
NOAA to improve space weather predictive capabilities.  
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Cosmic Origins, James Webb Space Telescope, Exoplanet Exploration, Physics of the Cosmos, Mars 
Exploration, Outer Planets, Astrophysics Research, Astrophysics Explorer, New Frontiers, Discovery, 
Planetary Defense, Planetary Research, Heliophysics Explorer, Heliophysics Research, Living With a Star, 
Solar Terrestrial Probes, Earth Systematic Missions, Earth System Science Pathfinder, Earth Science 
Research, Earth Science Multi-Mission Operations, Applied Sciences, Earth Science Technology, Planetary 
Technology, and Suborbital Research [budget reported as part of other programs] 
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Strategic Objective 1.2: Understand Responses of Physical and 
Biological Systems to Spaceflight. 
Conduct a robust program of space-based research to advance technologies that enable space 
exploration, and to pioneer uses of the space environment to benefit life on Earth.  


Lead Office 
Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) 


Objective Overview 
The space flight environment stresses physical and biological systems in many ways, including microgravity 
and space radiation. Understanding the responses of physical and biological systems to these stressors is 
necessary for designing and executing longer, more distant human space flight missions. Living and working in 
space requires learning how living systems, from microbes and plants to complex organisms like humans, are 
influenced by the space environment. The same holds true for physical systems and processes such as fluid 
flow and combustion. These stressors can also be used as experimental tools to enable scientific discovery 
with applications here on Earth. 


The ISS, conceived and constructed to be a laboratory in space, provides opportunities to understand the role 
of gravity in biological and physical systems. This strategic objective reflects NASA’s commitment to make full 
and effective use of the ISS through the end of its current phase of operations, to close key gaps in the 
knowledge needed to build future exploration systems, and to realize the value of the space environment as a 
tool for science and technology. Guidance for research includes several studies by the National Academies 
over the past two decades: 


• Recapturing a Future for Space Exploration: Life and Physical Sciences Research for a New Era (2011)
• Review of NASA Plans for the International Space Station (2006)
• Assessment of Directions in Microgravity and Physical Sciences Research at NASA (2003)
• Microgravity Research in Support of Technologies for the Human Exploration and Development of


Space and Planetary Bodies (2000)
• A Strategy for Research in Space Biology and Medicine in the New Century (1998)


Objective Strategy 
Exploration research is driven by well-defined NASA needs to enable long-duration crewed missions beyond 
low Earth orbit, while scientific discovery based research is driven by opportunities identified by external 


NASA astronaut Mark Vande Hei exits the International Space Station for a spacewalk in this photograph taken by fellow 
spacewalker Randy Bresnik on October 10, 2017. Image Credit: NASA 
 



https://www.nap.edu/read/13048

https://www.nap.edu/read/11512

https://www.nap.edu/read/10624

https://www.nap.edu/read/9452

https://www.nap.edu/read/9452

https://www.nap.edu/read/6282

https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/glorious-sunrise-at-the-start-of-a-spacewalk
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organizations. In general, this research will be openly competed and peer reviewed; the participation of the 
research community external to NASA will be key. Areas to be explored for scientific discovery will be those 
that address pressing research questions in other Government agencies, private foundations, or commercial 
companies. The National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine, which tap the advice of experts in 
science and engineering, will be a major source of community input for enabling exploration and pioneering 
scientific discovery. 
 
Collaborations with external organizations will often be initiated and coordinated by the management entity for 
the ISS National Laboratory, the Center for the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS), but will also result 
from direct agency-to-agency planning. The ultimate aim of these efforts is to make space-based research a 
standard component of the portfolio of traditional Federal and private R&D agencies, to the extent that other 
agencies are willing to take responsibility for the support of space-based capabilities. 
 
The major risks to enabling exploration through understanding the responses of biological and physical 
systems to space flight are continuity of exploration architecture and funding. The major risk to addressing the 
pressing research questions of other organizations is the ability to conduct the research within a reasonable 
amount of time. 
 
The first stages of progress toward achieving this strategic objective will be clearly measured by the 
formulation of agreements between the research programs on the one hand and the internal NASA customer 
(for enabling exploration) or external organizations (for scientific discovery) on the other. Such agreements will 
specify what research questions will be addressed by the NASA research programs and may include 
schedules. Subsequent progress will be measured by the accomplishment of intermediate milestones in the 
research program. Final accomplishment of the research objectives will be measured by showing how the 
research products address the original agreement’s needs. 
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
International Space Station Research 
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STRATEGIC GOAL 2: EXTEND HUMAN 
PRESENCE DEEPER INTO SPACE AND TO 
THE MOON FOR SUSTAINABLE LONG-
TERM EXPLORATION AND UTILIZATION.  
Goal Statement 
America is a Nation of explorers. In everything we do—science, technology, commerce, the arts, sports— we 
strive to reach higher, farther, deeper, or faster than ever before in order to create a better future for the 
generations to come. NASA is pushing the same boundaries in space. Orbiting Earth aboard the International 
Space Station (ISS) right now, astronauts are preparing for space missions that will push the frontiers of 
human experience outward into the solar system. NASA is also laying the foundation for America to sustain a 
constant commercial, human presence in low Earth orbit. 
 
From there, we will turn our attention back toward our celestial neighbors. We will return American astronauts 
to cis-lunar space and the Moon to build the foundation we need to send Americans to Mars and beyond. Cis-
lunar space will be a stepping-stone, a training ground, a venue to strengthen our commercial and international 
partnerships as we refocus America’s space program. NASA is testing technologies and techniques needed to 
keep humans safe, healthy, and productive on these future deep space missions. Ranging from environmental 
control and life support, to advanced propulsion and automated rendezvous and docking, these capabilities will 
be robust, affordable, sustainable, and adaptable to a variety of destinations. 
 
NASA will pursue a sustainable cadence of compelling missions in preparation for the first crewed missions to 
deep space. These include the first test flight of the Space Launch System (SLS) and Orion crew vehicle near 
the Moon and the first crewed flight of this transportation system, designed for missions beyond low Earth orbit. 
At the same time, to support a broader strategy to explore and utilize the Moon and its surface, NASA is 
establishing a Lunar Orbital Platform - Gateway in cis-lunar space, to include a power and propulsion element 
by 2022, and habitation, airlock, and the required logistics capabilities soon after. In addition, to help pave the 
way for human exploration, NASA is planning to develop a series of robotic lunar missions to the surface of the 
Moon.  
 
The United States will seek international partnership on a shared exploration agenda and spearhead the next 
phase of human space exploration. NASA will promote permanent human presence in space in a way that 
enables the 21st century space economy to thrive. It will take the best of NASA, the U.S. private sector, 
academic talent, and the capabilities of international partners to accomplish these bold missions.  
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Strategic Objective 2.1: Lay the Foundation for America to Maintain 
a Constant Human Presence in Low Earth Orbit Enabled by a 
Commercial Market. 
Enable space-based low Earth orbit economy by transitioning ISS operations and maintenance to commercial 
and international partners, while continuing to leverage ISS for research, technology development, and to 
extend human presence in space. 
 
Lead Office  
Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) 
 
Objective Overview 
NASA is using our resources to extend human presence in the solar system and to foster an emerging and 
robust commercial space market. The continuous operation of a research and technology demonstration 
platform in space is critical to achieving NASA’s and the Nation’s goals in science, technology, and human 
space flight. 
 
The ISS is an experimental testing ground and is currently the world’s only microgravity laboratory of its kind, 
enabling the discovery and development of advanced robotics, materials, communications, medicine, 
agriculture, and environmental science. Results of research projects on the ISS will continue to yield benefits in 
areas such as human health, telemedicine, physical science, Earth observations, space science, and 
education programs that inspire future scientists, engineers, and space explorers. The Center for the 
Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS) is the sole manager of the ISS National Laboratory and is working 
to maximize use of the ISS for research in space, which by law represents 50 percent of the resources of the 
U.S. portion of the ISS. Furthermore, human exploration activities on ISS will leverage the station as a test bed 
to demonstrate key exploration capabilities and operations and enable the move to deep space. Directly 
supporting the ISS until 2025 allows us to maximize its potential and maintain American leadership in space, 
while at the same time allowing us to foster the emerging U.S. low Earth orbit commercial space industry. After 
2025, the U.S. will cease directly funding the ISS, but will continue to conduct research, technology 
development, and other activities in low Earth orbit in conjunction with our commercial and international 
partners. NASA will be a reliable customer for commercial goods and services that support and enhance NASA 
missions and requirements both in low Earth orbit and in deep space. 
 
Critical to this objective is the selection, training, readiness, and health of crewmembers. All aspects of 
astronaut crew health are managed as part of this objective, including implementation of a comprehensive 


NASA astronaut Joe Acaba prepared the Veggie Facil i ty for three different kinds of lettuce seeds as part of 
the VEG-03-D investigation. Image Credit: NASA 
 



https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/its-planting-season-on-the-international-space-station
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health care program for astronauts, and the prevention and mitigation of negative long-term health 
consequences of space flight. Through these efforts NASA will maintain healthy, well-trained astronaut corps 
of sufficient size to meet all planned mission needs. 
 
NASA’s vision for low Earth orbit in the future is a self-sustaining space-based marketplace that provides 
economic benefits to the Nation and societal benefits to all people. The vision is one where NASA is one of 
many customers of privately-owned human-tended or permanently-crewed platforms and transportation 
capabilities that enable a variety of activities in low Earth orbit. Those platforms and capabilities will be 
sustained primarily by commercial revenue rather than relying on NASA and the U.S. Government for their 
main source of revenue. In this vision, NASA will maximize its resources toward missions beyond low Earth 
orbit, while still having the ability to utilize low Earth orbit for its ongoing needs.  
 
Objective Strategy 
NASA will continue to expand the use of the ISS on-orbit research program, including continuing to increase 
utilization of internal and external research facilities. Increasing facility occupancy is a function of the demand 
for the use of the ISS, which is driven by the funding of research by NASA, other Government agencies, and 
the private sector; and the capacity of the laboratory to support research, which is determined by the 
infrastructure in orbit, the transportation system, and crew availability. Beyond the current commercial crew 
and cargo transportation capabilities enabled by the ISS, NASA is continually exploring and implementing new 
partnership models to further enable commercial activities and markets in low Earth orbit. 
 
Following an initial request for information and stakeholder workshops in 2014 and 2017, NASA developed a 
plan for achieving the vision for a sustained low Earth orbit economy, and is implementing activities and 
initiatives to make this vision a reality. To support low Earth orbit commercialization, NASA is leveraging the 
ISS by maximizing utilization and throughput, demonstrating the value of ISS and low Earth orbit research, 
utilizing more commercial acquisition strategies, and enabling greater commercial use of ISS by offering its 
unique capabilities and providing Earth-similar laboratory capabilities. Additionally, NASA is addressing the 
policy environment and associated elimination of barriers and introduction of incentives that could enable 
greater commercial use of low Earth orbit. Efforts to engage our international partners in promoting commercial 
activities are continuing through various ISS international partner forums.  
 
NASA is also working to develop a healthy commercial supplier base for low Earth orbit activities. As discussed 
in Strategic Objective 4.2, the ISS is already enabling commercial cargo and crew transportation that industry 
is working to become more cost effective in the future. Also, through initiatives such as Research, Engineering, 
Mission and Integration Services, NASA is transitioning from historically NASA-provided services for tasks 
such as payload integration, to purchasing those services from a wide variety of commercial suppliers whose 
capabilities have matured through expanded ISS utilization. NASA intends to continue to expand these types 
of commercial partnerships.  
 
NASA is working toward the development of commercial markets and demand for low Earth orbit activities 
beyond the more “traditional” microgravity research and applications into broad sectors of the economy. Unless 
this demand is expanded, future private low Earth orbit platforms will likely not be viable without significant 
ongoing Government support. NASA and CASIS have identified several initial potential high payoff market 
areas and have increased the focus and resources toward projects in these areas, including protein 
crystallization, organ bioengineering, and in-orbit production/manufacturing.  
 
To realize NASA’s vision of a self-sustaining market in low Earth orbit, NASA has created the Commercial LEO 
Development Program to directly support efforts to expand commercial activities in low Earth orbit, with a focus 
on enabling, developing, and deploying commercial platforms that can be used by NASA and other customers. 
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
International Space Station Systems Operations and Maintenance, Human Space Flight Operations 
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Strategic Objective 2.2: Conduct Human Exploration in Deep 
Space, Including to the Surface of the Moon. 
Extend human presence into cis-lunar space and the lunar surface, with capabilities that allow 
for sustained operations in deep space and the lunar surface.  
 
Lead Office  
Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) 
 
Objective Overview 
Over the next decades, NASA intends to extend U.S. leadership and to eliminate barriers of human exploration 
of space, and to do so in a way that enhances U.S. economic competitiveness. NASA is taking a phased 
approach to expanding human exploration, starting with exploration science and technology research aboard 
the ISS, extending to crewed missions around and eventually to the surface of the Moon, and eventually to the 
vicinity and surface of Mars. To support this approach, NASA is developing the capability to transport humans 
to and from deep space, enabling the exploration of our solar system using innovative, advanced technologies 
and partnerships. NASA is currently developing unique new systems for transporting people and cargo beyond 
low Earth orbit, including commercial cargo systems, the Orion crew capsule, the SLS heavy-lift launch vehicle, 
and supporting ground facilities. NASA is also defining other elements that would be needed to support 
missions on or around the Moon, and to Mars and beyond. Precursor robotic missions that investigate 
candidate destinations and provide vital information for human explorers will lay the groundwork for deep 
space exploration. 
 
Sending astronauts into space involves a multitude of complicated systems, but perhaps the most complex 
system is the human system. The Human Research Program (HRP) is responsible for understanding and 
mitigating the highest risks to astronaut health and performance to ensure that crews remain healthy and 
productive during long-duration missions beyond low Earth orbit. HRP leverages the talents of researchers 
within NASA and across U.S. academia to implement a detailed plan for risk reduction, with much of this work 
taking place aboard the ISS. As NASA prepares to conduct crewed missions in cis-lunar space, on the Moon, 
and eventually at other locations including Mars, HRP biomedical research and technological development are 
enabling the Agency to safely send humans into deep space for longer durations. 
 
NASA is increasing its capabilities for safely surviving in deep space for long durations to enable permanent, 
long-term human presence throughout the solar system. This deep space exploration can generate new 
knowledge and other new applications by scientists and entrepreneurs here on Earth. 


From a record breaking 18,300 applicants, NASA selected 12 new astronaut candidates to train for a variety of missions, including 
deep space missions on NASA’s new Orion spacecraft and SLS rocket. Image Credit: NASA/Rob Markowitz 
 



https://www.nasa.gov/press-release/nasa-s-newest-astronaut-recruits-to-conduct-research-off-the-earth-for-the-earth-and
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Objective Strategy 
NASA’s development of new capabilities such as crew transport, heavy lift, and in-space habitation provide 
specific functions, which in combination with other capabilities, could advance human presence into our solar 
system. Rather than creating specialized, destination-specific hardware, these capabilities are designed to 
support multiple objectives in deep space and provide flexibility to carry out increasingly complex missions to a 
range of destinations over time.  
 
The larger human exploration goal provides an overall strategic focus for a broad range of activities, with the 
ultimate purpose of extending human presence into the solar system, from low Earth orbit to cis-lunar space, 
Mars, and beyond. HEOMD strategy, development, and mission planning align and are guided by these key 
strategic principles for enabling sustained human exploration across multiple decades: 
 


• Fiscal Realism: Implementable in the near-term with the buying power of current budgets 
• Scientific Exploration: Exploration enables science and science enables exploration; leveraging 


scientific expertise for human exploration of the solar system 
• Technology Pull and Push: Application of high technology readiness level technologies for near-term 


missions, while focusing sustained investments on technologies and capabilities to address the 
challenges of future missions 


• Gradual Build Up of Capability: Near-term mission opportunities with a defined cadence of 
compelling and integrated human and robotic missions, providing for an incremental buildup of 
capabilities for more complex missions over time 


• Economic Opportunity: Opportunities for U.S. commercial business to further enhance their 
experience and business base 


• Architecture Openness and Resilience: Resilient architecture featuring multi-use, evolvable space 
infrastructure, minimizing unique developments, with each mission leaving something behind to support 
subsequent missions 


• Global Collaboration and Leadership: Substantial new international and commercial partnerships, 
leveraging current ISS partnerships and building new cooperative ventures for exploration 


• Continuity of Human Spaceflight: Uninterrupted expansion of human presence into the solar system 
by establishing a regular cadence of crewed missions to cis-lunar space during ISS lifetime  


 
The ISS is a cornerstone of future deep space habitation and exploration activities, and its role is described in 
Strategic Objective 2.1. The ISS and future low Earth orbit platforms provide outstanding opportunities to test 
and mature selected technologies and processes, such as environmental control, life support, communications, 
and navigation, power, and propulsion systems, which are required for exploration missions. Additionally, 
human research conducted on the ISS and future low Earth orbit platforms will help mitigate the health risks 
anticipated on exploration missions, such as visual impairment and intracranial pressure, pharmacology, 
nutrition, and muscle maintenance. 
 
In the initial phase of operations around the Moon, early missions to lunar orbit will test and demonstrate flight 
and mission operations and staging of human-rated vehicles farther from Earth than ever before. Missions 
launched on commercial vehicles and the SLS in the 2020s will operate safely and productively in deep space. 
Lunar science missions may acquire samples or make measurements from the surface. 
 
NASA will also continue to invest in exploration Research and Development (R&D) that will make future 
missions safer, more reliable, and more affordable. In parallel, NASA’s science and technology organizations 
will continue developing research and technology to enable future human missions to the surface of Mars, and 
investigate approaches for reducing the costs of exploration missions to enable a more expansive and 
sustainable exploration program. 
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Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Orion, Exploration Ground Systems, Space Launch System, Human Research Program, Lunar Orbital Platform 
– Gateway, Advanced Cis-lunar and Surface Capabilities, Exploration Advanced Systems, International Space 
Station, Lunar Discovery and Exploration Program
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STRATEGIC GOAL 3: ADDRESS NATIONAL 
CHALLENGES AND CATALYZE 
ECONOMIC GROWTH. 
Goal Statement 
Originally tied to keeping the Nation secure and advancing U.S. leadership in aeronautics, communications 
satellites, and Earth remote sensing, NASA's mandate is broader today. The challenges NASA addresses 
relate to gathering climate change data; supplying technological solutions for terrestrial problems; advancing 
the state of Research and Development (R&D) in aeronautics and other fields; developing commercial and 
human space launch and transportation capabilities; understanding cosmic phenomena as wide-ranging as 
space weather, asteroids, and exoplanets; and improving the Nation's innovation capacity. 
 
NASA drives economic development and growth; the National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958 calls out this 
important theme, and the Agency generally invests more than 80 percent of its funds in U.S. industry and 
academia to carry out its missions of scientific discovery and exploration. In doing so, NASA engages and 
inspires young people to become scientists, technologists, engineers, and mathematicians. This ensures that 
the Nation's vast intellectual and industrial base—shared by many other Government agencies, including the 
departments of Defense, Commerce, Transportation, and Interior—has a continuous supply of bright minds 
and skilled hands. NASA enhances a core strategic advantage of the United States: the ability to attract 
partners and work with talent globally. Because of NASA's role in the international community, the Agency can 
help National security leaders manage global risks.  
 
Technology drives NASA's future human and robotic exploration missions. As its technology efforts mature, 
NASA transfers appropriate technologies to industry and commercializes them to benefit a wide range of 
users. This ensures that the American people realize the full economic value and societal benefit of NASA's 
work. NASA also provides funding for fundamental technology research with broader benefit to the U.S. 
innovation system. 
 
The aerospace sector is considered to be a rough gauge of a Nation's competitiveness, and the United States 
leads the world in this arena. NASA aeronautics research encompasses an ever-broadening array of 
technologies to make airplanes safer, quieter, and friendlier to the environment, and air travel more efficient. 
Today, NASA technology is found aboard every U.S. aircraft and inside every air traffic control facility in the 
country. This infusion can be attributed to one of the most productive public-private partnerships in U.S. 
history, as NASA continues to team with industry, academia, and other Government agencies. 
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Transformational demonstrations NASA plans in the next eight years will advance U.S. leadership for the next 
century of flight, and could bring about the return of overland supersonic flight; new airliners that consume half 
the fuel of today's models; safe, expanded use of unmanned aircraft systems, or drones, for economic and 
societal benefit; and safe, semi-autonomous small aircraft for personal "on-demand" transportation. 
 
Attracting students to enter science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) fields is vitally 
important, and NASA's missions help to inspire the next generation. In 2015, public interest in NASA's mission 
to Pluto created an internet sensation, with more than 10 million views on the mission page, and 42 percent of 
all U.S. Government website traffic going to NASA during the historic flyby. NASA similarly inspired millions 
during Scott Kelly's year-long stay aboard the International Space Station (ISS), the first flight test of the Orion 
spacecraft for human exploration, the Mars rover landings, and many other significant missions. One of 
NASA’s core missions is to ensure that our scientific and technological advances reach the widest possible 
audience to inspire the current and next generation of explorers. 
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Strategic Objective 3.1: Develop and Transfer Revolutionary 
Technologies to Enable Exploration Capabilities for NASA and the 
Nation.  
Advance revolutionary technologies for NASA and the Nation, involving commercial space 
products, specifically for utilization of near-Earth space; efficient transportation through space; 
access to planetary surfaces; enabling human space exploration; next generation science 
missions; and growth and utilization of the U.S. industrial and academic base.  
 
Lead Office  
Exploration Research & Technology (ER&T) 
 
Objective Overview 
Through the decades, NASA’s technology development and transfer have enabled important space science 
and exploration missions, contributed to other U.S. Government agencies’ needs, cultivated commercial 
aerospace enterprises, and helped foster a technology-based U.S. economy. Rising Above the Gathering 
Storm, Revisited, a report by the National Academies, addresses the link between technology development 
efforts and the economy, noting that various studies indicate a strong link between economic growth and 
technological innovation in recent decades.  
 
Over the next 10 years—through investments within the Exploration Research & Technology (ER&T) funding 
account—the Agency will advance revolutionary capabilities for both NASA mission challenges and National 
needs, and also address the market challenges associated with providing state-of-the-art commercial space 
products and services. More specifically, technology investments within the ER&T funding account will focus 
on the following thrusts.  
 


• Accelerating large-scale industrialization of space 
• Enabling efficient and safe transportation into and through space 
• Increasing access to planetary surfaces 
• Enabling humans to live and work in space and on planetary surfaces 
• Expanding capabilities through robotic exploration and discovery  
• Growing and utilizing the U.S. industrial and academic base 


 


NASA Glenn engineer Dr. Peter Peterson prepares a high-power solar electric propulsion thruster, a critical part of NASA’s future 
deep space exploration plans. Image Credit: NASA, Bridget Caswell, Alcyon Technical Services 



http://www.nap.edu/12999

http://www.nap.edu/12999

https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/electric-propulsion-will-thrust-exploration-into-deep-space
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To support these strategic investment area thrusts, NASA will primarily invest in the following Exploration 
Campaign key focus areas: Advanced environmental control and life support systems & in-situ resource 
utilization; Power and propulsion technology; Advanced materials; Communications, navigation and avionics; 
Entry, descent, and landing; Autonomous operations; In-space manufacturing and on-orbit assembly; and 
Research to enable humans to safely and effectively operate in various space environments. In addition, ER&T 
contributes to growing the U.S. industrial and academic base to continue the Nation’s economic leadership.  
 
Objective Strategy 
NASA pushes boundaries and rapidly develops, demonstrates, and infuses revolutionary, high-payoff 
technologies. The ER&T investment portfolios span a range of discipline areas and Technology Readiness 
Levels to advance technologies for the benefit of NASA, industry, and other Government agencies. This 
research and technology development engages universities, business, and all NASA Centers for widespread 
benefits. Through the ER&T account, NASA invests in transformational exploration technologies with high 
potential to offset risk, reduce cost, and advance critical capabilities for future NASA exploration missions and 
broader National needs. 
 
Collaboration is key to NASA’s strategy for achieving this objective. NASA collaborates with many other 
Government agencies on approximately 40 activities as of early 2018. These relationships allow NASA to 
utilize investments made by other agencies to meet NASA challenges, while contributing to other National 
needs. NASA also uses commercial partnerships with mutual benefit, addressing both NASA mission needs 
and the market challenges of providing state-of-the-art commercial space products and services. These 
investments in commercial space span the ER&T technology programs in addition to targeted activities through 
the NASA Technology Transfer Program and other partnerships. For example, NASA established public-
private partnerships with the U.S. aerospace industry through the Tipping Point and Announcement of 
Collaborative Opportunity solicitations. NASA plans to continue such partnerships that leverage significant 
private sector capabilities and funds for the development of key technologies needed by both the Agency and 
the greater commercial sector. 
 
NASA will evaluate progress toward this objective through transition and infusion of technologies in addition to 
varied assessments. The latter include annual strategic objective assessments; assessment of multi-year 
performance goals and annual performance indicators; annual Program Performance Reviews; Agency 
Baseline Performance Reviews; guidance from external committees and advisory groups; and external audits. 
 
Key external risks to this objective include programmatic risk of access to space. To demonstrate new 
technology capabilities in space, NASA ER&T relies on rideshare and hosted payloads. Increasing costs and 
limited availability are also challenges. The latter is of particular concern, as NASA’s technology 
demonstrations do not typically represent primary payloads for commercial launches. 
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Early Stage Innovation and Partnerships, Technology Maturation, Technology Demonstration, Human 
Research Program, Small Business Innovation Research, Small Business Technology Transfer  
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Strategic Objective 3.2: Transform Aviation Through Revolutionary 
Technology Research, Development, and Transfer. 
Maintain and advance U.S. global leadership in aviation through application of new concepts 
and technologies pioneered by NASA and developed in partnership with U.S. industry that lead 
to transformative improvements in mobility, efficiency, and safety. 
 
Lead Office  
Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate (ARMD) 
 
Objective Overview 
As a primary mechanism for physically connecting cities and countries across the world, air transportation is an 
integral part of today’s U.S. and global economies. Aviation enables U.S. enterprises to operate on a global 
scale, providing safe and high-speed transport of people and goods. It accounts for more than $1.6 trillion of 
U.S. economic activity each year and generates a positive trade balance—$82.5 billion in 2015. The aviation 
industry also supports more than 11.8 million direct and indirect jobs in the United States, including more than 
one million high-quality manufacturing jobs. Aviation comprises more than five percent of the total U.S. gross 
domestic product. Nearly every product created and purchased today has been touched by aviation in some 
way. Globally, the aviation system is growing rapidly with the potential for more than five times as many 
passengers and 10 times the cargo in 2050 as today. Since its establishment, NASA has continually advanced 
America’s aviation system to improve humanity’s quality of life and productivity on Earth.2 
 
NASA contributes unique innovations to aviation through research activities. These innovations serve as key 
enablers for the role of U.S. commercial aviation in sustaining American commerce and safe, environmentally 
sustainable mobility, and hence the Nation’s economic well-being. NASA’s role is to explore early stage 
concepts and ideas, develop new technologies and operational procedures through foundational research, and 
demonstrate the potential of promising new vehicles, operations, and safety technology in relevant 
environments. The Agency is focused on appropriate cutting-edge research and technologies to overcome a 
wide range of aeronautics technical challenges for the Nation’s and the world’s current and future air 
transportation systems. 
 


                                                 
2Reference 1 - “The Economic Impact of Civil Aviation on the U.S. Economy,” June 2014, Federal Aviation Administration, 
https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/media/2014-economic-impact-report.pdf.  
Reference 2 - “Vision 2050,” February 2011, International Air Transportation Association, http://www.iata.org/pressroom/facts_figures/documents/vision-
2050.pdf. 


The design studies for the Low Boom Flight Demonstration X-plane (concept image above) are a first step toward supersonic 
overland flight and the possible return of quieter and more affordable supersonic passenger travel. Image Credit: NASA 



https://www.faa.gov/air_traffic/publications/media/2014-economic-impact-report.pdf

http://www.iata.org/pressroom/facts_figures/documents/vision-2050.pdf

http://www.iata.org/pressroom/facts_figures/documents/vision-2050.pdf

https://www.nasa.gov/aeroresearch/programs/aavp/cst/technical-challenges
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Objective Strategy 
To continue NASA’s leadership in aviation innovation and enable a revolutionary transformation of the aviation 
system, NASA is focused on six major research areas, or ARMD Thrusts3, for the long-term future of aviation. 
These research Thrusts utilize the full capability of NASA’s in-house aeronautics expertise. Through high-risk, 
high-reward research and technology development, NASA seeks to enable:  
 


• Safe and efficient growth in global operations 
• Innovation in commercial supersonic aircraft 
• Ultra-efficient commercial vehicles 
• Transition to alternative propulsion and energy 
• Real-time system-wide safety assurance 
• Assured autonomy for aviation transformation 


 
Each Thrust is designed to address an important area of research and technology development that will further 
U.S. leadership in the aviation industry and enhance global mobility. This research is performed with an 
emphasis on multi-disciplinary collaboration focused on the critical, integrated challenges aligned to the six 
research Thrusts–what NASA refers to as convergent research. Together, these research Thrusts combine to 
enable safe, sustainable growth in the overall global aviation system, while pioneering transformative 
capabilities that will create revolutionary opportunities.  
 
NASA works with partners in other Government agencies, aligned with the principles, goals, and objectives of 
the National Aeronautics Research and Development Policy and its related National Aeronautics Research and 
Development Plan, to achieve its missions. NASA also partners with industry and academia to support 
innovative concepts and technologies, and with international counterparts to leverage complementary 
investments. In pursuit of this objective, NASA encounters and manages several challenges and opportunities, 
including: 
 
Inherent Risk 
NASA pursues challenging, cutting-edge technology advances and aeronautics research goals that are 
inherently high-risk. In accepting this risk, NASA gains valuable knowledge and advances the capabilities of 
the Agency, even when results fall short of expectations. By increasing its knowledge base and developing 
potential new solutions, NASA makes better-informed decisions regarding committing future research 
resources and pursuing promising high-return investments. 
 
Domestic Partnership Influences 
NASA’s domestic aeronautics partnerships enable leveraging investments in support of mutual objectives and 
avoiding duplication of effort. They ensure NASA is moving forward on the right challenges and improve the 
transition of research results to users. Through continual coordination with our partners, NASA mitigates risks 
and challenges faced by partners which may negatively influence schedules and research outputs. 
 
Growing System Demands 
As demand for greater global mobility increases, so does the pressure for the current aviation system to 
accommodate demand, reduce environmental impacts, and improve safety. Because the rate of system 
change may be greater than that achievable through incremental change, NASA may need to reach for more 
transformational concepts. 
 
Strategic Global Partnerships 
Many emerging economies are rapidly developing infrastructure and embracing next generation technologies, 
and partners around the world have increasingly advanced technical capabilities which complement NASA’s 


                                                 
3 ARMD Thrusts are mission directorate internal and reflect ARMD’s priorities 
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own. By carefully fostering international partnerships in pre-competitive areas, NASA supports the safe and 
efficient growth in global aviation important to the United States. In turn, this improves the potential for 
leveraging partnership investments, reducing duplication, and acquiring knowledge for NASA’s research 
programs and capabilities. 
 
For each one of NASA’s six research ARMD Thrusts, near-term (2015 to 2025), mid-term (2025 to 2035), and 
long-term (>2035) community outcomes are determined. Reviews are conducted several times a year, to 
evaluate progress toward all such community outcomes using criteria such as NASA performance, partnership 
performance, and stakeholder buy-in. 
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Transformative Aero Concepts, Integrated Aviation Systems, Airspace Operations and Safety, Advanced Air 
Vehicles 
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Strategic Objective 3.3: Inspire and Engage the Public in 
Aeronautics, Space, and Science. 
Inspire, engage, educate, and employ the next generation of explorers through NASA-unique 
Science, Technology, Engineering and Mathematics learning opportunities. 
 
Lead Offices 
Mission Support Directorate/Office of Communications (OCOM)  
 
Objective Overview 
NASA has a long history of engaging the public and students in its mission through educational and outreach 
activities and programs. NASA’s endeavors in education and public outreach began early on, driven by the 
language in Section 203 (a) (3) of the Space Act, “to provide for the widest practicable and appropriate 
dissemination of information concerning its activities and the results thereof, and to enhance public 
understanding of, and participation in, the Nation’s space program in accordance with the NASA Strategic 
Plan.” NASA’s education and outreach functions aim to inspire and engage the public and students, each 
playing a critical role in increasing public knowledge of NASA’s work and fostering an understanding and 
appreciation of the value of STEM, and enhancing opportunities to teach and learn. By augmenting NASA’s 
public engagement and communicating NASA’s work and value, the Agency contributes to our Nation’s 
science literacy. NASA is committed to inspiring an informed society; enabling the public to embrace and 
understand NASA’s work and value, today and tomorrow; engaging the public in science, technology, 
discovery, and exploration; equipping our employees to serve as ambassadors to the public, and providing 
unique STEM opportunities for diverse stakeholders. 
 
This strategic objective includes proactive efforts to diversify the STEM pipeline to NASA internships and 
employment. NASA works to ensure grant recipient institutions are in compliance with civil rights/equal 
opportunity laws in accordance with criteria from NASA Form 1206, Assurance of Civil Rights Compliance. 
Equal opportunity compliance and technical assistance can help to identify and report diversity and inclusion 
best practices among institutions receiving NASA funds that can, in turn, help increase the number of 
underrepresented and underserved groups in STEM fields available to apply for NASA opportunities. 
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Office of Communications, Office of the Chief Scientist, Office of Diversity and Equal Opportunity 


University students examine research equipment at NASA's Kennedy Space Center for the X-Hab Challenge (eXploration 
Systems and Habitation) to keep humans healthy and productive in deep space. Image Credit: NASA/Glenn Benson 



https://missionstem.nasa.gov/compliance-requirements-nasa-grantees.html

https://missionstem.nasa.gov/compliance-requirements-nasa-grantees.html

https://missionstem.nasa.gov/index.html

https://www.nasa.gov/feature/students-help-solve-space-farming-challenges
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STRATEGIC GOAL 4: OPTIMIZE 
CAPABILITIES AND OPERATIONS. 
Goal Statement 
NASA is proud to be the U.S. agency charged with exploring the unknown in space and driving new advances 
in aerospace science and technology on behalf of the American public. Reaching for the stars requires 
dedicated, knowledgeable people and cutting-edge facilities and capabilities to provide the tools and support 
necessary to carry out our ambitious tasks. NASA strives to accomplish our mission with the utmost care —
recognizing that we are stewards of taxpayer dollars, critical human capital, and one-of-a-kind facilities. NASA 
maintains a large and diverse set of technical capabilities and assets to support our missions, other Federal 
agencies’ work, and the private sector to test, validate, and optimize innovations. The Agency understands that 
a skilled, valued, and diverse workforce is central to creating and maintaining the capabilities to explore the 
solar system and beyond and for understanding our home planet. NASA will continue to maintain and ensure 
the availability and safety of critical capabilities and facilities necessary for advancing our space-, air-, and 
Earth-based activities. This hybrid goal includes both strategic objectives and management focused objectives. 
 
NASA has a renewed focus on its essential and distinctive technical capabilities. As a result, the Agency has 
adopted a new operating model that strengthens its management of the engineering and systems capabilities 
that are fundamental to every mission and strategic goal. This model provides for proactive, strategic 
management of these capabilities and allows NASA to optimize the allocation of technical specialties to its 
Centers, to select key areas for future investments, and to identify and transition those capabilities that are no 
longer needed or are better obtained from emerging National commercial sources. 
 
Recognizing the growth of technologies and innovations increasing outside the Agency, NASA is instituting a 
robust partnership and acquisition strategy focused on leveraging and collaborating with the private sector and 
academia in order to benefit from their innovations. NASA's role in global engagement extends directly from 
the Space Act in areas such as data-sharing agreements and joint science and technology flight projects. More 
than two-thirds of NASA's science missions have foreign partners. 
 
NASA’s domestic and international collaborations are often pathfinders for other forms of cooperation, in part 
by demonstrating standards of best practices for civil and commercial space activities such as orbital debris 
mitigation, data sharing, openness, operational coordination, and flight safety. NASA plays a key role in setting 
global polices for aviation safety and access and specific standards and norms for space operations. NASA is 
most successful when it leads through example and practice, attracting partners who realize the benefits of 
shared values. Such principles include a shared understanding of the responsible use of space, free and open 
data policies, and the broad benefits of fundamental public Research and Development (R&D). 
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U.S. leadership in space is due in part to NASA's ability to inspire and create access to complex challenges. 
The Agency continues to retain and serve as a unique National resource of engineers, scientists, business and 
international specialists, and technologies. NASA provides the Nation with tools for leadership and inspiration 
in aerospace science and technology. This goal enables all of NASA’s space-, air-, and Earth-based research 
and innovation activities, producing the best return on the Nation’s investment. 
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Strategic Objective 4.1: Engage in Partnership Strategies. 
Support cooperative, reimbursable, and funded initiatives through domestic and international 
partnerships. 
 
Lead Office  
Mission Support Directorate (MSD) 
 
Objective Overview 
NASA identifies, establishes, and maintains a diverse set of domestic and international partnerships to enable 
collaborations of mutual benefit to NASA and other Government agencies, U.S. industry, academia, nonprofit 
organizations, state and local governments, and international entities that contribute to the Agency’s strategic 
objectives and develop capabilities to achieve NASA’s Mission.  
 
NASA partners with other Federal departments and agencies, the U.S. private sector, non-profit organizations, 
universities, and foreign space agencies to coordinate, develop, and implement mutually beneficial cooperative 
space working groups, programs, projects, missions, and ground-based research activities that support 
NASA’s 2018 Strategic Plan. NASA also engages with Executive Branch offices on space policy and other 
interagency matters to ensure that the U.S. civil space program supports and enhances the broader policies 
and priorities of the U.S. Government and the Administration. These partnerships are instrumental in 
supporting the strategic goals and strategic objectives in NASA’s 2018 Strategic Plan. Such partnerships 
provide access to unique capabilities and expertise, increase mission flight opportunities, and enhance the 
scientific return of the Agency’s missions. 
 
Objective Strategy 
NASA uses international and interagency partnerships to advance National priorities in global engagement and 
diplomacy, foster new discoveries and expand human knowledge, strengthen interactions with the Nation’s 
security and industrial base, promote economic development and growth, address National challenges, and 
provide global leadership and inspiration. These partnerships strongly support NASA’s Mission, U.S. foreign 
policy objectives, and Administration initiatives. 
 
NASA has more than 1,200 domestic agreements with U.S. industry and other private sector entities in support 
of NASA’s mission directorates and Centers. Such partnerships strengthen U.S. industry and are instrumental 
in supporting NASA’s 2018 Strategic Plan. For example, NASA is incorporating commercial space providers 


The European Service Module, built by the European Space Agency, was tested at the NASA Glenn Research Center’s Space 
Power Facility. It will supply Orion with electricity, propulsion, thermal control, air, and water. Image Credit: NASA 
 



https://www.nasa.gov/feature/orion-s-power-system-to-be-put-to-the-test/
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into its core missions because these companies represent a source of capability the Agency needs and an 
opportunity to support a new area for U.S. economic growth and competitiveness. 
 
Currently, NASA has over 800 active international agreements with more than 120 countries in a wide variety 
of programs, projects, and activities. While over half of these agreements are with the European Space Agency 
and partners in five countries (France, Germany, Japan, Canada and the United Kingdom), a large number are 
with partners around the world. The largest and most complex of all these partnerships is the International 
Space Station (ISS). 
 
Currently, NASA has over 900 active interagency agreements with U.S. Government departments and 
agencies. NASA's scientific collaborations lend credibility and merit to projects, and expand the scientific 
prestige of the Nation. For example, NASA currently has partnerships with the National Science Foundation, 
the Department of Energy, and the Federal Emergency Management Agency. 
 
NASA utilizes partnerships in support of the Agency’s missions and programs of record. NASA implements its 
strategic plan to align resources to accomplish our goals in the most efficient and effective way possible. One 
such example includes encouraging a robust commercial space industry. NASA is leveraging its partnerships 
with the U.S. commercial space sector to lower launch costs and create more opportunities for commercial 
space flight. Another example is addressing critical problems such as air traffic capacity and the environmental 
effects of air traffic to safely enable the next generation of air transportation. NASA is working closely with the 
U.S. Federal Aviation Administration and other partners in several areas toward this end. Finally, exchanging 
mutually beneficial knowledge and information to spur innovation and incentivize the creation of new markets 
supports NASA’s goals. The Agency also partners with U.S. industry to test experimental materials and share 
the resulting data. 
 
Management tools ensure that NASA receives value and alignment from its partnership activities, including 
comprehensive training and guidance that are available on an on-going basis. Potential partnerships are 
evaluated at the Centers, by mission directorates, and by other key stakeholders in advance of establishing 
final agreements to ensure alignment with NASA’s Mission. In addition, once completed, the Agency requires 
an assessment of partnerships that utilize NASA resources (activities performed on a “no exchange of funds” 
basis) to determine how beneficial the agreement was to furthering the Agency’s objectives. 
 
Key external factors for partnerships include: export control considerations; U.S. foreign policy; U.S. National 
security policy; U.S. National space policy; and changes in Government leadership or objectives in the U.S. 
and abroad.  
 
Evidence and evaluation of progress in this area include: NASA internal and external reviews and audits; 
studies by the National Academies of Science, Engineering, and Medicine; audits by the Government 
Accountability Office; and other opportunities for assessment. 
 
NASA’s acquisition process, from strategy development through contract management and contract closeout, 
helps the agency achieve its various missions through development and implementation of domestic and 
international partnerships. The coordination and collaboration among these many strategic alliances creates 
integrated acquisitions that involve all interested parties early and throughout the process. From a 
management perspective, the objective is to avoid unnecessary expenses, delays, and disruptions. 
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Office of Procurement, Partnerships Office, Office of International and Interagency Relations, and Office of 
Small Business Programs 
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Strategic Objective 4.2: Enable Space Access and Services. 
Support the communication, launch service, rocket propulsion testing, and strategic capabilities 
needs of NASA’s programs. 
 
Lead Office  
Human Exploration and Operations Mission Directorate (HEOMD) 
 
Objective Overview 
NASA uses private and government capabilities to deliver people, payloads, and data to and from space. Two 
examples of such capabilities are the Commercial Crew Program (CCP) and the Launch Services Program 
(LSP). These programs implement strategic investment decisions to sustain and enable U.S. commercial 
industry and to provide transportation of crew, cargo, and key scientific payloads to their destinations in space.  
 
The Space Communications and Navigation (SCaN) program manages and directs the ground-based facilities 
and services provided by the Deep Space Network (DSN), Near Earth Network, and Space Network. SCaN 
supports three reliable communications networks with data transmissions between space missions and Earth 
and provides navigation services to spacecraft in orbit. NASA’s other technical capabilities in the Rocket 
Propulsion Testing (RPT) Program, Strategic Capabilities Assets Program (SCAP), and Space Environments 
Testing Management Office (SETMO) support commercial industries by providing specialized facilities to test 
and evaluate items to mitigate risk and optimize engineering designs. All of these capabilities are critical to 
enabling space missions that allow NASA and its partners to discover new science, explore the solar system, 
and develop transformative technologies and research that will drive the National economy. 
 
Objective Strategy 
Several programs manage the infrastructure and efforts that provide access to space for human exploration 
and robotic missions. Each of these programs and offices develop strategies to overcome challenges, manage 
risks, and contribute to the strategic objectives. These strategies complement NASA’s overarching efforts to 
keep critical capabilities available that enable the mission success of NASA and other customers. 
 
  


NASA’s Commercial Crew Program is an innovative partnership with the American aerospace industry to develop space transportation systems 
to safely launch humans to low Earth orbit and the ISS. Image Credit: NASA 
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Some of NASA’s key strategies for Strategic Objective 4.2 are to:  
 
Provide access to space for the Nation’s civil sector satellite and robotic planetary missions 
The civil sector has multiple space-based missions. In addition to NASA’s science and discovery missions, 
there are civil communications, geographic survey, and civil weather missions that provide key services for our 
Nation and the world. The National Space Transportation Policy identifies the NASA Administrator as the 
launch agent for the Nation’s civil sector. LSP enables the Administrator to execute this role by acquiring and 
managing domestic commercial launch services for assigned missions; certifying new commercial launch 
vehicles for readiness to fly “high value” spacecraft; performing mission design and launch integration 
activities; and directing launch mission assurance efforts to ensure the greatest probability of launch mission 
success. While no space mission is “routine,” whether going to low Earth orbit or some other Earth-centric 
orbit, what makes LSP a critical National capability is its unique launch system expertise involving payloads 
containing nuclear power sources, and for launching “one-of-a-kind” science exploration missions sent to other 
planets, the sun, or other locations in space. NASA relies on LSP to provide robust, reliable, commercial, and 
cost-effective launch services. NASA achieves assured access to space through a competitive “mixed fleet” 
approach utilizing the breadth of U.S. industry’s capabilities. In addition, LSP provides launch related expertise 
to other NASA programs, such as Commercial Resupply Services and CCP, along with “launch advisory” 
support to NASA payload missions using launch services contributed by a foreign partner, to other government 
agencies, and to the launch industry as a whole. 
 
Provide access to space for human exploration and cargo to and from the ISS and low Earth orbit from 
America 
NASA's CCP facilitates the development of the U.S. commercial crew space transportation capability with the 
goal of achieving safe, reliable, and cost-effective access to and from low Earth orbit and the ISS. By 
supporting the development of human space flight capabilities, NASA is laying the foundation for future 
commercial transportation capabilities. 
 
Commercial transportation to and from the ISS will provide expanded utility, additional research time, and 
broader opportunities of discovery on the orbiting laboratory. The station is critical for NASA to understand and 
overcome the challenges of long-duration space flight necessary for journeys to deep space. By encouraging 
industry to provide human transportation services to and from low Earth orbit, NASA can expand its focus on 
building spacecraft and rockets for deep space missions. 
 
Ultimately, the goal is to establish safe, reliable, and cost-effective access to space. Once a transportation 
capability is certified to meet NASA requirements, the Agency will fly missions to meet its space station crew 
rotation and emergency return obligations. 
 
Ensure responsive and reliable space communication and tracking services for NASA’s missions 
NASA’s SCaN Network provides mission-critical communications services, and consists of a constellation of 
geosynchronous relay satellites, ground tracking stations for near-Earth and deep space missions, and their 
associated ground elements. The SCaN Network also enables missions from commercial space, other 
Government agencies, and collaborating international partners. SCaN provides these critical services by 
operating Government owned facilities, procuring commercial communication services, and utilizing 
capabilities of interoperable National and international partners. Recognizing the significant capabilities 
developed by the commercial communications satellite sector, SCaN is taking steps to reduce its reliance on 
Government systems and increase its usage of commercial services. Planned communications development of 
new technologies, such as optical communications, will enable new mission concepts, assist in maintaining 
safe operations for crew and vehicles, and bring the public along for the adventure as astronauts travel into 
deep space. 
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Manage capabilities effectively 
NASA’s RPT program is responsible for managing and sustaining the Agency’s expertise and facilities for 
ground testing of rocket engines. It works both to advance new test technologies and to reduce propulsion test 
costs. The RPT program prioritizes its limited resources to sustain its core test capabilities and meet customer 
test requirements. In addition, the RPT program is NASA’s representative on the interagency National Rocket 
Propulsion Test Alliance, which was established between NASA and the Department of Defense in 1998.  
 
NASA’s SETMO and SCAP manage functionally similar mission-critical capabilities (“capability portfolio”)—a 
combination of workforce, competencies, assets, equipment, processes, and technologies—to meet NASA’s 
needs. SETMO/SCAP capabilities include space environments testing, motion based simulation, and high-
enthalpy materials testing (required for spacecraft that re-enter the Earth’s and other planet’s atmospheres). 
SETMO/SCAP’s purpose is to sustain and ensure effective capabilities through centralized integrated 
management that includes a strategy aligned with requirements aggregated across multiple mission 
directorates, Centers, programs, and projects. The goals are to evaluate, prioritize, and optimize components 
within capability portfolios; identify and achieve needed Agency capability, capacity, and quality for the 
capability portfolios; allocate resources based on customer needs and requirements while maintaining 
alignment with Agency priorities; and continuously improve effectiveness and efficiency. SETMO/SCAP 
collaborates with other Government agencies, academia, and industry to ensure NASA’s current and future 
missions have access to needed capabilities and assets that are owned and operated by NASA and outside 
organizations. In support of NASA’s Mission, SETMO/SCAP provide the vision and leadership for these 
Nationally important capabilities (that include unique National facilities). By staying up-to-date on technological 
advances, industry demand, and issues that concern the public, NASA is able to make decisions on facility and 
capability investments and divestments. 
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Launch Services, Crew and Cargo, Commercial Crew, Rocket Propulsion Test, Space Communications and 
Navigation, Strategic Capabilities Asset Program (and Space Environments Testing Management Office) 
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Strategic Objective 4.3: Assure Safety and Mission Success. 
Assure effective management of NASA programs and operations to complete the mission safely 
and successfully. 
 
Lead Office  
Technical Authorities: Office of the Chief Engineer (OCE); Office of the Chief Health and Medical Officer 
(OCHMO); and Office of Safety and Mission Assurance (OSMA) 
 
Objective Overview 
Safety and Mission Success (SMS) programs include programs that provide technical excellence, mission 
assurance, and technical authority. The elements of SMS reflect the recommendations outlined in many 
studies and by advisory boards and panels. These programs directly support NASA’s core values and serve to 
improve the likelihood for NASA’s programs, projects, and operations to achieve mission success while 
protecting the health and safety of NASA’s workforce. 
 
SMS programs protect the health and safety of the NASA workforce and improve the likelihood that NASA’s 
programs, projects, and operations are completed safely and successfully. They contribute to the Agency's 
SMS by establishing applicable safety, engineering, and health policy directives and procedural requirements. 
Furthermore, SMS programs assure that directives and requirements are appropriately implemented, and 
perform independent technical analysis of safety and mission critical software products. 
 
SMS programs develop policy and procedural requirements and provide assessments and recommendations 
to the Administrator, mission directorates, Center directors, and program managers who are ultimately 
responsible for the SMS of all NASA activities. SMS resources provide the foundation for NASA's system of 
checks and balances, enabling the effective application of the strategic management framework and the 
technical authorities defined in NASA’s Governance and Strategic Management Handbook. SMS programs 
enable risk-informed decision making by providing independent assessments of the technical challenges, 
independent technical analysis of safety and mission critical software products, and risks encountered by 
programs and projects. SMS practices verify that all pertinent policy and procedures have been followed or 
appropriate waivers have been obtained. The programs also participate in key decision point milestones and 
the Agency's Baseline Performance Reviews. 
 


Astronauts practice exit procedures from NASA’s Orion spacecraft for their future journey and return to Earth from destinations 
beyond the Moon. Image Credit: NASA/Josh Valcarcel 



https://nodis3.gsfc.nasa.gov/npg_img/N_PD_1000_000B_/N_PD_1000_000B_.pdf

https://www.nasa.gov/image-feature/nasa-evaluates-how-crew-will-exit-orion-spacecraft
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Objective Strategy 
Discipline experts analyze the criticality of technical, safety, and health risks and evaluate risk acceptability 
through an established process of independent reviews, assessments, and technical analysis. The information 
and advice from these experts provide critical data and knowledge used by the Technical Authorities to 
develop authoritative decisions related to application of requirements within programs and projects. 


Key indications to support SMS strategies for success include:  
 


• The ability to independently assess the appropriate implementation of Agency safety, engineering, and 
health policies and procedures to a level of penetration required as determined by the risk assessed 
within programs and projects 


• The ability to create and refine high fidelity safety, engineering, and health models to better enable risk 
informed decision making 


• Continued implementation of the Agency's governance model that provides the independent Technical 
Authorities with direct access to Agency decision makers  


• The ability to have reliability/risk data to inform hardware development, mission planning, and mission 
execution to assure Agency human space programs meet or exceed Agency safety threshold and goals 
for exploration missions during the next five to ten years  


• The ability to independently verify and validate critical software safety and mission assurance 
capabilities 


 
The annual Trilateral Summit (NASA, European Space Agency, and Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency) 
provides the opportunity for leading spacefaring nations to share best practices, lessons learned, and current 
concerns relative to completing missions safely and successfully. 


 
SMS programs are charged with understanding and assuring that the Agency mitigates, to an acceptable level, 
all safety, health, and technical risks to NASA missions. NASA accomplishes this by evaluating hardware, 
software, environmental, and human performance aspects to identify hazards, including the impacts of new 
requirements and departures from existing requirements. Limited resources could impact NASA's ability to 
adequately implement an SMS program. 
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Program elements consist of work managed by the Office of Safety and Mission Assurance (OSMA), including 
the NASA Safety Center and the Independent Verification and Validation Program (IV&V); the Office of the 
Chief Engineer (OCE), including the NASA Engineering and Safety Center; and the Office of the Chief Health 
and Medical Officer (OCHMO) 
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Strategic Objective 4.4: Manage Human Capital. 
Cultivate a diverse and innovative workforce with the right balance of skills and experience to 
provide an inclusive work environment in which employees that possess varying perspectives, 
education levels, life experiences, and backgrounds can work together and remain fully engaged 
in our mission.  
 
Lead Office  
Mission Support Directorate (MSD), Office of Human Capital Management (OHCM) 
 
Objective Overview 
Mission success is highly dependent on a skilled, technical workforce. Through this management objective, 
NASA will attract, select, develop, deploy and retain competitive talent. NASA will enhance the efficiency and 
effectiveness of human capital service delivery in order to operate more like a business, taking on leaner 
postures through identification of efficiencies.  
 
As one of the leading employers of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) professionals, 
NASA seeks to optimize the Agency’s technical solutions through a workforce reflective of diverse ideas, life 
experiences, and backgrounds. Complementary to a diverse workforce is a work environment characterized by 
the key principles of equal opportunity: equity, fairness, and career advancement (e.g., access to growth 
opportunities and mentoring). 
 
Objective Strategy 
NASA will design and implement a new functionally-aligned architecture for human capital management with 
the goal of delivering consistent and effective human capital programs and services across NASA, while 
improving efficiency and reducing duplication. Progress will be initially assessed by maintaining or exceeding 
existing customer service standards. Long-term progress will be measured by resource savings.  
 
In order for NASA to attract, select, develop, deploy, and retain competitive talent, within and external to the 
Government, NASA continues to implement state-of-the art and modern human capital programs including 
broad professional development for the workforce and leveraging opportunities to collaborate with other 
agencies on hiring flexibilities, especially for STEM skills.  
 
  


100 years ago, the United States established the first civilian laboratory dedicated to unlocking the mysteries of flight. Since then, 
NASA’s Langley Research Center has continued a rich heritage of aeronautical innovation. Image Credit: NASA 



https://www.nasa.gov/langley/100
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Strategies relating to equal employment opportunity, diversity, and inclusion for the NASA workforce include, 
but are not limited to: 
 


• Proactive efforts to ensure Equal Employment Opportunity and prevent discrimination in the workplace, 
such as the Agency’s Anti-Harassment Program and the Reasonable Accommodations Program 


• Regular assessment of the Federal Employee Viewpoint Survey’s Inclusion Index 
• Measurement of diversity increases through annual comparison with the U.S. relevant civilian labor 


workforce 
• Targeted outreach and recruitment efforts to increase the diversity of the Agency’s internship, 


fellowship, and early career hiring programs 
• Greater access to career opportunity through mentoring and other forms of formal and informal 


education and awareness (networking and shadowing) for both managers and employees 
 
External factors of relevance include the U.S. Census Bureau population projection, which indicates that by 
2050 the current minority population will be 50 percent of the overall U.S. population.  
 
Evidence and evaluation to assess program success are provided through the Agency’s Model Equal 
Employment Opportunity (EEO) Agency Plan, Diversity and Inclusion Strategic Plan, and Promising Practices 
for Diversity and EO guidebook, which serve as the blueprint for its efforts in these areas. 
  
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Agency Management (Office of Human Capital Management and Office of Diversity and Equal Opportunity), 
Center Management and Operations 
  



https://odeo.hq.nasa.gov/documents/MD_715_Plan_1-3-17-1_TAGGED.pdf

https://odeo.hq.nasa.gov/documents/MD_715_Plan_1-3-17-1_TAGGED.pdf

https://odeo.hq.nasa.gov/documents/FINAL_DI_Plan_8-15-16_TAGGED.pdf

https://odeo.hq.nasa.gov/documents/PromPract_8-20-15_TAGGED.pdf

https://odeo.hq.nasa.gov/documents/PromPract_8-20-15_TAGGED.pdf
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Strategic Objective 4.5: Ensure Enterprise Protection. 
Increase the resiliency of NASA’s enterprise systems by assessing risks and implementing 
comprehensive, economical, and actionable solutions.  
 
Lead Office  
Principal Advisor for Enterprise Protection and Office of the Chief Information Officer (OCIO) 
 
Objective Overview 
Enterprise systems include NASA’s mission programs and projects, information systems, and supporting 
institutional infrastructure. These systems are at risk of having disrupted, degraded, or denied environments 
due to natural, accidental, and malicious threats. This threat climate prompts the need for comprehensive risk 
assessments and risk-based safeguards for NASA’s capabilities, technologies, and intellectual property. 
Insight, coordination, and action across the Agency will reduce the likelihood and consequences of enterprise 
protection risk. 
 
NASA shares responsibility across its missions and mission support organizations to safeguard against these 
threats by operationalizing effective, innovative, and economical protections. The Agency’s protection 
approach focuses on understanding, communicating, controlling, and, as appropriate, accepting these risks to 
the achievement of the Agency’s objectives. This approach aligns with and supports the Agency’s overarching 
enterprise risk management framework as well as Federal laws and policies for requirements such as 
cybersecurity. The Agency will balance its protections with appropriate openness and transparency to promote 
accessibility and citizen engagement in NASA’s missions. 
 
Objective Strategy 
The Agency will coordinate safeguards to increase protection effectiveness, mature protection capabilities to 
reduce risks in NASA’s complex ecosystem, and optimize protections in an economical manner. NASA will 
coordinate protection horizontally and vertically, across and within programs, projects, and institutions. NASA’s 
technologies and systems must be trusted, resilient, and consistent with the Agency’s requirements. This 
approach will require collaboration among the mission directorates, the Enterprise Protection Program, the 
OCIO, the Office of Protective Services, the Office of Strategic Infrastructure, the OCE, the OSMA, and 
NASA’s Federal and commercial partners. 
 
Enterprise-wide visibility is necessary to provide mission and mission support programs with optimal insight 
into the risks associated with threats. The Agency will conduct comprehensive vulnerability, susceptibility, and 


NASA astronaut, Reid Wiseman, Expedition 40 flight engineer, wearing a communication headset, uses a computer in the 
Columbus laboratory of the ISS. Image Credit: NASA/Reid Wiseman 



https://www.nasa.gov/content/station-crew-conducts-medical-research-packs-for-return-home
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mitigation assessments of existing and planned architectures, requirements, technology, systems, workforce, 
and other relevant factors. Analysis of these assessments will result in strategic, actionable recommendations 
to reduce protection risk. Coordination across the Agency will ensure that enterprise protection requirements, 
restrictions, and safeguards are addressed throughout the life cycle of NASA’s programs, projects, and 
activities. 
 
Cybersecurity threats can exploit the increasing complexity and connectedness of critical systems, placing 
NASA’s missions and objectives at risk. The Agency must ensure the confidentiality, integrity, and availability 
of its data and IT assets to enable trust and resilience. NASA will increase the robustness of its cybersecurity 
capabilities to responsively identify and reduce vulnerabilities. This strategy depends on full adoption of the 
National Institute of Standards and Technology cybersecurity framework to enable NASA to identify, protect, 
detect, respond, and recover from cyberattacks. NASA is partnering with the Department of Homeland Security 
to modernize, and consolidate where appropriate, the Agency’s IT infrastructure in alignment with the 
cybersecurity framework. NASA’s personnel must be informed, trained, and vigilant to maximize the 
effectiveness of this comprehensive cybersecurity modernization. 
 
As a steward of American taxpayer dollars, NASA must invest in affordable protection for its mission, 
corporate, and physical domains. Enterprise-wide visibility and coordination will strengthen NASA’s ability to 
strategically and economically plan for and acquire safeguards. Data-driven operating model choices and 
acquisitions will reduce redundant contract vehicles, increase transparency, and drive down costs while 
optimizing protection effectiveness. 
 
As threats evolve globally, NASA will evolve its ability to protect the Agency in alignment with Federal laws and 
policy related to enterprise protection. New mission and commercial capabilities will also introduce mission 
complexity and new risks. Success will depend on NASA’s cooperation and partnerships with other U.S 
agencies, academia, and the commercial sector for the exchange of knowledge, technologies, tools, and 
techniques for enterprise protection. NASA’s missions and operations will be more resilient and accessible in a 
manner that protects the Agency’s people, assets, and work. Coordinated policies, risk assessments, and 
actions coupled with mature, adaptive protection capabilities will underlie NASA’s increased resilience and 
accessibility. 
 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Enterprise Protection Program, Agency Information Technology Services, Agency Management (Office of 
Protective Services and Office of Strategic Infrastructure) 
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Strategic Objective 4.6: Sustain Infrastructure Capabilities and 
Operations. 
Enable NASA’s Mission by providing the facilities, tools, and services required to efficiently 
manage, operate and sustain the infrastructure necessary to meet mission objectives.  
 
Lead Office  
Mission Support Directorate (MSD) 
 
Objective Overview 
Through this management objective, NASA is integrating and optimizing operations across Centers and 
Mission Support areas to reduce costs and revitalize the capabilities required to enable NASA’s portfolio of 
missions. To address challenges associated with aging infrastructure, NASA is aggressively managing its 
facility portfolio to consolidate and modernize into fewer, more efficient, and sustainable facilities. Through a 
systematic assessment of service areas, NASA is consolidating and improving operations to balance risks 
across services and activities to provide a safe and reliable infrastructure. 
 
Objective Strategy 
NASA’s mission support strategy is to steward resources by reducing costs, revitalizing capabilities, integrating 
capabilities across NASA Centers and Mission Support areas, and optimizing operations. To move toward a 
model of interdependence, NASA implements Business Services Assessment decisions. Our workforce 
depends on the availability of unique facilities, tools, capabilities, and services to successfully conduct our 
mission. Planning, operating, and sustaining this infrastructure and our essential services requires a number of 
critical institutional capabilities including management of finance, real property, and other support functions. To 
operate as efficiently as possible, NASA relies on its Shared Services Center to provide timely, accurate, and 
high quality business support services in a consolidated fashion to all NASA Centers. 
 
Sustainable management of NASA’s infrastructure ensures that our assets support our workforce in meeting 
mission requirements and schedules. NASA is increasing its inventory of sustainable buildings and awarding 
more energy savings performance contracts and utility energy service contracts, which enable energy service 
companies and utility companies to finance energy projects that NASA repays over time from avoided utility 
costs. In 2016, NASA added two Leadership in Energy & Environmental Design (LEED)-certified buildings to 
its portfolio, with a combined area of more than 21,000 gross square feet. It should be noted that a LEED-
certified building from the previous year obtained a “2 Green Globes” certification from the Green Building 
Initiative last year. This 153,000 gross square feet building is the first NASA building to attain multiple 


Looking up in High Bay 3 at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, the Vehicle Assembly Building completed the installation of 10 levels 
of large work platforms that will allow the stacking of the Space Launch System. Image Credit: NASA/Frank Michaux 



https://blogs.nasa.gov/groundsystems/2017/01/13/final-work-platform-lifted-into-place-for-nasas-space-launch-system/
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sustainable facility systems ratings. To support our mission, NASA has adopted a facilities maintenance and 
operation philosophy by proactively pursuing and adopting the safest, most cost-effective blend of reliability 
centered maintenance techniques, sustainability practices, and safety procedures. Other best practices 
conducted by NASA include providing safe, sustainable, efficient, and reliable facilities. Funding for reliability-
centered maintenance and condition-based maintenance is set aside within the maintenance funding for 
Centers to invest in technology advancements, allowing Centers to better manage maintenance resources. 
 
NASA is implementing the following recommendations and decisions from its Business Services Assessment 
that identified areas for improved management of the Agency’s portfolio. A key recommendation is the 
development of an Agency Master Plan that identifies Agency facility priorities over a 20-year timeframe to 
assist the development of Center master plans in meeting Agency goals, missions, sustainment, and 
demolition activities. Another key decision is the appointment of a Facility Capability Leader to manage and 
implement the Agency Master Plan in the most effective and cost-efficient manner possible. Additional 
decisions include the implementation of improved processes to facilitate divestment, limitations for in-grant 
investments, and a revised methodology for prioritizing capital investments and repairs across the Agency. 
Improvements in operations and maintenance call for improving standards for levels of maintenance and more 
focused investment on condition-based maintenance and reliability-centered maintenance. This will maximize 
maintenance investments and optimize maintenance cycles for core critical assets. 
 
NASA has instituted Capability Leadership as part of the Agency Operating Model. The model will advance 
and optimize deployment of resources and divestment of technical capabilities that are no longer needed. 
NASA is developing policies and processes for Capability Portfolio Management related to facilities and 
technical capabilities that will: 
 


• Advise the Agency and ensure proper alignment across Missions and Centers 
• Establish plans based on strategic needs to provide technical guidance to the Agency 
• Determine gap areas for advancement and strategic investment 
• Assess opportunities for investments and divestments 
• Establish standards and specifications 


 
Contributing Programs (or Projects) 
Center Management and Operations, Agency Management (Office of Strategic Infrastructure) 
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FIELD CENTERS AND FEDERALLY-FUNDED 
RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT CENTER 
STRATEGIC GOAL CONTRIBUTIONS 
Armstrong Flight Research Center (AFRC) 
Strategic Goal 1 - Expand Human Knowledge through New Scientific Discoveries. 
AFRC adapts and provides a preeminent suite of specialized aircraft and capabilities to observe the Earth’s 
physical processes, test new observing technologies, and calibrate and validate Earth observing satellites 
worldwide. In this way, AFRC enables Earth science researchers to improve humankind’s understanding of our 
planet and helps ensure the success of SMD’s Earth Science mission—particularly its Airborne Science 
Program.  
 
AFRC also maintains and operates NASA’s Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared Astronomy (SOFIA), the 
world’s largest airborne observatory. The Center leads SOFIA’s hardware and software control systems; 
aircraft modifications, maintenance, and flight operations; and deployment planning and execution. It jointly 
leads the ground and flight safety for this unique capability. 
 
Strategic Goal 2 - Extend Continuous Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for 
Sustainable Long-Term Exploration and Utilization. 
AFRC directly engages in NASA’s efforts to promote the commercialization of space. The Center supports 
commercial space providers, including the Sierra Nevada Corporation’s Dream Chaser activity, which is part of 
NASA’s effort to develop the commercial systems for low-cost access to low Earth orbit. It also develops aero-
convergent solutions for low-cost access to low Earth orbit, such as the Towed Glider Air Launch System. 


 
In addition, AFRC is involved in two other space-related efforts within NASA. For the Ascent Abort 2 mission, a 
crucial safety test for NASA’s crewed Orion spacecraft, the Center provides the developmental flight 
instrumentation, and is organizing launch activities, which include scheduling facilities and purchasing the 
booster. AFRC also supports both the commercial space flight industry and the suborbital and small satellite 
orbital launch vehicle market.  
 
Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
AFRC has a rich history and enduring interest in aeronautics. The reinvigoration of NASA’s Aeronautics 
mission has renewed interest in X-plane research. AFRC is a leader in this area, bringing years of experience 
and anticipating new ways to increase the efficiency of flight research. AFRC also leads NASA’s efforts to 
provide Federal regulatory agencies the data they need to allow unmanned aviation systems, or drones, to fly 
regularly in the National air space. In addition, the Center enables emerging aviation markets by developing 
electric aircraft and methods to certify autonomous systems. AFRC looks to the new ER&T organization for 
opportunities to validate unique early stage technology. These efforts, while small, are extremely valuable to 
the Agency. 
 
Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
AFRC continuously analyzes the potential future requirements of the mission directorates, programs, and 
proposed future missions to optimize Agency capabilities through the Center’s rigorous flight safety process. 
The technical workforce is key to innovation at AFRC. For this reason, the Center regularly assesses the 
workforce composition and rebalances as necessary. 
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Ames Research Center (ARC) 
Strategic Goal 1 - Expand Human Knowledge through New Scientific Discoveries. 
ARC conducts basic and applied research and technology development in aeronautics, astrobiology, 
astrophysics, and the planetary, biological, and Earth sciences. The Center is home to NASA’s Mars Climate 
Modeling Center, the NASA Earth Exchange, and the virtual research organization known as the NASA 
Astrobiology Institute. 
 
ARC also builds science instruments and payloads, with demonstrated expertise in infrared and 
ultraviolet/visible spectrometers, exoplanet imaging technologies, life detection technologies, airborne earth 
science instruments, and environmental life support systems. 
 
ARC designed and operates the Kepler space telescope. It will process data for NASA’s Transiting Exoplanet 
Survey Satellite. ARC also leads science operations for the SOFIA airborne telescope and guides design and 
development of low-cost lunar robotic lunar probes.  
 
Strategic Goal 2 - Extend Continuous Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for 
Sustainable Long-Term Utilization. 
ARC’s work in life, lunar, and planetary sciences and entry system technologies is crucial to NASA’s effort to 
send human explorers back to the Moon, on to Mars, and eventually throughout the solar system. 
 
ARC leads the Agency’s basic space-life research in cell and animal biology and its planning for robotic 
prospecting missions to gauge the quality and quantity of water and other resources that could sustain 
astronauts on the Moon. ARC also hosts NASA’s solar system Exploration Research Virtual Institute, which 
engages scientists across America in studying the Moon and other potential destinations. 
 
ARC operates unique and necessary facilities such as an arc jet complex to test heat shield materials and 
spacecraft structures in simulated hypervelocity flight conditions. This furthers development of probes that can 
visit planetary surfaces, collect rock and soil samples, and bring them back to Earth. It also helps ensure the 
safety of astronauts who will make their journeys in NASA’s Orion crew vehicle. 
 
Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
Society and the economy benefit from ARC’s experience developing autonomous and intelligent systems that 
can operate in complex and changing environments. One such place is the National airspace, where 
increasingly popular unmanned aviation systems, or drones, will be able to use collision avoidance systems 
and traffic management technology created at ARC to operate more safely and efficiently at low altitudes. 
 
ARC connects NASA with partners in industry, academia, and Government to facilitate technology exchanges, 
both to increase the Agency’s technical capabilities and to make NASA’s technology portfolio available to its 
partners. One beneficiary is the Nation’s growing private space sector, whose commercial crew and cargo 
transportation developers have access to specialized material technologies, flight-like ballistic range and arc jet 
testing, and numerical simulation. 
 
Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
ARC manages and operates several major and unique Federal research and testing facilities and serves as 
the nerve center for securing NASA’s IT infrastructure. It hosts the Security Operations Center, which protects 
more than 100,000 devices and users across the Agency.  
 
Research and test capabilities at ARC include the NASA Advanced Supercomputing Facility, which hosts one 
of the largest quantum computers; the Ballistic Range Complex, the Electric Arc Shock Tube, and the Agency’s 
only arc jet complex, all for simulating hypervelocity flight conditions and high-fidelity human-in-the-loop 
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simulators that reproduce a range of conditions for aerospace systems and operations, human factors, and 
aviation safety.  
 
There are two unique facilities for modeling nature’s work on other planets. The Ames Vertical Gun Range 
helps characterize crater formation and the Planetary Aeolian Laboratory simulates the movement of 
windblown particles. 


Glenn Research Center (GRC) 
Strategic Goal 1 - Expand Human Knowledge through New Scientific Discoveries. 
GRC provides radioisotope power and electric propulsion systems for science missions and uses expert 
knowledge in materials to develop and test electronics for extreme environments such as surface conditions on 
Venus. The Center is a global leader in the fields of microgravity combustion and fluid physics to understand 
the behavior of fire and fluids in space. GRC researchers advance university, Government, and industry 
investigations from initial concepts to ground testing in the Center’s drop facilities before delivering them to the 
International Space Station (ISS). GRC also applies this payload development knowledge to balloon-borne 
planetary science observatories and payloads. 
 
Strategic Goal 2 - Extend Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for Sustainable Long-
Term Exploration and Utilization. 
Electric propulsion and power are essential to the human exploration of deep space. GRC is NASA’s lead for 
those areas from early phase research projects to flight systems development and transfer to industry to 
enable commercial production. GRC is leading formulation of the Power and Propulsion Element for the Lunar 
Orbital Platform - Gateway, based on its experience developing of solar electric propulsion systems. The 
Center continues to support operations and upgrade of the space station power system. It also is developing 
power technologies for planetary surface operations, including small fission power plants that can be used in 
space and on the ground.  
 
GRC helps build NASA’s new deep space transportation system. The Center is responsible for integrating the 
European Service Module, the Orion crew vehicle’s primary power and propulsion component, into the 
spacecraft. It manages the prime contract for the Universal Stage Adapter that will be used to attach Orion to 
its rocket, the Space Launch System (SLS).  
 
GRC is NASA’s lead for in-situ resource utilization, coordinating all the work that will enable the use of natural 
resources found in space. The Center also develops and validates cryogenic fluid management technologies 
needed for future NASA deep space human exploration architectures. GRC applies its expertise in physical 
sciences and payload development to the development of astronaut exercise equipment, compact diagnostic 
tools, and digital simulation of physiological responses to microgravity conditions. 
 
Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
GRC collaborates with industry to solve aerospace problems related to the Center’s competencies in air-
breathing propulsion; in-space propulsion and cryogenic fluids management; power and energy storage and 
conversion; communications technology and development; physical sciences and biomedical technologies in 
space; and materials and structures for extreme environments.  
 
The Center applies its expertise in advanced power and propulsion systems to address societal challenges 
related to aircraft noise, emissions, and flight safety. It ensures U.S. leadership in the development of 
electrified aircraft propulsion and enhances aircraft safety with technology that improves communication and 
helps predict and prevent propulsion and airframe icing.  
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GRC catalyzes economic development by engaging with and transferring technology to the private sector. The 
Center also supports science, technology, engineering, and mathematics (STEM) engagement activities, 
engaging academia to accelerate the development of space technologies.  
 
Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
GRC’s space and aeronautics test facilities are National assets that provide capability to assess in-space 
propulsion and power systems, and simulate flight envelopes ranging from subsonic through hypersonic. GRC 
also conducts full-scale and end-to-end evaluations of airframes, engines, and other propulsion system 
components; acoustics, materials, and structures; and electric aircraft powertrains. The Center looks for public-
private partnerships wherever feasible to maximize industrial benefit and minimize cost of activities. 


Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC) 
Strategic Goal 1 - Expand Human Knowledge through New Scientific Discoveries. 
GSFC both enables and conducts science research from space. Its measurements, modeling and theoretical 
investigations in the areas of Earth science, planetary and lunar science, heliophysics and astrophysics 
expand knowledge, National capability, and opportunities for collaboration on a variety of flight missions and 
field campaigns. GSFC teams work with other NASA Centers, academia, and industry to conceptualize, 
design, build, test, integrate, and operate space, airborne, and ground-based missions, spacecraft, and state-
of-the-art instruments. The Center’s renowned in-house space and Earth scientists help to focus scientific 
requirements for each mission and then process, analyze, and use the data to advance essential 
understanding of Earth, the solar system, and the universe. 
 
Strategic Goal 2 - Extend Continuous Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for 
Sustainable Long-Term Exploration and Utilization. 
Goddard supports NASA’s goal of extending humanity’s presence in space in several ways. The GSFC-
managed Space and Near Earth Networks provides space communications for all human spaceflight programs 
as well as other Agency programs. The Center’s launch range, vehicle processing, and payload processing 
capabilities at Wallops Flight Facility help keep the ISS supplied with experiments and life support necessities. 
GSFC also develops technology that improves crew safety today and enables the exploration concepts of 
tomorrow, such as advanced robotic and in-space assembly systems, and scientific instruments, models, and 
research that characterize the unknown, identify threats, and highlight opportunities for human explorers.  
 
Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
The innovation culture at GSFC enables commercial and economic growth on a National scale. GSFC’s 
missions drive technological innovation that affect people every day. Worldwide weather reports are possible 
because of satellites developed at the Center and its search and rescue technology saves lives. GSFC detects 
and models space weather events to protect astronauts and satellites in orbit, and communications and power 
infrastructure on the ground. Further, GSFC transfers its innovations to industry for commercial applications 
Such as advanced laser and X-ray systems for new communications and medical imaging systems and in-
space robotics for safer mining and drilling. The Center’s science-driven, component miniaturization is helping 
to inform the next generation of consumer and industrial systems.  
 
GSFC directly involves universities, faculty, students, and researchers as principal partners in all phases of its 
work. It uses STEM experimental learning activities, internships, fellowships, and post-doctoral opportunities to 
translate its core missions into experiences that motivate and inspire students and educators at all levels. 
Thousands of students each year apply for internships and other opportunities to work at the Center.  
 
Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
GSFC manages one of the Agency’s largest portfolios of cooperative and reimbursable agreements with 
industry, other Government agencies, and international partners. These include a longstanding agreement to 
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provide weather and terrestrial observing satellites to the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Association 
(NOAA) and the U.S. Geological Survey.  
 
GSFC’s spacecraft integration facilities, launch facilities, instrument test facilities, scientific research labs, and 
world-spanning communication and computer networks are integral to NASA’s Mission and the Nation. The 
Center partners with the Commonwealth of Virginia to support commercial launches of station resupply 
missions from Wallops Island, Virginia. Its Independent Verification and Validation (IV&V) facility in Fairmont, 
West Virginia provides software assurance services to projects across NASA. The Center manages electrical, 
electronic, and electromechanical (EEE) parts services for the Agency.  


Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) 
Strategic Goal 1 - Expand Human Knowledge through New Scientific Discoveries. 
JPL formulates, develop, operates and exploits data from science-driven robotic space missions to answer 
humanity’s fundamental questions. JPL develops autonomous robotic systems to image distant objects with 
new telescopes, conducts scientific inquiries in-situ and with remote sensing instruments, transmits the data 
from these robotic spacecraft back to scientists and the public on Earth via the Deep Space Network (DSN), 
and returns with samples. 
 
Strategic Goal 2 - Extend Continuous Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for 
Sustainable Long-Term Exploration and Utilization. 
JPL develops advanced exploration systems and conducts precursor missions to achieve human exploration 
and scientific research objectives. This includes infusing revolutionary technology designed to overcome the 
most vexing challenges facing human space flight. JPL meets the challenges in numerous ways with its 
mission designs; spacecraft entry, descent, and landing systems; deep space tracking, navigation, and 
communications systems; surface robotics and mobility systems; in-situ resource prospecting and utilization 
technologies; chemical propulsion flight system integration; advanced electric propulsion systems and related 
low-thrust mission design; space vehicle and habitat environmental monitoring systems; radiation tolerant, 
hardened avionic systems, and EEE parts; power technology and systems integration; and technology for deep 
space autonomous operations. 
 
Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
JPL addresses a broad range of topics of National interest and of direct benefit to society, consistent with its 
leadership role in robotic space exploration and as the only NASA Federally Funded Research Development 
Center (FFRDC). Examples include the application of space technology to solve challenges in medical 
engineering and healthcare, National defense and intelligence services, and energy production. JPL partners 
with academic and commercial entities to commercialize and transfer technologies it develops for NASA. JPL 
engages the public through open houses, live webcasts of critical mission activities, DSN visitor centers on 
three continents, and speaking engagements by JPL researchers. JPL’s award-winning social media platforms, 
applications, and content are widely viewed across the globe, informing the public, encouraging diversity in our 
activities, and stimulating economic growth.  
 
Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
JPL supports this goal by assuring safety and mission success (SMS) for flight programs and projects, people, 
the environment, and critical infrastructure (such as the DSN and Advanced Multi-Mission Operations 
Systems). JPL develops robotic space exploration missions using tried and true, rigorous processes that 
identify, communicate, and manage their associated risks. The Center emphasizes continual process 
improvement and infusion of advanced technologies to improve efficiency. JPL also provides the Agency with 
mission and flight systems engineering capabilities based on the integration of science, engineering, and new 
technology development. Finally, JPL pursues advanced capabilities in communications, navigation, artificial 
intelligence, electric propulsion, instruments and sensors, avionics, and robotics. 
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Johnson Space Center (JSC) 
Strategic Goal 1 - Expand Human Knowledge through New Scientific Discoveries. 
JSC manages the ISS, which provides long-duration microgravity for continuous and interactive research. 
Human Research Program experiments on the space station are expanding our capabilities to protect the 
health and safety of astronauts, including future deep space missions on Orion. JSC curates all of NASA's 
extraterrestrial sample collections. The Center also applies the Agency’s knowledge in orbital debris modeling 
and micrometeoroid and orbital debris risk analysis to spacecraft, image analysis and Earth observations. 
 
Strategic Goal 2 - Extend Continuous Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for 
Sustainable Long-Term Exploration And Utilization. 
JSC leads mission design and requirements development for crewed exploration missions. The ISS continues 
to find innovative ways to fly and test hardware that will be required for deep space exploration. This includes 
some key advanced environmental control and life support systems and spacesuit components, which will be 
tested using accelerated and streamlined processes for flight hardware development, managed by JSC. The 
Center also leads development of the Orion crew vehicle, whose design is flexible enough to support deep 
space missions as close by as the Moon and as far away as Mars. Orion is equipped with advanced 
technologies and backup capabilities to ensure its mission performance is safe, reliable and successful. JSC 
leads development for the Lunar Orbital Platform - Gateway, a crew-tended spaceport in lunar orbit. 
 
Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
Experiments on the space station and advanced technology work at JSC lead to applications that improve life 
on Earth. Remote sensing of hurricanes, advanced medical diagnostic techniques and pharmaceutical 
investigations are just a few of the many examples. JSC programs such as ISS, Orion, and human research, 
along with the Center’s support of commercial crew activities, provide billions of dollars of development activity 
across the country. Through commercial and academic partnerships and technology transfer, JSC strengthens 
the high-tech industrial base and supports development of a marketplace in low Earth orbit. The Center also 
participates in the Agency’s efforts to engage the public in our missions. It supports media from around the 
world, provides opportunities for public interaction with astronauts, and sponsors STEM activities with a broad 
and diverse community of students.  
 
Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
JSC collaborates with the Commercial Crew Program (CCP) at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center (KSC) on a 
new development and certification process for getting U.S. astronauts to and from the ISS. The space station 
program and JSC’s Flight Operations Directorate have succeeded in reducing operational costs and 
developing new capabilities, all while increasing science utilization and commercial access.  


Kennedy Space Center (KSC) 
Strategic Goal 1 - Expand Human Knowledge through New Scientific Discoveries. 
KSC procures all classes of commercial launch services for NASA’s science and robotic missions, ranging 
from Venture Class for the smallest and lightest CubeSat satellites to Heavy Class for the largest and most 
massive space telescopes. The Center also leads plant research and production in a microgravity environment 
NASA’s Human Exploration and Operations Directorate. 
 
Strategic Goal 2 - Extend Continuous Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for 
Sustainable Long-Term Exploration And Utilization. 
KSC provides program and project management support for NASA’s exploration mission in several ways. It 
leads processing, assembly, integration, and test of payload and flight science experiments bound for the ISS. 
KSC also supports research, development, testing, and demonstration of advanced flight systems and 
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transformational technologies to advance exploration and space systems. The Center designs, develops, 
operates and sustains flight systems, ground systems, and support infrastructure. Its Ground Systems 
Development and Operations Program leads launch processing for the integrated launch vehicle and 
spacecraft to advance human exploration. This includes vehicle and spacecraft processing, servicing, 
maintenance, command, control, and telemetry; launch, landing and recovery; and crew support. KSC 
supports habitation space systems development and operations and supports in-situ resource utilization. 
 
Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
KSC collaborates with partners, including other NASA Centers and external entities, to advance and share 
technology, promote STEM learning, and engage with the public regarding NASA’s mission. 
 
Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
KSC leads partnership development strategies and operations for the Nation’s pre-eminent multi-user 
spaceport, supporting government and commercial operations. KSC’s CCP acquires and manages commercial 
transportation services, including development and human certification of integrated commercial crew systems 
and flight certification for each crew transportation mission to and from the ISS. KSC’s Launch Services 
Program acquires and manages commercial launch services, including certification and technical insight and 
approval on commercial launch vehicles for NASA’s science and robotic missions. 
 
KSC enables NASA mission success and makes the space enterprises of NASA, other government agencies, 
and the commercial sector more capable and affordable. 
 
KSC safely and strategically optimizes its workforce and provides innovative, cost-effective and efficient center 
services to support the Agency’s mission. KSC continually evaluates and aligns its highly valued people and 
programmatic and institutional capabilities to implement rigorous and innovative safety, engineering, IT, and 
other services to ensure quality, timely, and reliable products. 


Langley Research Center (LaRC) 
Strategic Goal 1 - Expand Human Knowledge through New Scientific Discoveries. 
Researchers at LaRC work to understand air quality, radiation and climate, and atmospheric composition. They 
also develop active remote sensing techniques to boost the quality of atmospheric data. In pursuing these 
goals, LaRC leaders balance advanced instrument development, field and space-borne experiments and data 
retrieval, analysis and archiving.  
 
LaRC also hosts the National DEVELOP program that addresses environmental and public policy issues 
through collaborative research projects connecting NASA data to regional concerns around the globe. The 
Atmospheric Science Data Center houses the world’s most comprehensive collection of atmospheric data.  
 
Strategic Goal 2 - Extend Continuous Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for 
Sustainable Long-Term Exploration and Utilization. 
LaRC creates concepts and tools necessary for human exploration of the solar system, particularly to ensure 
safe and efficient travel to low Earth orbit, the cis-lunar exploration gateway, and beyond into deep 
space. LaRC leads development of new high-mass entry, descent, and landing technologies; advanced 
radiation protection and sensor systems; advanced structures and materials for the SLS; and deep space 
habitation systems. 
  
LaRC supports Orion crew vehicle’s development through leadership of the Orion Launch Abort System and 
development of heatshield and landing systems. LaRC develops radiation transport and design codes and 
forges computational frameworks that will enable development of biological countermeasures for human 
explorers. LaRC also cultivates novel technologies for in-space manufacturing and assembly through 
innovative public-private partnerships.  



https://develop.larc.nasa.gov/
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Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
LaRC’s research helps our Nation meet fundamental challenges that arise from the rapid evolution of aviation 
and space exploration. The Center’s work fuels economic growth in traditional commercial aviation and space 
technologies as well as in new and emerging markets. LaRC is a major contributor to the Agency’s New 
Aviation Horizon initiative in experimental flight demonstrators, also known as X-planes, beginning with the 
Low Boom Flight Demonstrator to help enable supersonic flight over land. LaRC also supports the subsequent 
Ultra Efficient Subsonic Transport demonstrators for greatly improved commercial subsonic aircraft. LaRC is 
contributing key research, technology and development to aid the emergence of on-demand mobility, which will 
augment the Nation’s scheduled commercial air transport infrastructure, offering air travel to anyone at any 
time. LaRC’s focus is on addressing key technology barriers to the growth of traditional and emerging aviation 
markets: noise reduction, vehicle efficiency, safety and autonomy. LaRC works to remove or reduce those 
barriers for vehicles as well as for operations of the National airspace system. 
 
LaRC also leads and supports activities including manufacturing initiatives in composite structures and 
materials. The Center promotes public-private partnerships with in-space manufacturing and assembly and 
supports industry partners developing commercial space transportation systems for access to low Earth orbit 
and beyond. LaRC ensures that NASA leverages the burgeoning autonomy technology area to benefit a 
variety of NASA missions. 
 


Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
In concert with our strong partnership and safety culture, LaRC attracts a highly skilled workforce and provides 
the infrastructure and tools needed for success. Our multi-year workforce transformation plan is strategically 
aligned with mission priorities and new business opportunities. LaRC’s revitalization plan continues to 
transform our Center, aligning facilities with mission needs and expanding capabilities. Maintaining our facilities 
is key to the revitalization strategy. Condition based maintenance—coupled with big data analytics—allows 
LaRC to monitor facility health, do preventive maintenance, increase mission readiness and cut costs. The 
goal of revitalization is to reduce the cost of ownership for our facilities by more than $200 million in 20 years. 


Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC) 
Strategic Goal 1 - Expand Human Knowledge through New Scientific Discoveries. 
MSFC develops scientific missions and instruments to expand our knowledge of Earth, the solar system, and 
the universe. MSFC’s expertise in developing applications that use data from space-based Earth-observing 
instruments benefits developing countries across the globe through the SERVIR program and across the U.S. 
through the Short-term Prediction Research and Transitions program. MSFC scientists study the sun’s 
dynamics to improve forecasts and use the Chandra Observatory and other instruments to study the universe. 
MSFC uses state-of-the-art processes to develop instruments, such as the Imaging X-ray Polarimeter Explorer, 
that can help us understand the origins of our universe. 
 
MSFC is home to the Payload Operations and Integration Center, which manages all scientific research 
operations on the ISS around-the-clock, 365 days a year. Experiments performed on the ISS provide 
invaluable information to further exploration and increase our knowledge of space. 
 
Strategic Goal 2 - Extend Continuous Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for 
Sustainable Long-Term Exploration and Utilization. 
Throughout its history, MSFC has served as the space transportation design, development, and manufacturing 
leader for the Agency. Today, MSFC leverages its expertise with large-scale, complex systems to develop the 
propulsion, structural, life support, and engineering systems that open the space frontier.  
 
MSFC is building the SLS, the rocket that will allow humans to travel deeper into space than ever before. 
MSFC has the expertise in chemical propulsion. It remains at the forefront of innovation and development of 
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advanced in-space (chemical, nuclear-thermal, and hybrid) propulsion systems, ascent, braking, and lander 
propulsion systems. The development of these systems and related technologies—including leading the 
development of long-term cryogenic fluid management flight systems, are essential to human exploration in 
deep space. MSFC also sustains current human presence in space through the environmental control and life 
support systems aboard the space station and is advancing those systems for human presence farther out in 
space. 
 
Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
MSFC’s leadership in human space exploration benefits humankind by igniting economic growth opportunities, 
inspiring and educating generations, and improving life on Earth. The SLS program engages more than 1,100 
contractors in 43 states. MSFC also works with industry and academia to advance manufacturing technologies 
(e.g. additive, welding, composites) for use in space, while establishing standards and qualifications to use 
these advanced techniques and parts produced for space flight. 
 
MSFC inspires through STEM education activities and other outreach events, including hands-on learning 
opportunities for students such as the Human Exploration Rover Challenge and Student Launch initiative. 
Additionally, MSFC stimulates technological innovation through technology transfer, technology demonstration 
missions, and innovative Centennial Challenge competitions. These activities provide business opportunities 
for industry and academia while also improving life on Earth. 
 
Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
MSFC continues to identify ways to optimize its institutional performance and operations. MSFC manages 
sustainable facilities, promotes safety, embraces diverse viewpoints, and provides mentorship for young 
engineers and scientists who operate ISS experiments, test rocket engines, and study the universe. MSFC 
seeks partnerships through a variety of mechanisms to ensure that funds are invested wisely and the success 
of commercialization activities that free NASA to do what only NASA can do. MSFC provides technical 
propulsion support for NASA’s Launch Services Program and engineering support for the CCP. 


Stennis Space Center (SSC) 
Strategic Goal 2 – Extend Continuous Human Presence Deeper into Space and to the Moon for 
Sustainable Long-Term Exploration and Utilization. 
SSC continually tests SLS propulsion elements such as the RS-25 engine, core stage, and exploration upper 
stage. Designs and subscale testing are under way to prepare the B-2 test stand to test the exploration upper 
stage. SSC will continue to operate and maintain the A-1 and B-2 test stands and the Cryogenic, High 
Pressure Industrial Water, and High Pressure Gas facilities which support testing of the SLS propulsion system 
elements. In addition, the Center will direct efforts toward meeting National needs for propulsion testing. 
 


Strategic Goal 3 - Address National Challenges and Catalyze Economic Growth. 
SSC is an economic driver for the Nation comprised of a diverse community of government, commercial and 
academic interests. The Center provides world-class propulsion test capabilities to support NASA as well as 
Department of Defense and commercial customers. SSC is focused on partnering with Government agencies 
as well as existing and emerging commercial companies to test a variety and engines and components, thus 
contributing to economic growth. The Center will direct efforts toward leveraging existing technologies to 
streamline operations and develop autonomous technologies to operate test facilities with fewer technical 
personnel. Similarly, SSC will continue to engage industry through dual use partnerships and maintain an 
active technology transfer program with both commercial and academic partners. Stakeholder engagement will 
remain a key activity for SSC with efforts focused on communicating Agency and Center priorities and 
successes. 
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Strategic Goal 4 - Optimize Capabilities and Operations. 
SSC senior leadership actively supports the Agency’s mission support architecture initiative to evaluate and 
realign mission support functions while maintaining mission focus, improving efficiency, and valuing the 
workforce. In 2016, SSC implemented the Synergy-Achieving Consolidated Operations and Maintenance 
contract, optimizing capabilities and operations of SSC and MSFC’s Michoud Assembly Facility (MAF). Results 
include streamlined management functions, reduced redundancies inherent in multiple support contractors, 
and increased collaboration between SSC, MSFC and MAF. Building upon these successes, SSC is 
developing a strategic sourcing contact, the Multiple Award Contract for Construction. This award contract will 
be a regional contract between SSC, MSFC, MAF, JSC, and KSC.  
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APPENDICES 
APPENDIX A: DEVELOPING AND 
IMPLEMENTING NASA’S STRATEGY 
NASA’s Vision and Mission reflect our continual pursuit of the long-term goals originally established in the 
National Aeronautics and Space Act of 1958, outlined in the latest National Space Policy, and emphasized 
through NASA authorization acts, statements from the National Space Council, as well as National space and 
aeronautics policies throughout successive Administrations. The main theme of NASA’s strategy remains 
exploration and research in space and aeronautics, together with international and domestic partners, for the 
benefit of all humankind. Our exploration and research efforts continually foster new discoveries that expand 
human knowledge, while providing significant benefits to the U.S. economy. 
 
Our strategic goals and objectives align with our Vision and Mission, reflecting both National policies and 
legislation, as well as the strategic direction set by the NASA Administrator. Consultation with both external 
and internal stakeholders, and participation from NASA’s Centers and mission directorates is essential.  
 
The NASA Administrator utilizes several formal internal mechanisms to ensure that Agency efforts align with 
our strategic goals and objectives. These include the Planning, Programming, Budgeting and Execution 
(PPBE) process, where long-term strategic planning provides the basis for the programmatic and institutional 
priorities of the Agency, as well as early identification of potential Agency challenges and risks that could be 
potential barriers to success. In addition, the NASA Strategic Management Council (SMC), a forum of senior 
leaders from across the Agency, helps formulate strategy related to enhancing innovation, right-sizing NASA’s 
infrastructure, evaluating partnerships and workforce needs, and continuous prioritizing of the Agency’s 
portfolio of activities. The Associate Administrator for Strategy & Plans develops Agency-level strategy in 
consultation with external stakeholders and works with senior leadership to implement it across the Agency, 
providing strategic alignment of mission areas. 
 
NASA holds its leadership fully accountable for meeting near-term performance standards and metrics as well 
as progress toward long-term objectives. Program authorities and the Agency governance councils hold 
regular internal reviews to monitor and evaluate performance and use the results to support internal 
management processes and decision making. The Chief Operating Officer (COO) is responsible for reviewing 
progress toward Agency program and project plans, and addresses cross-cutting concerns that may impact 
mission performance against approved plans. Additionally, NASA’s COO and Performance Improvement 
Officer review progress toward strategic objectives annually by assessing the impact of strategies, 
implementation of key activities (including multi-year performance goals, annual performance indicators, 
agency priority goals, and cross-agency priority goals). Decisions are informed by leveraging evidence, 
evaluation, studies, and independent analysis to identify challenges, risks, and opportunities to ensure mission 
success.  
 
External shifts in policy, budget realities, the needs of external communities, partnerships, and industry, as well 
as internal capabilities, constraints, and challenges, are all key factors in NASA’s ability to deliver upon the 
strategic objectives outlined in this document. To ensure success in a dynamic environment, NASA’s long-term 
strategic planning process is ongoing and iterative, allowing for flexibility in the event that external guidance or 
circumstances necessitate revised strategies. NASA strives to be proactive in its strategy, reflecting the 
Agency’s commitment to continued leadership in space exploration, development of new technologies, 
innovation, and scientific discovery. Above all, NASA strives to maintain the public’s trust through responsible 
stewardship of the taxpayers’ investment in the Agency.  
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APPENDIX B: FY 2018-19 AGENCY 
PRIORITY GOALS 
This appendix incorporates NASA’s FY 2018-19 agency priority goals (APGs) in the 2018 Strategic Plan. An 
APG supports improvements in near-term outcomes and advances progress toward longer-term, outcome-
focused strategic goals and objectives in the strategic plan. It is a near-term result or achievement that 
leadership wants to accomplish that relies predominantly on agency execution to be accomplished. Agency 
priority goals reflect the top implementation-focused, performance priorities of Agency leadership and the 
Administration, and therefore do not reflect the full scope of our Mission. More information on these APGs is 
available on www.performance.gov.  
 
Goal statements for the APGs are as follows: 
 
James Webb Space Telescope (Webb) 
Strategic Objective 1.1 
Revolutionize humankind's understanding of the Cosmos and humanity’s place in it. The James Webb Space 
Telescope (Webb) will study every phase in the history of our universe, ranging from the first luminous glows 
after the Big Bang, to the formation of other stellar systems capable of supporting life on planets like Earth, to 
the evolution of our own solar system. By September 30, 2019, NASA will initiate on-orbit commissioning of 
Webb after launch. 
 
Mars 2020 
Strategic Objective 1.1 
Seeking signs of life on Mars: Explore a habitable environment, search for potential biosignatures of past life, 
collect and document a cache of scientifically compelling samples for eventual return to Earth, and contribute 
to future human exploration of Mars. By August 5, 2020, NASA will launch the Mars 2020 rover. To enable this 
launch date, NASA will deliver the instrument payload for spacecraft integration by September 30, 2019. 
 
International Space Station (ISS) 
Strategic Objective 2.2 
Use the ISS as a testbed to demonstrate the critical systems necessary for long-duration missions. Between 
October 1, 2017, and September 30, 2019, NASA will initiate at least eight in-space demonstrations of 
technology critical to enable human exploration in deep space. 
 
Exploration 
Strategic Objective 2.2 
Achieve critical milestones in the development of new systems for the human exploration of deep space. By 
September 30, 2019, NASA will conduct the Ascent Abort-2 test of the Orion Launch Abort System, perform 
the green run hot-fire test of the Space Launch System’s Core Stage at the Stennis Space Center, and roll the 
Mobile Launcher to the Vehicle Assembly Building to support the start of Exploration Mission-1 stacking 
operations. 
 
Commercial Crew Program (CCP) 
Strategic Objective 4.2 
Facilitate the development of and certify U.S. industry-based crew transportation systems while maintaining 
competition, returning International Space Station crew transportation to the United States. By September 30, 
2019, the Commercial Crew Program, along with its industry partners, will complete at least one Certification 
Review, following un-crewed and crewed test flights to the ISS. 
 



http://www.performance.gov/
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APPENDIX C: CROSS-AGENCY PRIORITY 
(CAP) GOALS 
The cross-agency priority (CAP) goals focus on major issues that require active collaboration between multiple 
Federal agencies and are intended to accelerate progress on a limited number of Administration priorities. The 
Government Performance and Results Modernization Act of 2010 requires agencies to address the CAP goals 
in their strategic plans, Annual Performance Plans (APPs), and Annual Performance Reports. Please refer to 
http://www.performance.gov for more information on the FY 2018-21 CAP goals, including progress updates 
and NASA’s contributions to the goals, where applicable. 
 
To ensure effective leadership and accountability across the Federal Government, each CAP goal typically has 
a named senior leader within the Executive Office of the President and another within one or more of the key 
delivery agencies. NASA is not a goal leader for any of the FY 2018-21 CAP goals, but does support select 
goals. NASA will provide additional information on its specific contributions to the CAP goals, where 
appropriate, in its FY 2020 Volume of Integrated Performance, scheduled for release in February 2019. 


APPENDIX D: PERFORMANCE GOALS 
For NASA’s performance goals and annual performance indicators, please see the current version of the APP 
within the Volume of Integrated Performance. The 2019 Volume of Integrated Performance, aligned with the 
2018 Strategic Plan, will be published in accordance with OMB guidelines. 


APPENDIX E: MANAGEMENT OBJECTIVES 
Strategic objectives reflect the outcome or management impact the agency is trying to achieve and generally 
include the agency’s role. Each objective is tracked through a suite of mid-term performance goals as well as 
accompanying annual performance indicators that are established separately in the APP. While not required, 
OMB encourages agencies to include management-focused objectives within their strategy performance 
framework. Management-focused objectives communicate improvement priorities for management functions 
such as strategic management of human capital, administration and control of information technology, efforts 
contributing to long-term sustainability, or stewardship of financial resources. NASA has captured these 
activities within Strategic Goal 4, a hybrid goal that highlights the emphasis the Agency places upon optimizing 
capabilities and operations for the future. Specifically, strategic objectives 4.1, 4.3, 4.4, 4.5, and 4.6 may be 
considered “management-focused” objectives.  


APPENDIX F: REGULATORY REFORM 
Under Executive Order (EO) 13777, titled "Enforcing the Regulatory Reform Agenda," NASA is required to 
identify a Regulatory Reform Officer and establish a Regulatory Reform Taskforce to evaluate existing 
regulations and make recommendations to the Administrator regarding their repeal, replacement, or 
modification, consistent with applicable law. To report the progress of NASA efforts toward meeting the 
requirements of EO 13777 and 13771, NASA has issued 0 of regulatory actions, 0 of deregulatory actions, and 
imposed 0 total incremental costs associated with regulatory actions in FY 2017. For FY 2018, NASA has set a 
goal of imposing 0 total incremental costs associated with regulatory actions in FY 2018. The costs reported 
are annualized at a 7 percent discount rate and are expressed in 2016 year dollars.   



http://www.performance.gov/
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APPENDIX G: ACRONYM LIST 
Acronym Definition   Acronym Definition 


AFRC Armstrong Flight Research Center, 
Edwards, CA 


 
LEO Low Earth Orbit 


APP Annual Performance Plan 
 


LSP Launch Services Program 


ARC Ames Research Center, Moffett Field, 
CA 


 
MAF Michoud Assembly Facility 


ARMD Aeronautics Research Mission 
Directorate 


 
MSD Mission Support Directorate 


CASIS Center for the Advancement of 
Science in Space 


 
MSFC Marshall Space Flight Center, 


Huntsville, AL 


CCP Commercial Crew Program 
 


NOAA National Oceanic and Atmospheric 
Administration 


CoF Construction of Facilities 
 


OCE Office of the Chief Engineer 


DHS Department of Homeland Security 
 


OCHMO Office of the Chief Health and Medical 
Officer 


DoD Department of Defense 
 


OCIO Office of the Chief Information Officer 
DoE Department of Energy 


 
OCOM Office of Communications 


DSN Deep Space Network 
 


OSMA Office of Safety and Mission 
Assurance 


EEE Electrical, Electronic, and 
Electromechanical  


 
R&D Research and Development 


FFRDC Federally Funded Research 
Development Center 


 
RPT Rocket Propulsion Test 


GRC Glenn Research Center, Cleveland, 
OH 


 
SCaN Space Communications and 


Navigation 


GSFC Goddard Space Flight Center, 
Greenbelt, MD 


 
SCAP Strategic Capabilities Assets Program 


HEOMD Human Exploration and Operations 
Mission Directorate 


 
SSC Stennis Space Center, Stennis Space 


Center, MS 


HRP Human Research Program 
 


SETMO Space Environments Testing 
Management Office 


ISS International Space Station 
 


SLS Space Launch System 


IV&V Independent Verification and 
Validation 


 
SMD Science Mission Directorate 


JPL Jet Propulsion Laboratory, La Cañada 
Flintridge, CA 


 
SMS Safety and Mission Success 


JSC Johnson Space Center, Houston, TX 
 


SOFIA Stratospheric Observatory for Infrared 
Astronomy 


KSC Kennedy Space Center 
 


STEM Science, Technology, Engineering, 
and Mathematics 


LaRC Langley Research Center, Hampton, 
VA 


 
STMD Space Technology Mission Directorate 


LEED Leadership in Energy & Environmental 
Design 


 
Webb James Webb Space Telescope 
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Agenda 


Part A 
– Goal/Objective Definition 
– How to be SMART 


• Review of the component terms 
– SMART tool 


• Table to facilitate SMART Objective 
Development 


– SMART Benefits/Costs 
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Goal/Objective Definition 
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Goals/Objectives 


• The most important element of a 
successful program is the development of 
attainable goals and measurable objectives 
– Guides program planning and design 
– Communicates to stakeholders 
– Enables evaluation 


• Success is dependent upon realistic goals 
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Goals: Characteristics 


• Describe the overall purpose of the 
program 


• Describe broad outcomes and concepts 
(what we want to accomplish)  


• Expressed in general terms.  
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• Research the topic (define needs) 
• Involve stakeholders (gains commitment) 
• Brainstorm goals 
• Select the goals that have priority (decide 


on what matters) 
• Limit the program to two-five goals (select 


realistic goals) 


Goals: Development Steps 
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• The program will inspire and motivate 
students to pursue careers in Science, 
Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics 


• The program will positively impact the gender 
diversity of the STEM workforce 


• The program will increase the capacity of 
minority institutions in STEM research 


Goals: Samples 
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Objectives 


• Specifically state how the goals will be 
achieved 


• Are measurable: Define what you want to see 
• Encourage a consistent focus on program 


functions 
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Objectives Are Not… 
Tasks 
• Conducting a training session is a task. 


– Poor objective: We will conduct a training session 


• An effective objective is something the 
program can fail at. 


• An effective objective defines intent 
– Better objective: Faculty that attend the training 


session will be able to identify at least three NASA 
grant programs that align with their research 
interests. 


– The affiliates that attend this training will be able 
to formulate three SMART objectives for each 
ASGP goal 
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How to be SMART 
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SMART Objectives 


• Specific: Be precise about what you are going 
to achieve  


• Measurable: Quantify the objectives  
• Appropriate: Align with the needs of the 


target audience  
• Realistic: Do you have the resources to make 


the objective happen? 
• Time-Specific: State when you will achieve the 


objective 
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SMART: Specific Objectives 


Specific: Be precise about what you are going to achieve  
– Specify target 
– Specify intended outcome 
– One outcome per objective 
– Avoid vague verbs (e.g. know, understand) 
– Make sure the objective is linked to the goal 
– Sample: By January 2010, at least 3% of the engineering 


majors at the institution will be female 
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SMART: Measurable Objectives 


Measurable: Quantify the objectives  
– Use measures as indicators of program success 
– If possible, establish a baseline (e.g. In January 2009, 2% of 


the engineering majors at the institution were female) 
– Sample: By January 2010, at least 3% of the engineering 


majors at the institution will be female 
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SMART: Appropriate Objectives 


Appropriate: Align with the needs of the target audience  
– Meeting the objective will advance the goal 
– Identify a specific target audience 
– Are inclusive of diversity within your group  
– Sample: By January 2010, at least 3% of the engineering 


majors at the institution will be female 
– Note: The “A” is sometimes called “Attainable” or 


“Achievable” in the literature. 
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SMART: Realistic Objectives 


Realistic : Do you have the resources to make the 
objective happen? 


– Are important to stakeholders 
– Are adequately resourced  
– Can be achieved 
– Sample: By January 2010, at least 3% of the engineering 


majors at the institution will be female 


Take care on what you say you can do! The January 2009 
baseline was 2%.  Is a 1% increase in one year realistic? 
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SMART: Time-Specific Objectives 


Time-Specific: State when you will achieve the objective 
– Provide timeframe indicating when objective will be met 
– Sample: By January 2010, at least 3% of the engineering 


majors at the institution will be female 
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Goals and Objectives 


Goal 


Objective One 


Objective Two 


Objective Three 


Maintain a clear connection between your goals and objectives. By maintaining 
this connection, you are articulating your theory of goal attainment. 
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SMART Tool 
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SMART Tool 


Objective 
By January 2010, at least 3% of the engineering majors at the 
institution will be female 


Verb Metric Population Object Baseline 
Measure 


Goal 
Measure Timeframe 


Breakdown be Percentage 
Institution 


Engineering 
Majors 


Female s 
Selecting 


Engineering 
Major 


2% 3% January 
2010 


Objective 
On an annual basis, at least 5% of the students that apply to the 
program will be female 


Verb Metric Population Object Baseline 
Measure 


Goal 
Measure Timeframe 


Breakdown apply Percentage 


Institution 
Engineering 


Major 
applicants 


Female  
Applicants 
Selecting 


Engineering 
Major 


-- 5% Annually 


Goal: The engineering department will positively impact the gender 
diversity of the engineering workforce 
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SMART Benefits and Costs 
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Benefits 
• Facilitates communication with program stakeholders 
• Informs on what data should be collected 
• Enables effective program management 
• Enables government funders to better fulfill PART 


requirements 
• Facilitates the linkage of activities and intended 


effects/goals 
• Enables a focus on evaluation 


– Process level (activities) 
– Output level 
– Outcome level 


• Facilitates replication 
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Costs and Limitations 


• Impression that creativity is limited 
• Time-consuming 
• GI/GO 
• Encourages too great a focus on discrete 


measures 
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Comment on Metrics 


• A well-written objective suggests the metric(s) 
• Example: 


– On an annual basis, at least 5% of the students that 
apply to the program will be female 


• Metrics: 
– Total applications to the department 
– Percentage of applications from females 


• While this may appear obvious, this is an area 
where programs often fail. 
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